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A B S T R A C T   

Metal additive manufacturing is a disruptive technology that is revolutionizing the manufacturing industry. 
Despite its unrivaled capability for directly fabricating metal parts with complex geometries, the wide realization 
of the technology is currently limited by microstructural defects and anomalies, which could significantly 
degrade the structural integrity and service performance of the product. Accurate detection, characterization, 
and prediction of these defects and anomalies have an important and immediate impact in manufacturing fully- 
dense and defect-free builds. This review seeks to elucidate common defects/anomalies and their formation 
mechanisms in powder bed fusion additive manufacturing processes. They could arise from raw materials, 
processing conditions, and post-processing. While defects/anomalies in laser welding have been studied exten-
sively, their formation and evolution remain unclear. Additionally, the existence of powder in powder bed fusion 
techniques may generate new types of defects, e.g., porosity transferring from powder to builds. Practical 
strategies to mitigate defects are also addressed through fundamental understanding of their formation. Such 
explorations enable the validation and calibration of models and ease the process qualification without costly 
trial-and-error experimentation.   

1. Introduction and background 

1.1. Metal additive manufacturing 

Metal additive manufacturing (AM, also known as 3D printing) is a 
family of technologies consisting of three main production processes, i. 
e., powder bed, powder feed, and wire feed. These processes differ in 
their manner of spreading or layering the material as well as the way to 

fuse or bond the feedstock. Compared to conventional manufacturing, 
metal AM possesses many superior capacities, including shortened 
design-to-market cycle, lower energy consumption, and the ability to 
consolidate components into unitary parts with complex geometries. 
There is also the capability to fabricate non-standard microstructures, 
with the potential to tailor local properties [1,2]. 

In fusion-based AM (e.g., laser powder bed fusion), a heat source (e. 
g., a laser) is used to fuse the material, and the fundamental knowledge 
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behind the process is about melting and solidification. In comparison, 
welding metallurgy using high-energy–density beams such as lasers has 
been extensively studied for decades. So an intuitive idea is to learn from 
this existing body of knowledge and apply it when understanding the 
formation and evolution of the microstructures and defects in metal AM. 
Regardless of their similarities, it is noted that some weldable alloys (e. 
g., AA6061) are not easy to process by fusion-based AM processes 
because of cracking from a combination of shrinkage stress and large 
solidification range during AM processing [3,4]; therefore technical 
solutions such as high-temperature preheating are needed [5]. 

There has been a remarkable growth in adoption of metal AM 
technologies in different industry sectors for manufacturing high- 
quality, defect-free parts. Recently, Snow et al. [6] and Sanaei et al. 
[7] published review articles on the formation and influence of defects 
on mechanical properties. Moreover, several research groups have 
focused on defect detection in large-scale AM processes [8,9], in situ 
monitoring [10,11], computational modeling [12,13], and machine 
learning [14-16]. Significant progress in metal powder bed fusion AM 
requires the linking of multiple variables (e.g., process settings, starting 
materials, and post-processing) to resultant properties (e.g., physical, 
mechanical, and corrosion properties). But so far, the process-structur-
e–property relationships and appropriate post-treatment “recipes” in 
metal AM have not been as extensively characterized as for conventional 
materials. Issues including macro-, micro-, and nano-scale defects, 
repeatability, inspection, and certification are crucial impediments to 
the wide implementation of AM parts. 

The goal of this review is to provide a detailed summary of the 
characterizations of metal powder bed fusion AM defects and mitigation 
techniques to limit their occurrences. The metals here include nickel-, 
titanium-, aluminum-, and iron-based alloys. Sequentially, we describe 
powder bed fusion AM processes, characterization tools (in situ and ex- 
situ), powder-related, process-related, and post-process-related defects, 
mitigation techniques, possible prediction criteria, and mechanical and 
corrosion properties. Our aim for this review was to identify the gaps in 
the published literature and the research needs, thereby improving our 
understanding of metals AM processes and guiding the operation of AM 
machines. 

1.2. Classification of powder bed fusion AM techniques 

Powder bed fusion (PBF) techniques currently offer the best repro-
ducibility and dimensional accuracy within metal AM production and, 
therefore, have been well-researched in both industry and academia. In 
general, PBF techniques utilize the following steps to fabricate a part: (1) 
a layer of metal powder of specified thickness is spread onto the build 
plate of the machine; (2) the desired area within the layer of powder is 
selectively melted together using a laser or electron beam heat source; 
(3) the build plate moves down, and a new layer of powder is spread 
onto the build plate; (4) this process is repeated layer-by-layer until the 
part is completed. PBF processes have been used in various industries for 
numerous applications such as medical (customized orthopedic com-
ponents and implants from bio-materials of titanium, stainless steels, 
and cobalt-chrome alloys), aerospace and defense (fuel nozzles, 
brackets, turbine blades, engine components, and structural member), 
and energy (heat exchangers and turbine airfoils) [17]. 

As specified in the ISO/ASTM52900 standard [18], PBF is defined as 
an additive manufacturing process in which thermal energy selectively 
fuses regions of a powder bed. Processes that fall under this category 
include electron beam melting (EBM), selective laser melting/sintering 
(SLM/SLS), which are described more recently as direct metal laser 
melting (DMLM) or direct metal laser sintering (DMLS). ASTM has 
defined the following terminologies for AM technologies:  

• For direct laser deposition → Laser beam directed energy deposition 
(L-DED);  

• For selective laser melting, laser powder bed fusion, etc. → Laser 
beam powder bed fusion (L-PBF);  

• For electron beam technologies such as powder feed or powder bed 
→ E-DED and E-PBF, respectively. 

1.2.1. Laser beam powder bed fusion 
L-PBF (a.k.a. selective laser melting) uses a laser as the primary tool 

to manufacture a part in a layer-by-layer fashion. It is capable of pro-
ducing parts in a range of metal alloys, including aluminum, titanium, 
iron, and nickel-based superalloys. There are different manufacturers for 
this type of metal AM [19]. 

A step-by-step process methodology for L-PBF AM is summarized in 
Fig. 1. Once the full part has been printed, the excess powder is removed 
(and often recycled) and then the build plate is unloaded from the build 
chamber. Since the printed part is fused to the build plate, mechanical 
removal is required. Before removal, the parts are typically left on the 
build plate and given a stress-relief heat treatment to minimize residual 
stresses, eliminate warping, and maintain dimensional accuracy. 

The L-PBF technique fills niches in industries where either rapid 
prototyping or low-volume production is needed. The inherently addi-
tive nature of the process allows printing of complex lattice structures 
(Fig. 2a) [20] and parts with intricate internal geometries like the GE 
fuel nozzle (Fig. 2b) [21]. Moreover, it allows for part consolidation and 
the geometrical optimization for lighter weight such as the seat brackets 
(Fig. 2c) [22]. 

L-PBF of metal parts has largely developed in recent years. Besides 
the increasing number of commercially available machines, significant 
effort has gone into research to improve the technique. One of the major 
challenges, especially in applications where fatigue is a concern, is the 
defects that form inside a build. Understanding the building process and 
defect formation is the key to building high-quality parts. 

There are many studies on the effect of process parameters on 
microstructure, porosity level, and defect formation. Influential process 
parameters are (1) laser-related parameters (e.g., laser power, spot size, 
pulse duration, and pulse frequency), (2) scan-related parameters (e.g., 
scan speed or velocity, scan spacing or hatch, scan rotation, and scan 
pattern), (3) powder related parameters (e.g., powder morphology, 
particle size and distribution, layer thickness, dosing, and materials 
properties), and (4) macroscopic parameters (e.g., powder bed tem-
perature and its uniformity, gas flow, gas type, spreader bar type) [23]. 
Computational modeling has been applied to the L-PBF process to pre-
dict laser-powder interaction, melt pool geometry, and potential defect 
formation based on the input processing parameters [13]. The formation 
of defects in L-PBF has several causes. High speed x-ray visualization 
[10,24] has shown that, at sufficiently high laser power, the vapor 
cavities aka “keyholes” that form above a characteristic threshold in 
power density [25] are very likely to be unstable and generate keyhole 
porosity [24-26]. At a constant laser power, increasing the scanning 
speed elongates the keyhole and makes it shallower. In general, there is 
an optimal combination of power, velocity, hatch spacing and layer 
depth for printing [27], i.e., a process window. Nevertheless, transfer of 
porosity from the powder to the build can occur via capillary forces [28]. 
At high power and speed, bead-up or humping [29] leads to instabilities 
in melt pool shape that can also cause porosity. Finally, increasing the 
scan speed at constant power results in the lack-of-fusion (LOF) case 
where insufficient melt pool overlap results in unfused regions in the 
form of porosity and/or inclusion of unmelted particles [30]. The po-
tential defects are shown, e.g., Fig. 7) as regions in the laser power- 
scanning speed “processing window” or region where full density can 
be expected. The point is that defect morphologies in PBF metal AM 
follow predictable trends within power-velocity-hatch-layer (P-V-H-L) 
processing parameter space [29,31]. In addition to the P-V-H-L pro-
cessing combination, scan strategy (Fig. 3) plays an essential role in 
defect formation in PBF processes. Scan strategy influences heat trans-
fer, melt formation from powder, and solidification rate, affecting the 
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Fig. 1. General build methodology for an L-PBF machine. Rectangular grey drawings represent a bed of powder during the L-PBF process.  

Fig. 2. Examples of AM geometries. (a) Complex lattice structures. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [20]. (b) Fuel nozzle printed by GE. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [21]. (c) Lightweight seat bracket produced by GM. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [22]. 

Fig. 3. (A) Different scan strategies used in the L-PBF process. (a) unidirectional or concurrent fill, (b) bi-directional, snaking, or countercurrent fill, (c) island 
scanning, (d) spot melting, (e) spot melting contours with snaking fill, and (f) line melting contours with snaking fill. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [32]. (B) 
Schematics illustrating scan patterns of (a) 45◦ alternating, (b) 90◦ alternating, (c) 67◦ alternating, (d) chessboard scanning, and chessboard scanning with adjacent 
chessboard block scanned in (e) 45◦ and (f) 90◦ rotated direction. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [40]. (C) Examples of fractal scan strategies of (a) Hilbert and 
(b) Gosper. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [41]. 
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type of defects, location, and distribution as well as grain morphology 
[32-39]. Thus, it is crucial to optimize process parameters, heat source 
power, and scan speed and strategy for minimizing process-induced 
porosity. 

During the laser powder bed fusion process and following powder 
spreading which is governed by many powder characteristics (Section 
3.1), a laser selectively scans the surface of the powder layer to melt and 
fuse the metal powder following the STL input file in the respective 
layer. The complex laser-matter interaction leads to many phenomena 
that may result in defects in the final part [42]. Common defects include 
balling/bead-up, lack of fusion, keyhole porosity, the ejection of spatters 
of molten metal or powder particles, denudation of the surrounding 
substrate, or microstructural defects. Numerous studies focused on the 
experimental approach to visualize and analyze such anomalies. How-
ever, an important aspect that plays a major role in their formation is the 
laser-matter interaction. 

This is defined as the interaction of the laser with the powder par-
ticles, molten pool, and vapors [43]. On a sub-millimeter scale, as soon 
as the laser hits the surface of the powder, a complex interaction be-
tween the laser and the powder occurs. Part of the laser’s incident en-
ergy is absorbed by the powders and the rest of it is reflected within the 
powder layer. One inaccurate assumption is that the incident laser un-
dergoes many reflections before it transitions into the melt pool which in 
turn absorbs energy by Fresnel absorption [44]. The number of re-
flections of the laser beam is dependent on local material properties, 
particle size, and packing density. Recent in situ observations or the full- 
physics simulations from, e.g., Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
[25,45,46], show that the laser interacts primarily with the liquid metal. 
Powder particles are either melted into the pool at the front end or swept 
away in the rapidly heated cover gas. There is plenty of evidence that the 
presence/absence of powder makes little difference to the net absorption 
of the incoming laser energy. It is also important to note that under the 
common occurrence of a keyhole, the laser light may be reflected from 
the wall of the cavity several times which substantially increases the 
effective absorptivity as indeed acknowledged in the following para-
graph, e.g. [47,48]. 

A main parameter of interest to the community during laser-powder 
interaction is absorptivity; this is investigated either experimentally or 
using mathematical models. Bertoli et al. [49] performed in situ experi-
mental measurement of the absorption of gas atomized and water 
atomized powders coupled with a COMSOL model to predict the cooling 
rates in the melt pool. Trapp et al. [50] used direct calorimetry to 
measure the effective absorptivity of continuous-wave 1070 nm laser 
light for bare and metal powder-coated discs of 316L stainless steel as 
well as for aluminum alloy 1100 and tungsten. The effective absorptivity 
was shown to increase markedly with increasing incident laser power 
from 30 up to ≈540 W for scanning speeds of 100, 500, and 1500 mm/s. 
The change in surface morphology that was observed in the high-speed 
images was correlated with a change in the effective absorptivity from 
30 W until the onset of the formation of a recoil pressure-induced surface 
depression, i.e., keyhole. The possibility of multiple reflections and ab-
sorption steps inside a keyhole is the primary reason for enhanced ab-
sorptivity at high power densities [51]. Beyond the onset of keyhole 
mode, the value of the effective absorptivity showed a plateau for discs 
and powder-coated disks. For a powder layer of 100 µm thick, the 
effective absorptivity was two times that of a polished plate (surely this 
was only for the conduction mode, not for keyhole where the absorp-
tivity is already ≈0.8). Tolochko et al. [52] experimentally assessed the 
absorptance of a number of powders of interest to sintering, including 
metals and oxides, under two different laser wavelengths of 1.06 μm and 
10.6 μm obtained by using different laser types, namely Nd-YAG and 
CO2 respectively. The absorptivity of metal powders was shown to 
decrease with increasing wavelength [50,53-56]; whereas it was shown 
to increase with increasing wavelength for oxides [57]. Fischer et al. 
[58] presented a mathematical model that compares the absorptivity of 
bulk solid and powder of pure Titanium metal. In the first step, the 

energy is absorbed in a narrow layer of individual particles determined 
by the bulk properties of the material, leading to a high temperature of 
particle surfaces during the interaction. After thermalization of the en-
ergy, heat flows mainly towards the center of the particles until a local 
steady state of the temperature within the powder is obtained. Finally, 
the surrounding powder properties are responsible for further thermal 
development. 

The investigation of laser-powder interaction has been the topic of 
many experimental studies using high-speed optical imaging [59], x-ray 
imaging [24-26,48,60], and Schlieren imaging [61] aiming at the 
investigation of defects. However, due to the complexity of the laser- 
matter interaction, experimental investigations have historically 
driven numerical analyses. However, recent advances in numerical 
models allow the elucidation of the laser-matter interaction; this will be 
discussed in detail throughout the subsequent sections (e.g., [47,62- 
67]). 

1.2.2. Electron beam powder bed fusion 
E-PBF uses an electron beam as the heat source to selectively sinter/ 

melt the powder. The process is capable of fabricating near-fully dense 
metallic parts that have mechanical properties comparable to conven-
tionally manufactured parts, e.g., castings or forming. Thus, E-PBF parts 
can serve as load-bearing structures in many applications. The operation 
of commercialized E-PBF systems is optimized to minimize defects, just 
as in L-PBF. However, those systems offer less freedom for process 
modification and lack direct control over, e.g., power and scan speed. 
Many locally-built E-PBF systems [68-70] have been reported in the 
literature as being used for research purposes to study fundamentals, e. 
g., transient physical effects and interactions between the electron beam 
and powder. 

An E-PBF system has three major components – electron delivery, 
powder spreading system, and build chamber. As suggested by the 
name, the major difference between E-PBF and L-PBF is with the heat 
source. The E-PBF process uses an electron gun as the heat source which 
is located directly above the powder bed shown in (Fig. 5). Electrons are 
generated through heating a filament, which can be a tungsten filament 
(printers such as S12, A2, A2X) or lanthanum hexaboride LaB6 (printers 
such as Arcam Q10, Q20) cathode. The electrons are then accelerated by 
the applied voltage, focused and steered by a series of electromagnetic 
lenses. Compared with laser optics, the electromagnetic lenses in an E- 
PBF process can move the electron beam free of inertia. As a result, the 
peak scanning speed of an electron beam can reach 102 m/s which is 
significantly faster than the speed of a laser which is limited by the scan 
optics to a few m/s [71]. 

Using an electron beam as the heat source also introduces a unique 
problem known as “smoking”, of which the outcome is similar to the 
powder spattering in the L-PBF process but in a much more chaotic 
manner. As the electrons decelerate on contact with the powder bed, 
their kinetic energy is converted into thermal energy which is what is 
needed to sinter/melt the feedstock; however, some of the energy can go 
into ejecting particles from the powder bed [70]. For the same energy 
level, electrons have a much larger momentum compared to a photons 
because of the finite mass of the electron (The incoming momentum may 
be larger than for photons but that would merely compact the powder 
bed, not disassemble it). Additionally, thanks to imperfect electrical 
conduction in the powder bed, electrons can accumulate which results in 
repulsion between negatively charged powder particles and consequent 
additional powder ejection during the scanning process [70,72]. Sigl et 
al. [70] have shown that the repulsive force between two adjacent 
powder particles is on the order of 10-6N while the weight of a powder 
particle is on the order of 10-9N assuming that an electron beam irra-
diates a specific region with 100 W power for 1 s. Clearly, “smoking” can 
be highly detrimental to the quality of each powder layer, which in turn 
introduces processing defects into the as-built parts and potentially leads 
to the termination of the build. Therefore, a conductive and fully 
grounded powder bed is essential to avoid charge accumulation, which 
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also explains why only metal feedstock can be used in the E-PBF process. 
Many aspects of the build chamber are designed to mitigate the 

“smoking” issue including the high pre-heating and the vacuum envi-
ronment. To maintain them, the build chamber needs to be airtight and 
thermally well insulated. The vacuum of E-PBF systems normally pumps 
down to 10-4–10-5 mbar to minimize collisions between air molecules 
and electrons; it is also important for reducing the reaction between 
residual oxygen and the powder feedstock at high pre-heat [70,73]. To 
further mitigate “smoking”, recent systems apply a “controlled vacuum”, 
meaning a vacuum with a small partial pressure of helium during 
fabrication. Better electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity 
associated with the introduction of helium helps to minimize electro-
static charge accumulation in the powder bed and assist the cooling 
process [74]. 

Pre-heating is designed to reduce thermal gradients during fabrica-
tion and is another countermeasure against “smoking” [75,76]. The pre- 
heating step uses a defocused electron beam with low power density to 
sweep over the powder bed and raise the surface temperature. The 
elevated temperature promotes sintering of the particles which raises 
electrical conductivity to avoid charge accumulation and provides me-
chanical strength to make particle ejection less common [77]. However, 
pre-sintering also leads to difficulty with de-powdering, especially for 
complex part geometries with internal passages. Typically the pre-heat 
temperature varies from 300 ◦C [78] for pure copper to 1100 ◦C [79] 
for intermetallic compounds or nickel alloys. 

The E-PBF process usually has two melting modes after the pre- 
heating steps as shown in Fig. 4. Hatching is the melting mode that 
fills the bulk area and uses the beam to scan back and forth along parallel 
scanning paths, separated by the pre-defined hatch spacing distance; 
afterwards, contouring outlines the edge of each cross-section and im-
proves the surface finish. Some common parameters that can be changed 
include beam current, focus offset (which controls the spot size) hatch 
spacing distance, etc. 

Another critical module in the E-PBF machine is the powder 
spreading system of which the essential goal is to deliver powder from 
the reservoir onto the build plate in a uniform layer before the melting 
step. In Arcam E-PBF systems, two hoppers and a rake are coordinated to 
complete the aforementioned task. The standard E-PBF particle size 

range is 45–106 µm, which is coarser than the feedstock used in L-PBF 
[80]. The coarser powder reduces smoking because of the larger particle 
mass, meaning that more kinetic energy is required to eject any given 
particle. Moreover, using finer powders is not necessary since the pro-
cess resolution, i.e., melt pool size, is generally coarser in the E-PBF 
process. Certainly, using coarser powder is more cost-efficient because 
standard atomization technologies produce a wider range of particle size 
than can be used in AM. Sigl et al. [70] suggested that water atomized 
powder is preferable to gas atomized powder for stabilizing the process 
as the irregular morphology increases the surface contact between 
powder particles resulting in better grounding of the powder bed. 

Similarly, a support structure is required for overhangs just as in the 
L-PBF process but serves different purposes. Unlike the latter process, 
little residual stress is likely to be stored for the high pre-heats used in E- 
PBF. There is always, however, the possibility of heat accumulation in 
overhangs surrounded by unmelted powder with lower thermal con-
ductivity. Local overheating leads to excessive melt pool size and de-
viations from the intended build conditions (and dimensions). Support 
structures in E-PBF serve to provide solid channels for heat extraction 
from the overhangs. 

Being able to fabricate nearly defect-free parts is important for 
safety–critical applications since the embedded defects can be sites of 
stress concentration which in turn can initiate, e.g., fatigue cracks. Be-
sides hot cracking that limits the weldability and printability of many 
alloys, porosity is the most in need of optimization. Porosity can be 
simply categorized into raw material porosity and processing porosity 
based on the origin of porosity formation. Studies have shown that the 
amount of entrapped gas in powder strongly correlates with the con-
centration of the final in-part porosity under constant processing pa-
rameters [81]. The morphology of gas porosity is spherical; yet, they can 
expand and result in larger pores in the final parts than their original 
sizes in powder particles. Similar to other AM processes, lack-of-fusion 
porosity can exist in E-PBF parts. As discussed elsewhere, this occurs 
whenever inadequate melt pool overlap results in regions that were 
never melted. Unmelted/partially melted powder can often be observed 
within lack-of-fusion pores which typically have elongated shapes 
[82,83]. 

Despite the high-power levels available in E-PBF, key-hole porosity is 

Fig. 4. Actual images and schematics of the three melting modes in the E-PBF process. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [71].  
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not a type of processing defect that is commonly observed in E-PBF. The 
primary reason is that the beam power and speed are automatically 
controlled by the software to avoid excessive energy input based on the 
given max beam current and speed function index [84]. Francis [85] 
showed that keyhole melting can be generated in the single-track 
experiment where beam power and velocity and focus offset are 
explicitly specified. In the electron beam and laser-based AM process, 
conduction mode and key-holing mode are the two standard melting 
modes. The power density on the surface of the molten metal surface 
determines which melting mode takes place where the threshold is of 
order 1 MW/cm2 [25]. Finally, for post-processing, hot isostatic pressing 
(HIP) has repeatedly been shown to eliminate closed porosity in E-PBF 
parts [81]; however, subsequent heat treatment of HIPed parts at high 
temperature increases the diffusivity of inert and insoluble gas (e.g., 
Argon from the powder atomization) in the bulk and leads to the 
regrowth of the gas pores. 

1.3. Melting modes 

Powder-based additive manufacturing (AM) utilizes a moving energy 
source (e.g., Electron beam or laser) to selectively melt the metal powder 
in a layer-by-layer manner to build desired 3-Dimensional (3D) struc-
tures, as detailed in the previous section. As the source of energy scans 
across the metal, two different modes can be distinguished depending on 
the resultant molten pool shape. First is the conduction mode which 
occurs when a relatively low laser power intensity is used, and a semi- 
circular melt pool is created. Second is the keyhole mode which oc-
curs when a relatively high laser power intensity is used which creates a 
deep and slender vapor depression cavity, i.e., the keyhole, in the melt 
pool, as discussed above. The keyhole mode has been found in laser- 
based AM to cause defect generation in AM parts when the depth-to- 
width ratio becomes too large [86,87]. Hence, the understanding and 
control of keyhole dynamics under various processing parameters is 
important for optimizing the process to obtain defect-free AM metal 
parts. The printing modes defined in this section are legacy terms from 
the welding community that cluster melt pool behavior into two sepa-
rate categories. However, these terms help simplify and generalize 
communication of weld morphology as well as some fundamental as-
pects of the weld. 

The difference between the two printing modes is substantial. A 
comparison between the laser energy absorptions in conduction and 
keyhole modes, for an assumed Gaussian laser beam, is shown in Fig. 5. 

Except for pure conduction mode, the laser interacts with the liquid 
metal and the powder melts into the liquid at the front of the melt pool. 
Additionally, defocus (in L-PBF) [88-90] or focus offset (in E-PBF) [91] 
can affect printing mode and porosity formation, i.e., spreading out the 
laser light reduces the power density which can help avoid unstable 
keyholes and pore formation [24]. 

1.3.1. Conduction mode 
Conduction mode is typically associated with melt pools where the 

vapor cavity and its associated effects are negligible. Conduction mode 
generally produces semi-circular melt pools or melt pools with small 
aspect ratios, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The energy density in the substrate 
is low enough that the substrate temperature does not increase above the 
boiling point hence a vapor cavity does not form. The assumption of 
conduction-only heat transfer mode was used by Bag et al. [94] who 
successfully modeled spot welds using an adaptive volumetric source. In 
their study, the melt pools all showed the characteristic, approximately 
semi-circular shape associated with conduction mode welding. In a 
different approach, Russo et al. [95] described conduction mode welding 
as being where melt pool motion or an extended (de-focused) heat 
source does not disturb the thermal distribution. 

As laser powder bed fusion additive manufacturing gained interest, it 
was clear that the printing process is analogous to micro-welding pro-
cesses and these terms have been adopted in the AM community. Similar 
to traditional welding, conduction mode in laser powder bed fusion is 
used to refer to regular, semi-circular melt pools. It has been shown that, 
much like welding, L-PBF melt pools exhibit a transition from conduc-
tion mode to keyhole mode as the power increases for constant scan 
speed [96,97]. Fig. 5 illustrates the penetration caused by vaporization, 
which is discussed in more detail in the following section, as well as the 
increased re-melting into the previously melted layers. Throughout this 
work, when the term conduction mode is used it will be referring to melt 
pools that possess a negligible vapor cavity and small aspect ratio on the 
order of 0.5 (depth/width). 

Ideally, conduction mode should result in fully-dense printed parts 
provided that there is sufficient melt pool overlap to avoid LOF porosity 
[98]. With increasing power and decreasing scan speeds, the transition 
of melt pools from conduction to keyhole mode was observed in situ [25] 
and post-solidification [93,99]. The keyhole mode has been of interest in 
the AM community mainly because of the tendency for unstable vapor 
cavities to generate keyhole porosity which may deteriorate properties 
such as fatigue strength and corrosion resistance. The keyhole mode is 

Fig. 5. Schematic of laser energy absorption in the conduction mode and the keyhole mode at the initial moment. The laser is assumed to have a Gaussian dis-
tribution. Laser energy is absorbed by the upper surface in the conduction mode, whereas it is mostly absorbed on the inner surface of the vapor cavity in keyhole 
mode. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [92]. (Bottom left) Schematic of the conduction mode showing the melt pool and heat-affected zone in the substrate. 
(bottom right) Schematic of the laser-induced keyhole. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [47]. The schematics illustrate heat history during (middle left) con-
duction and (middle right) keyhole modes. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [93]. 
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discussed in more detail as follows. 

1.3.2. Keyhole mode 
As the laser power intensity increases above about 1 MW/cm2, 

keyhole mode is achieved, as illustrated in Fig. 5 and described next. 
Laser light impinging on the surface of the material raises the temper-
ature, leading to melting. As the temperature increases further and 
reaches the boiling point, the formation of metallic vapor generates a 
recoil pressure. The recoil pressure pushes down the molten metal 
resulting in the formation of a long and slender gas cavity known as the 
keyhole. After entering the keyhole, the laser light experiences multiple 
reflections from both the front and rear keyhole walls before it is 
absorbed (or partially reflected out). The observation and character-
ization of the keyhole phenomenon have been achieved through both 
experiments and simulations that we review in the following para-
graphs. As indicated in Fig. 5, the already solidified part will experience 
more thermal cycles of re-melting and cooling during the PBF process 
compared with conduction mode [100]. 

Experimentally, observations of keyholes were initially limited to 
optical imaging looking down onto the top of the keyhole [101,102] 
because of the opacity of the substrate. Using high-speed imaging, the 
opening of the keyhole, and in some cases, some portion of the keyhole 
wall, was studied, however, and the underlying keyhole dynamics were 
deduced. In a different approach, a side view of the keyhole phenome-
non was obtained using the “sandwich” method [103-105] where a thin 
metal plate is clamped between two thin glass plates. A laser scans along 
the length of the metal plate and the keyhole is observed from a side 
view at the interface of the metal and the transparent glass plate. 
However, the use of a confining glass plate may create wall effects and 
affect the keyhole behavior. More recently, advanced x-ray imaging 
techniques provided unprecedented spatial and temporal resolutions for 
the imaging of keyhole dynamics [24-26,48]. The use of x-ray imaging 
allowed the in situ observation and characterization of the keyhole for-
mation to reveal detailed features of the keyhole shape and its fluctua-
tions [26]. X-ray imaging has also been combined with high-speed 
imaging to study the effects of shielding gases [106], processing pa-
rameters [107], melt pool dynamics [108], and laser absorption [109] 
on keyhole dynamics and porosity formation. Details such as the keyhole 
dynamics, the resulting gas pore formation/suppression [110,111], and 
other defects will be further discussed in Section 4. 

Complex physical phenomena affect keyhole formation and dy-
namics. The laser-matter interaction, multi-phase thermo-fluid flow, 
and phase change thermodynamics are challenging to measure experi-
mentally. Therefore, the analysis and understanding of keyhole forma-
tion and dynamics leading to defect generation mechanisms require the 
use of multi-physics numerical modeling of the keyhole phenomena to 
complement experimental observations [47]. 

Numerical modeling efforts of the keyhole phenomena were first 
limited to simplified systems and isolated studies, e.g., multiple ab-
sorptions and reflections of the laser by the keyhole [112,113], and the 
front keyhole wall evolution [114,115]. Recent modeling efforts have 
primarily focused on the development of multi-physics models to 
simulate laser-induced keyholes with higher fidelity. The keyhole dy-
namics are dependent on the multiple reflections of the laser beam, 
which can be modeled using a ray-tracing model [112,113,116-119]. At 
this level of detail, the predicted keyhole morphology and laser ab-
sorption distribution agrees well with experimental observations. 
Recently, the ray-tracing model was coupled with thermo-fluid models 
and surface tracking [63,120-126]. Surface tracking is usually achieved 
using either Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) [120,123,126,127] or Level-Set (LS) 
[112,121,122,128] methods. By combining the multi-phase and multi- 
physics numerical modeling, it has been shown that laser reflections 
are dependent on the keyhole morphology which in turn is coupled with 
the non-uniform laser absorption distribution leading to the fluctuation 
of the laser-induced keyholes. Clearly, numerical modeling will be 
increasingly important for the prediction of defects during the keyhole 

phenomenon, further discussed in Section 7. 

1.4. Classification of defects 

1.4.1. General microstructural defects and anomalies 
In general, defects can be created or transferred to the finished part 

in three specific ways, mainly through: (1) transfer from the feedstock 
powder aka powder related defects (Section 3), (2) the laser-powder- 
metal interaction during melting also known as processing-related de-
fects (Section 4), and (3) post-processing-related defects due to heat 
treatments (Section 5) [81,84,129-134] (Fig. 6). Moreover, equipment, 
build preparation and part design can also affect defect formation in the 
AM parts. Commonly observed types of defects in metal additive 
manufacturing include various types of porosity such as lack-of-fusion, 
keyhole, balling, and trapped gas. Other defect types include surface 
roughness, residual stress, and distortion (warping) due to the rapid 
solidification of metal AM processes. In order to limit defect generation 
within metal AM, the mechanisms of defect formation and transfer must 
be considered and controlled through appropriate selection of material, 
process, and post-processing settings. The following sections provide 
more information on the sources of defects, in particular the specific 
characteristics of multiple different starting materials that lead to defect 
formation. 

Powder-related defects. Typically, powder characteristics such as 
morphology, flowability, mean size and particle size distribution, sur-
face contamination affect the quality and performance of the final 
product. In the fusion-based AM processes, powder characteristics are 
directly affected by the powder production technique such as water and 
gas atomization, plasma atomization, plasma rotating electrode process, 
etc. Higher apparent density, higher packing density, better powder 
flowability, and smooth surface finish are attained using spherical 
powders, however, the cost of powder production is high for spherical 
powder production. When too high fraction of fine (<5 µm) powders are 
used in PBF, powder agglomeration may occur, thus, negatively 
affecting the powder packing density, powder flowability, and final part 
density. The typical particle size range used in L-PBF is 15–45 µm while 
coarse powder particle of 45–110 µm is used in E-PBF. Layer thickness 
during printing depends on the powder’s mean size and distribution. 
Feedstock powder may contain moisture, organic contamination on the 
surface, and/or trapped gasses, therefore, it has a detrimental effect on 
the final part quality. Powder porosity can carry over into the printed 
part but that has little to do with the actual beam-powder interaction; it 
probably happens when particles are drawn into (sucking in) the melt 
pool along the sides of the latter. Further information about the induced 
defects from powder particles is presented in Section 3. 

Processing-related defects. Numerous studies [129,130,133-137] 
have investigated the effects of processing parameters such as power, 
scan speed, layer thickness, hatch spacing, and scan strategy on the 
formation of different defects mainly pores and voids. In more detail, the 
lack-of-fusion porosity boundary can be determined by whether there is 
sufficient overlap between melt pools to ensure that all points are melted 
at least once [98]. In contrast, the keyhole porosity boundary corre-
sponds to instabilities in deep keyholes leading to pinch-off of pores 
[25]. A third boundary (known as the “beading-up” boundary) is 
determined by a combination of fluid flow patterns and capillary 
instability of the melt pool and is a limiting factor for increasing pro-
duction rates while maintaining precision (e.g., increasing velocity and 
power simultaneously) in L-PBF AM systems [138,139]. Overall LOF, 
keyhole, and bead-up porosity boundaries define an effective process 
window for the production of parts with nominally full density. Full 
density can be quantified as samples possessing > 99.9% volumetric 
density, although it should be noted that large defects are still possible 
within the processing window (Fig. 7). 

Other defects such as cracking, distortion, and super-elevated edges 
are affected by thermal history during printing and printing patterns 
which can be controlled by selecting a proper scan strategy and part 
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design [35,140-142]. Mukherjee et al. [143] showed that the thermal 
strain could be controlled by low heat input (low laser power, high scan 
speed, and small layer thickness). Further, it was concluded that alloys 
with lower heat capacity and higher thermal diffusivity are susceptible 
to higher peak temperature, larger pool volume, and higher thermal 
strain. Among three common alloys of nickel superalloy 718, Ti-6Al-4V, 
and stainless steel 316, the thermal strain is relatively higher for alloy 
718 and Ti-6Al-4V than stainless steel 316 [143]. 

Another source of defect known as spatters is caused by ejected 
particles from the powder bed or liquid metal from the melt pool (Sec-
tion 4.6) [26,48,144-148]. There are two main possible reasons for the 

solid/liquid metal ejections in PBF systems including (1) a convective 
transport of liquid or vaporized metal out of the melt pool, also known as 
droplet spatters, and (2) solid powder particles blown away as a result of 
the heated cover gas that moves the powder out of the way [61], also 
known as powder or sideway spatters. Also, electrostatic repulsion of 
powder particles may occur in E-PBF systems causing solid powder 
particle ejection. 

When the spatter powder forms and falls onto the bed of powder, two 
different types of issues appear. Typically, the spattered powder is 
coarse, therefore, if the laser/electron beam passes over the spattered 
powder, it may prevent complete melting leading to pore formation. 

Fig. 6. Defect/anomaly formation mechanisms in powder bed fusion additive manufacturing fall into three broad categories: (1) powder-related defects, (2) 
processing-related defects, and (3) post-processing-related defects. 

Fig. 7. Defect morphologies in L-PBF metal AM follow 
predictable trends within the power-velocity (P-V) pro-
cessing parameter space. Common defects can be avoi-
ded by proper selection of process variables. Synchrotron 
x-ray micro-computed tomography (µSXCT) re-
constructions show that by altering process settings, LOF 
and keyhole defect morphologies may be avoided. The 
LOF boundary is determined by whether there is suffi-
cient overlap between melt pools to ensure that all points 
are melted at least once (Section 4.3). The keyhole 
porosity boundary corresponds to instabilities in deep 
keyholes leading to pinch-off of pores (Section 4.4). The 
beading-up boundary is determined by a combination of 
fluid flow patterns and capillary instability of the melt 
pool (Section 4.2). Note: standard (recommended) 
nominal process settings may also result in keyhole or 
LOF porosities; therefore, proper selection of processing 
parameters is vital to avoid laser-powder interaction 
defects in as-built metal AM parts. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [19].   
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Further, if the spattered particle is displaced by the recoating blade, an 
uneven and irregular powder bed is produced which causes a disconti-
nuity in the dispensed materials (Section 4.1). Generally, laser power 
profile and pulse shaping can reduce spatter particles in L-PBF. In E-PBF, 
the interactions between electrons and powder particles transmit both 
energy and electrical charge. In this situation, powder ejection is prob-
able when repulsive electrostatic forces overwhelm the forces holding 
particles to the powder bed [149]. Finally, plasma formation due to 
ionization of the metallic vapor and surrounding gas has been reported 
in [150-153]. Plume formation can occur due to vapor formation and 
increased temperature of the surrounding gas, which shows chemical 
composition, temperature, and pressure difference from the surrounding 
atmosphere (Section 4.6). This phenomenon may alter the optical 
properties of the laser/electron beam path, affecting beam profile and 
energy density at the focal point on the powder bed surface. In other 
words, the formation of plasma or metal vapor plume can vary the 
power absorptivity along with melt pool depth and fluctuating melt pool 
shape during printing. As discussed elsewhere, Trapp et al. [50] show a 
transition from about 0.3 in conduction to about 0.8 in keyhole mode. 
The plume is far stronger in the latter, see [61], and yet it does not get in 
the way of the laser light. One may speculate that the plume is the reason 
that the absorptivity does not reach 100%. 

Post-processing Related Defects. Because of the propensity for de-
fects in AM parts, a hot-isostatic press (HIP) treatment is frequently 
applied to reduce the number and severity of internal defects. HIPing 
involves the application of high pressure and temperature in an inert 
environment, which acts to shrink the size of internal defects through 
the reduction of surface energy and unbalanced internal and external 
pressure [154]. The process needs to occur at a sufficiently high tem-
perature and pressure to allow the material to deform and collapse the 
pores, and if the gas is soluble, allow it to diffuse out of the pores. Many 
studies have shown the effectiveness of HIPing to reduce porosity in AM 
components [155] and the subsequent improvement on elongation and 
fatigue life [7,156,157]. However, the extended time at a high tem-
perature can cause considerable microstructural coarsening, resulting in 
reduced strength and unfavorable microstructures. 

The problem arises when pores containing inert gas such as argon are 
HIPed and then subsequently exposed to a high temperature. Argon 
pores have been observed to regrow following high-temperature heat 
treatments after HIPing in a process known as thermally-induced 
porosity (TIP) and be significant enough to often cause degradation in 
mechanical properties [7,156,157]. This process is the result of heating 
the now pressurized pore from the HIP process to temperatures that 
allow the surrounding material to deform via creep. The question is not 
whether or not this will occur with AM metals, but whether or not AM 
defects contain sufficient inert gas to regrow to appreciable sizes at 
temperatures relevant to heat treatments. To date, this has not been 
investigated for processing flaws in AM such as keyholes or lack of 
fusion, but in the case of L-PBF, both could feasibly contain inert gas 
from the atmosphere, as shielding gas was detected in keyhole pores 
laser welding, and lack of fusion porosity was open to the atmosphere 
before being closed off by subsequent layers. Post-processing related 
defects are discussed in detail in Section 5. 

In terms of defect generation in AM parts, there might be other re-
sources such as equipment, powder handling and dispensing, and build 
preparation which could also contribute to defect generation. In the 
following, each of them is elaborated. 

Equipment. Defects may form due to improper performance of the 
used AM machines due to setting and calibration problems. Addition-
ally, different PBF machines have their own specifications in terms of 
print resolution, laser power, scan speed, powder layer thickness, 
powder dispensing method, laser spot size, etc. Amongst these differ-
ences, there are four main concerns related to the possible sources for 
defect formation associated with the equipment such as (1) defects 
caused by the electron/laser beam scanning or deflection system, (2) 
defects caused by the build chamber that requires better environmental 

control, (3) defects caused by the powder handling and dispensing sys-
tem, (4) defects caused by baseplate [131]. 

Typically, porosity (keyhole and LOF) and geometric defects 
(distortion and low dimensional accuracy) can be related to the elec-
tron/laser beam scanning or deflection system [141]. Moylan et al. 
[158] reported the role of the optical system alignment quality, mirror 
quality, and the beam profile in the PBF AM process. Foster el at. [159] 
showed that an incorrectly calibrated system can lead to geometrical 
inaccuracy. Additionally, the shape of the beam (laser or electron 
source) can be affected by exposure location, i.e., there is an elliptical 
(defocusing) distortion close to the edges of the baseplate because of 
high scanner deflection angle. Based on the location of the build part, 
this issue may result in LOF defects or poor geometric accuracies 
although this is considered to be a second order effect. 

It is probable that any contamination from the gaseous byproducts 
and reflected energy from the bed of powder impacts the local beam 
spatial energy distribution, causing poor geometrical accuracy. Sames 
et al. [32] suggested that the chamber environment can cause defective 
part production. Typically, an inert gas is directed over the build surface 
during the L-PBF process and the gas flow rate and the consequent 
deposition path for particles and spatter back onto the powder bed in-
fluences defect formation (porosity, spattered powder, poor dimensional 
accuracy, surface roughness) during the printing step [160,161]. An 
example of defect generation due to redeposition of spattered particles 
close to the gas outlet is shown in Fig. 8 [162]. 

Anwar and Pham investigated spattered powder during the L-PBF 
process [146]. They showed that increasing the gas flow velocity 
resulted in increasing the powder bed contamination due to powder 
transport by the inert gas flow and a higher chance for spatter particle 
formation and ejection from the melt pool. Another important concern 
related to the print environment is the oxygen content which is lower in 
E-PBF compared to L-PBF because of the vacuum used for the former. 
High oxygen content in the chamber promotes balling or bead-up 
initiation [163]. 

Powder handling and dispensing. These are other sources for defect 
formation in PBF processes. Kleszczynski et al. [164], Foster et al. [159] 
and Scime et al. [165] showed that the recoating system may affect 
powder bed density and smoothness of the spread layer, causing an 
inhomogeneous powder bed formation. In addition, if there is any 
spattered powder on the solidified area, the blade may hit the surface 
and deform the printed part. In other words, defects from spattered 
powder can cause an anomaly in the new spread layer of powder due to 
the linear motion of the recoating system over the build area. Further-
more, the uneven layer of powder has a detrimental effect on powder 
packing density and the laser-powder interaction leading to inconsistent 
processing conditions and potentially porosity formation. It is possible 
to replace the blade with a brush or rubber re-coater to reduce wear and 
friction between the dispensing system and the bed of powder. It also 
prevents collisions with the part being printed when the dispensing 
system goes over the build area. However, brush or rubber re-coaters are 
more easily damaged and typically need to be replaced frequently [166]. 

During fusion AM processes, printing occurs on a baseplate, thus, 
thickness affects heat dissipation. Defects such as warping, deformation, 
layer delamination, and cracking are all affected by the baseplate (as 
well as print strategy and laser power or energy density) [167]. Zeng 
[168] showed that heat dissipation and thermal stresses caused by so-
lidification are both influenced by baseplate thickness. During E-PBF, 
preheating of powder bed is part of the AM process, while L-PBF does not 
have this option. Preheating can lower thermal gradient, residual stress, 
and deformation and enhance final part density [169-173]. 

Build preparation. Some defects are caused during the build design 
step for additive manufacturing including (1) part/build orientation 
with respect to the build plate and the printing direction and (2) support 
structure design and sacrificial components. 

Build direction affects microstructure (texture and grain orientation) 
as well as potential porosity formation in the AM part [174]. 
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Additionally, dimensional accuracy and surface finish are two other 
criteria affected by build direction [175]. Anisotropic behaviors such as 
mechanical properties and corrosion rates can be strongly affected by 
build direction [176-180]. Jamshidinia and Kovacevic [181] showed 
that the spacing between parts on the build plate affects heat accumu-
lation leading to different surface quality. When parts are close to each 
other, heat distribution and dissipation are governed by the spacing 
between walls such that partial melting of the powder particles increases 
and they adhere together on the solidified surfaces, leading to increased 
surface roughness. 

Selection and design of support structures are crucial steps of the 
build design, affecting final part quality and performance. After print-
ing, the support structure needs to be removed to finish the AM part. For 
complex parts, support structures are required due to (1) avoiding the 
collapse of AM parts with overhang structures, (2) controlling thermal 
gradient and heat sink from the AM part to the build plate, and (3) 
reducing warping and distortion caused by residual stresses 
[159,168,182-185]. Fig. 9 illustrates examples of support structures and 
defects. 

Detailed explanations for the processing-related defects are pre-
sented in Section 4 and possible mitigation techniques are proposed in 
Section 6. 

1.4.2. Other defects 
In this review, we focus on the general microstructural defects in 

powder bed fusion AM that are common on the macroscale and micro-
scale. Usually, these defects tend to degrade the properties of the builds. 
When stepping down the length scale, there is a smaller body of research 
on defects at the atomic/nano-scale. Here, we summarize the key results 
reported in the recent literature papers in PBFed metallic parts to 
facilitate further exploration and discovery on this topic. 

At nanoscale, defects can be classified by dimensions: (a) zero- 
dimensional defects (vacancies); (b) one-dimensional defects (disloca-
tions); (c) two-dimensional defects (grain boundaries); and (d) three- 
dimensional defects (voids). 

Vacancies are empty lattice sites, which tend to accumulate during 
the cyclic heating/cooling process in additive manufacturing. 

Mechanical, thermoelectric, and electrochemical properties in additive 
manufactured alloys can all be subject to the influence of vacancies. In 
the Fe-Al iron aluminide alloy system [187], the vacancy concentration 
was found to have a positive correlation with fracture strength and 
hardness, while negatively affecting elongation and ductility. Mirzade 
and Islamov [188] used phase-field modeling to suggest that vacancy 
migration also influences the stress field in the grains and vice versa. On 
the other hand, vacancies play an important role in thermoelectric 
materials (e.g., semiconductors) made by PBF. For PBF processing of the 
Bi2Te3 alloy system [189], thermally induced high concentration tellu-
rium vacancies act as electron donors and the predominant active point 
defects, which can shift the original p-type material to n-type. Similar 
behavior was observed in Ti-6Al-4V [190] where oxygen vacancies form 
a n-type semiconductor in the oxide layer, increasing its affinity for 
aggressive ions such as chloride ions and thus weakening the corrosion 
resistance. 

High dislocation densities are a normal feature in as-built PBF parts 
[191], primarily due to cyclic thermal expansion/shrinkage in a con-
strained medium [192]. Although identified as a crystallographic defect, 
dislocations are beneficial to AM parts in the following aspects:  

(1) Dislocations help maintain the part integrity in two forms: (a) 
During dendritic growth, the cell boundaries have higher dislo-
cation density to accommodate the mismatch between each 
dendrite branch [193]. (b) Geometrically necessary dislocations 
(GND) form to accommodate the deformation gradients that 
come from non-homogeneous deformation among different 
phases/grains/particles and the small, but non-negligible plastic 
strain that accompanies thermal shrinkage [194-198].  

(2) Dislocations contribute greatly to the mechanical properties of 
parts. Dislocation can actively interact with other defects in the 
material, such as particles, twin/grain boundaries, and even 
segregated elements [196,199,200]. Such interactions create a 
progressive work-hardening mechanism. Dislocation networks in 
stainless steels, especially 316 L stainless steel, were recently 
identified and deemed as a critical contributor to the excellent 
strength and ductility of as-built 316 L stainless steel 

Fig. 8. (A) Build layout of specimens during LPBF in which parts close to the gas inlet had minimum internal defects while the LPBF printed parts close to the gas 
outlet showed significant spatted particles on the top surface and optical micrographs indicated lack of fusion pores. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [162]. 
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[196,201,202]. The dislocation network can not only strengthen 
the material by hindering (not fully stopping) the dislocation 
movement but also improve the ductility by guaranteeing a 
continuous plastic flow by allowing dislocations from trans-
mitting and therein breaking the strength-ductility trade-off. 

Grain boundaries appear to be densely populated and highly aniso-
tropic in as-built PBF parts, thanks to grain refinement and epitaxial 
grain growth. As a result, grain boundaries play an important role in 
determining the mechanical properties [203-206], electrochemical 
properties [207,208], and even magnetic properties [209,210] in the 
parts. Weak grain boundaries containing low melting phases at partially 
melted zone were found to initiate liquation cracking, as elucidated in 
Section 4.7. The cracking behavior under tensile loading is also subject 
to the relative direction of the loads and the direction of columnar grain 
boundaries. Besides, the fatigue crack path deflection is strongly 

influenced by the grain boundary structure. Depending on the orienta-
tion angle between neighboring grains, high-angle grain boundaries can 
block transgranular cracks if no available slip systems are oriented for 
easy slip transfer [211,212]. The corrosion behavior of PBF parts, which 
is surely dominated by porosity, is reviewed in Section 8.2, while the 
opinions on the effect of grain boundaries on corrosion resistance are 
quite divergent among different researchers. On one hand, grain 
boundaries can be the preferred sites for corrosion due to the irregular 
arrangement of atoms and the non-uniform distribution of elements 
breaks the passive film [208]. On the other hand, improved corrosion 
resistance has been found to closely relate to grain refinement, because 
of the formation of a passive film in the presence of a high density of 
grain boundaries [207]. Such divergence in observations may not be so 
contradictory. Recent research [213] suggests that the corrosion resis-
tance–grain boundary density relationship depends on the actual 
corrosion rate: when the corrosion rate < 10 μA/cm2, high grain 

Fig. 9. (A) Reconstruction process for a practical component showing how the support structure is added to the AM part, (B) various support structure designs for 
double cantilever beam, (C) example of AM parts with different support structure indicating no crack was formed at the interface between the support structure and 
the build plate. Small cracks were observed in the teeth support design but it had no warping effect on the AM part. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [184]. (D) 
Overhang failure in PBF AM part. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [168]. (E) Examples indicating crack formation was dependent on the sample’s height, in 
which all higher specimens from 8.2 mm and above cracked at the corners of their interfaces and shorter specimens from 8.1 mm did not crack at their ends. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [186]. 
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boundary density will lead to high corrosion resistance; when the 
corrosion rate ≥ 10 μA/cm2, the grain boundary density will have a 
negative influence on corrosion resistance. Therefore, further studies 
should consider such an effect on a case-by-case basis. Even within the 
same material system, the process differs on the degree of chemical 
segregation, stress concentration, texture development, etc. In the end, 
grain boundaries also influence the physical properties of PBF materials, 
such as magnetic properties. In situ or post infiltration with PBF manu-
factured magnets is practiced to enhance the coercivity by modifying the 
grain boundaries [209,210]. For example [209], the enrichment of Tb 
(introduced by infiltration) at the surface of Nd2Fe14B hindered the 
nucleation of reversed domains, thus leading to increased coercivity in 
PBF NdFeB magnets. 

A void can be viewed as a nanoscale cluster of lattice vacancies. The 
equilibrium vacancy concentration increases with temperature [214] 
and can be partially preserved by rapid cooling. A small density of small 
voids (<1 vol%, < 1 µm) does not usually pose a risk for material failure 
[215] under tensile or cyclic loading. However, it should be noted that a 
pair/group of voids can work together to initiate fracture owing to the 
increased stress and temperature by local significant plastic slip between 
the voids [216]. In addition, voids may influence the material behavior 
at elevated temperatures (but less than the recrystallization tempera-
ture) during their interaction with other nanoscale features (vacancies, 
dislocations, impurity elements, etc.) [214]. Large voids, however, are 
well known to act as fatigue crack initiation sites, as discussed 
elsewhere. 

2. Defect characterization methods 

Defect measurement is typically pursued using bulk methods such as 
Archimedean density, ultrasonic inspection, or cross-sectioning to 
compare pore volume to total bulk volume [133]. While these methods 
are generally fast and inexpensive, they only offer a first-level approx-
imation on the defect structures seen in metal AM and are not able to 
generate information such as the three-dimensional (3D) spatial distri-
bution and morphology of defects [81,84,134]. For the desired outcome 
of fractional density >99%, the frequency with which a cross-section 
intersects a pore is low enough that large areas must be characterized 
to obtain reasonable statistics. Alternatively, more time-consuming 
techniques such as laboratory scale and synchrotron-based x-ray 
computed tomography (XCT) have proven very useful in analyzing 
defect structures in welding [135,136], laser welding [137], and 
recently in metal AM [84,132,134,217,218]. XCT provides 3D infor-
mation on internal defects by the reconstruction of a series of radio-
graphs taken as the sample rotates over 180◦ or 360◦ [132,219-221]. 
Each scan typically requires several hours of data acquisition. Compar-
atively, synchrotron-based XCT methods enable fast data recording and 
collection times of a few minutes, improved spatial contrast and reso-
lution to µXCT methods, and sub-micron voxel resolution. However, 
important challenges currently exist within the research community to 
make synchrotron-based XCT commonly accessible and to meet the high 
demands for beam time [222]. 

Other recently developed x-ray imaging techniques allow the in situ 
observation of the laser-material interaction at high speeds (>100 kHz) 
and visualization of defect formation mechanisms in real-time using the 
so called pioneering “dynamic x-ray radiography” techniques [24- 
26,48]. Cutting-edge in situ x-ray technologies have been used generate 
important insights into defect formation for powder and keyholing 
porosity [24,26,81] and have the potential for greatly enhanced un-
derstanding of melt pool dynamics, powder ejection, rapid solidifica-
tion, and phase transformations within metal powder bed AM builds 
with unprecedented spatial and temporal resolutions [26]. In addition to 
imaging, the x-ray diffraction technique probes the atomistic informa-
tion of the AM materials, such as residual stress, crystal structures of the 
precipitates or other secondary phases, and dislocation density, while 
small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) techniques probe the morphological 

information of sub-micron precipitates. A more detailed description of 
the use of x-ray imaging and scattering applied to metal additive 
manufacturing is provided in the following section. In particular, in- 
process monitoring image data can assist researchers to develop com-
puter vision algorithms to automatically detect and classify defects using 
machine learning [24,26,48,131,223-230]. This area of research and 
development on PBF AM machines will also be presented briefly in this 
section and a few examples will be detailed in other sections. 

2.1. Ex-situ monitoring 

2.1.1. Optical microscopy 
Optical microscopy is a widely available characterization technique 

that is used to observe the powder feedstock, microstructure, surface 
profiles, and defects in AM samples. Low-resolution optical microscopy 
is commonly used to obtain the particle size distributions of the powder 
feedstock before printing. For characterizing AM parts, the sample sur-
faces are typically polished using a series of fine grit sandpapers and 
other grinding solutions such as diamond slurry. To visualize the 
microstructure, the samples are normally etched using an appropriate 
etchant to show the microstructural details. Typically, a bench-top 
compound microscope in conjunction with a digital camera is used to 
record the images. 

Optical microscopy has been used to visualize the melt-pool shapes 
and sizes (for example [231,232]), defect morphology (mainly voids and 
cracks [233-235]), and grain structure of the printed parts (for example 
[232]). Fig. 10 shows an example of optical microscopy characterization 
of FeCrCoMnNi high-entropy alloy samples built using L-DED with 
different laser powers. Note that the distinction between “Pore” and 
“Micro-void” are arbitrary in the sense that in essentially all reports that 
include statistical distributions show a continuous variation in size with 
no evidence of bi-modality required to sustain the distinction. The pores, 
micro-voids, and cracks can be readily revealed by optical imaging. The 
main advantage of optical microscopy is easy to access; it also suffers 
from less distortion than electron microscopy because of, e.g., variable 
accumulation of charge. Both microscopes are limited to the surface 
information for one location in the sample. Although reasonably high 
spatial resolution (~µm) at a given location, acquisition of 3D infor-
mation requires lengthy serial sectioning [236]. To overcome the single 
surface limitation, some researchers have also used confocal optical 
microscopy to characterize the surface defects [237]. Optical micro-
scopy is also limited to post-mortem analysis and is a destructive tech-
nique. Optical microscopy provides quantitative assessments of defects 
and grain structure provided that the micron resolution limit is appro-
priate and more advanced techniques such as XCT must be used to 
obtain 3D defect information. 

2.1.2. Electron microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and TEM (including scanning 

TEM or STEM) are among the most widely adopted techniques for 
characterizing the microstructures of AM materials. Compared with 
optical techniques, SEM and TEM are available to essentially all re-
searchers. Many other widely adopted techniques cannot rival the 
spatial resolution of electron microscopies, particularly TEM that can 
achieve atomic resolution. Beyond structure defects, AM materials 
exhibit drastically different microstructures than the same materials 
processed using casting or forging. Some of those unique structure at-
tributes are favorable which help improve the properties of AM mate-
rials, while others are detrimental. Wang et al. comprehensively 
characterized the microstructures of L-PBF 316L stainless steel samples 
and elucidated how the unique features of AM materials affect their 
mechanical properties [196]. The capabilities of electron microscopy for 
multiscale multimodal structure characterization are convincingly 
demonstrated in Wang’s work, as well as many other cases present in 
this contribution. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) images 
commonly collected in a SEM maps crystallographic orientation from 
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which grain morphology and orientation can be derived. The cellular 
structure and complex dislocation network in AM materials are well 
visualized by TEM bright-field and dark-field imaging. The chemical 
composition of different structural features can be measured using en-
ergy or wavelength dispersive x-ray spectroscopies (EDS or WDS) pro-
vided by a SEM or TEM. In addition, the phase of the precipitates can be 
identified using selected area diffraction (SAD) [239], and the elemental 
species and bonding state of a feature can be revealed by electron energy 
loss spectroscopy [240]. Both are commons tools afforded by a TEM. 

Because of the vacuum environment, limited chamber space, and 
special sample requirement, electron microscopy is used more 
frequently for ex-situ microstructure characterization than in situ. It 
worth noting here the dynamic transmission electron microscopy 
(DTEM) technique is capable of studying laser melting and rapid solid-
ification behavior of metals under conditions relevant to AM. The tem-
poral resolution of DTEM is comparable to what the high-speed 
synchrotron x-ray imaging [24,26,48] affords (i.e., MHz frame rate, ns 
exposure time), yet its spatial resolution is far higher, approaching 
standard TEM [241]. Fig. 11 shows the DTEM study of the laser melting 
and rapid solidification of hypo-eutectic Al-11at.%Cu alloy. [242] 

DTEM allows the quantitative measurement of solidification interface 
velocity with nanoscale spatiotemporal resolution. Coupled with the 
following ex-situ TEM characterization of different microstructure zones, 
particularly secondary phases and their distribution, the unique non- 
equilibrium solute partitioning behavior could be understood. 

An emerging electron microscopy technique that is worth noting 
here is the TriBeam tomography, i.e. a dual-beam SEM system equipped 
with an additional femtosecond laser for precisely and rapidly removing 
material with minimal damage [243]. The TriBeam system was devel-
oped by FEI and Prof. Tresa Pollock’s team at the University of California 
- Santa Barbara, and have been used by the team for collecting 3D 
crystallographic, chemical, and structural information from AM samples 
[244,245]. Polonsky et al. found that sharp discontinuities in the grain 
morphology extended several build layers beyond the layer where the 
lack-of-fusion defect originated. As shown in Fig. 12, equiaxed grains 
present right above the lack-of-fusion porosity, and the columnar grain 
growth resumed within the next two build layers [244]. The 3D EBSD 
characterization by the TriBeam system is self-evidently destructive, so 
it cannot be used for in situ experiments as, for example, with the HEDM 
technique. 

Fig. 10. Optical micrographs of cross-sections perpendicular to the build direction of FeCrCoMnNi high-entropy alloy samples built using L-DED process under 
different laser power, (a) 600 W, (b) 800 W, (c) 1000 W. The scan speed of the three samples is all 800 mm/min. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [238]. 

Fig. 11. (a) In situ DTEM movie mode bright-field image series showing the solidification of Al-11at.%Cu alloy. Numbers in the images are the time delays (in μs) 
between the peak of the Gaussian laser pulse that melted the film and the 50-ns electron pulse used to form the image. (b) Ex-situ TEM characterization of the 
solidified sample. The top row of HAADF STEM images showing the morphology of the solidification microstructure in the distinct zones of the heat-affected zone 
(label 1), the transition region/zone (label 2), the columnar growth zone (label 3), and the banded morphology zone (label 4). Enlarged details of the microstructures 
in these zones, as well as the SAD patterns of main and secondary phases, are shown below. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [242]. 
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2.1.3. Synchrotron x-ray imaging and scattering 
Synchrotron x-ray imaging and scattering are among the most ver-

satile and effective techniques for characterizing materials microstruc-
tures as well as their evolution in response to different external stimuli. 
Compared with electrons and neutrons, x-ray photons strike a good 
balance between the interaction volume and resolutions, which makes 
them practical for studying bulk materials under real conditions. A va-
riety of synchrotron x-ray techniques are used for studying AM materials 
to understand their unique microstructures and defects, including, but 
not limited to, high-resolution diffraction [246] and pole figures [232] 
for measuring residual stress and texture, computed tomography [28] 
for characterizing porosity in three dimensions (3D), Laue microscopy 
[247] and high-energy diffraction microscopy [248] for grain 
morphology and strain. 

Owing to the large thermal gradient, rapid cooling rate, and complex 
part geometry in laser or e-beam AM, substantial residual stress can 
develop during the build process, which may lead to part distortion, 
cracking, or even delamination. X-ray diffraction (XRD), particularly 
high-energy synchrotron XRD, is one of the most frequently used tech-
niques for measuring residual stress in AM materials. In order to mea-
sure all six stress tensor components, the sample is typically mounted on 
a four-axis diffractometer to gain freedom of translational and rotational 
motions. As shown in Fig. 13, Phan et al. mapped out the residual stress 
in an alloy Alloy 625 bridge structure built by L-PBF [249]. The spatial 
resolution in this particular measurement is ~100 μm and the strain 
sensitivity is 10-4. XRD and neutron diffraction have a similar resolution 
in the reciprocal space (i.e., lattice displacement), whereas the x-ray 
technique affords higher resolution in real space but has far less pene-
tration power than neutrons. 

Precipitates are an essential component of most engineering alloy 
systems processed using a laser or e-beam AM, given the extreme ther-
mal conditions involved. Transmission electron microscopes (TEM), 
including imaging, diffraction, and spectroscopy techniques afforded by 
a TEM, are particularly suitable for characterizing the chemical 
composition and phase of the precipitates, as will be elaborated in the 

next section. If the volume fraction of the precipitates is sufficiently 
large, SAXS is an effective tool for acquiring statistical information on 
their size and morphology. As shown in Fig. 14(a-b), Zhang et al. 
collected in situ SAXS data during isothermal heating treatment of AM 
alloy 625, and quantitatively measured the growth of deleterious δ 
phase precipitates[250], which is confirmed by the in situ XRD data 
(Fig. 14c). These in situ synchrotron x-ray experiments revealed that 
elemental segregation unique to AM processes is the root cause for the 
unusual precipitation behavior in alloy 625 during the stress-relief heat 
treatment, i.e., heavy elements such as Nb and Mo segregate to the 
interdendritic regions during solidification, regardless of the high 
cooling rate. 

Synchrotron-based high energy diffraction microscopy (HEDM) is an 
emerging technique for 3D characterizing the grain morphology, phase, 
orientation, and strain in polycrystalline materials. Since HEDM is non- 
destructive, it has become a powerful technique for in situ probing the 
response of each individual grains to various external stimuli. Sangid et 
al. performed the HEDM characterization of alloy 718 (a.k.a. Alloy 718) 
in the high cycle fatigue experiment (Fig. 15) [248]. The result from the 
first part of experiment (cycle 1–20) provided a base structure model to 
inform the crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) simulation, while the 
second part of experiment (cycle 21–59 k) measured grain-average 
stress evolution and were used for validating the model. By inte-
grating HEDM, x-ray computed tomography (XCT), and CPFE simula-
tion, this work identified the fatigue crack initiation site (i.e. surface- 
connected pore) and evaluated three CPFE models with and without 
the probabilistic insertion of twins. 

The HEDM technique is still progressing and evolving [252]. X-ray 
sources, detectors, and data processing algorithms are all advancing 
rapidly to allow detection and reconstruction of a larger number of 
grains in a much shorter time. Given its irreplaceable capability and 
ever-increasing practicality, HEDM will become a powerful tool for 
studying the unique microstructures and properties of AM materials. 

XCT uses the projection x-ray images of the sample from multiple 
angles to reconstruct the 3D model and obtain the through-the-thickness 

Fig. 12. 3D EBSD data of an alloy 718 sample fabricated using electron beam melting additive manufacturing technique. (a) Columnar grains surround the lack-of- 
fusion defects. (b) Equiaxed grains with non–[001] orientations fill the area immediately above lack-of-fusion defects. (c-e) 2D slices from the full 3D volume 
perpendicular to the build direction (c) within, (d) 40 μm above, and (e) 80 μm above the defects. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [244]. 
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information [253]. Over time, three main methods of XCT have been 
used with increasing data collection rates. The three methods use the 
point, line, and plane source of x-ray radiation respectively [217]. The 
projection image of the sample is collected by translating the x-ray beam 
and the detector as needed for the point and line sources. Once the 
projection at a particular angle is collected, the sample or the source- 
detector pair is rotated by a small angle and the collection process is 
repeated. After the projections are recorded for all angles (180◦ or 360◦), 
computational algorithms are used to reconstruct the 3D volume. A 
critical review of the use of XCT for studying AM parts is provided in 
[217,254]. 

XCT is mainly used to study two major flaws in AM parts: porosity 
and dimensional accuracy. XCT offers many advantages over traditional 
metrology and inspection techniques including serial sectioning and 
Archimedes measurements. XCT is a non-destructive measurement 
technique. It can be used to probe the sub-surface porosity and features 
that may be inaccessible through other techniques. It also provides in-
formation about the individual pore sizes and shapes in 3D, along with 
the bulk porosity values. 

Two different types of XCT setups are currently used to study the AM 
parts and materials. One is the laboratory-based XCT setup where an x- 
ray tube is used to generate the x-rays [34,98,255-265]. The other is the 
synchrotron-based setup where synchrotron x-rays are used 
[231,266,267]. In both techniques, careful analysis of the competing 
experimental parameters must be performed to obtain good quality XCT 
data and reconstructions. The main data quality factors for the XCT 
setups are the resolution and the contrast of the images. Both of these 
must be sufficiently high resolution to detect the small pores and fea-
tures that are typically present in the AM parts. Since the technique 
depends on the x-ray penetration through the object, an increase in the 
size of the object typically demands increasing exposure times and 
reduction in the resolution of the images. Higher density materials are 
also more difficult to measure because of limited x-ray penetration. 
Hence, the object sizes are also limited by the material density to achieve 
requisite contrast. In many cases, a small piece can be cut out of the part 
and scanned in lieu of the whole object. Although the scan quality can be 
improved in this manner the results may not be representative of the real 
object because of, e.g., location-dependent porosity. 

Fig. 13. Residual strain maps of the as-built AM alloy 625 bridge structure (sample photo is on top of the figure) measured using synchrotron XRD. Strain mea-
surements were made in the middle cross section of the sample (Y = 2.5 mm) of the (A) longitudinal (X) strain, (B) the vertical/build (Z) strain, (C) the strain at 45◦, 
and (D) calculated shear strain (εxz). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [249]. 
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XCT has been used extensively to study the porosity in the parts built 
using the L-PBF [283–294]. An example of visualization of porosity in 
AM Al-10Si-Mg sample is presented in Fig. 16(a). XCT analysis was used 
to correlate the process parameters used during the print to the gener-
ated porosity in parts in several studies [34,255,257,281,282]. The ef-
fect on the residual porosity of post-processing heat treatments and HIP 
has also been studied [263]. Along with the pore-size distributions 
present in the parts, XCT is also used to correlate the porosity present in 
the part to the subsequent mechanical performance of the part 
[231,258,260,264–279]. XCT has also been used to characterize the 
size, shape, and porosity present in the feedstock powder particles 
(Fig. 16 (b)). Another important application of the XCT is the metrology 
of the printed parts for determining dimensional accuracy [34,256,283]. 
Lastly, XCT can be used to analyze surface roughness (Fig. 16 (c)) [269]. 
Over time, XCT has been implemented as a technique to study AM parts, 
particularly the porosity and dimensional accuracy of the parts. 
Although XCT provides accurate information about the flaws present in 
the parts, the origin of the observed flaws must be inferred from, e.g., 
their shape. 

2.2. In situ process monitoring 

It is no doubt that the PBF processes discussed herein are revolu-
tionizing metal manufacturing with advantages such as lower material 
waste, consolidation of parts, etc. However, it is also clear that the 
qualification of AM parts is problematic in that some defects present in a 
printed part originate from the additive layer-by-layer process. Hence, in 
situ monitoring of these processes, even though limited [284,285], 
provides valuable insight into the defect formation process, which 

enables mitigation of defects in printed parts by controlling the process 
parameters in situ. 

Real-time monitoring (aka in situ or in-process monitoring) will bring 
capabilities of observing defects formation in real time. Recently, Grasso 
and Colosimo published a literature review in the area of process defects 
and in situ monitoring [131]. Other applications of in-process moni-
toring in powder bed fusion AM processes include powder dispensing (e. 
g., defective spread powder layer, uneven powder bed due to part 
distortion, incomplete spreading, re-coater hopping, re-coater streaking, 
etc.) [286-288], laser-powder interaction (e.g., spatter formation, 
debris, super elevation and part failure) [26,48,131,152,164 
,224,225,289-291], melt pool (e.g. size, shape, temperature intensity 
and profile) [152,153,284,286,291-300], scan path (e.g., track geome-
try, ejected materials, and temperature profile) [223,225,290,301], and 
slice (surface pattern, geometry, thickness profile, temperature profile) 
[8,76,225,228,229,290,302]. Powder spreading monitoring is mostly 
focused on operando anomaly detection and porosity formation. Some 
efforts are focused on the use of optical imaging to monitor metal 
powder melting and consolidation, in which the powder layer is moni-
tored using two-color pyrometry to investigate the metal powder 
consolidation process. Others are coupling the acquired data with data- 
driven techniques (e.g., convolutional neural networks, computer 
vision) to identify and classify defect formation using data from optical 
imaging or IR images [165,286,303-306]. There are also reports on the 
in situ monitoring of defect detection and their correlation with prop-
erties [9,15,287,307-309]. In each case, an in situ process monitoring 
technique could be employed to detect potential defect formation. 

Fig. 14. In situ synchrotron x-ray study of the growth of deleterious δ phase precipitates in AM alloy 625 during stress-relief heat treatment. (a) A complete set of in 
situ SAXS data acquired from the alloy 625 sample during isothermal heat treatment at 870 ̊C for 613 min. The main plot shows the USAXS data, and the inset shows 
the SAXS data. (b) Time-dependent evolution of average diameter and thickness of the δ phase. The SEM image of the alloy 625 sample after 1 h is shown in the inset, 
which reveals the formation of δ phase precipitates. (c) In situ XRD results during the isothermal heat treatment show the growth of δ phase. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [250]. 
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2.2.1. Visible-light high-speed imaging 
Quality and reproducibility are opportunities for improvement in 

additive manufacturing and manufacturers prefer to utilize inexpensive, 
practical monitoring tools on AM systems. High-speed imaging using 
visible light has been attracted interest in fusion AM processes to 
correlate in-process defect generation with those observed ex situ [218]. 
Cameras operating with visible-light and wavelength of 380–800 nm are 
an example of an in situ monitoring method [11]. Systems imaging at 
high scanning velocities with a high resolution require an external 
illumination source. Several studies use cameras to characterize laser- 
powder interaction which provides valuable information on spatter 
[11,49,310,311], melt pool signature [286], surface quality [300], and 
powder bed anomaly [288]. Lough et al. [294] proposed using optical 
emission spectroscopy in L-PBF to measure the spectral content of light 
emitted and gain insight into the chemistry and relative intensities of 
excited species vaporized. They found that the optical emission is largely 
affected by the build chamber pressure and gas species. Higher pressure 

and oxidizing gas environment create stronger optical emission signals. 
Kleszczynski et al. [312] utilized high-speed imaging to detect some 
types of process errors in the L-PBF process including process stability (e. 
g., insufficient powder supply, support connection, super elevations) 
and part quality (e.g., re-coater damage, poor compounds, dimensional 
accuracy). One main benefit of using high-resolution imaging is that it is 
feasible to integrate computer vision and machine learning approaches 
to minimize in-process defects. 

2.2.2. IR and near-IR high-speed imaging 
The use of pyrometry (describing sensor devices utilizing principles 

of pyrometry to measure temperature) and imaging, including infrared 
(IR) monitoring, emphasizes part process dependencies on thermal 
conditions [285,293,313]. In PBF technologies, many studies have 
focused on the monitoring of the temperature fields in order to predict 
anomalies and underlying microstructures [314-316]. The first efforts in 
monitoring focused on the process variables, mainly the melt pool 

Fig. 15. In situ high-energy x-ray diffraction microscopy of post-processed alloy 718 built by laser powder bed fusion during high cycle fatigue experiment. The grain 
morphologies is reconstructed based on near-field diffraction data; while the grain-average stress values are measured based on far-field diffraction data. Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. [251]. 

Fig. 16. Visualization of porosity in Al-10Si-Mg AM sample using XCT. setup at the APS. The pixel size in the dataset is 0.69 µm. Even the small pores can be 
visualized. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [267]. (b) powder porosity measurement using XCT. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [268]. (c) Surface 
roughness analysis using XCT. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [269]. 
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temperature [284,291]. Researchers have used in situ IR measurements 
to monitor the geometry of the melt pool and corresponding tempera-
ture during fusion AM processes. Any anomalies in the melt pool would 
be considered as possible defect formation in part. Nevertheless, 
tracking melt pool temperature and potential fluctuation requires a 
high-rate data acquisition (10 kHz) capability which is costly and 
considerably adds complexity in machine laser optics to the cost of the 
machine. As an alternative, full-field imaging can be employed with a 
lower frame rate as well as lesser data storage requirements. Boone et al. 
[317] suggested that using near-IR (e.g., silicon focal plane) could 
decrease the effect of emissivity on the measurements; therefore, 
resulted in lower measurement uncertainty (see Fig. 17)). It is worth 
noting that absolute temperature measurement needs a calibration of 
material emissivity and background temperature [261,318]. IR imaging 
was used in E-PBF to observe temperature distribution and potential 
defect generation [319]. Bartlett et al. [291] used full-field IR ther-
mography of entire layers to identify material defects (e.g., keyhole and 
lack-of-fusion pores) and correlated results with ex-situ observations in 
L-PBF. Recently, McNeil et al. [320] found that the spatial and temporal 
variations in IR signatures were associated with thermomechanical 
drivers of defects (e.g., cracking) within the build. 

Pyrometry and imaging present advantages and setbacks. Tempera-
ture measurements are performed without the need for physical contact 
which could disturb the process, and the operating temperature range of 
digital cameras fits within the expected melt pool temperatures. How-
ever, the size of the imaging setups might not be practical for in situ 
observation because of the limitation on the size of the printer’s 
chamber as well as the associated cost of the setup. Moreover, the 
calibration of digital imaging setups is complicated. Specifically, py-
rometry is based on the measurement of emitted radiation of the body 
compared to a black body; hence the emissivity of the body must be 
known a priori to achieve accurate measurements. Emissivity mea-
surements are complicated due to the complexity of the phase trans-
formation(s) that occur during the printing process. 

2.2.3. High-speed x-ray imaging and diffraction 
In addition to post-build characterizations, synchrotron x-ray imag-

ing and diffraction techniques have also been used for operando study of 
the AM processes. The results provided remarkable insights into the 
mechanisms that are responsible for various structural defects in the 

builds. 
Prior to synchrotron x-rays, laboratory x-rays were used in the 1990s 

by research groups such as the Seiji Katayama group at Osaka University 
to monitor the deep penetration of laser in keyhole-mode welding [111]. 
However, because a tube x-ray source was used in their works, the 
limited flux generated images with relatively low contrast and resolu-
tion. Therefore, information on the fine structure of front keyhole wall 
and melt pool morphology were lacking in their reports. Fig. 18 shows 
the visualization of keyhole porosity using the in-house x-ray imaging 
technique. 

In 2016, Zhao and Sun et al. built a laser powder bed fusion simulator 
and integrated it with the high-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging and 
diffraction techniques at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) of Argonne 
National Laboratory. In 2017, they demonstrated the power of the 
platform and published the results in Scientific Reports [26]. This was 
the first time that synchrotron x-rays were used to monitor the laser 
melting process of metals. The experimental schematic is shown in 
Fig. 19. As demonstrated, many important phenomena in metal additive 
manufacturing could be examined with micrometer spatial and sub- 
nanosecond temporal resolutions, such as keyhole dynamics, melt pool 
dynamics, powder ejections, rapid solidification, and highly non- 
equilibrium phase transformation [26,321]. For example, Fig. 20 
shows the details of the formation process of a keyhole pore and the 
growth process of columnar grains [26]. With the fastest cameras, the 
imaging frame rate can be as high as 10 MHz. Later, the platform was 
extended to study other AM processes such as directed energy deposition 
and binder jetting [322,323]. Note that the x-rays are not imaged 
directly and a scintillator is always used to convert x-rays to visible light 
for acquisition by high-speed cameras. 

Currently, many teams across the world are using high-speed syn-
chrotron x-ray imaging to study the defect formation in AM processes. At 
the Advanced Photon Source (APS), teams from academia, national labs, 
and industry have been researching different modes of defect generation 
in AM. Cunningham and Zhao et al. reported the keyhole morphology 
evolution during laser melting and rigorously defined the conduction, 
transition, and keyhole zones in the laser power-velocity space [25]. 
Zhao et al. discovered a new mechanism for the fast spatter formation, 
where the bulk explosion of a tongue-like protrusion on the front 
keyhole wall is the key [48]. Guo and Zhao et al. investigated the in-
fluence of ambient pressure on the powder motion and elaborated the 
critical roles of metal vapor plume and argon gas flow in the spattering 
phenomenon [325]. Hojjatzadeh et al. calculated the major forces that 
the micro pores experienced inside the melt pool and found that in the 
melt pool region close to the vapor depression, the thermocapillary force 
induced by the large thermal gradient dominates [267]. Most recently, 
Zhao et al. found that the keyhole porosity boundary in the laser power- 
velocity space is sharp and smooth and that, around the porosity 
boundary, there exists a dominant keyhole porosity mechanism [24]. 
The critical keyhole instability emits an acoustic (shock) wave directly 
into the liquid below. The wave then drives the pore near the keyhole tip 
to accelerate rapidly away from the keyhole. When the pore is captured 
by the solidification front, it becomes a detrimental structural defect in 
the build. 

Besides, at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Light Source (SSRL), 
a collaborative team with researchers from Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory, SLAC National Laboratory, and Ames Laboratory 
have performed fast imaging experiments [326-329]. This team focused 
on the keyhole dynamics and studied the porosity generation caused by 
unstable keyhole and laser beam turning. Defect mitigation strategies 
were proposed in these studies to guide the practice. At the Diamond 
Light Source, Leung et al. used a high-energy monochromatic beam for 
fast imaging experiments [43,330]. They observed porosity generation 
and spattering during laser interaction with freely packed powder 
samples and also found that the oxygen content of aged/used powders 
can change the surface tension of the molten metal and thereby alter the 
Marangoni flow in the melt pool. Another interesting operando system 

Fig. 17. Examples showing lack of fusion (small localized hot spots) and 
swelling (indicated by the red arrow). Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [317]. 
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Fig. 18. Laboratory x-ray imaging of keyhole porosity in laser welding. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [111].  

Fig. 19. Schematic of high-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging and diffraction experiments on laser powder bed fusion at the Advanced Photon Source of Argonne 
National Laboratory. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [26]. Besides the two detectors shown here, visible-light and infrared detectors can be added to collect 
complementary sample information simultaneously [324]. 
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developed by Lhuissier et al. enabled in situ 3D x-ray microtomography 
study of the L-PBF process [331]. In contrast to the full-field high-speed 
imaging experiments, these in situ tomography measurements were 
performed between build layers. The packing configuration of feedstock 
powder as well as the morphology of defects, e.g., porosity, can be 
characterized in 3D. 

Except for imaging, high-speed synchrotron x-ray diffraction has 
been applied by several teams across the world to study material phase 
evolution during the solidification process relevant to AM [26,332-334]. 
In 2017, Zhao et al. observed the appearance of strong diffraction spots 
from the high temperature bcc phase during the initial solidification of 
Ti-6Al-4V and their replacement by the hexagonal phase as the sample 
continues to cool down, as shown in Fig. 21 [26]. Through the trans-
formation times, they estimated the cooling rate and the solid phase 
transformation rate. Quantitative measurement of the stress develop-
ment during the cooling process yet remains challenging, due to three 
major factors. First, owing to the rapid cooling rate in AM processes, 
sample rotation and translation is impossible, which makes the char-
acterization of complete strain tensor extremely difficult. Second, the 
thermal effect also alters the lattice spacings of the material as stress 
does. The development of an effective approach to isolate these two 
effects holds the key for accurate stress measurement. Third, the ge-
ometry of operando diffraction is generally limited by the experiment 
setup, so a diffraction pattern contains signals from the entire illumi-
nated volume, except for the reflection-mode diffraction experiment 

[335]. Given the large thermal gradient involved in laser or e-beam AM, 
a high-resolution stress measurement requires major assumptions and 
numerical modeling. Brown et al. estimated the stress development 
during wire arc AM of 308L stainless steel [334]. More effort is certainly 
needed for operando stress measurement associated with other AM 
processes with larger thermal gradient, faster cooling rate, and more 
complex sample environment, such as L-PBF. 

Since the work of Zhao et al. [26], more and more teams have started 
to adopt the high-speed synchrotron x-ray techniques in their research to 
unravel the physics underlying the formation of different types of defects 
in AM processes. With further advances of synchrotron techniques (i.e., 
major source upgrades, x-ray technique development, and beamline 
instrument improvement), finer details of the energy-matter interaction 
involved in AM processes will be revealed, creating opportunities for 
building defect-free products. 

2.2.4. Other techniques 
Except for visible-light imaging, thermal imaging, x-ray imaging and 

diffraction techniques, integrating sphere radiometry (ISR) and acoustic 
testing (AT) are also used to monitor the additive manufacturing process 
of metals. Here, we introduce the general experimental principles and 
methods. Because of the difficulties in signal interpretation, these 
techniques are often combined with other techniques. 

2.2.4.1. Integrating sphere radiometry. Experimental principles and 

Fig. 20. High-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging of Ti-6Al-4V in laser melting and solidification. (a) Formation of a keyhole pore. (b) Growth of columnar grains. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [26]. 
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methods. An integrating sphere was used by J. T. Norris et al. at Sandia 
National Laboratories in 2008 to temporally evaluate the laser absorp-
tion during a laser welding process [336]. As shown in Fig. 22A, there 
are two spheres, one primary sphere and one secondary sphere. The 
primary sphere is positioned beneath the laser head. The weld sample 
locates inside the sphere and at the focal plane of the laser beam. 
Depending on the melting mode (conduction vs keyhole), the reflected 
laser light from the weld surface is either captured by the sphere or 
escapes from the top opening of the sphere. The former is detected by a 
near-infrared (NIR) photodiode, assisted by a narrow bandpass filter. 
The latter is captured by the secondary sphere and detected by a second 
NIR photodiode. The laser energy absorbed is estimated as, EW =

E0 − ES1 − ES2, where E0 is the energy enters the primary sphere, ES1 is 
the integrated energy from the primary sphere, and ES2 is the integrated 
energy from the secondary sphere. Prior to Norris et al., Fabbro et al. at 
LALP (CNRS)/GIP GERAILP implemented the technique in 2005 
(Fig. 22B) to measure the laser energy transmitted through the keyhole 
during a full penetration laser welding process [102]. The temporal 
resolution of the photodiode was a few microseconds. Its signal was 
linearly related to the laser power entering the sphere. In 2018, Simonds 
et al. at the National Institute of Standards and Technology used the 
technique (Fig. 22C) to investigate the dynamic laser absorption during 
the melt and keyhole formation processes [337]. The temporal resolu-
tion was <1 microsecond. In their contribution, the inner surface is 
coated with BaSO4, and a baffle design is adopted to avoid the direct 
detection of laser energy from the weld pool or the vapor plume. 

Integrating ISR with other monitoring techniques. In 2020, Simonds 
et al. combined this technique and the inline coherent imaging or high- 
speed x-ray imaging, and correlated the laser absorption with the 
keyhole evolution (e.g., keyhole depth), as shown in Fig. 23 [51,338]. 
The inline coherent imaging system is capable of extracting the sample 
surface depth as a rate of 200 kHz and the spatial resolution is 15 µm. 
The main results are shown in Fig. 23C. At low incident laser power, the 
laser absorption continues to increase from 0.30 to 0.51, and the 
simultaneous depth measurements were attributed to thermal expansion 
of the sample as well as surface tension pressure and fluid flow in the 
melt pool. At high incident laser power, the laser absorption rapidly 

increases and largely fluctuates around 0.60, which agrees well with the 
change of sample surface depth over time. The measured depth fluctu-
ation was attributed to the keyhole wall collapses and material ejections. 
At intermediate incident laser power, both laser absorption and sample 
depth oscillate rapidly, and occasionally, the sample surface depth can 
suddenly, but temporarily, increase with a simultaneous increase in 
laser absorption [25,48]. 

2.2.4.2. Acoustic testing. Experimental principles and methods. 
Acoustic testing has been used to monitor the laser melting process 
because of its fast data acquisition and processing [339-341]. The basic 
concept is that the amplitude of the scattered waveform is related to the 
elastic properties and mass density of the melt pool and build plate. With 
the melting of a metal, the shear modulus vanishes, and the compres-
sional modulus and mass density largely reduce. As a result, there exists 
a large acoustic impendence difference at the boundary of the melt pool. 
This causes the strong scattering of the incident shear wave from the 
melt pool. Besides, the shear wave is more sensitive compared to the 
longitudinal wave because of its shorter wavelength. 

Integrating AT with other monitoring techniques. Kube et al. used 
ultrasound and a few spherically focused immersion transducers to 
measure various shear scattering from the melt pool as it evolves [339]. 
As shown in Fig. 24, they found that the scattering of ultrasound is very 
sensitive to the melt pool depth. The melt pool depths were obtained 
from the post-mortem cross-sections after the laser welding. Also, as the 
melt pool evolves, the arrival time of the initial pulse increases because 
the shear wave velocity decreases. The link between the acoustic signals 
and the part quality is not straightforward. To address this challenge, 
Shevchik et al. at the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science 
and Technology proposed a method for detection of process instabilities 
that cause defects in real time [340,341]. Firstly, as shown in Fig. 25A, 
they used three techniques to monitor the laser melting process: high- 
speed x-ray imaging, laser back reflection, and acoustic emission. X- 
ray images are used for the ground truth of the part quality. Secondly, 
they applied a deep artificial neural network (Fig. 25B) to reveal the 
signatures of those events causing defects in wavelet spectrograms from 
the laser back reflection and acoustic emission signals (Fig. 25(C-E)). It 

Fig. 21. High-speed synchrotron x-ray diffraction of Ti-6Al-4V in laser melting and solidification. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [26].  
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is claimed that the classification accuracy could be higher than 70%, for 
the conduction, stable keyhole, and unstable keyhole melting and the 
formations of spatters and pores. When combining the two signals, even 
higher accuracy could be achieved. Besides, the temporal resolution 
could be down to 2 ms. 

3. Powder-related defects 

There are different powder characteristics such as morphology, mean 
size, particle size distribution, powder flow, packing density, powder 
porosity, and surface contamination that affect the quality of the final 
AM parts. Powders with spherical morphology are preferred for AM 
processes since higher powder packing density with better powder flow 
can be attained. Low packing density will result in internal voids in the 
AM parts. Depending on the AM process, mean size and size distribution 
of the powder may vary. Typically, internal voids in feedstock powder 
can be transferred to the AM parts and it is difficult to remove them 
during printing (post processing such as hot isostatic press is needed to 
compress residual pores). Furthermore, powder composition, impu-
rities, and inclusions with feedstock materials can be transferred to the 
final part and deteriorate mechanical properties and corrosion resis-
tance. Therefore, it is essential to evaluate potential powder-related 
defects and remedies to improve build quality [9,342-346]. 

3.1. Powder production and characteristics 

A critical component of the powder bed fusion machines is metal 
powder feedstock. It is produced by one or multiple techniques 
including gas atomization (GA), centrifugal methods, plasma rotating 
electrode processed (PREP), hydride-dehydride (HDH), wire atomiza-
tion, and plasma atomization (PA) [347]. The most commonly used 
methods will be discussed herein. For more information about other 
powder production techniques, the reader is referred to the extensive 
review by Dawes et al. [348]. 

Atomization is a typical powder production process. The setup con-
sists of a vacuum chamber that contains molten metal that is heated 
using an induction coil at the top. Vacuum is especially crucial to metal 
that is susceptible to oxidation. The molten metal is poured through the 
nozzle with a concentric high-pressure gas flowing which results in the 
breakup of the stream of melt, and surface tension results in the for-
mation of spherical microdroplets of powder metal. The resulting 
powdered metal is collected in the lower chamber that is commonly 
filled with Argon gas or even water to collect some types of non-reactive 
metals. Many high-speed videos of the atomization process are pre-
sented by Kouraytem et al. [349] in their supplementary data. Even 
though water atomized powders are used in PBF, gas atomized powders 
are usually preferred due to their higher sphericity resulting from the 
lower heat capacity and slower quenching rates during atomization. A 

Fig. 22. Experimental setups using integrating sphere radiometry. (A) By J. T. Norris et al. at Sandia National Laboratories. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. [336]. (B) By R. Fabbro et al. at LALP (CNRS)/GIP GERAILP. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [102]. (C) By B. J. Simonds et al. at the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [337]. 
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number of variations for GA have been introduced, notably vacuum 
induction melting with gas atomization (VIGA) and electrode induction 
melting gas atomization (EIGA). The variations mostly differ in the type 
of melt pool release mechanism or release of the melt through the 
nozzle. The EIGA technology is notable for eliminating contact between 
the feedstock and any crucible because the melting occurs via non- 
contact induction heating. 

The PA method consists of a vacuum chamber containing electrodes 
across which an arc is induced to generate a plasma. The material of 
interest is in the form of a wire that is fed into the chamber and heated 
rapidly by the plasma. At that stage, other features of the system (that 
are not disclosed publicly) lead to the rapid breakup of the powder 
particles and then collected in the lower chamber. Another variant of PA 
is PREP, in which two electrodes are used to maintain an arc. On one 
side, an electrode (non-consumable) is fixed whereas the other one is the 
material to be atomized (consumable). By rotating the electrode, the 
liquid metal pinches off in the form of powdered metal. The size of the 
powder is related to the rotating speed of the electrode [350]. 

Rabin et al. [351] analyzed a variety of rapidly solidified powder 
particles produced using different atomization techniques including 
vacuum gas atomization, centrifugal atomization, ultrasonic gas 

atomization, and inert gas atomization. The materials analyzed 
included: type 304 stainless steel, Fe-16wt.%Ni-Cr, Fe-40wt.%Ni, Ni3Al, 
Fe-9wt.%Cr-1wt.%Mo, Cu-2 wt%Zr, type 4340 steel, pure Al, and Al- 
alloy 2124 Al. They showed that both gas concentration and porosity 
increased with increasing particle size owing to the presence of gas 
bubbles within the powder particles. This was due to a mechanism for 
gas bubble entrapment during liquid droplet formation and solidifica-
tion during the atomization process. Importantly it was found that much 
of the observed gas was accounted for as macroscopic gas porosity. In 
general, it was also deduced that gas content and porosity increased with 
increasing particle size because a greater fraction of larger particles 
contained gas pores. 

Besides atomization, a completely different approach is hydride- 
dehydride (HDH) that works with hexagonal (also Nb and Ta) metals, 
commonly used to produce Titanium. In this method, hydrogen is added 
to titanium to form a hydride (TiH2) which is very brittle and easily 
milled into fine albeit rough powders. Given that hydride is thermally 
unstable, the hydride powder is oxidized back to metal by driving off the 
hydrogen content using heating. The final titanium powder remains in 
similar size to the prior hydride, namely rough which makes it less 
interesting for use in AM. For AM, these powders are usually 

Fig. 23. Correlation laser absorption and sample surface depth. Sample surface depth measured from (A) inline coherent imaging and (B) high-speed x-ray imaging. 
(C) Time-resolved keyhole depth and laser absorption from conduction to transition to keyhole mode. Conduction mode: 0.35 MW/cm2. Transition mode: 0.44–0.46 
MW/cm2. Keyhole mode: 0.52 MW/cm2. Reprinted with permission from Refs. [51,338]. 
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spheroidized by plasma treatment [352], although success in using the 
as-dehydrided powder has recently been demonstrated [353,354]. 

Resulting powders are characterized by several quantifiable prop-
erties that would affect the resulting part quality and performance in 
PBF processes [344], including geometric properties (e.g., particle size 
and distribution, mean size, shape, surface roughness, circularity, aspect 
ratio), chemical properties (e.g., bulk and surface compositions), 
microstructural properties (e.g., internal porosity, crystal structure, 
grain size, oxide layer thickness), bulk properties (e.g., thermal stability, 
tap density, flowability), etc. [355]. Depending on the powder produc-
tion process, different powder characteristics are expected. For instance, 
powder production techniques that involve gas are generally prone to 
porosity entrapment in the powders [356], which is discussed in later 
sections as a potential source for the transferability of defects. More 
details will be presented on powder-related defects (Section 3), and 
powder spreading dynamics and anomalies (Section 4). The resulting 
size distribution of powders produced using different powder produc-
tion methods are highly spread. For powder bed fusion applications, the 
average particle size of interest is mainly <100 µm. However, in a 
conventional freefall gas atomization system, only about 10% of the 
powders produced are generally <120 µm and may be of interest to 
powder bed fusion processes. Consequently, these powders present a 

higher cost of production knowing that only a very small fraction of the 
powder is useful for AM. From a point of view of cost efficiency for 
powder production, it makes GA techniques less interesting for AM. 
However, Fritsching et al. [357] suggested controlling the flow of the 
system, resulting in powder particles being shifted to smaller sizes. As a 
result, >40% of the produced powder may be used in powder bed fusion 
processes. 

It is important to understand the flow properties of the powder. 
Usually, a flow rheometer is used to test the rheological behavior. A cup 
is filled with powder, and a rotating propeller blade is driven into and 
out of the powder to measure the torque to rotate it. Two types of 
measurements are possible using this technique, namely the confined 
and unconfined flow. In the first type, bulk flow energy (BFE) is 
measured during the entry of the propeller blade and is analogous to the 
stress encountered under the spreader in a powder bed fusion machine. 
In the second type, specific energy (SE) is measured during the pullout of 
the propeller, analogous to the stress in front of the spreader or a system 
where the powder is dropped out of a hopper. If either of these values is 
small, the powder is considered to be free-flowing under that condition. 

Powders have been classified for their suitability to be used in AM 
depending on parameters such as the flowability. The flowability of 
powders is a function of the internal friction of the powders, i.e., Van der 

Fig. 24. Understanding of ultrasound testing of laser-induced melt pool. (A) Schematic of pitch-catch configuration. (B) Ultrasonic waveform during the formation of 
melt pool. (C) B-scan image over time. (D) Measured scattering amplitudes and melt pool depths. (E) Fused melt pools at various laser durations. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [339]. 
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Waals, electrostatic and capillary forces. Typically, powders with lower 
internal friction (such as aluminum and stainless steels) show better 
flowability, while powders such as titanium exhibit worse flowability 
[358]. 

In addition to the conventional funnel test for testing the repose 
angle of powders, the rotating drum instrument has been presented to 
measure the dynamic properties of powders [359]. The method consists 
of a cylinder with a transparent wall that gets filled with a sample of 
powder. The drum is turned while systematically changing the rotating 
speed and the dynamic angle of repose is computed from the average 
interface position while the dynamic cohesive index is measured from 
the fluctuation of the interface. The instrument is based on an automated 
powder flowability test based on the rotating drum principle hence 
lower values of flowing angle usually correspond to better flowability. 

As important as optimizing the process parameters for desired part 
properties, understanding powder characteristics is imperative in pow-
der bed fusion. While many defects are generally correlated to the 
processing window or the inclusion of gas in powders, some defects may 
result from the characteristics of the powders used in the feedstock. 
During subsequent layer printing, powders are spread using either a 
roller that rotates to stir up the powder as it spreads it out or a blade 
spread that scrapes the powder into a layer [360]. Hence, good 
spreadability and flowability of powders are two important measures. 
Powders are characterized using various methods such as the bed 
expansion ratio, the angle of repose, ring shear cell, bulk/tap density, 
and the avalanche angle as well as by many quantifiable properties. 
Furthermore, reuse of the powders may lead to alteration in the feed-
stock behavior and resulting part properties. 

Fig. 25. Deep learning for quality monitoring of laser melting. (A) Experiment setups. Three techniques are used: high-speed x-ray imaging, laser back reflection, and 
acoustic emission. (B) A deep artificial neural network for signatures of events in laser back reflection and acoustic emission signals. Classification results for (B) the 
laser back reflection signal, (C) the acoustic emission signal, and (D) the combination of the two signals. The numbers in each cell are conventional CNN, cross 
residual CNN, and temporal CNN, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [341]. 
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Spherical powders are typically used with maximum powder size less 
than ~55 μm in diameter, hence <10% fraction of the powders gener-
ated using gas atomization [361]. Gas-atomized powders generally 
display a log-normal size distribution, with sudden changes due to 
sieving that will be discussed shortly [362]. Hence, powders are ex-
pected to achieve a random packing density that is lower than the 
theoretical close packing density. However, the addition of powder 
batches with large and small powders allows the small size particles to 
fill the voids between the large ones and increase the packing density 
[363]. In applications for AM, Zhu et al. [364] presented a theoretical 
model of bi-modal and tri-modal powder packing to achieve high 
apparent density. Although theoretically, a bimodal distribution with at 
least a 7:1 particle size ratio yields a packing factor of 0.868, actual 
packing density can be much lower due to inhomogeneity and other 
factors [365]. Karapatis et al. [366] adopted the bimodal approach with 
the ratio of 10:1 to enhance the packing density of direct metal laser 
sintered nickel powders. McGeary [367] suggested that a mixture of fine 
and coarse powder with a ratio of 10:1 can lead to a maximum packing 
fraction of ~82%. In L-PBF, the maximum particle size is ~55 µm, so a 
10:1 size ratio means 5 µm particles but having a substantial fraction of 
such small particles will make the powder very ‘sticky’ i.e., very poor 
flowability. Such bi-modal powders would be also very expensive, thus 
seems impractical. When tested using L-PBF, the part produced using the 
tri-modal powder achieved a final density within the apparent density 
values, whereas the part produced using the bi-modal powder exhibited 
a lower final density. Other techniques to add smaller particles consist of 
wet [368] or dry coating [369] of powder particles with nanoparticles 
which is implemented for oxide strengthening of the material or 
improving the density of the powder, respectively. In the first method, 
nanoparticles are suspended in water then mixed with the metal pow-
der, and finally dried in a furnace. Such a technique may be challenging 
to avoid oxidation of the metal powders. However, Karg et al. [369] 
established a wider powder size distribution by dry coating alumi-
num–silicon powders with silica nanoparticles to increase the density of 
the powders. During the printing process, about 20–30% of the powder 
in a layer is used, resulting in a used batch of powder that may be reused. 

After the use of metallic powders during the powder bed fusion ad-
ditive manufacturing techniques, powders may be reused. It is important 
to understand the life-cycle of different powders as a function of 
degradation during AM processes, chemical composition variation (e.g., 
interstitial pick-up), powder flowability, surface contamination, 
apparent density, powder morphology, sphericity, and size distribution 
[370,371]. Moreover, the surface roughness of the fusion-based AM 
processed parts is negatively affected by powder recycling. Typically, 
powder properties change after each time of use, thus, it is challenging 
to identify which alteration is influencing the component properties. 
Further, different materials do not age in the same way, and the same 
material will age differently when subject to different AM process pa-
rameters. Industries such as the aerospace, military, and medical sectors 
have highly specific requirements for the components produced, thus 
composition differences in the powder can affect performance. There-
fore, precise prediction of powder degradation is hard and thus trou-
blesome to determine the point at which metal powders are no longer 
acceptable for use within AM. 

After the first use of a virgin powder, sieving should be performed to 
separate the smaller particles from the larger ones. To perform the 
sieving operation, the used powder is passed through various stacked 
mesh sizes, depending on the ultimate desired powder size where the 
mesh size is linked to equivalent particle size. During reuse, powders are 
expected to alter in size distribution and composition, specifically due to 
the reheating of the alloys which ultimately affects the mechanical 
properties of a printed part. To investigate the effect of recycling pow-
ders, Ardila et al. [372] studied the mechanical properties of L-PBF alloy 
718 printed using a powder that was recycled up to 14 times. The au-
thors established a methodology of consecutive sieving and drying it-
erations to recover the powder’s initial properties. The powder 

distribution and powder composition were nominally maintained. The 
mechanical properties of the build parts tested using a Charpy impact 
test also exhibited similar results. A similar approach was also followed 
by Asgari et al. [373] to print L-PBF parts using recycled AlSi10Mg 
powder with the platform preheated to 200 ◦C. Results of this study 
unveiled comparable powder characteristics, microstructures, and me-
chanical properties (hardness and tensile properties). Cordova et al. 
[374] compared powder characteristics for the virgin and used metal 
powders (e.g., alloy 718, Ti-6Al-4V, AlSi10Mg, and Scalmalloy). It was 
shown that powder morphology, size distribution, powder flow, circu-
larity, chemistry, and microstructure were affected after using powders 
for L-PBF (Fig. 26). Rafieazad et al. [375] showed that the virgin powder 
of AlSi10Mg had a mean particle size of 8.8 ± 7 μm, while it increased to 
13.7 ± 9 μm after five-time recycling of L-PBF processed powders. It was 
also shown that the part porosity increased, the area fraction of Al-Si 
eutectic increased, and cracks were formed between eutectic arms. In 
other words, a higher density of internal defects such as porosity, micro- 
segregation, and cracks appeared for L-PBF processed with the recycled 
powder. Since the mean size of the recycled powder was larger with 
irregular morphology, thermal conductivity was reduced thereby lead-
ing to a lower cooling rate of the melt pool and coarsening of Si at the 
melt pool boundaries. This issue caused crack susceptibility and lower 
corrosion resistance. It was shown in [144,376-378] that fine spattered 
particles that were not removed by sieving would cause porosity for-
mation in the build by disrupting powder spreading, in turn influencing 
the packing density and leading to the formation of pores. 

One of the risks of using sieving is that powders that are needle- 
shaped, with high aspect ratios thus undesirable in the printing pro-
cess, may pass through the sieves. The availability of such powders 
within the batch may lead to defects such as issues in the spreading of 
the powder layer and the inaccuracy in the final shape of the printed 
layer. Powder sizes may be characterized depending on the powder sizes 
using microscopy, sieving, light scattering, etc. [379]. More efficient 
ways to characterize powder morphology include image-based com-
puter vision and machine learning techniques that were applied to 
classify powder geometry into many categories [380,381]. Other efforts 
by Scime and Beuth [303] implemented a Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN) to detect and classify defects in the spreading of pow-
ders during the laser powder bed fusion process. 

Powder characteristics may affect the printed part surface quality, 
density/porosity, and mechanical properties [364,382,383]. Powders 
may also include defects within the powder particles as presented by 
Morrow et al. [382]. The authors studied the effect of defects in the 
feedstock on the microstructure and quasi-static response of Stainless 
steel parts. They showed sub-micron particles visible on surface defects 
of certain powders resolvable using TEM. Those sub-micron particles 
also showed up in the microstructure and fractography images along the 
cracked surfaces and exhibited a chemical composition that deviates 
from that of the virgin powder. 

The characteristics of powders produced using different 
manufacturing techniques have also been shown to affect the mechan-
ical properties of printed parts [384]. To test this effect, Irrinki et al. 
[384] used a gas-atomized (mostly spherical, bimodal distribution) and 
a water-atomized (irregular morphology, monomodal distribution) 17- 
4PH stainless steels powders with two median particles sizes of each 
type. Testing the effect of energy density while varying the values of the 
power and speed, results show an effect of the powder characteristics on 
the density and ultimate tensile strength. At low energy density, parts 
printed using the water-atomized powders exhibited lower density and 
ultimate tensile strength. With the increase of the energy density, those 
effects faded in the case of the part density, and ultimate strength. 
However, at higher energy densities the ultimate strength decreased 
overall. Hence, low-cost water-atomized powders may be used to pro-
duce AM parts with good mechanical properties when the processing 
parameter are adjusted. 

The enhancements of powder characteristics are one of the ways to 
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improve the design and production of AM parts with improved surface 
quality and mechanical properties with many recommendations offered 
by Anderson et al. [385]. As mentioned earlier, spherical powders are 
usually preferred for their better flowability, layer spreading, and loose 
powder packing. However, powder characteristics such as size distri-
bution, porosity, and argon content have been shown to vary depending 
on the powder manufacturing technique in spherical powders as well 
[350]. These characteristics and their effect on the transferability of 
pores from the powder to the printed part will be further discussed in a 
subsequent Section 3.4 with the presentation of some relevant 
investigations. 

3.2. Common metals and defects 

Additive manufacturing of metal powder is rapidly growing in 
different industries such as aerospace, automotive, and biomedical. It is 
necessary to evaluate the types of metal powder that can be effectively 
used in fusion-based AM machines. Although fusion-based AM tech-
nologies have the potential for the efficient production of complex, 
precisely dimensioned components, there are limitations in terms of 
composition for being used in AM machines. The main reason is related 
to the processability and weldability of metallic materials during the AM 
process to fabricate defect-free parts. Elemental evaporation, oxidation, 
segregation, cracking, and pore formation are the main concerns 

limiting materials selection for fusion AM processes. 
Amongst all feedstock pre-alloys, nickel superalloys (mainly alloy 

718 and 625), titanium alloys (mostly Ti-6Al-4V), aluminum alloy 
(mainly AlSi10Mg and AlSi12 and uncommon ones such as 7075, 6061, 
and Al-Cu-Mg), steels (stainless steels such as 316, 420, 17–4 PH and 
tool steel mostly H13) and a few other alloys such as magnetic materials 
[386,387], Co-Cr [388,389] and W [390-392] have been used for 
powder bed fusion AM. Although using pre-alloyed feedstock is the most 
common option in AM, there is an interest to use pre-mixed powder from 
available compounds and perform in situ alloying in PBF processes. In 
situ alloying from elemental powders opens up a wide range of compo-
sition adjustment possibilities to any alloy whose powder is difficult to 
obtain. There have been a number of reports of using elemental powder 
blends to fabricate parts in PBF AM such as Al + Si in L-PBF [393], Al +
Cr + Mo + Nb + Ta in E-PBF [394], Al + Sc + Zr in L-PBF [395], Al + Mn 
in E-PBF [396], stainless steel 316 + Fe-Cr-Ni-B in E-PBF [397], Ti + Nb 
in L-PBF [398], and Ti + Al +V in L-DED [399]. All these studies pointed 
out the possibility of AM part production using pre-mixed powders that 
can compete with pre-alloyed powdered materials and effectively add a 
4th dimension to 3D printing of metals. However, there remains the 
obvious challenge of achieving homogeneous microstructures from AM 
of pre-mixed alloys. Energy density plays an important role in the for-
mation of the desired composition from pre-mixed powder. Evaporation 
of alloying elements such as Mn and Al during fusion AM processes 

Fig. 26. Comparison between various characteristics of the virgin and used powders in L-PBF, (A) scanning electron micrographs and powder size distribution 
results, (B) cross-sectional SEM micrographs showing the effect of re-melting and agglomeration zones in used powders, (C) oxygen content measurement for the 
virgin and used powders, (D) comparison of the flow rate, tap density, true density, Hausner ratio and Carr index for the virgin and used powder, (E) particle shape 
vs. circularity parameters of powders. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [374]. 
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requires a higher fraction of these elements in the premixed powders 
[396,399]. It is also possible that new intermetallic compounds and 
phases form during the PBF of pre-mixed alloys [393]. Besides, Clayton 
[400] found that although fusion AM processed stainless steel 316 from 
pre-mixed and pre-alloyed powders showed similar microstructure and 
mechanical properties, stainless steel 430 showed a fully ferritic struc-
ture for pre-mixed powder and ferritic martensitic structures in pre- 
alloyed powders. He also found that the microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V 
was dependent on feedstock such that pre-alloyed powder showed the 
formation of basket-weave alpha along with regions of a martensitic 
alpha prime within prior beta grains; pre-mixed powder, by contrast, 
exhibited a larger alpha lath width because of slower cooling rates. In E- 
PBF, preheat temperature is needed before printing, thus, the pre-mixed 
powder containing low temperature melting materials may increase 
concerns for local melt formation and powder agglomeration (In Ti-6Al- 
4V or Al-Si pre-mixed powder). Indeed, some groups have suggested that 
local orientation gradients from incompletely mixed powders may have 
advantages [401]. Here, four main pre-alloys feedstock used for indus-
trial application are presented. 

3.2.1. Titanium alloys 
In powder-based additive manufacturing (AM), titanium alloy nor-

mally refers to a particular composition, Ti-6Al-4V, which is the work-
horse alloy in AM production. Ti-6Al-4V is widely applied in the 
aerospace industry [402] due to the outstanding mechanical properties 
(high strength to weight ratio) and corrosion resistance; it is also used in 
the biomedical industry, mostly for body prostheses and orthopedic 
implants, because of its well-studied biocompatibility [403]. Besides, 
many reports discuss the development and testing of novel titanium 
alloys for AM application, such as burn resistant BuRTi [404], damage 
tolerant TC2 [405], higher strength and lower density Ti-5553 [406], 
and biocompatible Ti-2448 [407]. 

Similar to other alloys, as shown in Fig. 27 pre-alloyed spherical Ti- 
6Al-4V powder can be produced through methods like gas atomization 
(GA) [408,409], electron induction melting – gas atomization (EIGA) 
[410], plasma rotating electrode process (PREP) [411,412], and 

induction plasma spheroidization (IPS) [413]. GA is a cost-efficient and 
the most popular powder production process as of today; however, it is 
inevitable to introduce entrapped gas [28,82,134] which can potentially 
become a source of defects in as-built AM parts. Water atomization 
[414], fluidized bed [144], and hydride-dehydride (HDH) [415] are 
processes that can produce non-spherical titanium powder. As discussed 
above, the HDH process involves both chemical and mechanical pro-
cesses in which the titanium alloy is hydrogenated and transformed to 
an embrittled intermediate stage so that the feedstock can be effectively 
milled to fine powder; later, dehydriding can be completed by simply 
elevating the temperature. Although entrapped gas is not a concern for 
these irregularly shaped powders, the powder morphology can make the 
sieving process and the control of powder size substantially more diffi-
cult. Other novel powder production methods include the Metalysis or 
FFC® process [416], electrolytic methods, and metallothermic processes 
[417]. 

Ti-6Al-4V is a standard alloy for both laser and electron beam AM 
processes which have the applicable powder size from 20 to 45 µm and 
from 45 to 106 µm, respectively. This potentially increases the cost of 
AM powder. The remaining coarse powder is normally recycled or used 
for conventional powder metallurgy, e.g., hot isostatic pressing. Note 
that titanium alloy is highly reactive to oxygen, especially at elevated 
temperatures. Oxygen can be picked up during storage, fabrication, and 
powder recycling [419]. Thus, it is preferable to store, handle, and build 
titanium powder in a vacuum/inert gas environment. Oxygen content in 
titanium powder has always been a major concern especially building 
with recycled powder. A standard solution [420] is to add the virgin 
powder to regulate the oxygen content meanwhile balance the size 
distribution and compensate the alloy elements which are selectively 
evaporated during melting. Interestingly, Simonelli et al. [421] 
mentioned that the alloying elements reduce the volatility of titanium as 
no formation of the oxide layer or elemental segregation on the of Ti- 
6Al-4V spattered particles in the L-PBF process were observed. Oxygen 
concentration must be limited to <0.2% to avoid ductility problems. It 
is, however, a potent strengthening addition. Tang et al. [422] measured 
the oxygen content of the virgin and reused Ti-6Al-4V powder and it was 

Fig. 27. Scanning electron micrographs of Ti-6Al-4V powder manufactured by (a) gas atomization, (b) plasma atomization, (c) plasma rotating electrode process, (d) 
plasma spheroidization from – 140 + 200 mesh HDH powder, (e) granulation-deoxygenation, and (f) HDH process (-140 + 200 mesh). Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [418]. 
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found that the oxygen level increased from 0.08 wt% (virgin) to 0.19 wt 
%. In addition, powder particles became less spherical, rougher, and 
coarser after 21 times of recycling, similar to [419] in which spherical 
powders were replaced by deformed and irregular powders. Composi-
tion variation in recycled powder was also reported. Surprisingly, 
powder flowability was improved with increasing the reuse time and the 
printed specimens showed highly consistent tensile properties [144]. 

In the fabrication of Ti-6Al-4V alloy, the evaporation of the 
aluminum alloying element is a major concern since it affects the 
properties of the as-built components. Fig. 28 reveals the inhomogeneity 
of aluminum in the cross-sections of as-built Ti-6Al-4V fabricated by 
selective electron beam melting. The loss of aluminum is positively 
correlated with the energy input [423] and the number of reuses. Many 
studies [424,425] attempted to use a modeling approach to understand 
the evaporation phenomenon in additively manufactured titanium 
alloy. 

The common phases in titanium alloys include α, β, ω and martensite 
(α′ and α′ ′). In Ti-6Al-4V, the addition of vanadium stabilizes a small 
fraction of the β phase which makes Ti-6Al-4V a α + β alloy at room 
temperature [426,427]. The as-built microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V de-
pends on the cooling rate of the building process [428-430]. Fast cooling 
suppresses the phase transformation from β to α and maximizes the re-
sidual strain into the as-built part (noted that the part attached to the 
base plate more directly causes strain to develop during thermal 
shrinkage); it leads to the formation of martensite through a diffusion- 
less transformation in laser-based AM processes [235,431-433]. In 
contrast, the E-PBF process has a much lower cooling rate and smaller 
thermal gradient due to the high pre-heat. The matrix of as-built E-PBF 
microstructure is primarily α + β meaning the as-built E-PBF part ex-
hibits lower strength but higher ductility compared with parts from 
laser-based AM processes [431,432,434,435]. An important feature in 
AM Ti-6Al-4V microstructure is the coarse columnar prior β grain which 
means that the microstructure of AM Ti-6Al-4V can be easily differen-
tiated from conventionally manufactured material. In AM processes, 
epitaxial growth is the dominant solidification mode meaning the β 
grain preferentially grows along one of the variants of the 〈100〉 crystal 
orientation that closely aligns with the largest thermal gradient 
[433,436]. Thijs et al. [235] and Narra et al. [437] have demonstrated 
the capability of varying the directional grain growth and the local grain 
size in different AM processes by controlling the scanning strategy. 

3.2.2. Nickel-based superalloys 
Nickel-based superalloys are a class of precipitation strengthened 

alloys that perform well in high-temperature environments [438-440]. 
The excellent high-temperature properties of nickel-based superalloys 
have resulted in the implementation of this class of alloys into many 
aerospace applications [441,442]. The inherent interest of the aerospace 
industry in powder bed fusion additive manufacturing technologies has 
driven research in the ability to print these material systems. 

The fine precipitates that form within the face-centered cubic matrix, 
known as γ, are what provide the Ni-based superalloys with their 
improved high-temperature properties. The two major strengthening 
precipitates are the γ’ phase and the γ’’ phase. The γ’ phase is also a face- 
centered cubic structure possessing the composition Ni3(Al, Ti) 
[443444]. The γ’’ phase is a body-centered tetragonal phase and pos-
sesses the composition Ni3(Nb, V) [445,446]. Different Ni-based su-
peralloys possess different fractions of the γ’ and γ’’precipitates 
depending on the alloy composition and processing. MC carbide phases 
are also often found in Ni-based superalloy microstructures, with the 
majority of the MC carbides being TiC [443]. Additionally, the Laves 
phase is observed in some Nickel-based superalloys, including the 
popular alloy 718 [443]. σ-phase also appears in Ni-based superalloys 
that are exposed to high temperatures for long periods [443]. Large 
amounts of the σ-phase can be embrittling. 

Nickel-based superalloys have been traditionally produced using 
powder metallurgy manufacturing techniques due to the improved ho-
mogeneity over the cast Ni-based superalloys [447]. Ni-based superalloy 
powders for powder metallurgy applications have been produced using a 
wide range of techniques including gas atomization [448,449], elec-
trode induction melting gas atomization [450], and, more classically, 
hydrogen reduction to powder from an aqueous solution [451]. Gas 
atomization, plasma-rotating electrode process, water atomization, and 
electrode induction melting gas atomization are all popular techniques 
in the modern era for the production of powders for powder bed AM 
manufacturing techniques [268,452-454]. Many Ni-based superalloy 
powders are available commercially. 

A wide range of Nickel-based superalloys have been developed for a 
variety of applications. The alloy 718 alloy system is considered one of 
the most weldable of the Ni-based superalloys [455]. As a result, parts of 
this alloy have been frequently fabricated using E-PBF and E-PBF 
manufacturing methods [456-459]. Other Nickel-based superalloys 
have also been used in the fabrication of parts using powder bed ma-
chines including alloy 625 [460,461], alloy 738 [462], Rene 142 [463], 
Hastelloy X [464,465], CMSX-4 [453], and Haynes 230 [466]. 

Ni-based superalloys are prone to cracking during welding 
[467,468]. Both hot cracking and strain-age cracking are observed in Ni- 

Fig. 28. Aluminum concentration of samples built with different scanning speeds and line energies in an E-PBF by electron probe microanalysis. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [423]. 
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based superalloy welds [468]. This cracking behavior extends to AM 
applications as well [203,469,470]. The extent to which cracking is a 
concern varies from alloy to alloy due to the composition variations 
between the different Ni-based superalloys. Fig. 29(A) illustrates how 
weldability is affected by differing amounts of aluminum and titanium 
content in different Ni-based superalloys [471]. Cracking during L-PBF 
of Ni superalloys are shown in Fig. 29(B, C) and it is seen that cracks 
mostly form along with the build direction at the brain boundaries. 
Additionally, oxidation is a potential threat to Ni-based superalloy 
components. The wide variety of alloying elements found in Ni-based 

superalloys present the possibility of forming many oxidation products 
[472]. These oxidation products can negatively impact the performance 
of nickel-based superalloy parts [473]. Additive manufacturing pro-
cesses are susceptible to exposing the alloys to environments where 
oxides can form [144,474]. 

Spattered particles and oxide layer formation on powder surface 
continuously form in the PBF process and will change powder charac-
teristics such as morphology, mean size and particle size distribution, 
surface features, and flowability. Additionally, melt pool shape and 
behavior are influenced by them. In nickel alloy 718, alloying elements 

Fig. 29. (A) Plot of aluminum vs. titanium content in Ni-Based superalloys. The dotted line separates regions of good and poor weldability (reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [471]), (B, C) Microscopy images showing cracks present in L-PBF of nickel superalloys (B) CM247LC (reprinted with permission from Ref. [475]) and (C) 
IN738LC (reprinted with permission from Ref. [476]). 

Fig. 30. (A) SEM micrograph of nickel alloy 718. Backscattered electron SEM micrograph and EDS elemental may analysis from (B) a spattered nickel alloy 718 
particle, and (D) surface of the L-PBF process alloys 718 where oxide spots are detected, (C) Schematic illustrating laser-powder interaction and how spattered 
particles form during PBF process. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [144]. 
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of Al and Ti have high oxygen reactivity and form nanoscale TiO2 and 
Al2O3 layers on the powder particle surfaces (on spattered powders, 
Fig. 30(B)) or sub-micron oxide particles (as inclusions) in the micro-
structure or top surface of the AM parts (Fig. 30(D)). Gasper et al. pro-
posed the spatter formation mechanisms as (1) melt-ejection spatter, (2) 
hot-entrained spatter, (3) cold-ejection spatter, and (4) metal vapor 
ejection and vapor plume [144]. It was shown that the spatter particles 
had sizes ranging 1–273 µm, negatively affecting size distribution of 
recycled powder and coarse spattered particles could land on the pow-
der bed or print area, resulting in defective build production. As noted 
above, however, the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 31B is too simplistic 
as Zhao et al. [477] have shown that spatter is directly related to un-
stable fluid flow in deep keyholes. 

3.2.3. Aluminum alloys 
Aluminum alloys are increasingly used in automotive, aerospace, 

and heat exchanger applications [478,479] because of their high 
strength to weight ratio, superior recyclability, corrosion resistance, and 
thermal conductivity. Gas atomization [480,481] is the dominant 
powder production method for aluminum powders as of today. Addi-
tional powder production techniques [482-484] for aluminum alloy 
include centrifugal atomization, water atomization, and crushing/ 
grinding, etc. Similar to other alloys, the vast majority of aluminum 
alloys cannot be built in powder-based AM processes mainly due to the 
formation of the undesired columnar microstructure and the hot 
cracking problem [99,485,486] caused by the directional rapid cooling. 
Additional challenges for AM aluminum components comes from their 
high reflectivity [487,488] of photon and reactivity with oxygen 
[489,490] making it rather difficult to obtain a stable melt pool in laser- 
based AM processes or to prevent the formation of oxide during fabri-
cation. AlSi10Mg is the most reliable and frequently used aluminum 
alloy in AM processes due to its near-eutectic composition with a small 
solidification range. Extensive studies [23,491-494] have been per-
formed on the microstructure and mechanical properties of AlSi10Mg 
alloy. Other studies have tested non-standard aluminum alloys [395], e. 
g., AlSi12 [495], Al7075 [485,486], Al7050 [99], Al-Cu-Mg [496], and 
6061 [478,490,497] in different AM processes revealed valuable infor-
mation about how to mitigate cracking at different levels of severity. 
Crack susceptibility as a function of alloying elements during L-PBF of Al 
alloys is shown in Fig. 31. 

In addition to powder-based AM processes, hot cracking is a well- 
documented problem in many welding literature papers [499,500] 
despite welding possessing lower cooling rates compared with AM 

processes. Many aluminum alloys have a large solidification range and 
low solidus temperature, meaning that they could be increasingly sus-
ceptible to hot cracking. This is currently the primary roadblock for the 
application of aluminum alloys in AM. The addition of silicon can 
decrease the eutectic temperature, improve the fluidity and reduce the 
solidification range and the thermal expansion coefficient [485,501]; as 
a result, the cracking can be moderated which explains why the more 
reliable AM aluminum alloys have high silicon content. In laser-based 
AM processes, a higher operating temperature and a lower cooling 
rate can effectively mitigate the cracking problem [99,496]. Zhang et al. 
[496] successfully fabricated crack-free AM parts similar to high- 
strength wrought aluminum alloy by using a high energy density. 
Higher melt pool temperature is beneficial to the wettability of 
aluminum alloy, as it can decrease the surface tension of molten 
aluminum; meanwhile, a longer solidification time is more kinetically 
favorable for the molten aluminum to reach the smaller equilibrium 
contact angle [502]. Additionally, cracks originated from the isolated 
interdendritic liquid pools can be reduced by backfilling [496,500]. 
Martin et al. [503] had remarkable success by coating high-strength 
aluminum powders with nanoparticles. They provide nucleation sites 
for the formation of equiaxed grains which effectively accommodate 
strain and mitigate cracking. 

Oxide formation is a major concern for AM built aluminum alloys 
since the oxide is a potential site for the formation of defects 
[489,490,494]. Numerous literature papers [502,504,505] have re-
ported that oxide formation increases the surface tension of the molten 
aluminum which promotes the balling effect [506] and suppresses 
wetting. Additionally, the oxide introduces extra difficulty for laser 
penetration, which in turn affects the densification process and leads to 
defect formation. As shown in Fig. 32 and Fig. 33, oxide layers are 
commonly found on the melt pool boundary and between layers. Owing 
to the low solubility limit and equilibrium partial pressure of oxygen 
(10-52 pO2 at 600 ◦C) [490,507] in the oxidation reaction of aluminum, 
avoiding the formation of oxide is impossible in the current AM systems. 
Thus, the more practical way to mitigate its effects is to disrupt instead 
of avoid the oxide. Louvis et al. [490] attempted to control the Mar-
angoni flow by adjusting the laser parameters; in this study it was 
believed that the flow pattern is responsible for the disruption of the 
oxide which effectively improves the wettability between layers, Fig. 33. 

Similar to other alloys, processing related porosity [23,494,508,509] 
is common in as-built AM aluminum parts including keyhole and lack- 
of-fusion porosity. Residual hydrogen content from the aluminum pro-
duction process can also induce the formation of hydrogen porosity in 
selective laser melting AlSi10Mg parts. Weingarten et al. [510] reported 
that the hydrogen porosity can be controlled by adjusting process pa-
rameters and drying the powder. Damon et al. [255] successfully used 
shot peening to reduce surface porosity by 15%–30%. Extensive studies 
[492-496,508] have been conducted to understand how in-part defects 
affect the mechanical performance of AM aluminum parts, which is 
addressed in Section 8.1. 

3.2.4. Iron-based alloys 
Iron-based alloy considered for additive manufacturing processing 

mostly lies in stainless steel (grade: 316L, 304L, 17–4, etc.), tooling steel 
(grade: M2, H13, P20, etc.) and Maraging steel (grade: 18Ni-300) and 
metal composites with these steel or pure Fe as matrix [511]. They are 
widely adopted for medical, automotive, aerospace, and tooling in-
dustries for applications including dental crafts, knee and hip joints, heat 
exchangers, tooling drill, casting and extrusion dies [512-514]. These 
applications usually require complex and customized part geometry 
design. Traditional processing routes (hot forming, cold forming) usu-
ally fabricate these components by dividing them into several smaller 
parts, which is time-consuming and material wasting. Additive 
manufacturing technology, due to its unique freedom of part geometry 
design, allows fabrication of these geometrically complex parts as a 
single unit. This draws great interest from the industry to develop AM to 

Fig. 31. The influence of chemical composition of crack susceptibility of wel-
ded (or fusion AM processed) aluminum alloys. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [498]. 
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fabricate ferrous alloy components for the above applications. 
Simonelli et al. [515] compared the microstructure of feedstock 

stainless steel 316L and laser spatter particle. Both particles showed 
austenitic phase structure, however, grains were finer with irregular 
morphology in the feedstock powder compared to that of the spatter 
particle with coarse, equiaxed grains. Besides, some extent of grain 
boundary segregation of Cr, Mo, and Mn elements were observed. 
Further, elemental analysis taken from the surface of the spattered 
powder confirmed oxide formation (mostly enriched in Mn, Si, and O 
elements). 

For iron-based alloy processing, laser-based additive manufacturing 
is commonly selected, while much less effort has been made to explore 
the qualification of electron-beam additive manufacturing [516]. For 
ferrous alloy, its phase transition under AM processing conditions usu-
ally deviates from that under conventional processing conditions, 
resulting in significant microstructural differences between AM- 
processed ferrous alloy and their conventionally processed counter-
parts. Yu et al. [177] showed that for L-PBF -processed 304 stainless 
steel, high-temperature ferrite to austenite phase transition was partially 
suppressed due to the high cooling rate of L-PBF solidification. As a 
result, the high-temperature (delta) ferrite phase was retained in an 
austenite matrix in the as-built microstructure. Yu et al. [177] also re-
ported the strengthening effect of the retained high-temperature ferrite 

phase. Here, the repeated heating cycle of AM processing conditions 
results in heterogeneous microstructure unexpected from that of 
conventionally processed ones. Chen et al. [517] showed that for L-PBF 
processed H13 tool steel, the martensitic microstructure was observed 
with different size scales and morphologies at the top, center, and bot-
tom regions of each melt pool. This heterogeneous microstructure led to 
inferior ductility for the L-PBF-processed H13 tool steel compared to 
conventional-processed ones. 

The influence of AM process parameters on microstructures and 
properties of Fe-based alloy have been investigated by abundant 
research, particularly in the effects of process parameters including laser 
power [517], scan speed [518], preheat temperature [519,520], build 
orientation [521], laser scan pattern [522] and hatch spacing [519]. 
Miranda et al. [523] developed six models to predict the hardness and 
shear strength of 316L stainless steel produced by L-PBF-AM with 
different laser power, scan speed, and hatch spacing. The models were 
developed by ANOVA statistical analysis to determine the main factors 
and the relationship between input (AM process parameter) and output 
(steel properties), which could be utilized as a design tool for AM process 
optimization with ferrous alloy. Besides, composition modifications by 
nano carbide and oxide addition have been observed to enhance prop-
erties of AM-processed Fe-based alloy [57,521,524,525]. Different 
property enhancement mechanisms were reported for ferrous alloy 

Fig. 32. Defects associated with oxide formation in AlSi10Mg part fabricated using laser powder bed fusion process. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [494].  

Fig. 33. Schematics of oxide formation in melt pools of aluminum alloy. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [490].  
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modified by different types of nano-particles, including laser absorp-
tivity enhancement, grain refinement, grain boundary strengthening, 
and solid solution strengthening. 

AM process not only affects the microstructure of the AM part but 
also changes powder characteristics. Heiden et al. [355] carried out a 
detailed analysis of the virgin and recycled 316L stainless steel powder 
(Fig. 34). It was shown that the virgin powder had dendritic morphology 
on the powder surface while it disappeared in the recycled particle in 
which submicron satellites (due to spatter powder or fused particles) 
stick to the coarse powder. In addition, the oxygen content was 
increased in the recycled powder and a mixture of SiO2 and MnCr2O4 
was formed for recycled particles. Since various cooling rates occur 
during the AM processes, new phases such as ferrite or martensite may 
form in recycled steel powder. Galicki et al. [526] showed that the L-PBF 
of stainless steel 316 picked up 0.1 wt% oxygen compared to that of the 
virgin powder with 0.033 wt% oxygen content. 

3.3. Surface contamination and oxidation 

Generally, oxide formation on the powder particles may affect AM 
processes since the melting and melt pool stability are affected by the 
presence of surface oxide layer in powders. Since the oxygen concen-
tration is higher in L-PBF compared to that of the E-PBF, the high local 
temperature at the fusion area will likely trigger the formation of an 
oxide layer on powder surfaces. When the formed oxide layer is thin (in 

the nanometer size range in titanium and stainless steel), it has an 
insignificant impact on the melt pool formation. It is associated with 
laser-powder interaction and Marangoni flow in which the thin oxide 
layer is disrupted and stirred in the melt pool [515,527]. In contrast, a 
thick oxide layer cannot be disrupted during the PBF process and any 
oxide residue deteriorates the melting and stability of the melt pool. In 
other words, oxide residues lower the wettability between melt and 
substrate, thus induce balling, or bead-up occurs, leading to a rough 
surface of the as-built AM parts. Higher oxygen and sulfur in water 
atomized powder compared to the gas atomized powder was reported to 
negatively affect the melt pool dynamics [528]. Those impurities would 
alter the surface tension and the Marangoni flow in the melt pool, 
leading to a higher amount of oxygen in the water atomized powder 
could result in frequent spatter ejection. 

Recently, Leung et al. [330] conducted an in situ x-ray imaging to 
understand the influence of powder oxidation on defect formation in the 
L-PBF AM process. Laser-powder interaction and melt pool evolution 
were compared for virgin and oxidized powders (Fig. 35). No gas 
porosity was evident in the single-track melt pool. At the same time, 
spattered powders (spherical morphology, Fig. 35C) ejected from the 
same direction as the gas flow and scan direction [43,330,529]. If any 
pores form in the melt pool, they may burst during solidification via pore 
coalescence and pore migration [43]. In contrast, different laser-powder 
interaction was seen when oxidized powders were used. A few gas pores 
(with counterclockwise rotation in melt pool and size <250 µm) and 

Fig. 34. A comparison between (A) virgin and (B) recycled or reused stainless steel 316L powder. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM), electron backscattered phase 
map (EBSD), and transmission electron microscopy images including elemental analysis results were presented for each powder type. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [355]. 
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pores surrounded by oxide layers (with size ranges from 50 µm to 500 
µm) were generated in the first printed layer. Typically, large pores (the 
later ones) grow by consuming gas pores with a final size of >350 µm. 
Also, droplet spatters (irregular shaped and formed from agglomerated 
powder or droplet spatter covered by agglomerated powder (Fig. 35C) 
were formed ahead of the laser beam. A negative temperature coefficient 
of surface tension was reported for liquid metals [530]. Centrifugal 
Marangoni convection occurs in the melt pool, while it is affected when 
oxygen concentration is above 50 ppm. In other words, the temperature 
coefficient of surface tension is changed from negative to positive (for 

the oxidized powder with 3430 ppm oxygen), leading to altering the 
Marangoni convection from centrifugal to centripetal [531] and the 
oxide might act as nucleation sites for pore formation. During printing 
the next layers, it is possible that laser re-melting of the previously 
deposited layer occurs, disrupting the oxide layers within the prior melt 
tracks and enabling entrapped gases to escape into the atmosphere via 
keyholing. Additionally, the size of pre-existing pores might be reduced, 
or they are partially filled by liquid feeding, which may result in irreg-
ularly shaped pore formation (Fig. 35B, D). 

Fig. 35. Time-series radiographs results: (A) deposition of the first layer from virgin and oxide powders revealing defect-free and porous melt pool formation in 
which pore coarsening was visible during melt pool formation from oxide powder, (B) analysis illustrating size vs. velocity of the spattered particles and their 
morphology, (C) deposition of the second layer showing the formation of an open pore, and (D) deposition of the third layer revealing a pore healing mechanism due 
to the high surface tension of the molten pool causing the ejected spatter falls back to melt pool and heal the pore. A detailed explanation can be found in. Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. [330]. 

Fig. 36. 3D μCT reconstructions and cross-sectional micrographs of Ti-6Al-4V powders of: (a,b) gas atomized (GA) powder, (c,d) plasma rotating electrode process 
(PREP) powder, and (e,f) plasma atomized (PA) powder. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [350]. 
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3.4. Gas pore transfer 

Trapped gas from powder feedstock. Rapidly solidified powders 
produced in inert gas (e.g., argon or nitrogen) environments generally 
contain entrapped inert gas at levels on the order of several atomic parts 
per million [351,385,532,533]. Powder production techniques were 
experimentally shown to affect the amount and characteristics of the 
entrapped gas using x-ray imaging techniques. The majority of the 
powder feedstock used in powder-based fusion AM processes are pro-
duced via gas atomization (see Section 3.1), however, other methods 
such as plasma rotating electrode process (PREP) and plasma atomiza-
tion (PA) have been also used. Using XCT, Chen et al. [350] compared 
three types of spherical Ti-6Al-4V powders: gas atomization (GA), 
plasma rotating electrode processed (PREP), and plasma atomization 
(PA), Fig. 36. Porosity and argon gas content, in particular, were 
analyzed for the three separate powder manufacturing methods. Over-
all, it was found that the powder particle size plays a crucial role in the 
amount of entrapped gas porosity and argon gas content within the 
atomized powders. The experimental results showed that argon content 
and porosity within the atomized powders increased with increasing 
particle size for each type of powders. Consequently, the pore popula-
tion, size, and overall porosity values within the powders increased with 
the increasing particle size. Powders manufactured using GA and PA 
exhibit relatively higher pore sphericity than that of powders manu-
factured using PREP due to different gas pressures inside of powders. 
Notably, powders manufactured using PREP that are below 150 μm in 
size achieved the lowest porosity and argon content, while the powders 
manufactured using GA yielded the highest values. The reveal of the 
existence of trapped gas in metal powder stock is crucial to the study of 

the generation of pores in AM parts. Cunningham et al. [28] found that 
pore size in L-PBF of Ti-6Al-4V was similar to that of the gas pore in the 
feedstock. Anderson et al. [385] also compared different types of ma-
terials and powder production methods. In general, gas atomized pow-
ders offer the widest range of materials (Ni, Co, Fe, Ti, Al); however 
other methods such as PA or PREP may result in lower porosity but are 
only presently available for select alloys, e.g., Ti. 

Tammas-Williams et al. [134] investigated powder porosity transfer 
during E-PBF of Ti-6Al-4V XCT. Using standard build parameters sets, 
the vast majority of discovered defects were small, spherical pores that 
were identified both in the powder and as-built samples and attributed 
to initial powder (gas) porosity. The pores were believed to predomi-
nately originate from argon contamination in the powder with smaller 
gas bubbles trapped in powder particles expanding and coalescing in the 
melt pool due to the reduced pressure in the build chamber [134,534]. 
They showed that larger melt pools gave the gas pores more opportunity 
to escape; therefore, minor changes in melt strategy or processing 
parameter selection could result in significant reductions in pore pop-
ulation (<0.2%). Gas pores were not randomly distributed and strong 
links between pore size distributions and laser beam scanning/control 
strategies were determined. Specifically, the mean equivalent diameter 
for porosity in the center (hatch) sections was about 1.4 times the mean 
equivalent diameter of pores in the edge (contour) sections, and 1.6 
times the pore size measured in the powder. As in [174], gas pores were 
found to have their largest axis strongly orientated in the x–y plane, with 
no preferential alignment in the z-plane (orthogonal) direction. 

In other material systems, less work has investigated trapped gas 
transferability in an effort toward suppressing internal porosity. 
Aboulkhair et al. [23] analyzed trapped gas porosity in L-PBF AlSi10Mg 

Fig. 37. (A) Schematic (left) and time sequence (a-i) showing the transfer of entrapped gas porosity from powder particles adjacent to the laser scan path into the 
melt pool. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [132]. (a) A powder particle containing a gas bubble (circled in red) located adjacent to the laser beam is pulled into 
the melt pool (b-c). (d) Once inside, the entrapped gas bubble may exit or remain within the melt pool, depending on the action of the laser beam (e-i). Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [19]. (B) Pore formation from feedstock Ti-6Al-4V powders. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [537]. DXR images illustrating the transfer of 
pores from the powder bed into the melt pool, then, residing in the solidified track during the L-PBF process. 
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in which noticeable porosity was discovered within individual powder 
particles. The entrapped gas porosity was described as “metallurgical 
pores”, namely small, spherical, hydrogen pores that are <100 μm in 
size. It was shown that a portion of porosity within the test cubes was 
generated at slow scanning speeds from gases trapped within the melt 
pool or evolved from the powder during consolidation. However, the 
specific powder production methods utilized in this study were not 
provided; thus, it is unclear how the pores were generated during 
powder production, and the specific mechanisms enabling their 
entrance into the melt pool. 

Recent reports have focused on investigating the mechanisms of 
transfer for trapped gas porosity from powders to the as-built materials 
using x-ray techniques, in particular for Ti-6Al-4V materials 
[81,98,134,154,535,536]. Fig. 37 shows the mechanism of gas pore 
transfer to the melt pool during the laser powder interaction captured 
via ultrafast DXR scanning of Ti-6Al-4V utilizing a stationary laser 
[132]. In Fig. 37(A, a), a powder particle containing a gas bubble 
(circled in red) is located adjacent to the laser beam and pulled into the 
melt pool Fig. 37(A, b-c). Once inside, the entrapped gas bubble may exit 
or remain within the melt pool due to the competition between Mar-
angoni convection and buoyancy forces Fig. 37(A, d-i). For the Ti-6Al-4V 
test blocks within the process window, it is deduced that the small-scale 
defects present within the μSXCT are indeed gas porosity. 

Trapped gases during Solidification. Gas porosity is dependent on 
both processing parameters and melt pool dynamics. Typically, the 
floatation of gas bubbles (pores) within the melt pool is governed by 
buoyancy forces and Marangoni-driven flow. The Marangoni force (the 
spatial gradient of the surface tension resulting in a downward or up-
ward force [538]) is determined to be approximately five times greater 
than the buoyancy forces (floatation of the air bubble), thereby driving 
bubbles to the bottom of the melt pool and resulting in porosity after 
solidification takes place [539]. These pores are known as keyhole 
induced pores which are discussed in Section 4.4). For metal AM pow-
ders, in particular, Anderson et al. [385] provide a detailed review of 
powders produced using atomization methods. Herein, multiple studies 
showed that large, internal porosities (pore diameter > 10–90% of 
powder diameter) resultant from trapped atomization gas were the most 
prevalent in larger sized powders (diameter > 70 µm); this behavior 
confirms the observations made by Rabin et al. [351]. Anderson et al. 
[385] noted that “micro porosity” (pore diameter ≪ 5% of powder 
diameter) may also be commonly present in metal AM parts due to 
trapped interdendritic solidification and are strongly related to the al-
loy’s “mushy” zone range (the zone where both liquid and solid coexist). 
These are more apparent in coarser powders due to the slower solidifi-
cation but do not typically present a problem in build microstructures. 

When rapid solidification occurs, it was observed that new gas pores 
appeared in the weldments. In some alloys such as steel, aluminum, and 
titanium, the solubility of gases such as hydrogen varies with tempera-
ture [23,510,540-543]. Therefore, soluble gases in liquid metal start 
nucleating gas bubbles at the solid–liquid interface. This hydrogen gas 
may act as a source of hydroxide formation on metal powder particles 
(during atomization) or inclusions in the AM parts, as observed by 
Weingarten et al. in L-PBF of Al-10Si-0.5 Mg [510]. An inverse trend was 
reported in titanium alloys in which hydrogen solubility increases with 
temperature reduction [544,545]. This will matter when post-heat 
treatment such as hot isostatic pressing is applied to heal pores (as 
discussed in Section 5) [546]. 

4. Process-related defects and anomalies 

Process-induced defects are associated with the formation of defects 
during the printing step. There are three main groups including (1) 
powder spreading dynamics and anomalies, (2) steady-state conditions 
for defect generation, and (3) location-specific conditions for defect 
formation in PBF additive manufacturing processes. The first issues 
occur during the powder dispensing step, where defects form on the bed 

of powder and bed quality such as uniformity and powder packing 
density, are affected. Powder characteristics play an important role in 
the formation of defects and voids in the bed of powder. The second and 
third types of defects form during laser-powder interaction. If a steady- 
state behavior of the vapor depression is considered in the melt pool 
area, three main defects may be generated such as balling, LOF, and 
keyhole pores which all mostly depended on the laser power and scan 
speed. However, the PBF AM processes necessarily contain many areas 
where these conditions are no longer true. Thus, other defects and issues 
may form under non-steady-state conditions such as powder spattering, 
turnaround and end of track pores, residual stress, cracking and 
delamination, geometrical defects, and dimensional inaccuracy, surface 
roughness, microstructural inhomogeneities, impurity and inclusion 
formation, and loss of alloying elements. In the following, the mecha-
nism(s) of defect formation for each of these issues are explained. 

4.1. Powder spreading dynamics and anomalies 

Powder spreading is a critical first step in the additive manufacturing 
process. The powder spreading process is closely linked to the quality of 
the printed parts. The defects in the powder bed often translate into the 
defects in the printed parts due to the detrimental effects on the physical 
interaction between the laser beam and the powder bed [131,159]. The 
density of the powder bed also affects the quality of the printing layer 
with denser layers making fusion steadier and more continuous [547]. 
Further, sparse and discontinuous powder bed was observed to lead to 
defects including balling, shrinking, and porosity [547,548]. Further, 
irregularly shaped particles led to increased porosity in the printed parts 
[549]. The defects in laying of powder bed can be differentiated into five 
categories: (1) re-coater hopping (repeated vertical lines perpendicular 
to recoating direction), (2) re-coater streaking (horizontal lines parallel 
to the recoating direction), (3) debris, (4) super-elevation of printed 
parts, and (5) incomplete spreading [165]. Examples of defects are 
presented in Fig. 38. The powder particle shape, size, and material along 
with the recoating parameters such as recoating speed and the thickness 
of powder layer were observed to influence the density and continuity of 
the powder bed [547,550-552]. 

The mass flow rate in front of the recoater blade was observed to 
decrease with increasing recoating speed [550,552] which leads to 
better quality powder beds with lower recoating speeds [553,554]. 
Further, the roller type recoating mechanism was observed to perform 
better than the blade type recoater [554]. The mass flow rate also 
decreased with decreasing layer thickness [550]. Most of the particles 
were pushed out of the powder bed if the layer thickness was smaller 
than the mean particle size resulting in large empty patches [555,556]. 
The empty patches were caused by the jamming of the particles in front 
of the recoater blade [556]. Further, for larger layer thicknesses, short 
feed defects were observed in the powder layer [91]. For optimal layer 
quality, the nominal layer thickness of two to three times the maximum 
powder particle diameter is recommended [557]. 

There are a few experimental observations of the powder spreading 
process and subsequent quality of the powder bed. Chen et al. measured 
the packing density in the spread powder bed to verify their numerical 
model [547]. Escano et al. [558] used a high-speed x-ray imaging 
technique to observe the spreading process in a miniaturized machine. 
The schematic of the experiment is presented in Fig. 39(A). A repre-
sentative x-ray image sequence from the spreading experiment is pre-
sented in Fig. 39(B). The in situ observation showed that the larger 
particles tend to move faster into the powder bed and smaller particles 
tend to agglomerate to form clusters that hinder the spreading process. 
Although the spreading process is a critical first step in ensuring the 
quality of the AM parts, more investigation of the process dynamics and 
optimization is required. 
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4.2. Balling or bead-up 

The balling phenomenon, also referred to as bead-up, is character-
ized by variations in height along the length of a melted track. The melt 
pool area (specifically the area of re-melted metal) also varies along the 
track length. Example images of balling melt pools are shown in Fig. 40. 
The undercut is also typically observed at the edges of the melt pool. 
This section reviews observations of balling, its proposed mechanisms of 
balling, and its impacts. Nearly all of the studies of balling in AM have 
focused on L-PBF processing. Balling is generally considered a phe-
nomenon to be avoided because it can be a source of porosity in PBF 
parts. Since it tends to occur at high beam powers and travel speeds, it is 
a limitation on build rates in PBF. 

Balling of melt pools has frequently been observed over many 
different L-PBF machines and process variable combinations [559-562] 
as well as in modeling studies [563,564]. An example of some obser-
vations for 316L stainless steel is shown in Fig. 41. Balling has been 

observed in multiple materials systems: 316L stainless steel [563-566], 
904L stainless steel [567], AlSi10Mg [568], Al-Cu-Mg [569], Ti-6Al-4V 
[83], Ti-6Al-4V plus B [570]. Based on the variety of ranges indicated in 
Fig. 41, defining balling by beam power and velocity limits alone may 
not be possible. Other process variables like beam spot size, and 
material-dependent parameters like absorptivity, are relevant. This was 
demonstrated by Francis [85], who used spot size adjustments to modify 
the beam power and velocity combinations at which balling was 
observed in Ti-6Al-4V and 17–4 PH stainless steel. Other AM-related 
parameters that influence balling occurrence include hatch spacing 
[569], powder layer thickness [562], laser pulse frequency [142], 
powder particle size [571]. A beneficial effect of adding a deoxidizer to 
the powder has also been observed [562]. 

Many mechanisms have been advanced to explain the occurrence of 
balling and some of the aforementioned dependencies on process vari-
ables. At lower powers or higher layer thickness, complete melting does 
not occur. Instead, the melt pool is a solid–liquid mixture with high 

Fig. 38. Representative examples of the six different powder bed anomaly classes: (a) Recoater hopping, (b) Recoater streaking, (c) Debris, (d), Super elevation, (e) 
Part failure, (f) Incomplete spreading, and (g) example of powder anomalies manually annotated. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [165]. 

Fig. 39. (A) Schematic of the high-speed x-ray imaging setup used to observe the powder spreading process in situ. (B) Representative x-ray image sequence from the 
spreading experiment for coarse (left) and fine (right) powders. The image sequence clearly shows the formation and subsequent movement of the particle clusters 
formed for small particles. These clusters tend to tumble down the powder front as the bed is deposited. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [558]. 
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viscosity and poor wettability. As the laser beam moves, the solid–liquid 
mixtures formed at each irradiation zone tend to aggregate into a string 
of unconnected balls with a diameter similar to the laser beam diameter 
along the laser scan direction [562,572]. 

If the melt pool is fully molten, then the most common proposed 
mechanism for balling is the Plateau-Rayleigh (P-R) instability. The P-R 
instability occurs because a cylindrical column of liquid is an unstable 
shape due to its surface tension [573]. The surface tension drives the 
break-up of the column into droplets whose total surface area is lower 

than that of the column. Analysis of a small perturbation to the column 
shows that any axisymmetric perturbation will become stable if the 
perturbation wavelength is greater than the circumference of the cyl-
inder. Mathematically, a perturbation is stable if λ/2R > π (λ is the 
perturbation wavelength, R is the column radius). 

In AM contexts, the P-R instability criterion is treated as a limit for 
the onset of melt pool balling, i.e. balling occurs when L/W > π (melt 
pool length L is considered equal to the perturbation wavelength and 
melt pool width W = 2R). The P-R instability could explain the occur-
rence of balling at high power and velocity. Assuming only heat transfer 
by conduction (i.e., the Rosenthal solution describes heat transfer away 
from the melt pool), melt pool L/W∝

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
QV

√
, where Q is absorbed power 

and V is scan velocity. As power and velocity increase, melt pool L/W 
ratio increases and eventually balling occurs. 

Applying the P-R criterion for L/W to L-PBF melt pools requires that 
one treats the liquid metal pool as a cylindrical column of fluid, ignoring 
any contact between the liquid pool and the underlying substrate. 
Yadroitsev et al. [560] attempted to account for this contact with a 
modified P-R stability criterion for a supported cylinder. Their sup-
ported cylinder criterion depends on the area of contact between the 
melt pool and the underlying substrate. If the worst case is assumed 
(there is only a line of contact between the circular melt pool and sub-
strate), the criterion for balling would be L/W > π

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
3/2

√
. This criterion 

then predicts the onset of balling at higher L/W values than the cylin-
drical column P-R criterion. Yadroitsev et al. [560] presented several 
results from steels and a CoCr that supported their criterion. However, 
for all of their build parameters except one, no balling was predicted, 
and it was not clear if balling occurred in the one exception. Additional 
work is needed to more fully test the stability criteria to assess if they are 
truly predictive of the onset of balling. 

When balling occurs, the amount of solidified metal within a scan 
track varies along the track length. At some points, the solidified ma-
terial is elevated above the surface of the bulk part. These two aspects of 
balling can lead to increased surface roughness [575] and porosity 
[23,85,574,576,577]. Balling-induced porosity and its formation 
mechanism are shown in Fig. 42, as observed by Li et al. [574] for 316L 

Fig. 40. Melt pool geometry variations when balling occurs (a) top view of 
laser track, (b) and (c) are two melt pool cross sections showing variability in 
height at different locations along the track length Melt pools were made 
melting one layer of 316L powder. 

Fig. 41. Observations of balling in 316L stainless steel. (a) Effects of scanning speed and powder layer thickness. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [565]. (b) 
Effects of laser power and scanning speed. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [565]. (c) Multi-physics modeling results. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [564]. 
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stainless steel. 
Given it can be a source of porosity, the occurrence of balling rep-

resents a limit to building rates. This is because the spatial resolution of 
features is determined by the melt pool area. Assuming again only 
conduction heat transfer as an approximation, A∝Q/V. Increasing build 
rates requires increasing velocity, but power must also increase to 
ensure constant melt pool areas and spatial resolution. However as 
noted above, balling occurs at high values of Q and V. There is much 
more work to be performed to describe the fundamentals of balling and 
to explore potential mitigation strategies. 

The balling phenomenon in AM is similar to a phenomenon called 
“humping” in the welding literature. Observations of the humping defect 
during automatic gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) were first made by 
Bradstreet in 1968 [578]. That work suggested the cylindrical P-R 
instability criterion. It also identified that oxygen in the shield gas or 
oxide on the plate surface promotes the occurrence of humping. There 
have been numerous theories advanced to explain the humping phe-
nomenon in arc welding, including the cylindrical P-R instability [578], 
a supported cylinder P-R instability [31,579], Marangoni flow [580], arc 
pressure, and the forces on the fluid in the melt pool [29,581-583], and a 
Kelvin-Helmholtz fluid flow instability [584]. 

Humping has also been observed in electron beam welding [585], 
and laser welding [31]. Particularly in laser welding, the effect of the 
keyhole vapor cavity and fluid flow around this vapor cavity has been a 
common focus [586-591]. Recent dynamic x-ray radiography and 
modeling results have shown the effect of keyhole vapor cavities on AM 
melt pool fluid flow [25]. The radiography results also revealed vapor 
cavities are present even when build parameters are not in the keyholing 
regime. The potential influence of these vapor cavities and the effect of 
melt pool fluid flow on balling requires further investigation. 

4.3. Lack of fusion 

As one of the most common microstructural defects in laser powder 
bed fusion additive manufacturing, LOF porosity could act as cracking 

initiation points and greatly reduce the fatigue life of the printed part 
[32,47,592]. As shown in Fig. 43, unlike the gas entrapped pores which 
are often spherical, they are rather large, irregular, or elongated, and 
may have some un-melted particles inside [23,32,98,593]. Fundamen-
tally, the LOF porosity formation is caused by insufficient penetration of 
the melt pool of an upper layer into the previously deposited layer or of a 
single track into the neighboring track on the same layer [23,98,594]. 
According to the dominant factors, lack of fusion porosity could be 
classified into laser processing induced porosity, unfavorable powder 
induced porosity, etc. 

Insufficient overlap between melt pools. The formation of LOF 
porosity can fundamentally be attributed to the insufficient overlap of 
the melt pools and, thus, is closely related to the geometry of the melt 
pool [23,98,594]. In laser powder bed fusion additive manufacturing, 
the melt pool shape is influenced by both laser processing conditions and 
powder characteristics. For simplicity here, the melt pool shape is 
considered to be invariant although the variability of melt pool size 
[595] will locally decrease overlap. As shown in Fig. 44, W is the melt 
pool width, D is the total depth after the melting, H is the hatch spacing, 
and L is the layer thickness of metal powder [98]. When the hatch 
spacing or the layer thickness is relatively large, lack-of-fusion pores 
may form because of the insufficient overlap of the melt pool structure. 

Based on the geometric relationships of the melt pool structure, 
Mukherjee et al. proposed a non-dimensional lack of fusion index, LF =

L/D [594]. When the index is larger than a threshold, LOF pores may 
form inside the sample. For Ti-6Al-4V, the threshold is 1.15 [594], and 
for CoCrMo alloy, it is ~1.5, as shown in Fig. 45(a) [596]. This lack of 
fusion index, however, does not account for the influence of hatch 
spacing. Tang et al. later introduced a second index to include this factor, 
(H/W)

2
+ (L/D)2, such that when the index is >1, lack of fusion pores 

are predicted [98]. Compared to the threshold based on the LF index, the 
Tang model is more conservative. Tang et al. claimed that their model 
can be applied to various materials such as Ti-6Al-4V, Al10SiMg, and 
stainless steel because it is purely geometrical, as shown in Fig. 45(b) 

Fig. 42. (a) Schematic showing the mechanism for porosity induced by balling. Influence of balling phenomenon on part porosity where 316L stainless steel samples 
were built with (b) 190 W, 0.3 mm/s (balling), and (c) is a high magnification micrograph of the pore. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [574]. 

Fig. 43. Lack of fusion porosity inside the postmortem cross-section of the melt pool structure shown by an optical image after etching (reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [593]) and by a schematic (reprinted with permission from Ref. [98]). 
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[98]. 
Laser processing induced porosity. The melt pool structure could be 

changed dramatically through the laser processing conditions, e.g. laser 
power and scanning speed [25,26,321,597]. For example, the increase 
in laser power tends to result in a larger melt pool and a higher over-
lapping melt pool structure. As demonstrated in Fig. 46(a), the higher 
the laser power, the lower the fraction of lack of fusion porosity [596]. 
Many authors correlate the porosity of a printed part with the volu-
metric energy density P/(V∙H∙L) [84,596,598]. However, because of 
the keyhole and the melt pool dynamics [25,48], even under the same 
volumetric energy density, the melt pool shape and dimensions vary 
substantially, which affects the LOF porosity, as shown in Fig. 46(b) 
[98,599]. Besides, for a given set of laser conditions (spot size, laser 
power, and scanning speed), the melt pool, as well as the keyhole inside, 

tends to fluctuate around a certain shape [25,26,321,595]. Cunningham 
et al. point out that these fluctuations may cause the formation of LOF 
porosity even in cases where the overlaps are theoretically sufficient 
[28]. Recently, Tenbrock et al. [600] showed that the laser-plume in-
teractions may attenuate the laser absorption and cause the LOF porosity 
formation. 

Unfavorable powder induced porosity. Unfavorable powder parti-
cles, either from the raw feedstock or from the spattering process, could 
be another source for LOF porosity [48,330,421,601]. For example, 
when the laser scans over the powder bed, some larger and irregular 
clusters can be generated [26,48,325,602], as shown in Fig. 47. These 
particles tend to have different compositions, microstructures, and 
morphologies from the raw feedstock [330,421,601]. When they fall 
back onto the powder bed, after another layer of powder spreading, 

Fig. 44. Geometric relationships of the melt pool structure for lack of fusion porosity. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [98].  

Fig. 45. (a) LOF porosity of CoCrMo alloy estimated from the optical images as a function of the ratio of penetration depth to layer thickness. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [596]. (b) Processing map of hatch spacing and layer thickness relative to melt pool dimensions. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [98]. 

Fig. 46. (a) Lack of fusion porosity of CoCrMo alloy estimated from the optical images as a function of the laser power. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [596]. 
(b) Relative density of stainless steel under the same laser energy density but different laser power and scanning speed combinations. Reprinted with permission from 
Refs. [98,599]. 
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there might be some gaps around these unfavorable particles. When the 
laser melting finishes, these gaps could become LOF pores and remain 
inside the part. Unlike the LOF porosity induced by the laser processing 
conditions, the pores here are mainly dominated by the unfavorable 
characteristics of the powder, and thus, could be referred to powder 
induced LOF porosity. 

4.4. Keyhole porosity 

Keyhole porosity results from both stationary and scanning lasers. In 
the latter case, pores have been shown to form in the straight-line scan 
cases and more so when a laser is changing direction, hence going 
through a point of zero velocity. The latter case of turnaround and end- 
of-track porosity will be discussed in Section 4.5. In this section, the 
efforts to characterize pores resulting from deep keyholing will be 
discussed. 

During the keyhole-mode melting, the material vaporizes rapidly, 
leading to a cavity called a vapor depression zone or a keyhole 
[111,539,603]. Depending on the local melt pool dynamics and solidi-
fication behavior, gas bubbles pinching-off from the keyhole may either 
escape or remain inside the build as entrapped keyhole porosity after 
solidification. It is important to note that not all keyhole mode melting 
activities result in keyhole porosity. Thus, the specific mechanisms 
behind the formation of keyhole porosity are important to illuminate 
(Fig. 48). 

Keyhole porosity has been extensively characterized in laser weld-
ing, such as in the review article by DebRoy and David [539]. Notably, 
the work of Matsunawa et al. [111] where the authors conducted sys-
tematic studies on pulsed and continuous-wave laser welding of an Al 
(A5083) and 304 stainless steel alloy to reveal the mechanism of keyhole 
porosity formation using high-speed optical and x-ray transmission 

methods. X-ray transmission images taken by a high-speed video camera 
during CO2 laser welding of the Al alloy in a He shield showed that the 
depth and shape of the keyhole fluctuated violently and large bubbles 
(keyhole pores) were intermittently formed mainly at the bottom of the 
keyhole. These keyhole pores were trapped within the melt track and 
frozen in the substrate as keyhole porosity. Gas analysis and SEM im-
aging revealed that the porosity was composed of both metal vapor and 
shielding gas. Interestingly, the depth and shape of the keyhole within 
the melt pool was also shown to change drastically with time for a 
constant set of processing parameters. They also described potential 
mitigation methods for keyhole porosity through the stabilization of the 
keyhole. For pulsed laser spot welding, the addition of a proper tailing 
pulse was very effective in suppressing the porosity formation due to the 
gradual decrease of the keyhole depth and the avoidance of a sudden 
keyhole collapse. 

For metal powder bed AM, earlier studies on keyhole porosity also 
point to violent fluctuations of the keyhole resulting in the formation of 
large bubbles as observed in laser welding [26,96,604]. Much of the 
work in metal powder AM has focused on Ti-6Al-4V, such as work by 
Zhao et al. [26], Gong et al.[84], Panwisawas et al. [65], and Cunning-
ham and Zhao et al. [25]. Zhao et al. [26] revealed the formation of 
keyhole porosity in the case of stationary laser melting as shown in 
Fig. 49. They presented high-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging and 
diffraction techniques that could be used to characterize the laser 
powder bed fusion process in situ and in real-time. Specifically, these 
techniques could be used to monitor pore formation, phase trans-
formation, powder ejection with unprecedented spatial and temporal 
resolutions. For example, they found the time needed for the formation 
of a keyhole pore was <50 μs. Gong et al. [84] noticed that keyhole 
defects were directly correlated with excess energy input. Herein, near- 
spherical defects were discovered in the “over melting” (i.e., high power, 
low velocity) region of power-velocity space. The gas bubbles were 
formed far beneath the surface at the bottom of the melt pool. They 
hypothesized that the high solidification rate of the melt pool does not 
give the gas bubbles enough time to rise and escape from the surface, 
and thus, gas bubbles are trapped in the lower regions of the melt pool 
resulting in defect inclusion in the Ti–6Al–4 V samples. Panwisawas et al. 
[65] developed a computational fluid dynamics model based on melt 
flow dynamics to capture the morphological development of pores 
formed under different processing conditions in L-PBF. Here, process- 
induced porosity was determined to be dependent upon three parame-
ters: plate thickness, laser power, and traveling speed. Porosity was 
found to be exacerbated by increasing plate thickness and decreasing 
scanning speed. Cunningham and Zhao et al. [25] pointed out that 
keyhole widely exists in L-PBF utilizing the high-speed synchrotron x- 

Fig. 47. Large and irregular particles under (a) a scanning electron microscope. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [601] and (b) a synchrotron x-ray imaging 
detector. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [48]. 

Fig. 48. A schematic showing the keyhole porosity formation mechanism in laser melting. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [19].  
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ray imaging technique and emphasized the importance of power den-
sity, as opposed to the various formulations of energy density. They 
confirmed that the collisions of the front and rear keyhole walls indeed 
generated pinched-off gas bubbles and that, once formed, the bubbles 
(likely a combination of atmospheric shielding gas and vaporized 
alloying elements) are ejected backward, driven by the competition 
between Marangoni flow and buoyancy forces. 

Recently, Zhao et al. studied in detail the keyhole porosity problem in 
laser melting of Ti-6Al-4V [24]. They found that, as shown in Fig. 50, the 
keyhole porosity boundary in the laser power-scan velocity space is 
smooth and sharp, varying only slightly between bare plate and powder 
bed. Around the porosity boundary, they discovered a dominant 
mechanism for the formation of small and often spherical pores in the 
build, as described in Fig. 51. The formation of a keyhole pore starts 
from the emergence of a mini keyhole on top of a protrusion on the front 
keyhole rim (Fig. 51(A, E)). With the collapse of the keyhole, a pore and 
a microjet form (Fig. 51(B, C)). The high-speed microjet then drives the 
asymmetric collapse, chaotic splitting, and rapid rebound of the pore 
(Fig. 51(D, F)). With the help of the acoustic wave released from the pore 
collapse and rebound and the local recoil pressure drop as a result of the 
protrusion structure at the bottom of the front keyhole wall, the keyhole 
tip is reshaped into a narrow needle-like keyhole bottom (Fig. 51(H)). 
This needle-shaped bottom is unstable and undergoes rapid drilling and 
expansion, generating an acoustic (shock) wave in the melt pool. The 
wave then provides an additional yet vital driving force for the pores 
near the keyhole tip to rapidly migrate away from the large thermal 
gradient field around the keyhole (Fig. 51(I)). When the pores are 
captured by the advancing solidification front, they become trapped as 
defects in the build. Without sufficient kinetic energy from the acoustic 
wave, the pore remains around the keyhole and its motion is dominated 
by the competition between the thermocapillary and viscous drag forces. 
In the end, the thermocapillary force could draw the pore violently into 
the keyhole (Fig. 51(G)). In addition to this dominant mechanism, there 
exists a secondary mechanism at low power levels. The large keyhole 
fluctuation could create sufficient waiting time for the pore to be pinned 
by the solidification front. During this time window, drag forces may 
pull the pore away from the retracting keyhole. The work of Zhao et al. 
provides not only an in-depth understanding of keyhole pore formation 
under conditions relevant to additive manufacturing, but also guides AM 
users for optimizing process windows and building pore-free parts. 

Keyhole porosity has also been investigated in other alloys such as 
AlSi10Mg by Aboulkhair et al. [23] and Thijs et al. [605], and 316L 
stainless steel by King et al. [96]. Aboulkhair et al. [23] discovered two 
types of porosity within the characteristic high-power, low-velocity re-
gions of process space, namely “metallurgical” and “keyhole” pores. 
Metallurgical pores were described as small and spherical whereas 
keyhole pores were irregularly shaped and large in size (above 100 μm) 
and arose from unstable keyholing. Metallurgical pores are analogous to 
trapped gas porosity covered in earlier sections of this review article 
(Section 3.4). They believed that remelting (i.e., scanning each layer 
multiple times) was effective in reducing the keyhole pores. However, 
the excessive energy input during overlapping scans was shown to lead 
to extensive formation of gas pores at slower speeds, i.e., the elimination 
of keyhole pores was at the expense of introducing gas porosity [606]. 
Thijs et al. [605] characterized keyhole porosity in L-PBF AlSi10Mg at 
the start and end of melt tracks. It is believed to be the result of heat 
accumulation at those areas leading to keyhole mode melting. King et al. 
[96] investigated keyhole mode melting as a function of processing 
variables in single-track 316L experiments. Here, melt pool depth was 
observed as a function of power, laser speed, and spot size, respectively. 
Experimental observations using optical microscopy and XCT analysis 
indicated that a trail of voids in the wake of the laser beam were 
responsible for keyhole porosity. This was described as being due to the 
incomplete collapse of the vapor cavity leaving voids in the wake of the 
laser beam, which is consistent with the direct observations of Zhao et al. 
[24]. 

By determining a theoretical threshold for keyhole porosity, regions 
of optimum processing variables (i.e. power, speed, and beam size) can 
be determined to enable rapid, high-quality additively manufactured 
materials without keyhole porosity. In general, the two most common 
methods for determining such a threshold are as follows: (1) Enthalpy- 
based methods and (2) keyhole morphology methods. 

Enthalpy-based methods. Previous investigations on the keyhole 
transition in laser welding involves the competing forces of surface 
tension acting to keep the liquid melt pool surface flat and the recoil 
pressure generated by the localized vaporization of the liquid metal 
under the laser beam when the material reaches its boiling point 
[115,607-610]. When the recoil pressure exceeds the surface tension 
then the liquid is repelled and a depression forms [611]. Studies by Hann 
et al. [607] (laser welding), King et al. [96] (based on the model by 

Fig. 49. Dynamic x-ray images of keyhole porosity formation in laser powder bed fusion processes of Ti-6Al-4V under a stationary laser beam. The laser is turned ON 
at t = 0 and continues to heat the sample till t = 1000 μs. The raw data were taken with a frame rate of 50 kHz. The exposure time for each image is 350 ns. Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. [26]. 
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Verhaeghe in [604]), and Kiss et al. [606] have predicted that the 
transition from conduction to keyhole occurs when the normalized 
enthalpy exceeds a certain value (between ~6–30) for Vanadium, 304 
stainless steel, and Ti-6Al-4V. The conditions required for transition 
were identified as the ratio of deposited energy density (ΔH) to the 
enthalpy at melting (hs). The simplified estimate for the criteria is given 
by King in equation (1) [96,376]: 

ΔH
hs

>
Tb

πTm
(1)  

where Tb is the boiling temperature, and Tm is the melting temperature. 
For 316L, a theoretical normalized enthalpy (ΔH/hs) value of approxi-
mately 6–10 was estimated. However, the experimentally observed 
keyhole transition criterion was approximately 5 times larger (ΔH/hs =

30). The discrepancy was attributed to the fact that the keyhole mode 
threshold is expected to depend on powder layer thickness. Compara-
tively, a similar enthalpy-based model utilized by Kiss et al. determined 
the onset of void formation occurred at approximately 17 ± 8 (Fig. 52). 
This agreed well with the previous experimental estimate in King et al. 
using two different beam sizes, strengthening the proposition that 
normalized enthalpy is indeed a useful metric to compare selective laser 

melting under varying laser conditions and even across different mate-
rials. However, while Kiss et al. found that the average vapor depression 
depth and average void depth scale linearly with normalized enthalpy, 
the likelihood of void formation did not. The benefits of using enthalpy- 
based models are that keyhole transition behavior can be adequately 
estimated using material parameters and processing variables. However, 
these models cannot yet robustly determine the likelihood of porosity 
formation. This may be partly due to the complexity of melt pool dy-
namics such as melt pool currents, bubble splitting before solidification 
into clusters of smaller voids, and bubbles being formed from and then 
recaptured by the vapor depression leaving no voids in the final part 
[606]. Furthermore, these models do not account for the increasing 
absorptivity once a keyhole is formed, as shown for powder bed fusion 
316L in Trapp et al. [50]. Such events complicate attempts to identify 
defect formation using surface sensitive process monitoring and 
simplified modeling tools [606]. 

Keyhole morphology methods. Another type of model that has 
shown some success in the prediction of keyhole void formation is based 
on keyhole morphology. This model was initially developed by Fabbro 
and Chouf [612] to generalize the concept of keyhole formation in laser 
welding. Keyhole front wall angle (θ) was determined as a function of 

Fig. 50. Keyhole porosity boundary and role of powder 
in laser melting of Ti-6Al-4V. (A) Laser power-scan ve-
locity space. The light yellow area shows the keyhole 
porosity regime, the light green area shows the stable 
melting regime, and the light purple area shows the role 
of powder in laser powder bed fusion additive 
manufacturing. Adding powder increases the instability 
and widens the porosity regime. (B) Representative x-ray 
images at a constant laser power of 382 W and varying 
scan speed across the porosity boundary. (Top) Powder 
bed samples. (Bottom) Bare plate samples. The red and 
blue dashed framed images correspond to the respective 
boundaries in scan speed. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [24].   
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both welding velocity (Vw) and drilling speed (Vd): 

tan(θ) =
Vw

Vd
(2) 

Furthermore, the penetration depth, d, was then used to classify melt 
pool morphology via: 

d =
D

tan(θ)
(3)  

where D is the effective laser spot size [85]. By using these equations, the 
relevant processing variable affecting keyhole behavior can be 

determined. This model was reasonably well for analyzing 304 stainless 
steel laser welds of different welding velocities at a laser power of 7 kW. 
Cunningham and Zhao et al. [25] investigated the keyhole morphology 
evolution in laser melting of Ti-6Al-4V using high-speed synchrotron x- 
ray imaging. They tested both bare plate and powder bed samples. 
Fig. 53 shows some measurement results of the keyhole morphology at 
various laser conditions. One of the contributions of their work is that, in 
stable keyholing, laser welding and powder bed fusion can be syner-
gistically connected through the linear relationship between keyhole 
depth and tangent of front keyhole wall angle. Roughly speaking, when 
the front keyhole wall angle is >77◦, keyhole porosity tends to be 

Fig. 51. Keyhole pore formation and motion driven by acoustic waves from keyhole instability. (A) MHz x-ray images of a keyhole pore formation process. (B) X-ray 
images showing the non-uniform collapse of pore P0, driven by a microjet. (C and D) Contours of the pore P0 and microjet morphologies. (E) Keyhole depths, d1 and 
d2. (F) Equivalent pore diameter, Dp. (G) Distances of pores away from the nearest keyhole wall. (H) Formation of a needle-like keyhole bottom. (I) Initial pore 
motions caused by the acoustic wave emitted from the needle-like keyhole bottom. L-V in (H and I) means the liquid–vapor interface of a keyhole or a pore. (J and K) 
X-ray images of keyhole pore collapse, rebound, and motion, corresponding to the two events highlighted by the magenta and blue dashed rectangles in (E), 
respectively. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [24]. 
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trapped inside the material. 
Multiple studies from the laser melting community describe that the 

major part of the beam energy during keyhole-mode melting is distrib-
uted at the front wall [126,613-615]. Zhao et al. [126] described the 
action of the front wall as crucial in the formation of keyhole porosity as 
follows: (1) As the keyhole starts to shrink, the keyhole width becomes 
smaller and there is a protuberance of the keyhole wall. (2) The keyhole 
wall then collapses and a bubble forms at the bottom. (3) The depth of 
the keyhole diminishes suddenly at this point. (4) The liquid flow makes 
the bubble shrink and traps it in the molten pool. (5) If the bubble fails to 
escape from the molten pool, porosity is formed. Thus, it is sensible that 
a keyhole porosity criterion can be determined from melt pool 
morphology. The results of Cunningham and Zhao et al. [25] confirm 
that keyhole morphology plays an important role in the development of 
keyhole porosity. Zhao et al. [24] found a dominant mechanism for the 
keyhole porosity formation and it started from the behavior of the font 
keyhole wall. These results are promising. But more measurements and 
analyses such as the temperature distribution on the keyhole walls are 
needed to fully understand the keyhole porosity formation in laser 
melting of metals like powder bed fusion AM. This requires further ad-
vances of the monitoring techniques like the upgrade of synchrotron x- 
ray sources and the R&D of imaging detectors. 

4.5. Turnaround and end-of-track porosity 

Metal powder bed AM processes unavoidably contain areas where 
beam velocity and thermal conditions are no longer constant; this can 

result in defects via non-steady-state conditions [327,535,605,616]. The 
most common non-steady-state defects include: “End of track”, “End of 
process”, or “Turnaround” porosity. These porosities are crucial and 
influential when using elaborate scan strategies such as checkerboard 
and fractal. Below, a brief description of these porosity formation 
mechanisms in metal powder bed AM processes are presented. 

End of track porosity. It occurs at the start or end points of the scan 
tracks and involves the partial re-melting of previously deposited layers 
formed. End of track porosity may occur both on different layers and 
near the edge of the part, leading to high-aspect-ratio (i.e. “high-risk”) 
melt pools morphologies for keyholing (and potentially LOF) porosity 
[327,605]. This is believed to be a result of the accumulated heat (e.g. 
high power) at these points resulting in a keyholing. Since the temper-
ature profile at the start and end points of a scan track is transient, 
keyhole equilibrium may easily become very unstable and collapse, 
resulting in porosity as shown in 4.4. Higher temperatures have been 
observed within the raster when the laser beam is turned around at the 
end of a track in Groeber et al. [616]. Thijs et al. [605] were one of the 
first to experimentally characterize the end of track porosity in L-PBF 
AlSi10Mg. Here, steep and deep melt pools were observed to form at the 
start/end points of the scan tracks. It was believed that heat was accu-
mulated at these points of the scan paths and a keyhole melt pool is 
created. Since the keyhole equilibrium is very sensitive and the transient 
character of the temperature evolution is at the start/end points, the 
keyhole easily becomes unstable and collapses, thereby creating large 
pores. Sinclair et al. [617] hypothesized that the formation of end of 
track pores could be augmented by soluble gas, partitioned into the melt 

Fig. 52. Enthalpy-based models for the keyhole transition and porosity formation utilized in. (a) The average depth of the voids shows a linear trend with increasing 
laser power and the average vapor-depression depth. (b) Linear dependence of keyhole formation and the formation of voids with an arrow indicating the 
approximate location of the transition to the keyhole regime. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [606]. 

Fig. 53. Relationship between keyhole depth, front wall angle, and laser power density. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [25].  
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pool and swept to track ends, supersaturating during the end-of-track 
solidification and diffusing into pores increasing their size. 

End of process porosity. It can occur during the rapid start-up or shut 
down of the laser beam (i.e. switching either on or off). Khairallah et al. 
[535] showed that the sudden shutdown of the laser beam was an op-
portunity for keyholing pores to arise upon switching off the laser. 
Khairallah modeled the results of King et al. [96] for 316L, namely end of 
process porosity resultant from switching off the laser during scanning. 
In the snapshots taken, after the laser is turned off at 585 μs, a large 
ellipsoidal pore getting trapped beneath the surface due to a fast laser 
ramp down (1 μs). Similarly, two other small spherical pores were 
formed. The importance of investigating the end of track defects is their 
potential to be a major source of porosity even if the main pass is free of 
pores [616]. 

Turn-around porosity. It is formed during changes in laser scan 
velocity at laser turn points via the rapid collapse of the vapor depres-
sion at the surface and subsequent trapping of argon by liquid metal 
flowing into the void [327]. Recently, Martin et al. [327] investigated 
turnaround porosity in L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V using subsurface in situ x-ray 
scanning. Overall, overheating at laser turn points leads to increased 
evaporation of metal from the surface causing a deep keyhole depression 
to form [327]. Thereafter, pores were then revealed to form due to the 
rapid formation then collapse of deep keyhole depressions in the surface 
which traps inert shielding gas in the solidifying metal. An example of 
turnaround porosity is shown in Fig. 54. Fig. 54(a-c) describes graphi-
cally the laser scanning track, while images Fig. 54(d-f) show the in situ 
x-ray time sequence images. Initially, the laser follows a prescribed 
trajectory (dotted black line) during laser melting (Fig. 54(a)). A slight 
keyhole melt pool can be observed during laser scanning condition in 
Fig. 54(d). The point at which the laser reaches the end of a track, de-
celerates, shifts a prescribed hatch spacing, and then changes scan di-
rection by 180◦ this designated the “turnaround point”, or where 
keyhole porosity is generated (Fig. 54(b)). It can be readily observed 
through x-ray imaging that a deep keyhole melt pool is generated at this 
turn-around point in Fig. 54(e). After the laser scan track accelerates 
along a new track parallel (Fig. 54(c)) and adjacent to the previous track, 
clear keyhole porosity can be observed in Fig. 54(f). Notably, the 
maximum depth of pores formed at the turn point was found to increases 
as a function of laser power, and this trend is independent of steady state 
scan speed. Furthermore, the majority of pores (87%) were primarily 
formed within 200 µm of the turn point under all investigated processing 
conditions. Pores closer to the turn point were found to be generally 
deeper in the material than pores formed farther from the turn-around 
point [327]. 

4.6. Spattering and denudation 

Metal spattering is another highly undesirable phenomenon in laser 
powder bed fusion additive manufacturing [32,597,618,619]. When the 
laser beam scans across the powder bed, some molten metal droplets 
may get ejected directly from the melt pool. When they collide with each 
other or with the cold raw powder particles, larger and irregular clusters 
can then generate via coalescence or sintering [48,325,602]. On the 
microscopic scale, metal spattering could refer in particular to ejections 
of those molten metal droplets from the melt pool [48,602]; on the 
macroscopic scale, it is hard to distinguish such molten metal droplets 
from the numerous powder particles and clusters, so metal spattering 
could generally refer to ejections of any particle along the laser’s path 
[26,325]. These ejected particles tend to be different from the original 
feedstock with respect to their compositions, microstructures, and 
morphologies [330,421,601], creating problems for powder recoating 
and recycling. For example, as shown in Fig. 55 when the large and 
irregular particles fall back onto the powder bed, because of their rough 
surface and bad flowability, after a second layer of powder spreading, 
locally and around these particles, the powder bed will not be uniform 
and there may be some gaps. After the printing, these gaps may become 
lack-of-fusion porosity and greatly reduce the fatigue life of the printed 
part [48,162,503,620]. 

Spattering mechanisms on the microscopic scale. As discussed in 
part in Section 1, during the past few years, much effort has been 
devoted to expanding our understanding of metal spattering formation 
mechanisms on the microscale [48,145,602]. Here, only the spatters 
ejected directly from the melt pool are the focus. Therefore, compared to 
laser powder bed fusion and laser cladding, laser heating of a metal plate 
is much simpler and has become an ideal model for experimental and 
theoretical studies [25,48]. 

Typically, under a stationary laser beam [25,127], the metal surface 
is first heated up by the laser and melted. When the temperature reaches 
the boiling point, local boiling happens, which generates a recoil on the 
liquid below. The liquid is then pushed out, forming a vapor depression 
zone or a keyhole. When the laser beam scans, most of the incident beam 
impinges on the front keyhole wall [613]. The laser heating is very 
powerful, so the temperature on the keyhole walls could be higher than 
the boiling point [48]. 

Many spatters are emitted from the keyhole rim, particularly from 
the front side [618]. In 2017, Ly et al. presented ultra-high-speed visible- 
light imaging and finite element modeling of metal spattering for a bare 
SS316L plate [602]. As illustrated in Fig. 56(a), under a scanning 
continuous-wave laser beam, the temperature on the front keyhole wall 
is higher. The higher the temperature, the stronger the evaporation, the 
higher the recoil pressure and the faster the molten liquid is pushed out 

Fig. 54. An example of non-steady-state defects can be seen in the formation of porosity during changes in laser velocity at the end of scan tracks in Martin et al.. (a- 
c) Schematic of the laser scan path. (d-f) Corresponding x-ray images of subsurface melt pool morphology during laser scan experiments. Note: initial (slight) keyhole 
morphology in (d) results in full keyhole morphology in (e) after laser turn-around. Turn-around (keyhole) pores are seen in (f). Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [327]. 
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and accelerated. Ly et al. called this molten liquid a protuberance. When 
its kinetic pressure or dynamic pressure is higher than the surface ten-
sion pressure, the protuberance will try to escape through necking. In 
the end, when it is separated from the melt pool, a spatter is formed. This 
theory sufficiently explains the formation of some spatters ejected from 
the front keyhole rim, and the spatter ejection speed is determined by 
the overheating on the front keyhole wall. It is reported that the spatter 
speed in SS316L ranges from ~6 m/s to ~20 m/s. 

Under a scanning continuous-wave laser beam, some spatters are 
emitted from the rear keyhole rim [621,622]. As depicted in Fig. 56(b), 
when the local melt on the rear keyhole rim attains enough momentum, 
higher than a certain threshold, spatters can break free of the melt pool 
[621]. The momentum here mainly comes from two sources: the vertical 
component of the flow inside the melt pool and the vertical drag force of 
the vapor jet from the front keyhole wall. The threshold is mainly 
established by the surface tension, which can be greatly affected by the 
local temperature and surface oxidation and impurities. The ejection 
speed of such spatters from the rear keyhole rim in 304 stainless steel is 
reported to be 0.2–11 m/s [622]. 

As discussed above, the formation of the spatters from the front 
keyhole rim is closely related to the average temperature on the front 
keyhole wall, and that from the rear keyhole rim is dominated by the 
melt flow near the rear keyhole wall and the vapor jet ejected from the 
front keyhole wall. These two mechanisms are independent yet share 
some similarities: (1) the keyhole wall temperatures are the key to the 
spatter formations; (2) the keyhole wall temperature limits the spatter 
speed; (3) spatters are ejected along one keyhole rim. 

In 2019, Zhao et al. unraveled a new mechanism for metal spattering 
under a scanning continuous-wave laser beam – the bulk explosion of a 
tongue-like protrusion on the front keyhole wall results in the formation 
of ligaments of molten metal at the keyhole rim and subsequent spat-
tering [48]. This discovery was based on the ultra-high-speed synchro-
tron x-ray imaging technique at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne 
National Laboratory, which was employed to monitor the metal additive 
manufacturing process for the first time in 2017 [26]. Compared to high- 
speed visible light and thermal imaging, the synchrotron x-ray imaging, 
because of the high penetration power of hard x-rays as well as super 
spatial and temporal resolutions [25,26,48,321], enables bridging the 
above-surface spattering behavior with the sub-surface keyhole and melt 
pool dynamics. 

As shown in Fig. 57, at the time of t2, a tongue-like protrusion (P) 
forms around the horizontal center of the keyhole, and on its top surface, 
there is a mini-keyhole. A necessary condition for the formation of such 
a unique protrusion structure is the keyhole morphology transformation 
from the typical “J”-like shape to a reverse-triangle-like shape (RTS), 
which creates directional vapor plume collisions towards the front 
keyhole rim and supports the growth of the small protrusion structure on 
the front wall from its bottom. This tongue-like protrusion then collapses 
within about a micro-second, like a bulk explosion. Combining direct 
experimental observations, quantitative image analysis, and numerical 
simulations, Zhao et al. attribute this unusual phenomenon to the rapid 
and intense laser heating of the protrusion’s upper surface region as well 
as the large and irregular thermal fluctuation inside the protrusion. In 
triggering the explosion, the mini-keyhole on the top surface plays a 

Fig. 55. Negative effects of metal spattering: (a) Top-view and (b) side-view taken from a single track indicating the solidified liquid spatters being sintered on the 
track. (c) Optical micrograph of L-PBF processed AlSi10Mg showing lack-of-fusion pores caused by spatters. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [325]. 

Fig. 56. (A) Intense evaporation induced metal spattering on the front keyhole rim for a bare SS316L plate. (a-c) Three experimental snapshots recorded using ultra- 
high-speed visible-light imaging. (d-g) Simulation of the three snapshots. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [602]. (B) Illustration of metal spattering on the rear 
keyhole rim. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [621]. 
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crucial role – focusing the laser intensity at the mini-keyhole bottom and 
producing intensive evaporation and a strong recoil on the side surface 
of the tongue-like protrusion. The explosion shatters the protrusion into 
a mixture of vapor and fine droplets. When they arrive at the keyhole 
rims, thin melt ligaments form, rise, neck, and eventually break up into 
spatters. This bulk explosion concept explains well the occurrence of 
those extremely fast spatters, e.g. 40 m/s in Ti-6Al-4V. 

Unlike the two formation mechanisms for metal spattering 
mentioned at the beginning, the bulk explosion concept mainly differs in 
few ways: (1) rather than the keyhole wall temperature, the formation of 
the tongue-like protrusion structure is the key to the spatter formations; 
(2) the spatter speed is not limited by the keyhole wall temperature but 
is determined by the momentum released by the explosion of the pro-
trusion, so it could be extremely high; (3) spatters are ejected along both 
the front and the rear keyhole rims. 

Spattering mechanisms on the macroscopic scale. On the macro-
scopic scale, with the existence of powder, the spatter ejections are 
mainly dominated by the vapor plume from the keyhole and the envi-
ronmental gas flow [48,61,66,325,602]. 

The keyhole shape is dominated by the laser heating conditions, and 
when the local keyhole wall temperature is higher than the boiling 
point, a metal vapor plume is emitted normal to the local boiling keyhole 
surface [25,602,622]. As shown in Fig. 58 [602], under high laser 

heating, the keyhole is deep and narrow, and the vapor plume emission 
is restricted by the walls mostly in the vertical direction, which results in 
spatters rising nearly vertically when powder particles present; while 
under low laser heating, the keyhole may still exist but is not that deep, 
and the vapor plume mainly faces backward, which causes spatters to fly 
at a similar direction with the existence of powder. In addition, the 
emergence of a protrusion structure at the front keyhole rim could 
produce an intense vapor plume [48]. As shown by the x-ray images in 
Fig. 59, at the time of ~152 μs, a protrusion forms at the front keyhole 
rim. The formation of this protrusion structure can considerably increase 
the local laser absorption. Hence, the stronger evaporation from its 
upper surface creates a more intense vapor plume and thus a stronger 
vapor pressure field, driving the spatters within it (as well as the powder 
particles if exist) to accelerate. 

In addition to the metal vapor plume emitted from the keyhole walls, 
the environmental gas flow is the other crucial factor for metal spat-
tering [66,325]. As illustrated in Fig. 60, at high pressures, the metal 
vapor jet and Bernoulli effect-driven gas flow tend to result in inward 
particle motion and fewer particle ejections; while at low pressures, the 
denudation is more pronounced, and more particles are ejected. 

Therefore, the formation of spatters (powder spatters and/or droplet 
spatters) during PBF processes not only affects the microstructures but 
also influences the part quality and properties. Spatters generally 

Fig. 57. Illustrations of bulk-explosion-induced metal spattering under a scanning continuous-wave laser beam. At t1, a keyhole of reverse-triangle-like shape (RTS) 
forms. At t2, a tongue-like protrusion (P) forms around the horizontal center of the keyhole, with a mini keyhole on its top surface. At t3, thin melt ligaments (Lig) 
appear. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [48]. 

Fig. 58. Vapor plume driven metal spattering with the existence of powder. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [602].  
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Fig. 59. Influence of an emerging protrusion structure at the front keyhole rim on the vapor plume ejection. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [48].  

Fig. 60. Influence of environmental gas pressure on the powder ejection. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [66].  
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increase D90 and size distribution compared to virgin powder, showing 
different surface characteristics and chemistry [623,624]. Additionally, 
they increase the surface roughness of the AM parts which has a detri-
mental impact on mechanical properties like fatigue and tensile strength 
[625]. Thus, it is crucial to analyze recycled powder and assure the 
microstructures and resultant properties. 

4.7. Residual stresses, cracking, and delamination 

Lack-of-fusion porosity, keyhole porosity, and balling can be avoided 
with an appropriate selection of process parameters. Regardless of 
process parameter selection, residual stress will always develop in the 
AM-built component as a result of inherent AM processing characteris-
tics, including the melting of small volumes, the high thermal gradients, 
and the repeated cycles of heating and cooling. Predicting and managing 
residual stress development during the part build is essential for AM part 
design since inappropriate part build setup could produce high levels of 
residual stresses which can cause excessive cracking and delamination in 
AM parts. Hence, it is crucial to understand the mechanisms and influ-
encing factors leading to residual stress development and its relation to 
cracking and delamination in AM parts. In addition to the magnitude of 
the residual stress, metallurgical and microstructural factors also play 
important roles in part cracking and delamination susceptibility, both of 
which are also summarized in this section. 

Residual stress. It can occur on both microscopic and macroscopic 
scales during the AM part build. Residual stress on the microscale could 
be induced directly by material volume change accompanied by some 
phase transition (e.g., martensitic transition) or be caused indirectly by 
the thermal effect of exothermic or endothermic phase transition. This 
was observed by Cottam et al. [626] for DMD processing with H13 steel. 
The occurrence of macroscopic residual stress in the AM part could be 
explained by thermal gradient mechanism (TGM) (Fig. 61(a,b)) from 
Mercelis and Kruth [627] or described by the three-bar frame model 
(Fig. 61(c,d)) originally developed for fusion welding [628]. 

The Thermal Gradient Mechanism (TGM) states that as the laser 
beam heats a local spot, it creates a steep thermal gradient in the solid- 
state material surrounding the melt pool, which leads to thermal 
expansion of this heated solid-state material. This material expansion 
tends to be restricted by the unaffected cold matrix material underlying 
the heated material, and in turn, creates compressive stress in the heated 
material. Meanwhile, the yield strength of the heated material might be 

greatly reduced due to the temperature rise, suggesting the possibility of 
plastic compressive strain as the compressive stress in the heated ma-
terial might exceed its yield strength. As the laser beam moves away, the 
previously heated material tends to go through material shrinkage due 
to fast cooling. In this case, material shrinkage is restricted by plastic 
strain formed during the heating stage, and thus creates tensile residual 
stress in the previously heated zone of the additively manufactured part. 

The Three-bar frame model is shown schematically in Fig. 61(c,d) in 
which three bars of equal length with only the middle bar going through 
a rapid heat-cool cycle and two rigid blocks at the two ends to force the 
three bars connected during the heat-cool cycle. In AM, the as-deposited 
track and the adjacent material are analogous to the middle bar, and the 
cold substrate far away from the deposition location is analogous to the 
two rigid side bars. (Eq. (4)) describes the stress of the middle bar as 
temperature changes [630,631], assuming stress on each of the side bars 
is equal to half the stress of middle bar. 

σm = − αΔT
2E

1 + 2E/Et
(4) 

The stress–temperature profile of the middle bar is schematically 
depicted in Fig. 61(b). Here, heating and cooling correspond to the 
curves denoted by ABC and CDE, respectively. Stress evolution during 
heating is composed of two (2) stages. At the beginning of heating (AB), 
only elastic compression occurs. As the temperature keeps increasing, 
compressive stress is limited by the yield strength at each corresponding 
temperature, creating both elastic and plastic strain in the middle bar. 
Similarly, stress evolution during cooling is also composed of two (2) 
stages, with only elastic tensile action at the beginning (CD) and then 
both elastic and plastic action as temperature further decreases (DE). 
Finally, tensile residual stress develops in the middle bar, as represented 
by the arrow connecting points A and E in Fig. 61(b). 

Both the TGM and three bar-frame models are reasonable but rather 
simplified models for AM residual stress prediction. They provide 
guidelines to understand the general trend of AM residual stress evolu-
tion. However, for accurate prediction, more comprehensive modeling is 
required. By far, abundant studies have developed a series of numerical 
thermal-stress coupling models to predict residual stress for various AM 
systems and alloys, with a detailed list summarized in several review 
papers [592,632,633]. The coupling of 3D transient heat transfer 
modeling with FEM mechanical modeling is predominantly adopted for 
AM residual stress simulation. Common FEM codes adapted to AM 

Fig. 61. Thermal Gradient Mechanism (TGM) for AM residual stress evolution: (a) Induced stresses and deformation (strain) during laser beam heating and (b) 
occurring stresses and deformation (strain) when the part cools down. Simplified representation of the formation of thermal stress and strains in the irradiated zone. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [629]. Three-bar frame model for AM residual stress evolution: (c) model schematic. Note that only the middle bar is going 
through heat-cool cycle; (d) schematic of the temperature-stress curve: ABC: heating; CDE: cooling; residual stress: represented by a dashed line. Reprinted with 
permission from Refs. [630,631]. 
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modeling include Ansys, Abaqus, Cubic, MRC, and 3DSim. Common 
material (powder or wire) addition method include: “element birth”, 
“quiet element”, and “hybrid activation” [634]. “Element birth” method 
is usually adopted for powder/wire feed AM modeling. While for pow-
der bed AM, selecting the appropriate material addition method is of 
more significance, as additional simulation treatment is required to 
allow thermal and mechanical properties different from the consoli-
dated solid metal to be assigned to the preplaced powder bed. 

There are four major challenges for AM residual stress modeling:  

(1) First is the inclusion of all the relevant AM physical phenomena in 
the modeling scheme. Based on the simulation dimension scale, 
AM modeling could be categorized into micro-scale, particle- 
scale, meso-scale, and macro-scale [32]. AM residual stress 
simulation is usually in meso-scale and macro-scale, in which the 
particle layer is treated as a continuum with uniform property to 
reduce computational cost. However, this prevents the direct 
simulation of some important physical phenomena during melt 
pool evolution, including laser spattering, vaporization, or even 
keyhole formation. Besides, as mentioned earlier, the majority of 
AM residual stress simulations are thermal-stress coupled models 
while fluid flow modeling is often neglected, which in turn ex-
cludes the physical phenomena related to the melt pool fluid 
dynamics such as Marangoni flow. These phenomena might in-
fluence residual stress development by altering the melt pool 
temperature gradient distribution, e.g., by making the tempera-
ture in the melt pool more uniform than suggested by consider-
ation of heat flow alone. Thus, naïve simplification of these 
physical phenomena could impair the simulation accuracy espe-
cially for modeling of thin-wall structures, in which case each 
layer is usually comprised of only one track.  

(2) Second is the great difference in spatial-time scale between the 
localized and the global domain. AM residual stress modeling 
needs to address resolution in the order of laser spot size and melt 
pool solidification duration within a large global domain in the 
AM part scale and the whole build process. Therefore, to reach a 
reasonable trade-off between model resolution and productivity, 
careful consideration is required for mesh setup. In general, a 
refined mesh is required for the scanning and HAZ region with 
respect to the unaffected surrounding volume. Selecting a suit-
able mesh refinement technique and analysis for the unaffected 
volume boundary is of significance to ensure a balance between 
model accuracy and efficiency. On the other hand, many macro- 
scale modeling is constructed by thermal/structural scaling of 
meso-scale modeling. In this case, additional consideration needs 
to be put on the scaling method setup. A large error might be 
aroused if the scaling method does not appropriately address 
some melt pool scale issues, such as melt pool remelting by suc-
cessive layers, which might cause a rather complex stress–strain 
field.  

(3) Third is handling the non-linear effects of thermal phenomena 
and temperature dependence of material properties. Criael et al. 
[635] conducted a sensitivity analysis for material properties on 
FEA thermal modeling of L-PBF process, which shows the simu-
lation result presenting a high degree of sensitivity to variation of 
reflectivity, thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat yet 
minimal sensitivity to latent heat, emissivity and heat transfer 
coefficient. This indicates the significance of adopting an accu-
rate temperature-dependent value for the high-sensitivity prop-
erties in the AM residual stress model since a poorly 
approximated constant input for those properties was likely to 
largely affect the simulation accuracy. On the other hand, for 
properties with low sensitivity, adopting a constant value might 
be acceptable since even if the temporal change results in large 
variation for these properties, the related influence on simulation 
results is still negligible.  

(4) Last is the time-consuming thermal and stress experimental 
validation. Thermal measurements were often conducted via 
thermocouples or thermographic cameras, which were reported 
with the problem of moderate measurement accuracy. Neutron 
diffraction and hole drilling are commonly used for residual stress 
measurements. The former could provide comprehensive stress 
characterization but requires a complicated experimental setup. 
The latter is a much simpler experimental approach but it only 
captures a localized stress profile. 

Cracking and delamination. As mentioned earlier, residual stress in 
AM parts is a governing factor for part cracking and delamination sus-
ceptibility. There are three types of weld cracking, namely solidification 
cracking, liquation cracking, and strain-aging cracking [470,631]. Due 
to the analogy of AM and welding, this categorization could be adopted 
to distinguish cracking in AM. These three types of cracks are associated 
with different cracking mechanisms and could be distinguished by 
certain microstructure evidence as shown in Fig. 62. 

First, solidification cracking occurs towards the end of melt pool so-
lidification, propagating along intergranular regions within the melt 
pool. As solidification is about to terminate, the remaining liquid is 
distributed at the interdendritic or intergranular regions. In the mean-
while, tensile residual stress develops in the melt pool due to the 
contraction of the solidifying material that is restrained by the previ-
ously deposited substrate, as explained earlier by TGM and three-bar 
frame mechanisms. Subsequently, solidification cracking will form if 
all of the following conditions are fulfilled: (1) the final solidifying 
microstructure presents an interlocking solid network with the 
remaining liquid distributed as continuous liquid film among adjacent 
grains; (2) the amount of final liquid is not enough to provide “healing” 
by backfilling the incipient cracks; (3) the magnitude of the tensile re-
sidual stress exceeds the yield strength of the solidifying metal. Solidi-
fication cracking could be distinguished from the other two types of 
cracking by microstructure evidence of dendritic crack morphologies 
and dendritic fracture surface as seen in Fig. 62(a). 

Second, unlike solidification cracking, liquation cracking occurs 
outside of the melt pool. Instead, it is located in the partially melted zone 
(PMZ) adjacent to the melt pool fusion line. In the PMZ, although the 
peak temperature never reaches the alloy solidus temperature during the 
part build, certain types of precipitates at the grain boundary have lower 
melting points than the matrix. This localization of melting, which can 
also occur via micro-segregation, allows the residual stress to generate 
cracks. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as grain boundary 
liquation (GB-liquation), which could be induced by four different 
mechanisms [630]. These GB-liquation precipitates provide potential 
cracking initiation location. As explained earlier in the TGM mechanism, 
tensile stress could also develop in the PMZ during cooling, creating 
adequate conditions for liquation cracking to propagate. As shown in 
Fig. 62(b), microstructure evidence for liquation cracking could be 
found by the existence of GB-liquation precipitates at the initiation point 
of cracking. Precipitates are usually intermetallic, eutectic products, or 
contamination by interstitial elements that segregate, any of which can 
locally lower the melting point [630,636-639]. 

Third, strain-age cracking is associated with the AM thermal charac-
teristic of the repeated heat-cool cycle after deposition. The concept of 
strain-aging crack for welding arises from the observation that for 
precipitate-hardened alloy weldments, cracking often occurred in post- 
weld heat treatment at the aging temperature range [640]. Its mecha-
nism lies in that reheating the weldments could lead to two competing 
stress evolution actions: one is the expected residual stress relaxation, 
the other is stress formation due to further precipitation at the aging 
temperature. If the latter is much faster than the former, strain-aging 
crack occurs. As a result, this type of cracking almost always nucleates 
at grain boundaries in the heat-affected zone. For AM part build, the 
repeated heating cycle induced by the deposition of each successive 
layer might create a thermal condition similar to post-weld aging heat 
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treatment. Then the residual stress from direct layer deposition, com-
bined with the newly developed stress due to successive layer deposi-
tion, gives the possibility for strain-age cracking to occur in as-built 
parts. 

As aforementioned, the occurrence of the three types of AM cracking 
is determined by residual stress at different locations and stages during 
the AM part build: solidification cracking and liquation cracking are 
mainly induced by residual stress within the solidifying melt pool and 
within the PAZ region during deposition respectively, while strain-age 
cracking is mainly induced by residual stress within the HAZ post- 
deposition. Therefore, understanding residual stress evolution at each 
stage of AM part build is of great significance for predicting and miti-
gating part cracking susceptibility. Lastly, if residual stress is developed 
at layer interface, with its magnitude higher than alloy yield strength, 
cracking might propagate through the whole deposition layer, leading to 
delamination defect. As mentioned earlier, most of the residual stress 
modeling work ( 

Table 4) presents a general trend of higher residual stress at near-top 
and near-bottom layers of the part, which agrees with the location for 
part delamination experimentally observed in several studies [170,641- 
643]. 

Recently, Hojjatzadeh et al. [537] observed pore formation from a 
crack inside a previously built layer during laser melting of Al6061 
substrate. It was observed from DXR images when the melt pool 
encountered the crack, pores nucleated from the crack, grew, and 
released multiple spherical pores. The inert gas in the chamber was 
considered as the main source of the gas in the crack. As the laser scans, 
the melt pool encompassed a larger area of the crack, and pores were 
gradually detached with spherical (pore) morphology into the melt pool 
(Fig. 63). 

Besides residual stress, some metallurgical and microstructural fac-
tors also play a significant role in part cracking and delamination sus-
ceptibility. For the three types of AM cracking mentioned earlier, their 
associated mechanisms suggest that solidification cracking is funda-
mentally determined by the amount and distribution of final liquid at 
end of solidification, which is in turn determined by alloy solidification 
temperature range, solidification grain morphology, and dendrite 

spacing [645,646]. For liquation cracking, its occurrence essentially 
depends on the existence of GB-liquation precipitates, such as γ’ phase in 
alloy alloy [636]. The relevant microstructure feature, including γ’ 
precipitate morphology, distribution, and dimension are all important 
factors to consider for liquation cracking susceptibility. Similarly, strain- 
aging cracking essentially relies on solid-state precipitation, and thus the 
metallurgical factor relevant to solid-state precipitation kinetics has a 
profound influence on strain-aging crack susceptibility. 

4.8. Surface finish and roughness 

An important challenge in metal powder bed AM is the reduction of 
surface defects including surface roughness, porosity, and surface finish 
leading to reduced reliability in service, as well as undesirable surface 
finish conditions [156,575,647,648]. Although rough surfaces may be 
beneficial in certain biomedical applications [649], multiple studies 
have pointed to how rough surfaces result in stress concentrations at the 
free surface and premature failure in as-built metal AM parts [625,649- 
652]. Particularly detrimental to part performance are deep valleys on 
the surface which act as preferential sites for mechanical damage during 
cyclic loading and corrosion [157,653-655]. As with bulk defects, 
starting material characteristics, processing variables, and post- 
processing treatments (particularly affecting the contour regions) of 
AM parts can all significantly impact the as-built part surfaces. 

In general, rough surfaces in metal powder AM parts are determined 
to be the result of (1) the adherence of partially or non-melted powder, 
and (2) the formation of menisci (e.g. “surface waviness”) on free sur-
faces [657]. This is shown in Fig. 64 (see insert) for E-PBF Alloy 718 
[656]. It can be readily observed that the contour regions undergo 
complex relationships of spattering, balling, condensate formation, and 
melt pool behavior during metal AM processing. This leads to partially 
sintered particles, satellite particles, and micro notches which result in 
rough surface characteristics [656,658,659]. The contour regions also 
serve as potential areas for non-steady-state defect formation (e.g. end of 
track, end of process, and turnaround porosities, see Section 4.5) namely 
keyhole porosity due to the complex thermal histories within these areas 
[24,327,535,605,616]. Thus, surface defects in powder bed metal AM 

Fig. 62. Typical microstructure details for AM part delamination and different types of AM cracking: (a) solidification cracking; (b) liquation cracking; (c) strain 
aging cracking. Examples provided are for alloy 718 part built using L-DED ((a), (b), reprinted with permission from Ref. [644]) and for CM247LC super alloy part 
built using L-PBF((c), reprinted with permission from Ref. [470]). 

Fig. 63. Pore formation from a crack during laser melting of Al6061 substrate. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [537].  
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are a multifaceted challenge, still requiring much research and 
discussion. 

Starting materials. Starting powder characteristics are well-known 
to have a strong effect on surface finish characteristics [659-663]. In 
particular, powder shape, size, and spreading strongly influence laser 
absorption characters, and thus influence surface texture. It is deduced 
that finer powder leads to smoother surfaces; however, spreading of 
finer powders is more challenging due to powder agglomeration, surface 
effect of powders, particle–particle and particle-dispensing blade in-
teractions [663]. In contrast, larger powder particles may be easier to 
spread, but limit the surface finish due to the minimum feature size and 
minimum layer thickness [663]. Furthermore, the orientation of the AM 
parts on the build plate to the re-coater blade (e.g. down skin surface 
roughness) has also been determined to affect surface topography in 
multiple studies including those in [648,662,664]. Recent work by 
Kantzos et al. [659] discovered that the relevant “hotspot” features on 
the as-built surface were similar regardless of the powder size for a fine 
and a coarse Ti-6Al-4V powder. This suggests that surface roughness is 
indeed more sensitive to build conditions than to variations in particle 
size and that starting powder characteristics such as powder size may 
play a small role in the performance of metal AM parts with rough 
surfaces. This is most likely because near-surface porosity induces 
localized damage in specific regions at the surface [658] more signifi-
cantly than surface roughness [659]. The small influence of powder size 
on fatigue performance was also corroborated in Gockel et al. [661]. 
Here, it was discovered that the average powder particle size in the raw 
powder would likely highly influence the measured value of roughness 
parameter Sa but is expected to have little contribution to the fatigue 
performance. Thus, while powder size may only play a negligible role in 
fatigue life, this and other starting material characteristics (i.e. spread-
ability, powder morphology, etc.) still require investigation, particularly 
in relation to correlation with surface finish in as-built metal AM ma-
terials [234]. 

Processing conditions. As with bulk defects, it is well-known that 
surface roughness and porosity in as-built metal AM materials is strongly 
controlled by processing conditions [656,661,665]. Mumtaz and Hop-
kinson [666] discovered that laser peak power, laser repetition rate, and 
scan speed impacted both top and side surface roughness. Paria et al. 
[656], Calignano et al. [575], and Koutiri et al. [665] determined that 
the formation of rough surfaces was largely due to the selection laser/ 
electron beam power, velocity, and beam profile for E-PBF Alloy 718, L- 
PBF AlSi10Mg, and L-PBF Alloy 625, respectively. It was shown that 
additional contour re-melting could enhance surface finish. Similarly, 

Strano et al. [664] discovered that as-built surface topology varies with 
build orientation angle for L-PBF 316L. Horizontal surfaces were 
dominated by the ripple effect but as the inclination angle increased, the 
stair-case effect started to take the key role, showing obvious waves on 
the surface [660,667-669]. This was potentially due to the effect of 
gravity that causes melt pools to sag into the un-melted powder bed 
below, resulting in a much rougher surface on the underside of the 
component than on the upward-facing surfaces [662]. Differences in 
upward vs. downward-facing surfaces were characterized by Bacchewar 
et al. [670]. Here, build orientation and layer thickness were found to be 
significant parameters affecting surface roughness in upward-facing 
surfaces, whereas for downward-facing surfaces, build orientation, 
layer thickness, and laser power were also important factors. Solberg 
et al. [671] showed when the angle increased from 0◦ to 135◦, the 
number of attached particles to the surface increased and in the down 
skin surfaces (90-135◦), the increased surface roughness was significant 
(see Fig. 65). Furthermore, Triantaphyllou et al. investigate the effect of 
scan strategy producing multidirectional texture underlying lay and 
laser path changes which the part distortion in certain directions than 
others leading to surface roughness [662]. Qiu et al. [672] found that 
increasing layer thickness at a constant laser power and scan speed led to 
the enhanced surface roughness as well as LOF porosity and balling on 
the surface. 

Processing variables selections for the contouring regions have the 
largest effect on surface roughness characteristics and surface porosity 
[40,648,660,664,666]. In more detail, the contour parameter sets trace 
around the outside of the component on each layer in contrast to the 
bulk parameter sets (the “hatch” parameters) which fill in the internal 
portion to form solid material [661]. Therefore, the alteration of process 
variables within the contour regions affecting surface roughness char-
acteristics has been well-characterized such as studies by Karimi et al. 
[656], Chen et al. [673], Chua et al. [674], Fox et al. [675], Mohammadi 
and Asgari [676], Koutiri et al. [665], Whip et al. [677], and Mishurova 
et al. [89]. In particular, these studies have focused on process optimi-
zation of adjusting contour processing variables to obtain particular 
surface roughness characteristics. Karimi determined optimized pa-
rameters including scanning speed, beam current, focus offset, the 
number of contour passes, and melting strategies for surface roughness 
in E-PBF alloy 718 [656]. Mohammadi determined optimal parameters 
of hatch spacing, laser power, and laser velocity, overlap with core, 
beam offset, and minimum length leading to different upskin and 
downskin characteristics for L-PBF AlSi10Mg. This resulted in surface 
roughness values almost as low as one-fifth of the samples manufactured 

Fig. 64. Schematic view of various competing phenomena occurring during electron beam melting of the contour region resulting in observed surface roughness 
characteristics on the as-built metal AM surfaces. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [656]. 
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using standard process parameters [676]. Importantly, Koutiri deter-
mined the importance of proper hatching + contour selections for 
reduced surface roughness parameter Ra and low porosity for L-PBF 
alloy 625. However, Koutiri determined that the correlation between 
surface roughness (in particular Ra) and process parameters was a 
complex task [665], likely requiring significant trial-and-error type 
analysis. Qiu et al. showed that the surface roughness was increased with 
increasing layer thickness in which the instability of the melt pool flow 
was an outcome of the Marangoni force and recoil pressure [672]. In 
addition, melt pool agitation resulted in spattered powder formation 
resulted in rougher surface finish by ball formation and surface porosity 
(Fig. 66). Therefore, analytical modeling and FEA techniques such as 
those proposed by Yadroitsev et al. [560], Michopoulos et al. [678], and 
Meier et al. [679] have been employed in order to analyze the effects of 
process variable alteration on surface roughness characteristics for 
multiple materials and process methods in metal powder bed AM. 

Post-processing. As previously mentioned, metal powder bed AM 
parts suffer from surface roughness characteristics due to two main 
causes: (1) the partially melted powder particles and (2) the staircase 
effect arising from the mismatch between the computer-aided design 
model and slicing strategy [650]. Therefore, the use of post-processing 
techniques to reduce surface roughness is typically used for metal AM 
materials. Largely, the most common surface treatments employed are: 
(1) surface grinding/machining/polishing e.g. via mechanical, chemical 

treatments, and/or laser treatment [672,680-686], (2) shot peening 
[575,687-691], (3) heat treatments [509,692], and (4) coating [693]. It 
should be mentioned that although Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) pro-
cesses are routinely used post-processing treatments, the HIP processes 
are only successful at closing internal defects/pores therefore they have 
negligible effects on surface roughness [680,694]. Masuo et al. charac-
terized surface roughness in both L-PBF and E-PBF Ti-6Al-4V, denoting a 
continued (and large) influence of surface roughness on mechanical 
behavior after HIP processing. Therefore, HIPed metal AM specimens 
still possess rough surfaces, which can play a key role in shortening the 
fatigue lives [694]. 

Recently, Khan et al. published a review article on the effect of post- 
processing (such as thermal, mechanical, and/or chemical-based) on the 
surface integrity and properties [695]. Overall, L-PBF processes typi-
cally possess smaller layer thicknesses and utilize smaller particle sizes 
resulting in higher build tolerances, the replication of finer features, and 
reduced surface roughness as compared to E-PBF techniques [696]. 
Chan et al. [697] showed the mean fatigue life of Ti-6Al-4V decreases 
with increasing maximum roughness (depth) of the surface features due 
to stress concentrations at the surface features and L-PBF produces a 
more fatigue-resistant surface finish than E-PBF, largely due to the 
reduction of notch-like surface features between individual layers. For E- 
PBF materials, surface machining can significantly reduce Ra values of 
~30–68 um to Ra < 1 μm, as shown by Sun et al. [650] for Ti-6Al-4V. 

Fig. 65. Microscopy images from (a) side view and (b) top view of LPB maraging steel 300 alloy. (c) Examples indicating specimen orientation based on the build 
direction. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [671]. 
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Similar results have been determined for L-PBF materials, such as the 
improvement of Ra from 10.0 μm (as-built), 0.4 μm (machined), and 0.1 
μm (polished) for L-PBF SS 316L in Spierings et al. [698]. Electro-
polishing has also been shown to greatly reduce surface roughness from 
approximately from greater than Ra = 12.04 ± 1.45 µm to 3.23 ± 0.22 
µm in L-PBF 316L [682]; when combined with mechanical polishing 
surface roughness can be further reduced to approximately Ra = 0.13 ±
0.02 μm. Shot peening may also result in a reduction of surface rough-
ness in a number of studies, such as Almangour et al. [690]. In this study, 
shot-peened L-PBF SS 17–4 PH possessed Ra values of 1.16 ± 0.13 μm, as 
compared to the as-built Ra of 4.00 ± 1.37 μm. In addition to improving 
surface roughness, shot peening also induces high compressive residual 
stress at the surface, leading to compressive residual stress, and 
improved fatigue resistance [690]. Recent studies have also shown the 
beneficial effect of heat treatments on fatigue behavior in L-PBF 
AlSi10Mg. Heat treatments resulting in surface alterations were 
discovered in Aboulkhair et al. [692]. Here, dimples appearing on the 
fracture surfaces of the heat-treated samples were not apparent in the as- 
built specimens, indicating increased ductility. The ductile surface 
dimples resulted in improved fatigue performance since higher ductility 
is less susceptible to fatigue crack initiation. Notably, heat treatment 
resulted in a more substantial improvement in fatigue behavior than 
surface machining. However, surface roughness values for heat-treated 
versus machined conditions were not given. Therefore, it is not clear if 
fatigue behavior was improved by surface condition alone, or as a 
combination of surface improvement and microstructural effects. 

Surface Metrology and Characterization. Although the common 
measurement method used for AM was stylus-based contact profilom-
etry, as reviewed by Townsend et al. [648], the measurement of surface 

roughness of AM parts using this method demands caution. Dictated by 
the stylus cone angle and tip radius, the accessibility to deep, hidden, or 
semi-hidden surface features such as overhangs or reentry points 
(Fig. 67 for example) can be limited [699]. Because of the three- 
dimensional character of the AM surfaces, it may be challenging for 
the tactile profilometry and the two-dimensional, line-scan based sur-
face parameters (Ra, Rt, Rmax, and Rz, etc.) to capture the surface features 
that truly affect the mechanical performance (such as the depth, span, 
and sharpness of surface depressions [659]). In addition to the tactile 
type profilometry, three major groups of methods have been utilized in 
the literature [648], namely: 

Fig. 66. (A) Porosity area fraction and (B) average surface roughness as a function of powder bed layer thickness. (C) SEM micrographs and (D) high-speed imaging 
illustrating powder-laser interaction from the surface of L-PBF processed parts with layer thickness varied between 20 and 100 μm. Power and velocity were fixed at 
400 W and 2400 mm/s, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [672]. 

Fig. 67. A notch-like surface defect in an L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V specimen with cross- 
sectional optical microscopy. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [699]. 
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(1) areal topography: Confocal Microscopy (CM), Focus Variation 
Microscopy (FVM), and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM);  

(2) optical/electron microscopy: Optical Microscopes (OM) and 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM); 

(3) volumetric methods: such as high-resolution x-ray computed to-
mography (HR-XCT) [659]. The light source can be a lab-scale x- 
ray tube or a synchrotron facility. 

These methods can be beneficial when applied to AM parts as their 
irregular surface structures cannot be reliably described by a single line- 
profile [648]. It has been demonstrated that, for instance, the areal 
topography measurement by CM can yield a higher statistical signifi-
cance than the conventional stylus-based one [700,701]. X-ray based 
volumetric methods, while suitable for characterizing geometric fea-
tures such as the one depicted in Fig. 67 [659], suffer from the trade-off 
between the scan resolution and scan time [217]. 

Determination of appropriate surface measurement techniques and 
roughness parameters that best describe metal AM surfaces is of extreme 
importance for standards development and comparison of experimental 
and modeling results [691]. Typical measurement techniques used to 
analyze metal AM surfaces include profile topography, areal topog-
raphy, microscopy (such as optical, confocal, chromatic, and focus 
variation), and XCT, amongst many others [648]. A large selection of 
roughness parameters are then used to describe the surface roughness; 
some of the most common include: average roughness (Ra or Sa) mean 
roughness depth (Rz or Sz), skewness (Rsk or Ssk) and kurtosis (Rku or Sku) 
[648]. However, the determination of a robust and agreed-upon metric 
for analysis of surface roughness of metal powder bed AM surfaces has 
not yet been determined to date. As an example, contour parameters 
affecting surface roughness characteristics are typically optimized based 
on the Ra (or Sa) surface roughness parameter [648]; however roughness 
metrics using Ra may be contradictory and unreliable when used to 
predict roughness characteristics or material behavior as shown in work 
by Fox et al. [675], Gockel et al. [661], Kerckhofs [684] and Gulizia et al. 
[650]. 

Fox et al. [675] determined that the analysis of Rpc, RSm, and Rc (peak 
count, mean width of profile elements, and mean height of profile ele-
ments, respectively) can indicate a shift between rough surfaces domi-
nated by partially melted powder particles and surfaces dominated by 
material from the re-solidified melt track in L-PBF SS 17–4. In com-
parison, analysis of the effect of process parameters on Ra did not show a 
significant correlation. Gockel et al. [661] discovered that the roughness 
parameter for maximum surface pit height (Sv) was found to be inversely 
correlated to the fatigue life in [661]. As Sv increased, the fatigue life 
decreased. In comparison, the roughness parameter Sa did not show a 
correlation to fatigue life from either structured light scanning methods 
or XCT analysis [661]. Fractography showed that high roughness and 
maximum notch values were the result of the contour pass not adhering 
to the layer below [661]. However, when proper fusion was achieved, 
the failure locations were influenced by other factors such as material 
inclusions, and subsurface porosity [661]. Therefore, the determination 
of a robust metric for analyzing powder bed metal AM surfaces and the 
comparison of surface data is of vital importance to the metal AM 
community. It is unclear if standard profilometry techniques and 
average values for roughness are sufficient to capture all of the relevant 
3D information regarding the metal AM as-built surfaces [659]. Vays-
sette et al. [658] determined that the topology of L-PBF and E-PBF as- 
built surfaces were better captured by XCT as compared to optical 
micrography [661,684]. More importantly, it was discovered that the 
measurements from profilometric analysis failed to predict the fatigue 
strength of parts obtained by L-PBF since micro notch features on 
specimen surfaces are not well described using profile measurements. 
Therefore, the comparison of 3D surface data such as XCT with lineal 
measurements necessitates further analysis. These needs are anticipated 
to be addressed in forthcoming standards drawing on current/with-
drawn metal AM standards such as ISO/ASTM52900-15, ASTM F2792- 

12a, and  ASTM F42/ISO TC 261, however further research into the 
comparison of roughness metrics used in powder bed metal AM are 
essential [702]. 

Recently, full-field measurement techniques such as XCT and high- 
fidelity modeling have been used to capture the 3D surface and sub- 
surface features to better aid in the understanding of the effects of 
processing variables on as-built AM surfaces and mechanical perfor-
mance [658,659]. Tammas-Williams utilized XCT to quantitatively 
evaluate the factors (Defect size, location, aspect ratio, and proximity to 
other pores and the surface) that are important in determining fatigue 
life. It was discovered that defects nearer to the surface, particularly 
larger defects were typically associated with shorter fatigue lives in E- 
PBF Ti-6Al-4V. Vayssette et al. [658] utilized finite element simulations 
to characterize realistic metal powder bed AM surfaces from meshed 
volumes via surface micrography, surface scans (profilometry), or vol-
ume scans (tomography). Kantzos et al. [659] utilized XCT with high 
micron resolution and micromechanical modeling to investigate the 
effect of as-built metal AM surfaces on the stress concentration under 
mechanical loading for a fine and coarse powder in L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V. 
These results indicated that: (1) surface features were more sensitive 
to build conditions than powder size, (2) adhered powder had little ef-
fect as a stress “hotspots” (i.e. stress concentrations), (3) porosity and 
surface notches showed the largest stress hotspots, and (4) near-surface 
porosity may be more significant as stress hotspots than surface 
roughness [659]. Future investigations involving the use of 3D surface 
analysis to connect processing variables and particular surface charac-
teristics are needed to enable quantification and certification of as-built 
metal powder bed AM surfaces. In particular, precise and representative 
descriptions of as-built surfaces are needed in order to correctly take into 
account stress concentrations due to micro notches and to consider a 
sufficient number of micro notches for modeling efforts [658]. Further 
studies that evaluate surface roughness via realistic analysis and 
modeling techniques have great potential to lead to large advances in 
the evaluation of process variables affecting surface roughness charac-
teristics [281]. 

4.9. Metallurgical factors for defect generation 

In addition to understanding the steady-state behavior of the vapor 
depression, which may lead to balling, lack of fusion, and keyhole pores, 
one needs to consider the influence of the vapor depression in non- 
steady-state regions. This is quite important because controlling vapor 
depression is much complicated in non-steady regions, causing location- 
specific conditions for defect formation. 

During powder bed fusion AM processes, microstructural in-
homogeneities (columnar grains and segregation), impurities, and loss 
of alloying elements in powdered materials or built parts may take place. 
Due to the high temperature of the molten pool, it is most likely that 
vaporization of alloying elements occurs leading to composition varia-
tion and inhomogeneous microstructure in as-built parts. These varia-
tions will impact materials properties such as corrosion and mechanical 
behavior which can be crucial for high-quality products and sensitive 
industrial applications such as aerospace and nuclear power plant. 

Hot Cracking. As mentioned in Section 4.7, cracking in AM could be 
categorized into solidification cracking, liquation cracking, and strain- 
aging cracking based on the cracking mechanism. Cracking could also 
be classified as hot cracking and solid-state cracking based on its 
occurrence in solidifying or solidified region. According to this criterion, 
solidification cracking and liquation cracking both belong to hot 
cracking and strain-aging cracking is solid-state crack. Abundant weld-
ing studies have shown that solid-state crack is dominantly dictated by 
thermal and mechanical related factors, while hot-crack is determined 
by the interplay of metallurgical-, thermal-, mechanical-factors. Section 
4.7 presented the influence of residual stress on each type of cracking. 
This indicates how thermal–mechanical factors contribute to crack 
development but does not address the metallurgical factors for hot 
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cracking formation. Therefore, as a supplement of Section 4.7, here, we 
focus on the metallurgical factors of hot cracking defects in the context 
of AM process, to provide a comprehensive overview of AM cracking 
defects. The phenomenon, characteristics, and criteria for hot cracking 
could be found in Section 4.7, and thus are not repeated here. 

Studies on welding [129,499] have presented that the major metal-
lurgical factors for hot cracking include the freezing range, fraction of 
liquid at the final solidification stage, eutectic reaction, and precipita-
tion at the interdendritic region and grain structure. They are also 
important influential factors for AM hot cracking susceptibility due to 
the analogy of welding and AM solidification. The relation of these four 
factors with hot cracking in the context of AM process were summarized 
below: 

First, the freezing range directly dictates the dimension scale of the 
mushy zone. Thus, it is widely accepted that a larger freezing range 
indicates a higher solidification cracking susceptibility. While it should 
be noted that for the AM process, the non-equilibrium cooling condition 
is expected to result in a high degree of micro-segregation. For this 
reason, the equilibrium freezing range (as usually shown in a phase 
diagram) is likely to be an unsuitable prediction. Instead, Scheil- 
calculated freezing range was usually adopted to investigating AM so-
lidification cracking, as exemplified by the study of Tang et al. on AM 
alloy design with Ni-alloy system [703] and the study of Wang et al. on 
AM alloy design with steel system [704]. Both studies adopted Scheil- 
calculated freezing range as important AM cracking susceptibility 
criteria to guide AM alloy design. By following the principle that a 
smaller freezing range leads to a lower cracking susceptibility, new al-
loys with improved AM cracking resistance were discovered by these 
studies, which supports the effectiveness of Scheil-calculated freezing 
range for AM solidification cracking prediction. 

Second, the fraction of liquid (fL) at the terminal solidification stage 
was the liquid at the intergranular or interdendritic region in the melt 
pool. Its impact on solidification cracking susceptibility was demon-
strated by two classic physical models for solidification cracking, 
namely the model of Clyne et al. [705] and the model of Kou [646]. Both 
models suggest that a large fL at the terminal stage of solidification in-
dicates a low crack susceptibility since in this case liquid is sufficient to 
provide a liquid channel at the interdendritic region, which could help 
to resist cracking by liquid feeding at the grain boundary. Conversely, 
with a small fL at the terminal stage of solidification, the liquid is 
separated into disconnected interdendritic films, which becomes the 
vulnerable spot for solidification crack initiation. Clyne et al. [705] and 
Kou [646] proposed two hot cracking susceptibility (HCS) index, which 
are tV/tR and dT/d(fS1/2) at fS → 1, respectively, where tV and tR are time 
interval of 0.01 < fL < 0.1 and 0.1 < fL < 0.6 and fS is solid fraction. 
Despite different formality, both HCS indexes are indirect reflections of 
the magnitude of fL at the terminal solidification stage: increase in tV/tR 
and dT/d(fS1/2) at fS → 1 both indicate a decrease in fL at the terminal 
solidification stage and thus a higher cracking susceptibility. Various 
welding studies [706-710] have validated the two HCS indexes as useful 
criteria for welding crack susceptibility evaluation. They have also been 
adopted to aid AM alloy design with Ni alloy [703,711] and AM process 
optimization of Al alloy [712,713] by providing AM cracking suscepti-
bility assessment. These studies on welding and AM cracking investi-
gation indirectly and directly support fL at the terminal stage of 
solidification as a significant influential factor that determines AM 
cracking susceptibility. 

Similar to the freezing range, fL at the terminal stage of solidification 
is also dependent on the micro-segregation level. Therefore, considering 
the rapid solidification in the AM process, a Scheil-calculated solidifi-
cation path has been adopted to the calculation of the cracking sus-
ceptibility index developed by Clyne et al. [705] and Kou [646], as 
exemplified by the studies mentioned above [703,706-712]. However, 
concerns were reported regarding using the Scheil-Gulliver model for 
AM solidification micro-segregation prediction [714,715]. This is 
mainly due to the naïve assumption of no back-diffusion in the Scheil- 

Gulliver model, which might lead to over-estimation of the micro- 
segregation level in AM solidification. Therefore, careful consideration 
is required when using the Scheil-Gulliver model to estimate the 
magnitude of freeing range and fL at the terminal stage of solidification 
for the AM process, especially if the alloy presents interstitial elements 
[716]. 

Thirdly, eutectic reaction and precipitation that occurred at the 
interdendritic region is an important factor for liquation cracking. 
Generally, the formation of eutectic reaction between grains is beneficial 
for decreasing crack susceptibility, since the eutectic film presents 
refined microstructure and eases the movement of grains granular sys-
tem [706]. However, if the eutectic reaction leads to the formation of a 
low-melting-point eutectic product or intermetallic eutectic product 
with high brittleness, then its occurrence at the interdendritic region 
will result in a noticeable increase in crack susceptibility [717,718]. 
Similarly, precipitation kinetic in AM-processed alloy is complicated 
and could sometimes result in low-melting-point carbide, nitride, and 
borides formation at intergranular or interdendritic regions. For 
instance, interdendritic MC-type carbide is often reported in AM- 
processed Alloy alloys [719]. These low-melt precipitates are also 
important sources for liquation cracking formation. The formation of 
interdendritic low-melt eutectic and precipitates is a common problem 
for AM with superalloy alloy: many studies have shown the existence of 
low melting eutectic γ/γ’ phase, Laves eutectic phase, MC-type carbide, 
M6C-type carbide at the grain boundary in AM-microstructure of su-
peralloy, including Alloy 718 [203,644,720], Alloy 625 [721,722], 
Hastelloy-X alloy [723,724], Alloy 738 [719] and CMSX4 [725]. The 
consensus in the AM literature is to use the terminal solidification stage 
of the Scheil solidification path to estimate the occurrence of detri-
mental interdendritic eutectic and precipitates. These interdendritic 
eutectics and precipitates were usually considered as a major source of 
large cracks in AM-processed superalloy since they provide cracking 
initiation locations for liquation cracks due to the high tendency of 
remelting these low-melting eutectics in the HAZ by successive track and 
layer deposition. Besides, AM microstructure usually presents large 
columnar grain with dimension across several layers as a result of 
epitaxial grain growth. This combination of interdendritic eutectic or 
precipitates with large grain size creates a beneficial condition for 
liquation cracks to initiate and propagate to large cracks even pene-
trating across layers. Therefore, controlling the occurrence of corre-
sponding eutectic and precipitation reactions at the interdendritic 
region is of significance for enhancing AM hot cracking susceptibility. 

Lastly, the grain structure is a critical factor for cracking suscepti-
bility since two important criteria of crack susceptibility, the capability 
of strain accommodation of granular system and the easiness of liquid 
feeding between grains, are both strongly dependent on grain structure. 
Generally, AM solidification condition promotes large columnar grain 
with high-aspect-ratio geometry to grow across layers due to epitaxial 
growth nature and high-G thermal condition. With this grain structure, 
AM-parts often show large cracks penetrating multiple layers with its 
growth along the grain boundary, as widely observed for AM-processed 
Ti6Al4V and nickel alloys [691,719,726]. Such large cracks are detri-
mental to fatigue resistance and could even lead to a failed part build. 
Conversely, grain structure with equiaxed morphology and refined size 
is highly desirable, since compared to columnar grains, equiaxed grain 
morphology can deform more easily to accommodate contraction strains 
and a refined grain size also facilitate liquid feeding to healing cracks. 
Therefore, a major research focus in the AM community lies in grain 
structure modification to promote columnar-to-equiaxed transition 
(CET) in AM solidification conditions. Extensive experimental evidence 
has been provided to show the effectiveness of CET promotion on 
lowering AM crack susceptibility, as further presented in Section 6.7. 
Advanced microstructure modeling methods, such as phase-field and 
Cellular-Automata numerical modeling, could be useful tools for pre-
dicting grain growth into an equiaxed or columnar structure for the AM 
process. Analytical models have also been established for CET 
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prediction. Gäumann et al. [727] developed a simple but effective 
theoretical expression for CET prediction under the rapid solidification 
process. It determines CET criteria as a function of the temperature 
gradient, solidification velocity, and alloy properties. The applicability 
and limitation of the Gäumann model [727] for AM process condition 
were systematically discussed by the study of Mohammadpour et al. 
[728], which showed the Gäumann model [727] coupled with melt pool 
heat transfer numerical modeling as an effective tool for CET prediction 
in the general AM process context. These advanced and analytical CET 
modeling methods could be considered to integrate with AM cracking 
susceptibility evaluation. 

Columnar-equiaxed transition. It occurs during the welding process 
based on different mechanisms including (i) heterogeneous nucleation, 
(ii) dendrite fragmentation, and (iii) grain detachment. The former 
concern can be achieved by using solid particles (ceramic oxides) that 
act as nucleation sites during solidifications. The latter two can be 
stimulated by fluid flow and temperature gradients across the melt pool 
[729]. The columnar-equiaxed-transition takes place when nucleation of 
sufficiently numerous equiaxed dendrites occur in the constitutionally 
undercooled liquid adjacent to the columnar dendritic front [730] and 
different studies have quantitatively predicted columnar-equiaxed- 
transition transition for different alloys [239,534,731-736]. Since 
isotropic properties can be attained in parts with equiaxed grain struc-
tures, it is necessary to understand how equiaxed grains can be gener-
ated in polycrystalline materials. Planar, cellular, or columnar dendritic 
substructures are the main characteristics of the columnar grains, while, 
equiaxed grains have equiaxed dendritic substructures [737]. It is 
possible to induce the formation of equiaxed grains by promoting the 
formation of equiaxed dendrites. Mitigation based on promoting the 
formation of equiaxed grains is presented in Section 6.9. 

The large thermal gradient not only imparts severe residual stress but 
also induces inhomogeneous microstructure. Generally, the nucleation 
and growth of the crystals are controlled by the preferred orientation of 
their crystal structure. For instance, for face-centered cubic (FCC) 
crystals such as Ni, the grains would preferentially orient along the 
[100] direction due to the highest surface energy on (100) plane [738]. 
Therefore, strong texture with [100] direction can be identified in 
directionally solidified superalloys. Triggered by the large thermal 
gradient, strong anisotropy is generated after solidification. Further-
more, according to the criterion proposed in [739], the microstructure 
will be predominately columnar when: 

Gn

V
> Cst (5)  

with 

Cst = a
(

8.6ΔT0
N0

1/3

n + 1

)n

(6) 

Here, ΔT0 is the equilibrium liquidus-solidus interval, N0 is the 
nucleation density, a and n are the alloy constants. It could be seen that 
an increase in G and decrease in V favors the growth of columnar grains 
while increasing V and decreasing G favors the growth of more equiaxed 
grains. Note that the nucleation density is particularly difficult to predict 
and is generally inferred from experimental data. This trend is also 
consistent with several models used for predicting the solidification 
behaviors of other alloys [740-742]. For L-PBF or E-PBF processes, the 
large thermal gradient guarantees the pronounced columnar grain 
structure. Both features cause the typical columnar grain structure with 
a certain preferred orientation within the parts fabricated by powder 
bed fusion. Simultaneously, since the faster cooling rate generally results 
in smaller grain size, L-PBF parts present a finer columnar grain struc-
ture when compared to that of E-PBF samples. The anisotropic grain 
structure is commonly observed in PBF parts, in which columnar grains 
are seen on the cross-section parallel to the build direction while equi-
axed and cellular grains are observed on the cross-section perpendicular 
to the build direction. This inhomogeneous grain structure may lead to 
the formation of grain boundary crack and induce non-uniform me-
chanical and corrosion behaviors. 

Macro- and micro-segregations. Due to the difference in gravity or 
solubility of each element in the matrix, macro-segregation or micro- 
segregation occur during the solidification. This will lead to inhomo-
geneous thermal expansion or contraction. During the solidification, the 
rapid cooling rate induced by the PBF process imparts huge stress on the 
dendritic boundaries, resulting in a large residual strain. One example 
could be seen in Fig. 68(a), a high density of dislocations was observed 
to accumulate along the dendritic boundaries [475]. For the alloys with 
poor ductility, the cracks eventually generate and propagate in order to 
release the residual stress (Fig. 29). Also, the network of solid restricts 
the free passage of liquid during the solidification, and hence the liquid 
is not capable of relative movement between the interlocking dendrites. 
This would result in the void formation that provides an additional 
opportunity for crack initiation [743]. 

Similar to segregation, for some alloys that possess a high tendency 
to precipitate, the stress concentration may take place on the precipi-
tate/matrix interface as well. additionally, the eutectic phase may form 
in the interdendritic region due to the segregation of some precipitate- 
forming elements. When the heat source re-heat this region, those 
eutectic phases present in heat-affected zone (HAZ) may re-melt and 
form a liquid layer that will induce the crack formation along the 
boundaries. Fig. 68(b) presents a typical liquation crack induced by HAZ 
in superalloy [744]. For Ni-base superalloys, the amount of precipitates 
directly determines the printability, the less Al and Ti contents, the 

Fig. 68. (a) Selected area bright-field transmission electron microscopy micrograph of a transverse section of the as-built CM247LC processed by L-PBF showing the 
cell structure. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [475]. (b) Scanning electron micrograph showing the liquation crack present in IN738LC processed by arc 
welding. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [744]. 
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better printability or the weldability (Fig. 29). 
Impurities. They include inclusions and un-melted particles. Com-

mon inclusions that could be seen in the fabricated parts are oxides and 
nitrides, which are generated from the oxygen and nitrogen present in 
the atmosphere or the powders [745,746]. The presence of impurities 
may cause severe ductility reduction and decrease the fatigue strength. 
Minor elements in powdered materials may cause the formation of in-
clusions such as oxides and nitrides. For the alloys containing reactive 
elements such as Al and Ti, oxygen or nitrogen from the environment or 
pre-oxidized powder would react with these elements during the pro-
cessing, resulting in the formation of inclusions. Simultaneously, these 
inclusions may provide a suitable substrate for other precipitates such as 
carbide. Thus, a core–shell structure generates around the periphery of 
the inclusions if the solidification rate is low enough for nucleation. 
Fig. 69 presents the oxides within alloy 718 processed by L-PBF and E- 
PBF [747]. Due to the relatively lower solidification rate for E-PBF when 

compared to L-PBF, it could be seen that larger oxides formed in the E- 
PBF samples. Moreover, based on the transmission electron micrograph 
analysis shown in Fig. 69, a Nb/Ti phase was found to nucleate on the 
surface of oxide particles. With a lower solidification rate in E-PBF 
samples, the Nb/Ti phase surrounded the entire oxide and formed a 
core–shell structure consequently. 

Some researchers have reported that the alloys that contain minor 
elements (even lower than 0.2 wt%) such as Zr, Si, and B possess a higher 
tendency to crack propagation during the L-PBF process of Alloy 738LC 
[476,747]. Although the mechanism is still not clear, one possible 
reason can be ascribed to the segregation of these minor elements to 
grain boundaries. Fig. 70 illustrates the formation mechanism of solid-
ification crack along the grain boundaries. Due to the segregation of 
minor elements, the high concentration of minor elements at grain 
boundaries could lower the melting temperature of the alloy. When the 
heat source passes through and melts the powder, the alloy near the 

Fig. 69. (a,b) scanning electron micrographs showing the microstructure of alloy 718 processed by L-PBF and E-PBF processes. Note that the black particles are the 
oxides. (c) Schematic showing cooling rate in L-PBF (aka selective laser melting, SLM) and E-PBF (aka electron beam melting, EBM) processes in which fine aluminum 
oxides formed in L-PBF parts due to high cooling rate, while coarse alumina particle surrounded by Ti/Nb formed in E-PBF parts. (d,e) TEM micrographs with EDS 
elemental map of the selected area from alloy 718 processed by L-PBF and E-PBF processes. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [747]. 

Fig. 70. (A) Schematic illustrating the solidification crack propagating along the grain boundaries. The liquid film with a high concentration of Zr (red area) covers 
dendrites at the grain boundaries; liquid film cannot absorb solidification shrinkage leading to strain in AM parts; separation of grain boundaries. (B) SEM mi-
crographs showing crack located at the surface of melt polo with dendritic structures at the open surface. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [476]. 
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grain boundaries will remain at the liquid status and generate a thin 
liquid film. Since this liquid film cannot absorb the solidification 
shrinkage, the grain boundaries eventually separate and generate a 
crack in order to compensate for the huge residual stress. 

In other cases, Zr and Si have been used extensively to avoid cracking 
in some high strength Al alloys. Al-Cu-Mg alloy (Al alloy 2xxx) is sus-
ceptible to cracking during PBF processes. Zhang et al. [748] showed 
that the addition of 2 wt% Zr to Al-Cu-Mg promoted the formation of 
Al3Zr precipitates and resulted in grain refinement, which hindered the 
formation and propagation of cracks. In another work by Nie et al. [749], 
it was indicated that the grain refinement by the formation of Al3Zr 
precipitates plays an important role in hindering the formation and 
propagation of cracks. In other words, the addition of Zr leads to the 
occurrence of columnar-equiaxed-transition and the presence of the fine 
equiaxed grain enhances the grain boundaries, which avoid intergran-
ular cracking. Li et al. [750] found that the addition of 1.3 wt% Si to Al- 
Mg-Sc-Zr could minimize hot cracking during L-PBF due to the forma-
tion of coherent Al3(Sc, Zr) nano-particle and limiting the formation of 
Al-Mg2Si interdendritic eutectic in the microstructure. 

Loss of alloying elements. During PBF AM processes, the high energy 
input from laser/electron beam sources will cause vaporization of 
alloying elements from the surface of the melt pool. When the surface 
area to volume ratio is high, the vaporization of alloying elements in-
creases. In fusion-based AM processes, melt pool size, temperature 
profile, and geometry are the key factors in determining the loss of 
alloying elements. Alloying elements of Mg, Mn, Al, and Ni have a higher 
tendency to evaporate during the PBF processes [424,751-754]. For 
instance, a Mn evaporation of 1.1% was reported during the L-PBF of Ni- 
Mn-Ga magnetic shape memory alloy, causing a different magnetic 
response in the AM part [755]. Also, the Mn loss was reported in laser- 
welded stainless steel. Loss of alumina during L-PBF of Al2O3 was re-
ported by Liao et al. [756] and it was shown when the energy input of 
laser increased, aluminum acted as a reducing agent leading to the 
formation of gaseous Al2O. Barclay [753] laser-processed Ti-6Al-4V 
powder and found that Al loss occurred for high energy input conditions 

due to the higher evaporation rate of Al. It was found in [424,425] that 
the evaporation losses (mainly aluminum and up to 30%) increased with 
increasing energy input during E-PBF of Ti-6Al-4V, resulting in hetero-
geneous aluminum content within the material on the scale of the layer 
thickness. Brice et al. [757] additively manufactured aluminum 2139 
(Al–Cu–Mg–Ag alloy) and observed Mg evaporation dependent on pro-
cessing conditions and location within the deposit. When the Mg content 
became below the threshold, the content of Al2Cu was significantly 
decreased leading to lower mechanical properties. Recently, Hojjatza-
deh et al. [537] observed pore formation along the melting boundary of 
the melt pool in laser melting of aluminum and its alloys (e.g., pure 
aluminum and AlSi10Mg) as shown in Fig. 71. They speculated that this 
type of pore might form because of the vaporization of a volatile im-
purity substance or expansion of a tiny trapped gas in the material 
[330,758]. Thus, it was assumed that this pore formation was material 
dependent. 

5. Post-processing-related defects 

Post-processing treatments are often sought to alter as-built micro-
structures, residual stress, and defect distributions in metal powder bed 
AM materials. Generally, post-processing can be used to modify the size 
and geometric properties of defects both internally (i.e., LOF, keyhole, 
gas pores) and externally (e.g., surface roughness); in most cases, this 
leads to improved mechanical and corrosive behavior [2,691]. For in-
ternal defects, both hot isostatic pressing (HIP) treatments 
[2,154,155,280,546,759] along with heat treatments [81,546,692,760- 
762] are typically employed. For external defects, surface machining/ 
polishing [672,681-684,763] or shot peening [575,687-691] are typi-
cally used. However, while sub-surface defects can often be eliminated 
via post-processing such as HIP, the resulting microstructural changes 
and/or coarsening can produce strength reductions [691,764,765]; 
additionally, subsequent heat treatment may lead to the reappearance of 
defects [766]. Generally, the HIP equipment and tooling are more 
complex, the operation is inherently batch rather than continuous, and 

Fig. 71. Pore formation in melt pool boundary during laser melting of aluminum alloys. Pores are displayed by yellow dash circles and melt pool boundaries are 
shown by red dotted lines. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [537]. 
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the processes overall are expensive and cost more time to finish the 
parts. Therefore, an understanding of the potential for post-processing 
related defects is important to take full advantage of their potential 
benefits. 

Internal defects. The combination of HIP and Heat treatment pro-
cedures are routinely used in the post-processing of AM parts to reduce 
the number and severity of internal defects and increase densification 
[154]. However, Zhang et al. [760] recently analyzed the effect of heat 
treatments and HIP on pore morphology separately for L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V. 
It was discovered that the pores in HIPed material were slit-shaped with 
extremely sharp edges (e.g., LOF pores). By contrast, heat treatment 
alone resulted in a “rounding-off” effect on the LOF porosity within 24 h 
of treatment. It was also found that continued heat treatments may re- 
sharpen the pores from the formation of facets of low energy surfaces. 
However, extended heat treatment time is accompanied by the coars-
ening of microstructure. Overall, it was determined that heat treatments 
within 12 h could provide a “pore conditioning effect”, while not sub-
stantially compromising the microstructure and, consequently, me-
chanical properties. 

HIP treatments typically take place in an inert environment and 
involve applying high temperature and pressure to shrink the size of 
internal defects by the reduction of the surface area of the pores. The 
relatively high temperatures used in HIP effectively lowers the yield 
strength and enables creep deformation within the material while 
raising diffusivity to allow for soluble gases to diffuse out of the pores 
[132,154]. HIP treatments are very effective in reducing porosity and 
positively affecting mechanical properties in AM parts [81,155,280]. 
Studies such as [81] and [155] confirm that the HIP process reduced all 
observed internal porosity below a 5 µm detection limit of µXCT for E- 
PBF Ti-6Al-4V. Furthermore, Kasperovich et al. observed a 6-times 

reduction in the size of porosity in L-PBF processed Ti-6Al-4V [280]. 
Zhang et al. [760,767] showed that HIP followed by conventional heat 
treatment on L-PBF processed Ti-6Al-4V could be a good candidate for 
spheroidizing LOF pores, which reduces stress concentration effects 
from sharp edges. It was also noted that the HIP processing resulted in 
considerable microstructural changes in the material due to long times 
at high temperatures. 

However, while the HIP process can be successfully utilized to 
remove both macro- (e.g., laser-powder interaction porosity) and micro- 
porosity (e.g., gas porosity), pores containing inert gases may regrow 
following high-temperature HIP treatments as shown by Fig. 72 
[546,759,766-770]. This is referred to as thermally induced porosity 
(TIP), and can negatively impact mechanical performance [766]. The 
occurrence of TIP after HIP processing depends on a myriad of factors 
including grain size, processing medium (i.e., argon, nitrogen, or helium 
gas), amount of powder (gas) porosity, and the annealing time [766]. 
The mechanism behind TIP is the result of heating a pressurized pore to 
temperatures that allow the surrounding material to deform by creep 
deformation. Recently, Strandh et al. [771] revealed that the surface 
roughness, HIP treatment soaking time and presence of oxide layer on 
surfaces prior to HIP aggravate the pore growth beneath the surfaces 
(aka argon pick-up). 

This is a well-understood process to make porous titanium structures, 
but the effects of defect regrowth on AM parts have not been well- 
characterized. Tammas-Williams et al. [155] observed TIP in E-PBF Ti- 
6Al-4V and related this to starting powder and temperature. In this 
study, spherical gas pores containing argon were found to reappear and 
grow in proportion to their original as-built size during high- 
temperature treatments [155]. Tammas-Williams et al. demonstrated 
pore regrowth after heat treatment at 1035 ◦C of HIPed samples 

Fig. 72. (Left) 3D and (right) 2D XCT visualization of the porosity (red) in E-PBF Ti-6Al-4V cylindrical samples. (a) As-built, (b) following HIPing, (c) 10 min at 1035 
◦C, (d) 10 h at 1035 ◦C, and (e) 10 min at 1200 ◦C. Note: in 2D CT data, samples were centered on an individual pore (sample location after HIPing) . Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [546]. 
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(Fig. 72). Strumza et al. reported TIP in L-PBF processed aluminum and 
titanium alloys [767]. Cunningham et al.[132] investigated the ten-
dency for LOF and keyhole defects to experience TIP in plasma atomized 
and PREP Ti-6Al-4V powder. After HIP processing of 900 ◦C at 103 MPa 
in argon, the samples underwent a β-solution heat treatment at 1050 ◦C 
for 10 min. While the HIP process greatly reduced LOF and keyhole 
porosity from the as-built samples, the post HIP heat treatment of the 
samples resulted in over 200% growth in effective diameter [81]. 
Interestingly, it was also noticed that the morphology of a pore in the as- 
built condition may influence its subsequent regrowth behavior at high 
temperatures. Both starting material and laser-powder interaction de-
fects were observed to coarsen after exposure to temperatures after 
experiencing temperatures above the β-transus temperature for Ti-6Al- 
4V (where creep resistance is much reduced) in [132]. This further 
highlights the importance of using low porosity powders and choosing 
processing conditions that enable fully dense as-built parts since starting 
defect size plays an important role in TIP behavior [81]. Shuai et al. 
[767] studied the solubility of Ar in α-Ti during the HIP process in which 
the radius of Ar-containing pores was found to shrink by 1–2 orders of 
magnitude. This would lead to an increase in the internal pressure 
during the HIP process which depends on pore size. The suggested 
threshold for initial pore is 1 μm, in which a smaller pore will lead to a 
significant increase in the internal pore pressure (e.g., 10 GPa for a pore 
with an initial radius of 0.01 μm). 

External defects. Although the removal of surface features is 
generally believed to result in improved surface roughness and 
enhanced material behavior [691,764] (see Section 4.8), post- 
processing surface alteration may also result in external (surface) de-
fects [772,773]. An example of this was determined by Edwards and 
Ramulu [772] for L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V. Here, it was discovered that the ef-
fect of surface machining on improving high cycle fatigue (HCF) resis-
tance was more pronounced for horizontally orientated specimens as 
compared to the vertical orientation. This was likely due to the char-
acteristics of interior voids formed during fabrication [773]. Similar 
results were observed in Yadallohi and Shamsaei [773] for L-PBF Alloy 
718, where the as-built and surface machined conditions performed 
identically in fully-reversed fatigue loading. Analysis of fatigue fracture 
surfaces in [773], revealed the presence of large sub-surface un-melted 
regions (>100 μm). By machining and removing the rough surface, these 
sub-surface voids (which were formed just beneath the surface due to 
improper contour parameter, scan strategy, laser power, and velocity) 
are brought to the surface of the specimens. Therefore, these surface 
voids can still serve as crack initiation sites and affect the part’s fatigue 
behavior leading to the observed behavior. Additionally, depending on 
the size and shape, these surface voids may be more detrimental than 
surface roughness as they can provide a higher stress concentration. 
Therefore, more analysis is necessary to characterize the effects of sur-
face processing induced defects resultant from sub-surface porosity 
within the contour regions. However, the use of optimized parameters 
for contour regions has the potential to reduce this type of defect and 
thereby improve fatigue life as discussed in Section 4.8. 

6. Mitigation of defects 

Defect identification and mitigation is an important aspect in metal 
additive manufacturing to improve part quality and performance. 
Numerous investigations have been carried out to visualize defect for-
mation mechanisms and remedies were suggested case by case. Here, 
common mitigation techniques for each kind of defect are discussed. 

6.1. Powder porosity and gas pore transfer 

Multiple investigations [81,130,134] have shown that typical metal 
AM starting powders may contain entrapped gas porosity, which moti-
vates a description of preventive measures for the reduction of powder 
(gas) porosity within finished AM metal parts. Studies by Tammas- 

Williams et al. [774] and Cunningham et al. [81] have shown clearly 
that powder with high porosity results in parts with similarly high defect 
populations. Furthermore, both static and dynamic mechanical prop-
erties are adversely affected by the presence of gas porosity in castings 
[154]. Accordingly, powder porosity may also have a measurable impact 
on overall part quality for metal AM components. Currently, one of the 
most effective and reliable methods to limit the occurrence of gas 
porosity within as-built parts is the appropriate choice of starting 
powder feedstock containing the least quantity of retained gas pores 
such as the PREP powder reported in [350]. Therein, Chen et al. char-
acterized gas atomized, PREP, and plasma atomized Ti-6Al-4V powders 
in order to compare microstructure, porosity, argon gas content, and 
pore spatial structure within the powder [350]. Notably, it was 
discovered that gas atomized and plasma atomized powders exhibited 
significantly higher argon content (0.77 ± 0.06 and 0.70 ± 0.06 μg/g) 
and porosity (0.20 ± 0.01% and 0.12 ± 0.01%) than PREP powders 
(0.16 ± 0.06 μg/g and 0.08 ± 0.01% respectively). Larger pore sphe-
ricity than PREP powders was also discovered in the atomized powders 
due to different gas pressures inside of the powders. Overall it was also 
determined that argon content and porosity increased with increasing 
powder size for each type of powder. As such, powders such as PREP 
powders which utilize specific manufacturing techniques to limit 
entrapped gas within material feedstock should be chosen. 

Proper engineering controls on powder feedstock can also have large 
positive effects on the reduction of gas pore transfer. For example, if a 
part is to be fabricated with a given supply of powder, then, the first step 
is drying powder in an oven prior to the AM processing to eliminate 
surface moisture. In aluminum alloys, moisture in the powder is the 
main source of hydrogen gas porosity [510]. In addition, alloying ele-
ments such as silicon and lithium in aluminum can reduce the solubility 
of gases AM parts [775]. Additionally, utilizing smaller powder sizes 
may also lead to less porosity transfer; this is particularly important 
since porosity size distribution carries over to the as-built part [350]. 
Proper choice of processing parameters can also significantly reduce gas 
porosity [81] and may also be a useful method to lower gas porosity 
when using powders with higher levels of entrapped inert gas (i.e., 
plasma atomized powders). 

Generally, combinations of power, scan speed, and hatch spacing 
play an important role in the reduction of entrapped gas porosity. 
Typically, a longer melt pool lifetime affords more time for the formed 
gas bubbles to escape. The appropriate choice of processing parameters 
such as the use of low scanning speed to generate increased melt pool 
sizes may also decrease the amount of gas porosity retained in the part 
after the laser-powder interaction. Layer re-melting is another method 
that may enable the escape of trapped gas pores from the melt pool 
before solidification. However, this may only result in limited success 
since pores adjacent to the laser scanning path are believed to result in 
entrapped gas porosity after solidification [132,330,535]. 

6.2. Balling and bead-up 

Balling generally occurs in the high power, high-velocity portions of 
process space and therefore may practically limit the useable build rates 
within metal powder bed AM processes [150]. Currently, balling is 
managed simply by not building parts in the high power, high-velocity 
regions of the process space. It was also shown by Gu and Shen [562] 
that low power and low velocity will result in balling, thus, very low 
power can lead to insufficient heat input and coarsened balls form due to 
limited liquid formation. Based on the P-R stability hypothesis, any 
strategy that decreases melt pool length and/or increases width should 
be beneficial. One such strategy is the increasing of laser spot size, which 
decreases L/W and reduces the occurrence and severity of balling [85]. 
Improving the wetting of the substrate may also be beneficial, as was 
suggested by the results of Gu et al. [562]. They showed that adding a 
trace amount of deoxidant (H3BO3 and KBF4) in the powder largely 
reduced the balling tendency and improved the surface quality of the 
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deposited layer. This was also consistent with gas tungsten arc welding 
studies [578], where oxygen in the shield gas was detrimental to melt 
pool stability. In other words, the addition of deoxidants to the powder 
can assist the generation of a smooth sintering surface and reduce the 
risk of ball formation by mitigating the formation of an oxide layer on 
the melt pool. Additionally, beam shaping (elliptical) may help to 
reprocess areas deposited by circular profiles to reduce surface rough-
ness and potentially balling [776]. More work is necessary to examine 
how alloy and gas compositions affect the occurrence of balling. 

6.3. Lack of fusion 

In practice, to prevent laser processing induced lack of fusion 
porosity, the first choice is to follow the laser power – scanning speed 
maps [84]. In Fig. 73, zone III corresponds to lack-of-fusion defects like 
porosity. In addition, the laser spot size, hatch spacing as well as powder 
bed layer thickness could be adjusted. In general, the smaller the spot 
size, hatch spacing, and layer thickness, the less tendency there should 
be for the lack of fusion porosity formation [28,98,777]. However, Tang 
et al. [98] showed that increases in energy density do not necessarily 
improve part density, and a constant energy density may lead to 
different porosity. Principally speaking, sufficient penetration of melt 
pool is required to mitigate or eliminate lack-of-fusion porosity. There-
fore, the criteria, L/D < 1.15 for Ti-6Al-4V or L/D < 1.5 for CoCrMo 
alloy, proposed by Mukherjee [594], or the one (H/W)

2
+ (L/D)2 < 1, 

proposed by Tang et al. [98] could be used, as illustrated in Fig. 45 and 
Fig. 46, respectively. 

On the other hand, to prevent powder induced lack of fusion 
porosity, unfavorable powder particles should be avoided or mitigated. 
For example, in the raw feedstock, powder particles with irregular 
shapes such as elongated shape, or satellites particles, or open or closed 

porosity, should be removed i.e., by appropriate powder sieving tech-
niques. To mitigate spattering induced larger and irregular clusters 
[48,602], the approaches described in Section 6.6 could be adopted, 
such as changing the environmental pressure [325] and introducing a 
high-velocity laminar flow of protective gas over the powder bed 
[48,160,778]. Also, preheating of powder bed can mitigate lack-of- 
fusion porosity because less energy is required for full overlap of melt 
pools [779,780]. 

Besides, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) treatment mitigates any kind of 
(closed) porosity after printing. Synchrotron microtomography in 
Fig. 74 shows that porosity can be dramatically reduced after HIP [81]. 

Mechanical performance of AM parts, especially under fatigue, is 
sensitive to the presence of critical defects [781-784]. Lack of fusion 
defects, because of their high aspect ratios and sharp edges are often the 
most critical defect affecting mechanical performance even when other 
types of defect are present. Cyclic loading whose direction is perpen-
dicular to the lack of fusion defects has been shown to induce more 
damage than, for instance when the loading direction is parallel to the 
defects [785]. Utilizing this characteristic and by taking advantage of 
material anisotropy, a “design for AM” concept may be helpful for the 
fabrication of AM parts with enhanced fatigue performance. In such an 
approach, the strongest direction in the material can be aligned with the 
highest (principal) stress direction at the critical location of the part, 
based on external loading and part geometry. When the avoidance of 
these defects is not guaranteed and HIP is not feasible, a critical damage 
approach—which has shown to be reliable for fatigue life estimations 
under more realistic multiaxial loading—needs to be adopted for the AM 
parts [773]. Critical plane approaches for multiaxial fatigue predict the 
fatigue damage in specific directions based on experimental evidence 
that fatigue cracks do not form in random directions but respond to the 
local stress system [786]. 

6.4. Keyhole porosity 

The formation of keyhole porosity is strongly dependent on the 
choice of laser processing variables (i.e., laser power, laser spot size, 
laser scan velocity, etc.), material-specific properties (i.e., boiling point, 
powder particle size and distribution, powder bed thickness, etc.), and 
choice of the atmosphere [24,26,96,124,136,672,787]. Therefore, 
mitigation of keyhole porosity is a complex endeavor, and requires both 
machine and material-specific analysis, particularly with a focus on the 
influence of processing variables on the melt pool and vapor cavity 
(keyhole) characteristics. As a general guide, as discussed above, key-
holing is expected when the power density is above ~1 MW/cm2 but the 
onset of keyhole porosity is a more complex phenomenon that depends 
on the instability of deep keyholes [48] and must therefore be deter-
mined empirically [24]. Given the dependence on power density, miti-
gation may be achieved via control of beam focus. This is discussed in 

Fig. 73. Processing map. Zone I - fully dense; zone II - subsurface porosity; zone 
III - insufficient melting; OH - serious surface deformation. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [84]. 

Fig. 74. Synchrotron microtomography results showing that HIP drastically reduces all types of porosity. (a) Raw powder packing. (b) As-built sample. (c) HIP 
treated sample. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [81]. 
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more detail below. 
As with the mitigation of lack of fusion defects, HIPing is also widely 

used to minimize the keyhole porosity. This treatment, however, cannot 
guarantee the complete elimination of these pores, which could be 
eventually responsible for the initiation of fatigue cracks [546,694,760]. 
The effectiveness of HIP on full closure of keyhole pores in L-PBF pro-
cessed parts with Ar as shielding gas is low, due to the presence of Ar in 
the keyhole pores. Owing to the extremely low solubility of Ar in metals, 
the reduction in defect size is associated with the buildup of internal 
pressure within the porosity itself, which prevents full closure. Under 
typical HIP treatment (e.g. for Ti-6Al-4V the typical soaking temperature 
is 820 ◦C and the soak time 2 h [694,760]), the size of an Ar containing 
pore can shrink 1–2 orders of magnitude. 

Current research on operando experimental methods has led to a 
greatly increased understanding of the origins of keyhole porosity in 
metal AM via high-speed synchrotron x-ray imaging [24-26,327,788]. 
The results are critical to improving physics-based models for the ac-
curate prediction and mitigation of keyhole porosity. Morphological 
analysis of the keyhole via operando experiments have pointed to a 
specific threshold for keyhole porosity generation as a function of pro-
cessing variable selections such as laser power and laser velocity (in 
addition to others) (Fig. 75) [25,788]. L-PBF of Ti-6Al-4V alloy showed 
that for some laser velocities, which form a keyhole morphology with a 
front wall angle greater than a specific threshold value (e.g., 77◦), 
keyhole porosity formed in the part [25]. Keyhole pores were discovered 
to form within the characteristic high power, low scan speed sections of 
the P-V processing space; thus, simple mitigation techniques were sug-
gested including altering laser scan speed or laser power density. 

The experiential and modeling results by Bayat et al. [788] support 
the assertion that the “at-risk” keyhole is a function of simple processing 
variables including laser power. It was shown that exceeding a certain 
threshold of input power density results in a keyhole due to instability at 
the bottom of deep keyholes where the pores form. Keyhole porosity 
then forms within the melt pool  due to the occurrence of local cold 
zones with higher surface tension and insignificant recoil pressure since 
most of the rays are trapped due to the complex indentation configu-
ration of the melt pool [788]. The abovementioned results suggest that 
the mitigation of keyhole porosity may be possible through the alter-
ation of key processing variables such as laser focus. Further analyses of 
other powder bed metal AM materials systems, limited at this time, are 

greatly needed. However, the recent report by Zhao et al. [24] shows a 
clear demarcation between stable and unstable keyholes (in terms of 
porosity generation, Fig. 50), which strongly suggests that it should be 
possible to avoid keyhole porosity by avoiding the high power-low speed 
region. 

Additionally, spot size adjustments have been utilized to alter laser 
power density and avoid unwanted keyhole defects as also shown by 
King et al. [96]. This is due to the production of rounded melt pool 
shapes closer to those generated when operating in conduction mode. In 
the study by Francis [85], keyhole was produced with narrow beam spot 
sizes. However, as the spot size increased, keyholing behavior became 
less pronounced. Increasing spot size eventually leads to conduction 
mode melting [85]. Mapping of keyhole porosity formation using basic 
processing variables has great potential to enable the rapid mitigation of 
keyhole porosity for laser powder bed metal AM processes [24]. This 
would enable the identification of process variables that lead to keyhole 
porosity in particular and are to be avoided. 

Alternatively, analytical approaches such as enthalpy-based methods 
covered in Section 4.4 enable rapid analysis of the process, machine, and 
material characteristics affecting keyhole porosity. Multiple researchers 
have determined a boundary for keyhole-mode melting using normal-
ized enthalpy for a given set of processing variables and material 
properties in order to evaluate keyhole porosity for many common metal 
AM materials [49,88,96,606,787,789-791]. A subset of these results and 
corresponding studies are summarized in Table 1. 

Fig. 75. (a) Keyhole melt pool formation is a function of processing variables, namely laser power (density) for a given laser scan speed in L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V. (b) For 
laser power values under the keyhole threshold, few reflections of the laser beam occur leading to conduction mode melt pools. (c) For laser power densities above a 
threshold, a keyhole melt pool is formed leading to multiple laser beam reflections and keyhole porosity. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [788]. 

Table 1 
Keyhole thresholds for common metals. (values in bold are from experiment, 
otherwise from theory).  

Material Normalized Enthalpy (ΔH/hs) Ref. 

SS 316L 6–10 (30 ± 4) [96] 
6 [787] 
3.92–6.34 [88] 
7–8 (Threshold) 
10–11(Fully developed) 

[49] 

Ti-6Al-4V 17 ± 8 [606] 
10 [789] 

Alloy 718 5 [789] 
17–4 PH 25 [790] 
MA956 steel 19 [791]  
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Further analyses are greatly warranted to push the understanding of 
keyhole porosity formation and consequently mitigation. Future work 
on developing analytical methods that determine a specific threshold for 
keyhole porosity formation (such as a front wall angle criterion in 
morphology-based methods) would greatly enable the robust prediction 
and therefore mitigation of keyhole porosity in powder bed metal AM 
processes. 

6.5. Turnaround and end-of-track porosity 

Typically, laser power has the main impact on turnaround or end of 
track pore formation, whereas scan speed has minimal influence on the 
melt pool depth or pore dynamics [792]. It was shown that pore for-
mation at the turnaround point could be caused by a momentary in-
crease in energy density [134,232,793,794]. In other words, the 
combination of the constant laser power and slower laser velocity at the 
turnaround point resulted in a deep keyhole mode melting. A practical 
strategy to avoid this pore formation is reducing the laser power near the 
turning point e.g., through employing “skywriting” scanning techniques 
[792,795]. Martin et al. [327] proposed a pore mitigation strategy based 
on modulating laser power. As seen in Fig. 76(a,b), a bulge formed at the 
turnaround region due to overheating and expansion of the melt pool 
caused by high energy density. Additionally, a few pores were detected 
250 μm beneath the surface. In contrast, a modulated laser power 
showed an improved geometry of the deposited track. As shown in 
Fig. 76(c,d), a bulge-free high-quality area at the end of the track as well 
as pore-free structure was achieved. Reduction of laser power can pre-
vent a transition to a deep keyhole vapor depression. Finally, the pro-
posed mitigation technique can improve the geometric tolerance of 
produced tracks by avoiding overheating. 

6.6. Spattering and denudation 

As discussed earlier, in laser powder bed fusion additive 
manufacturing, spatters originate from various sources (1) from the 
front keyhole rim because of the strong recoil on the keyhole wall 
[602,618], (2) from the rear keyhole rim because of the intensive flow 
inside the melt pool and the drag force of the vapor jet from the front 
keyhole wall [621,622], (3) from both the front and the rear keyhole 
rims as a result of the bulk explosion of a tongue-like protrusion on the 
front keyhole wall [48], (4) from the powder bed due to the vapor plume 
ejection from the keyhole [48,602], and (5) from the powder bed due to 
the environmental gas flow [66,325]. Regardless of their origins, these 
spatters tend to have different compositions, microstructures, and 

morphologies compared to the raw feedstock, and form deleterious de-
fects such as lack of fusion porosity; they also degrade mechanical 
property such as fatigue life of the end products [330,421,503,601,620]. 
Hence, to manufacture spatter-free and defect-free parts, effective and 
efficient mitigation techniques for metal spattering are needed, as 
summarized below. 

Generally, reducing the laser heating intensity by adjusting laser 
power and scanning speed is a first choice for mitigating metal spatters. 
When the laser beam advances, most of the incident beam impinges on 
the front keyhole wall [48,613]. The lower the laser heating intensity, 
the lower the overheating on the front keyhole wall, the weaker the 
vapor plume ejection as well as the recoil on the liquid beneath the 
keyhole wall surface. When the local melt on either the front or the rear 
keyhole rim does not attain enough momentum from the recoil and/or 
the vapor plume jet, there will be no spatter ejected directly from the 
keyhole wall, as shown in Fig. 77(a) [48]. In the presence of metal 
powder, weaker vapor plume ejection means that fewer spatters will be 
ejected or denuded from the powder bed, as shown in Fig. 77(b) [66]. 

A second potential approach to mitigating spatters in laser powder 
bed fusion is to change the environmental pressure. As described in 
Fig. 77(c), with an increase in environmental pressure, there is a mini-
mum in the width of the denudation zone, which corresponds well with 
the peak in the fraction of particles within the denudation zone. Note 
that this interesting phenomenon is caused by the competition between 
the drag force on the particles and either the particle collisions by the 
tangentially vaporizing particles or the metal vapor flow directed by the 
dynamically undulating melt pool [66]. Besides, the amount of hot 
spatters, i.e., particles heated up by the laser, vapor, or plasma [61,602], 
increases with increasing environmental pressure [325]. 

As illustrated in Fig. 57, the formation of some extremely fast spat-
ters is closely related to the keyhole dynamics and the protrusion 
structures on the front keyhole wall [48]. To mitigate such spatters, a 
protective gas stream could be fed to the keyhole at a certain tilt angle 
(toward the surface of the front wall) to open up and stabilize the 
keyhole, which was initially adopted by the community to mitigate 
porosity generation [618], as depicted in Fig. 77(d). We note that such a 
technique could only be applied to a bare plate or a pre-sintered powder 
bed. For regular L-PBF, where the powder bed is not pre-sintered, Zhao 
et al. proposed that the laser beam profiles could be modified to suppress 
the melt flows around the keyhole, which may account for the effects 
noted for beam shaping [48]. 

The mitigation techniques mentioned above are all based on the 
formation mechanisms for metal spattering, and therefore can be called 
active prevention. Achee et al. [796] showed that laser pre-sintering 

Fig. 76. (a,c) Top view optical micrographs (b,d) side-view in situ high-speed x-ray images showing turnaround point area during L-PBF. A track produced using (a,b) 
a constant power of 100 W resulted in keyhole pores and (c,d) the 100 W peak power with an adjusted laser velocity close to the turnaround area in which pore 
mitigation occurred. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [327]. 
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could minimize powder spattering and denudation, however, the pow-
der bed is often not pre-sintered in L-PBF, primarily to minimize pro-
duction cost. As a result, spatters are hard to eliminate with the above 
approaches. To further mitigate spatter induced defects such as lack of 
fusion porosity, one solution is to introduce a high-velocity laminar flow 
of protective gas over the powder bed [48,160,778]. As shown in 
Fig. 78, the gas flow pattern tends to blow the spatters away from the 

building area and prevent them from falling back onto the powder bed. 
This laminar gas flow approach has, however, little influence on the 
keyhole and melt pool dynamics and is only a remedial measure for the 
spattering problem. 

6.7. Residual stresses, cracking, and delamination 

Residual stress and its resulting problem including strain-induced 
cracking and delamination problems are commonly observed in AM- 
processed ferrous alloys and superalloys (and potentially high strength 
aluminum and titanium alloys). Mitigation strategies for residual stress 
in AM and the resulting delamination and cracking defects could be 
categorized into AM process optimization and post-process treatment. 
Further discussion on the metallurgical approach for cracking mitigate is 
provided at the end of this section. 

AM process optimization has higher freedom of adjustment and 
reduced cost compared to post-process treatment. Thus, it is often the 
primary strategy for consideration. As shown in Section 4.7, residual 
stress developed in the AM part is largely related to the high- 
temperature gradient as a result of small-volume melting and fast 
cooling rate. Noted that the melting-solidification cycle in AM occurs 
and include melt pool solidification and the partial re-melting during 
successive track and layer deposition. Therefore, the principle of AM 
process optimization is to minimize temperature gradient by (1) 
decreasing the cooling rate of melt pool solidification and cooling rate of 

Fig. 77. (a) Occurrence frequency of spatters in a bare metal plate as a function of laser scanning speed. For a given laser beam size and a power, when the scanning 
speed is higher than a threshold, there will be no spatter ejected directly from the keyhole wall. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [48]. (b) Wide-field image of 
denudation zones around melt tracks in laser powder bed fusion as a function of laser power. Given a laser beam size and a scanning speed, the denudation zone 
width tends to reduce with the decrease of laser power. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [66]. (c) Denudation zone width displayed on the left axis and Fraction 
of detected particles within the denudation zone on the right axis as functions of environmental pressure. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [66]. (d) Feeding a gas 
jet to open up the keyhole in a bare plate or a pre-sintered powder bed. Reproduced from Ref. [618]. 

Fig. 78. Schematic representation of the gas laminar flow system in the process 
chamber. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [778]. 
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successive track and layer deposition; (2) altering melt pool volume and 
partial re-melting volume. The most widely reported approach for AM 
residual stress mitigation is increasing baseplate preheat temperature 
since it could decrease the cooling rate throughout the whole part build 
process. Its effectiveness has been experimentally validated for L-PBF 
with Ti6Al4V [797], AlSi10Mg [171], Alloy 625 [798], tool steel 
[170,520], stainless steel [799] and alloy steel [800], as exemplified by 
Fig. 79 and Fig. 80. For more examples, the reader is directed to the list 
in Table 2. The correlation among preheat temperature, temperature 
gradient, and residual stress was also theoretically analyzed by AM 
thermo-mechanical numerical modeling [801-803]. It should be noted 
that the effectiveness of increasing baseplate preheat temperature might 

not be extended to residual stress mitigation for E-PBF process. As 
mentioned in Section 4.7, residual stress evolution for E-PBF process is 
different from that of the laser-based AM process mainly due to the 
inherent E-PBF process characteristic of powder layer preheat, which 
already results in sufficiently high chamber and powder bed tempera-
tures even reaching the level of 1000 ◦C. Therefore, other strategies 
instead of baseplate preheat temperature enhancement should be 
considered for E-PBF residual stress mitigation. 

Besides baseplate preheat temperature, laser power (P) and scan 
velocity (V) are also important process variables to consider for residual 
stress mitigation. Energy density is an index that combines the influence 
of P and V on melt pool volume (and thus HAZ volume) as well as cooling 

Fig. 79. Influence of preheating temperature on crack density and delamination. (a) H13 steel fabricated by L-PBF processing at various preheat temperature. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [143], and (b1,b2) M2 steel fabricated by L-PBF processing at no preheating illustrated in “b1” and 200 ◦C preheating shown in 
“b2” . Reprinted with permission from Ref. [169]. (c, d) Correlation among preheating temperature, residual stress, and mechanical property (yield stress and Youngs 
Modulus) for L-PBF processing of Ti-6Al-4V. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [817]. 

Fig. 80. (a) Comparison of crack density, (b) room-temperature properties, and (c) high-temperature properties for a L-PBF part built with modified composition 
Hastelloy (MHX) and unmodified Hastelloy (OHX); room-temperature and high-temperature: labeled as RT and HT. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [814]. 
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rate, making it a common guiding criterion for residual stress mitigation. 
Energy density could be expressed as energy input per unit volume ( P

Vhd ), 
per unit area ( P

Vh ), or per unit length (P
V), with h as hatch spacing and d as 

layer thickness. These three expressions have all been adopted in liter-
ature to evaluate the relation between P-V parameter and AM residual 
stress [800,803-806]. No matter which energy density expression is 
adopted, these studies all reported the general trend of lower residual 
stress with higher energy density, which was observed for L-PBF with 
Alloy 718 [800] and L-PBF with alloy steel [806], stainless steel [804], 
Ti6Al4V [803] and Alloy 718 [805]. This indicates that residual stress 
mitigation might be achieved by increasing P at fixed V or decreasing V 
at fixed P to decrease energy density [807]. However, energy density is 
by no mean a quantitative index to guide residual stress mitigation since 
it could not provide comprehensive information for the laser beam and 
alloy system. Studies have shown that when increasing laser power is 
combined with decreasing scan velocity [805] (or exposure time for SLM 
machine [808]) in a manner of keeping a fixed energy density, residual 
stress could still vary, indicating that energy density becomes useless to 
evaluate the trend of residual stress if all the involved process variable 
are allowed to vary. The other two process variables involved in energy 
density quantity, layer thickness, and hatch spacing, are also important 
process variables for residual stress control. They directly determine the 
partial-remelt volume fraction of the previously solidified melt pool 
during successive track and layer deposition and thus have a profound 
influence on heat accumulation rate as well as local boundary condition 
during the part build, in turn influencing residual stress development in 
the AM part. Studies have shown the general trend of residual stress and 
distortion decreasing with increasing layer thickness, as observed for L- 
PBF with Ti-6Al-4V [809] and tool steel [810]. 

In addition to direct control over the above process variables, 
altering scan strategies is also an effective process optimization 
approach for residual stress mitigation [811]. In general, there are two 
types of scan strategy alteration. One is a double scan of the original 
pattern. The other is adopting a new scan pattern. For the “double-scan” 
strategy, the additional scan is assigned with a considerably lower en-
ergy density with respect to the default scan. The additional scan could 
occur prior to or after the default scan deposits the whole layer, to 
provide a pre-heating effect for powder layer sintering or a re-heating 
effect for consolidating the current layer respectively [799]. Both nu-
merical modeling [812] and experimental work [799,812] have shown 
that double-scan in preheating and post-heating deposition order could 
both effectively decrease residual stress as a result of temperature 
gradient reduction. This is similar to the thermal effect of the inherent 
EBM process step of powder layer preheat as mentioned in Section 4.7. 
For the second type of new scan pattern adoption, one of the most 
successful cases is adopting the checkerboard or island scanning patterns 
to replacing the common raster scan pattern. Its effectiveness of residual 
stress mitigation has been validated by various studies as summarized in 
Table 2. As exemplified by the checkerboard scan strategy, it could be 
seen that the key factors of scan pattern optimization are scan vector 
length and scan vector orientation. The alteration from raster pattern to 
checkerboard pattern allows substantial shortening in scan vector length 
and higher freedom to adapt scan vector orientation to the part geom-
etry, both of which are beneficial for reaching a more uniform stress 
field [813]. This is quantitatively supported by AM thermal–mechanical 

Table 2 
Summary of residual stress, cracking, and delamination defect and mitigation 
approaches presented in the literature for different alloys and AM systems.  

Alloy AM 
system 

Defect type Mitigation 
approach 

Ref. 

Hastelloy X alloy L-PBF Solidification 
cracking 

Modifying the Mn, 
Si comp.% 

[814] 

Ni-base superalloy 
(CM247LC) 

L-PBF Solidification 
cracking & 
strain aging 
cracking 

1. Adjusting laser 
power and scan 
speed: Increasing 
energy density to 
suppress 
solidification 
crack; Decreasing 
energy density to 
suppress strain 
aging crack 
2. Undergoing HIP 
post treatment 

[470] 

Aluminum 6061 L-PBF Solidification 
cracking 

1. Adopting high 
preheat 
temperature 
2. Modifying laser 
power, scan 
velocity, and layer 
thickness 

[5] 

M2 steel L-PBF Residual stress & 
Crack & 
delamination 

1. Adopting high 
preheat 
temperature 
2. Adopting laser 
re-melt scan 
strategy 

[170] 

Alloy 625 L-PBF Liquation 
cracking 

Adopting high 
preheat 
temperature 

[798] 

Ni-base alloy (lab- 
developed) 

L-PBF Cracking & 
delamination 

Adopting a dual- 
laser scan strategy 

[643] 

316L stainless steel L-PBF Cracking 1. Developing a 
process window for 
hatch spacing and 
laser exposure time 
2. Undergoing HIP 
post treatment 

[815] 

Alloy 738LC L-PBF Solidification 
cracking or 
liquation 
cracking 

1. Developing a 
process window for 
laser power and 
scan speed 
2. Undergoing HIP 
post treatment 
3. Solid solution 
post treatment 

[637] 

Aluminum 6061 
Aluminum 7075 

L-PBF Solidification 
cracking 

Modifying the 
composition by 
adding Zr 
nanoparticle 

[503] 

Ti–45Al–7Nb–0.3 
W 

E-PBF Cracking Adopting beam- 
reheating scan 
strategy 

[69] 

Tungsten carbide- 
cobalt (83WC- 
17Co) 

L-PBF Cracking Adjusting laser 
power, scan speed 
& hatch spacing to 
decrease heat input 

[816] 

316L SS/ Alloy 718 
joining 

E-PBF Strain-aging 
cracking 

Solutionizing 
treatment for base 
metal 

[516] 

Ti-6Al-4V L-PBF Solidification 
cracking 

Adopting high 
preheat 
temperature 

[817] 

316L stainless steel L-PBF Residual stress & 
cracking 

1. Adopting high 
preheat 
temperature 
2. Using short scan 
vectors 

[799] 

316L stainless steel L-PBF Residual stress Adopting a cheese- 
board scan pattern 

[818] 

AlSi10Mg L-PBF Residual stress & 
crack 

[171]  

Table 2 (continued ) 

Alloy AM 
system 

Defect type Mitigation 
approach 

Ref. 

Adopting high 
preheat 
temperature 

H13 steel L-PBF Residual stress Adopting high 
preheat 
temperature 

[520]  
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numerical modeling [35], which could also be qualitatively shown by 
the three-bar-frame physical model in Section 4.7. 

It should be noted that adopting the presented process-related 
approach presents the risk of mitigating residual stress at the expense 
of arousing other process defects. For instance, as mentioned above, 
residual stress mitigation could be achieved by increasing laser power, 
decreasing scan velocity, and increasing layer thickness. However, the 
first two actions present the risk of producing keyholing porosity and the 
last one might cause lack-of-fusion porosity. Comprehensive consider-
ation is required to determine process-related strategy in an optimal way 
to mitigate residual stress whilst evaluating the risk of other processing 
constraints such as porosity. 

In terms of post-process treatment, Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) is 
usually adopted to close porosity and cracks in AM as-built components 
and shot-peening treatment is utilized to alter part residual stress. The 
effectiveness of HIP to suppress cracking in AM-part was observed for L- 
PBF processed H13 tool steel [637], nickel superalloy [637,819], and 
stainless steels [820]. However, HIP could also lead to solid-state 
microstructure evolution that alters the grain size and phase constitu-
ent of the HIP-treated part compared to its original as-built state. Röttger 
[815] showed that for L-PBF-processed 316L stainless steel, the prior 
austenite grain coarsened from around 20 μm in the as-built state to 47 
μm in the HIP state. Due to grain coarsening, the HIP-treated L-PBF 
samples showed lower ultimate tensile strength compared to the as-built 
samples. Therefore, it is necessary to design HIP treatments tailored to 
the AM processing of each alloy in order to ensure superior properties. 

Shot-peening treatments, on the other hand, can alter the residual 
stress state from tensile to compressive for the near-surface region of AM 
parts [690]. As mentioned in Section 4.7, the near-surface region usually 
presents the maximum residual stress magnitude, making it vulnerable 
for cracking and delamination to occur, which is detrimental to fatigue 
properties of the AM part. Hence, by altering the residual stress state 
from tensile to compressive near the surface, shot peening treatment 
shows the great potential to enhance the fatigue life of AM parts [689]. 

The above approaches for residual stress mitigation could all be 
useful strategies for reducing strain-induced cracking and delamination 
susceptibility of AM part since as demonstrated in Section 4.7, residual 
stress is a fundamental driver for part cracking and delamination. While 
as shown in Section 4.9, thermal, mechanical, and metallurgical factors 
all have a profound influence on the hot cracking susceptibility of AM- 
part. Approaches for residual stress mitigation could reduce cracking 
susceptibility by controlling the thermal and mechanical contributor of 
cracking. While many studies have developed effective cracking miti-
gation strategies by addressing the metallurgical factors of hot cracking. 
They are summarized below: 

The four major metallurgical factors for AM hot cracking, as 
demonstrated in Section 4.9, are freezing range, fL at the final solidifi-
cation stage, eutectic reaction at interdendritic regions, and grain 
structure. Based on their relation with cracking susceptibility, the basic 
principles to reduce AM cracking susceptibility are: (1) reducing 

freezing range, (2) increasing fL at the final solidification stage, (3) 
suppressing detrimental intergranular eutectic reaction and precipita-
tion (4) CET promotion. 

Following the principle of freezing range reduction, Tomus et al. 
[821] achieved effective L-PBF cracking reduction by decreasing (Mn +
Si) content of Hastelloy X, since lower Mn + Si content could narrow the 
freezing range as a result of micro-segregation degree modification. 
Wang et al. [704] proposed an alloy design approach to develop new 
high-strength low-alloy steels for additive manufacturing by evaluating 
the effect of varying each alloying element on the freezing range through 
high-throughput CALPHAD calculation. A more common approach is to 
combine the evaluation of both freezing range and fL at the final solid-
ification stage as cracking susceptibility criteria for AM alloy design, as 
exemplified by the studies of Thapliyal et.al. [822,823] and the study of 
Tang et al. [703]. They developed new aluminum alloy, high entropy 
alloy, and superalloy for additive manufacturing and reported a sub-
stantial decrease in crack density or even achieving crack-free AM part. 
In these studies, CALPHAD calculation with Scheil-Gulliver model was 
adopted to estimate the freezing range and fL at the final solidification 
stage. Moreover, the hot cracking susceptibility (HCS) indexes devel-
oped by Clyne et al. [705] and Kou [646] were adopted to quantifying fL 
at the final solidification stage. The two HCS indexes are introduced 
earlier in Section 4.9 and thus not repeated here. These studies showed 
CALPHAD calculation with Scheil-Gulliver model and the HCS index of 
Clyne et al. [705] and Kou [646] as useful alloy design tools to develop 
low-crack-susceptibility AM alloys, but some limitations need to be 
noted: first, inappropriate thermodynamic database for CALPHAD 
calculation could cause error in cracking susceptibility evaluation. Tang 
et al. [703] showed that selecting different thermodynamic databases for 
CALPHAD calculation resulted in noticeably different freezing ranges for 
the same alloy composition. Wang et al. [704] evaluated the validity of 
CALPHAD calculation with experimental measurement and found 
inconsistency for some equilibrium-calculated thermodynamic quanti-
ties and their experimental measurements, indicating the inaccuracy of 
the CALPHAD thermodynamic database. Second, the arbitrary defini-
tion of fL at the final solidification stage could result in inconsistent 
cracking susceptibility evaluation. For the two HCS indexes of Clyne et 
al. [705] and Kou [646] as mentioned earlier, the interval of fL at the 
final solidification stage used for AM and weld cracking susceptibility 
varies with different studies. For instance, the criteria for fL at final so-
lidification stage of 0.01 < fL < 0.2, 0 < fL < 0.05, 0 < fL < 0.025 were 
adopted by the study of Tang et al. [703], Thapliyal et al. [822], Jiang et 
al.[824] respectively to calculate the HCS index of Kou model[646] for 
AM-crack susceptibility evaluation. In fact, in the original studies 
[646,705], fL at final solidification stage is determined as 0.01 < fL < 0.1 
and 0.06 < fs < 0.13, and they were clarified to be adjustable. This 
arouses concerns that calculating the HCS index of the same theoretical 
model but with different definitions of fL at the final solidification stage 
leads to inconsistent AM cracking susceptibility evaluation. 

The principle of suppressing detrimental intergranular eutectic 

Table 3 
CET strategies and the corresponding effects on the grain structure and cracking mitigation for AM process.  

Alloy AM process CET strategy Effects Ref. 

Grain structure Crack 

Alloy 718 E-PBF Adjust beam deflection speed and line offset fully E Not reported [2] 
Al: AA-2024 L-PBF Adjust Power,Point distance, Exposure time, Apparent velocity C + E mixed Not reported [833] 
Al-5 Mg L-PBF (Sc + Zr) addition to form Al3(Sc, Zr) particle C + E mixed; Not reported [830] 
Al-2 Mg- 6Zn; L-PBF (Sc + Zr) addition to form Al3(Sc, Zr) particle C + E mixed; Crack-free [831] 
Al-4 Mg-0.2Zr L-PBF Sc addition to form Al3(Sc, Zr) particle + adjust power and scan velocity fully E Eliminated large crack [834] 
Al 6061; Al-7Si L-PBF Sc addition to form Al3(Sc,Zr) particle fully C; d: reduce 50–80% Not reported [832] 
Al 6061; Al-7Si L-PBF Tibor@ Ti-B nanoparticle addition fully E; d: reduce 60–80% Not reported [832] 
Al7075; Al6061 L-PBF Zr addition to form Al3Zr particle Fully E Eliminate hot cracking [503] 
Pure Ti L-PBF Cu addition Fully E; d: reduce 80% Crack-free [835] 
Ti6Al4V L-PBF Adjust part and support geometry, inter-layer time, and layer thickness C + E Not reported [836] 

Note: “C” and “E”: stands for columnar and equiaxed grain structure respectively. 
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reaction and precipitation is widely adopted to mitigating cracking for 
AM-processed Ni-based alloy. This could be achieved by composition 
adjustment for the involved alloying elements or AM process control to 
modify microsegregation degree. As mentioned earlier in Section 4.7, a 
major source of liquation cracking in AM-processed Ni-based superalloy 
lies in the occurrence of interdendritic Laves eutectic phase, γ/γ’ 
eutectic phase, MC-type and M6C-type carbide, among which Laves 
phase control appears to receive the greatest interest in AM community. 
Laves phase in many Ni-base superalloys presents chemical composition 
as (Fe, Ni)2(Nb, Cr, Mo, Ti). Studies showed effective AM crack miti-
gation based on Laves phase control by Ti% composition adjustment for 
Alloy 625 [722], adjusting laser wave mode and heat input to modify Nb 
segregation for Alloy 718 [825826], enhancing baseplate cooling and 
laser input angle to modify overall segregation degree for Alloy 718 
[644,827]. AM-crack mitigation of Ni-based superalloy by control over 
γ/γ’ eutectic phase and carbide was also extensively reported. Similar to 
Laves phase control, control over γ/γ’ eutectic phase and carbide also 
follow the general principle of micro-segregation degree modification. 
Some typical examples include Al% adjustment for Alloy 939 [703], 
carbon composition modification for Hastelloy X alloy [828], adopting 
scanning laser epitaxy technique to suppress carbide formation of Rene 
N5 alloy [829], which are all reported to be effectively reduced AM 
cracking. 

Lastly, CET promotion is a major research focus in the AM commu-
nity. It is not only beneficial for cracking mitigation, but also help to 
minimize the property anisotropy of the AM part. CET promotion in the 
AM process could be classified into three categories: introducing nano-
particles to provide heterogeneous nucleation sites; composition modi-
fication to promote constitutional supercooling; process control to 
modify G-R thermal condition. Table 3 summarized the CET strategies 
adopted for the AM process with various alloy systems and AM tech-
niques. Table 3 also compares their effectiveness on grain structure 
modification and crack mitigation. In Table 3, the studies that reported 
cracking characterization all showed a remarkable crack density and 
dimension reduction as CET is achieved, providing sufficient experi-
mental evidence for CET promotion as an effective AM cracking miti-
gation approach. 

As exemplified by Table 3, introducing nanoparticles appears to be 
the most widely adopted strategy for CET promotion. There are two 
approaches to introduce nanoparticles in AM alloy. One is a direct 
addition of the nanoparticle of selection. Rare earth oxides, TiC, ZrC, 
and TiB particles are common choices for CET promotion due to their 
high melting point and remarkable thermal and chemical stability. The 
other is chemical composition modification to in situ grow the nano-
particle of selection, as exemplified by (Sr + Zr) addition on Al-Mg alloy 
systems [830,831], which allow in situ growth of Al3(Sr, Zr) particles to 
promote CET in AM process. It should be noted that for the same type of 
nanoparticle, its CET promotion effect could show remarkable variation 
when it is coupled with different matrix alloys. This is exemplified by 
combining the research results from Spierings et al. [830], Zhou et al. 
[831] and Carluccio et al. [832] in Table 3, which shows that Al3(Sc, Zr) 
particle could effectively promote partial CET for Al-5 Mg and Al-2 Mg- 
6Zn alloy, but it is ineffective for CET promotion of either Al 6061 or Al- 
7Si, as suggested by their fully columnar AM microstructure with or 
without Al3(Sc, Zr) particle [832]. Tibor titanium boride particle, on the 
other hand, shows remarkable CET promoting effect for Al 6061 and Al- 
7Si, allowing these two alloys to present fully equiaxed L-PBF micro-
structure. Therefore, a major challenge is to identify a suitable nano-
particle for the alloy system of interest to achieve the goal of CET 
promotion in AM microstructure. The outstanding difficulty lies in that 
trial-and-error experimental work appears to be the only viable 
approach to resolve this challenge due to the lack of prediction tools to 
guide nanoparticle selection. 

The strategy of process control for CET promotion is more predict-
able with respect to the strategy of introducing nanoparticles since there 
are many effective AM modeling tools to guide the AM process design. 

The common modeling methods to predict CET in AM microstructure 
include the phase field-finite element (PF-FE) coupling model, cellular 
automata-finite element (CA-FE) coupling model, and analytical CET 
model developed by Gaumann et al. [727]. As shown in Section 4.9, the 
Gäumann model [727] is a simple yet effective tool to predict CET 
promotion, and its applicability to the AM process was supported by the 
study of Mohammadpour et al. [728]. This model could be adopted to 
construct a solidification microstructure selection (SMS) map for AM 
processed alloy, which is a great visualization tool for identifying the 
process window and composition space to promote CET in AM micro-
structure. This is exemplified by the studies of Mohammadpour et al. 
[721,728], which developed SMS maps for L-PBF-processed Al-Si-10 Mg 
and high entropy alloy. Compared to the analytical model, the numer-
ical modeling method, including PF-FE and CA-FE methods could pro-
vide a more specified simulation scenario and a more comprehensive 
process-microstructure relation, making it suitable for multi- 
dimensional process optimization. This is exemplified by the study of 
Botello et al.[833] in Table 3, which conducted multi-dimensional pro-
cess optimization with four L-PBF process parameters to find the optimal 
process condition for CET promotion. While analytical model might be 
insufficient for multi-dimensional process optimization since the 
involved assumptions might not fully address the interplay among 
process parameters. 

For the strategy of composition modification for constitutional 
supercooling adjustment, several attempts have been made but the re-
ported effect on CET promotion in AM is usually moderate or negligible, 
including the attempts of Ti6Al4V modification by (Cr + Mo + Zr)- 
addition [837] and Si-addition [838] and B-addition [839]. They all 
failed to promote CET in the AM microstructure of Ti6Al4V. This is 
because the high-G high-R thermal condition of the AM process results in 
a sufficiently large nucleation-free zone (NFZ). Such a large NFZ is 
difficult to be minimized just by the increment of constitutional 
undercooling from composition modification. Nevertheless, successful 
cases have been reported, such as the study of Zhang et al. [835], which 
adopted the strategy of Cu addition for Ti to effectively achieve CET in L- 
PBF microstructure. The effectiveness of Cu addition is owing to the high 
growth restriction factor (Q) of the Ti-Cu system compared to most other 
alloying elements. In the study of Zhang et al. [835], a normalized Q is 
adopted to guide the selection of Cu element, defined as Q = m(k – 1). 
This variable could be considered for future investigations on CET 
promotion in AM microstructure. 

Besides these four categories, AM crack mitigation strategies based 
on other principles were also reported. Harrison et al. [814] proposed an 
alloy design principle that relies on adding alloy elements with a solid 
solution strengthening (SSS) effect to the initial alloy to suppress AM 
cracking susceptibility. With the addition of the SSS element, the 
modified alloy was likely to form a supersaturated solid solution during 
AM deposition. That in turn, could achieve higher lattice stress and thus 
higher thermal shock resistance during AM part build, which in turn 
leads to higher cracking resistance compared to the initial alloy. 
Compared to the initial Hastelloy X alloy, the modified Hastelloy X alloy 
showed about 60% reduction in cracking density and noticeable 
enhancement in both room-temperature and high-temperature proper-
ties, as shown in Fig. 80. 

6.8. Surface finish and roughness 

The failure of as-built metal AM materials due to surface roughness 
and porosity is a major cause of concern for fatigue critical metal AM 
components [652,691]. Particularly detrimental to part performance are 
deep valleys on the surface which act as preferential sites for mechanical 
damage and corrosion [653-655]. To remedy these issues, standard 
practice in metal powder bed AM technologies employs post-processing 
to alleviate rough surface features through procedures such as heat 
treatments [692], machining [840], chemical polishing [841,842], laser 
polishing [686], or electropolishing [843]. However, the use of post- 
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processing techniques on metal AM parts adds additional manufacturing 
steps (leading to increased costs) and may undermine the business case 
for near-net-shape production of metal AM parts 
[269,672,689,690,842]. Furthermore, surface post-processing may not 
be possible for certain build geometries such as lattice structures and 
metamaterials [659]. Therefore, recent work in the metal AM commu-
nity has focused on the analysis of surface roughness in powder bed 
metal AM, namely surface metrology, process parameter optimization, 
and roughness modeling [575,625,647,648,650,652,664,691]. By un-
derstanding and reducing the potential for undesirable surface finish 
and roughness characteristics, improved reliability and durability of 
metal AM materials is possible [559,575,647,648,652,656,672,691, 
841,844]. 

Process variable selection. The relationships between processing 
variables (particularly in the contour regions) and surface roughness 
have been confirmed by many studies [84,90,181,255,666,845] and 
covered in more detail in Section 4.8. Studies such as Calignano et al. 
[575] discovered that the proper choice of process parameters including 
the reduction of layer thickness, increasing layer re-melting using larger 
melt pool volumes, and decreasing laser speed was beneficial. Paria et al. 
[656] discovered that for samples possessing a single contour, the 
scanning speed had the strongest effect on surface roughness parameter 
Sa (determined by profile analysis). Alternatively, for samples possessing 
two-contour passes, beam current and focus offset were the most sig-
nificant parameters affecting surface roughness. Decreasing layer 
thickness was also discovered to decrease surface roughness since the 
stair-step effect between layers is reduced [846]. Mumtaz and Hopkin-
son [666] found that high laser peak power reduced both top and side 
surface roughness; however, increasing laser repetition rate and 
reducing scan speed reduced top roughness but increased side rough-
ness. Koutiri et al. [562] also discovered a correlation between the 
roughness parameter Sa was shown to increase with lower scan speeds, 
to decrease with higher powers, and to increase severely on down-skin 

sides for large building angles [665]. Recently, Masiagutova et al. 
showed if the contour is applied prior to the scanning on the heart of 
samples, the laser crosses a homogeneous powder bed, leading to a fine 
surface roughness (Ra of 10 µm). In the contrast, when the contouring is 
carried out after scanning the heart of the samples, the laser crosses an 
inhomogeneous powder bed, leading to a rougher surface (Ra of 25 µm) 
(see Fig. 81). 

Laser re-melting. Re-melting may also impact surface roughness 
[143,674,848,849]. In more detail, laser re-melting is a process where a 
second laser scan is applied to the same slice before spreading a new 
layer of metal powder [849]. Yu et al. [674] determined that Ra de-
creases on the top surface but increases on the side surface after re- 
melting. Laser re-melting (outer contour and inner contour parame-
ters) was used in Ibrahim et al. [849] to improve the surface quality and 
improve the density in SLS SS316L. Yasa et al. showed that laser re- 
melting improves the density to almost 100% whereas 90% enhance-
ment is achieved in the surface quality of L-PBF parts after laser re- 
melting [848]. Although laser re-melting shows promise in improving 
surface roughness and surface finish, it may also release more keyhole 
pores at edges and lead to longer production times. 

Overall, although improvements in surface roughness are possible 
using process variable alteration, many investigations utilize trial-and- 
error type approaches only applicable to single material systems or 
metal powder bed AM processes. In contrast, studies such as Strano et al. 
[664], Cabanettes et al. [850], and Boschetto [851] have great potential 
to aid in targeted process variable selection and are applicable across 
multiple metal AM processes and materials by analyzing the stair-step 
effect and surface roughness in L-PBF. Other analysis techniques such 
as numerical models [181] and FEA [672] connecting local thermal 
history and surface roughness may also lead to large advancements in 
the analysis and prediction of surface roughness characteristics in metal 
powder bed AM. 

Fig. 81. Two cases of contour settings: (a) Scan then contour and (b) Contour then scan. The later one can be performed to minimize side roughness. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [847]. 
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6.9. Metallurgical factors 

The microstructures of additively manufactured metals have shown 
to be substantially different from traditionally manufactured counter-
part due to the high solidification rate during the AM processes. 
Therefore, one of the concerns in AM parts is the growth of columnar 
grains that grow along the build direction which can lead to the growth 
of cracks discussed in Section 4.7 and anisotropy in the deformation 
[852]. Therefore, one approach for avoiding columnar grain growth is 
by varying the process parameters for tailored microstructures. The 
control of the microstructure is possible by altering the scan strategies 
and melt themes (e.g., control of the crystallographic orientation of 
Alloy 718 by altering the electron beam current and scan velocity [853]) 
or altering the heat input to manipulate the cooling rate and underlying 
microstructural features [854]. The columnar-to-equiaxed (CTE) tran-
sition can be calculated using established methods, but could also be 
translated into a process map in power-velocity space which allows the 
selection of the correct combinations of processing parameters to result 
in tailored microstructure [855]. In a different approach, post- 
processing heat treatments present a viable option to transition the 
microstructure from columnar to equiaxed, specifically using recrystal-
lization heat treatments. The material in use undergoes heating at an 
elevated temperature (close to the material melting temperature) for a 
period of time long enough to achieve full recrystallization. Some ex-
amples of work that has presented recrystallization in AM materials 
include Alloy 718 [856,857]. However, it is worth noting that the 
aforementioned mitigation routes may not be practical for all alloys, e.g. 
Ti-6Al-4V, in which production of equiaxed grains in AM is not feasible 
and planar growth is dominant [401,858]. 

To mitigate the loss of alloying element issue, one may measure the 
composition of feedstock materials and compare it with the AM parts. In 
a model proposed by Klassen et al. [424], a numerical model was 
developed to measure elemental mass prior to the printing and compare 
it with the AM part. If the process is carried out in a sealed quartz tube, 
condensed materials can be collected and analyzed for further mea-
surements of vaporized elements. To compensate for the loss of alloying 
elements, one may correct the composition of the starting materials 
[757,859] (e.g., starting with high Al content Ti-6Al-4V powder or wire 
is essential in E-PBF additive with this alloy because of the loss of Al) or 
using fluxing during AM process to adjust the composition of the final 
parts. It is also practical to adjust the power-velocity combination to 
control power density distribution and heat input. This will assist to 
have control over microstructural segregation and cracking as well. 

7. Prediction of defect and anomalies content 

The implicit degradation of part quality due to the presence of de-
fects provides an incentive to predict and mitigate defect formation 
during powder bed fusion. The design of predictive methodologies and 
modeling approaches is critical to the long-term success of the AM 
technology. As such, significant effort has been made in attempting to 
build these capabilities. Teng et al. [860] summarized the modeling of 
defects in laser material processing techniques, including powder bed 
fusion processes. Four main defects including (1) balling or bead-up 
phenomenon (4.2), (2) lack of fusion (4.3), (3) keyhole (4.4), and (4) 
residual stress (4.7) were modeled in multiple laser material processing 
techniques. In the following, computational models for the main defects 
forming in L-PBF are reviewed. 

As porosity is generally observed in AM parts, predicting and un-
derstanding how its formation occurs has become a serious point of 
interest in the research community. The major forms of porosity 
addressed by modeling have been keyhole porosity and lack-of-fusion 
porosity during builds. Modeling and prediction of these phenomena 
offer the development of potential mitigation approaches to produce 
parts with near-full density [542]. 

7.1. Lack of fusion porosity 

As mentioned previously, lack of fusion (LOF) porosity possesses the 
potential to reduce the quality of the part due to the often-irregular 
morphology and sharp features characteristic of the defect. The LOF 
porosity arises when the laser scan strategy selected fails to overlap 
enough to fully melt all the powder in a fusion region. The work of Tang 
et al. [98] was highlighted in Section 4.3 where a geometry-based model 
for predicting LOF porosity was developed. Ning et al. [861] used a 
similar approach to Tang et al. [98] but extended the approach to 
include the packing of the powder particles in the powder layer. 

The 3DSIM FLEX tool was used to calculate the thermal field for 
input process parameters. Notably, Teng et al. [862] used the 3DSIM 
FLEX simulation tool to predict LOF porosity in a similar fashion, 
focusing on lack of overlap from subsequent melt pool tracks. The 
thermal solution was then used to predict LOF porosity by simulating a 
full build and tracking whether the powder was melted at any point 
throughout the build. The model results showed good agreement with 
experiments except for a case where excessive balling was believed to 
have increased the experimentally observed porosity. Yan et al. [125] 
employed a CFD model coupled with a DEM powder bed approach to 
study LOF porosity in electron beam melting AM. Yan et al. noted the 
potential to form inter-layer voids at the edge of parts and suggest the 
use of a parallel scan strategy (no rotation) at each layer with a shift to 
remove LOF porosity. Bayat et al. [863] used a multi-physics numerical 
model to study the evolution of LOF porosity over multi-layers. The LOF 
pores were observed to have an elongated shape along the scan direc-
tion. Bayat et al. also observed that the LOF porosity was more common 
at the bottom of the build as opposed to the top. As layers are added to 
the AM part, the heat buildup from the deposition of previous layers 
results in larger melt pools that result in a reduction of the LOF porosity 
density further away from the build plate. 

Bruna-Rosso et al. [864] coupled a FEM model used to predict 
thermal fields during L-PBF processes with high-speed imaging to 
investigate LOF porosity in single layers of a print. The simulations 
illustrated that the inter-pass LOF porosity decreased as each subsequent 
laser scan was made. This is attributed to the increased power density 
around the first tracks. Mukherjee and DeBroy [777] used a heat transfer 
and fluid flow model to develop a dimensionless number that consists of 
all key process parameters corresponding to LOF porosity in AM. The 
dimensionless number was shown to have a linear relationship with the 
void fraction observed in experimental parts. The number can be used to 
directly predict void fraction in parts based on material properties and 
processing parameters. 

Modeling approaches of varying complexity have helped capture the 
key geometric features that drive the LOF porosity formation in AM 
parts. Analytical predictions of LOF porosity were developed from the 
modeling approaches. The criteria developed to address LOF porosity 
provide solid predictions that can be used to design the build parameters 
that comfortably avoid the generation of LOF porosity. 

7.2. Keyhole porosity 

The prevention and mitigation of keyhole porosity have driven the 
need to predict and model the keyhole porosity in L-PBF, which started 
with the investigation of a similar phenomenon in welding. 

Khairallah et al. [63] developed a 3D model that implemented a ray- 
tracing heat source and considered the Marangoni effect (the effect of 
temperature-dependent surface tension on the flow in the melt pool), 
recoil pressure, and evaporative and radiative surface cooling. The 
randomly packed powder was also included in the simulations. The 
study highlights the importance of recoil pressure and the Marangoni 
effect in the determinations of the melt pool and keyhole dynamics in 
316L stainless steel. Upon cooling, it was shown that the surface tension 
can overcome the vapor pressure and cause the keyhole to collapse, 
trapping vapor within the melt pool and resulting in a pore. Xia et al. 
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[541] studied the fluid flow in the molten pool using the commercial 
Fluent finite volume method (FVM) package. The results of the simu-
lations suggest that the laser parameters directly influence the nature of 
the fluid flow within the molten pool. Parameters that altered the linear 
energy density (LED) were investigated using the model, where LED is 
calculated as laser power divided by laser scan speed. It was shown that 
that nonoptimal LED selection, either too high or too low, resulted in 
increased entrapped porosity. Alternatively, Vastola et al. [865] devel-
oped a probabilistic, computationally efficient model for the prediction 

of porosity and showed the ability to reproduce the experimental trend 
that porosity density increases with increasing energy density. 

Tan et al. [866] used a physics-based model to study the onset of 
porosity in AM parts. The model used a volume of fluid (VOF) approach 
coupled with a DEM model of a randomly paced powder bed. Porosity 
produced from pinching off of a deep keyhole was again observed, but it 
was attributed to the high velocity of the molten metal flowing back to 
fill part of the keyhole. Tang et al. [867] used a high-fidelity CFD model 
to study multiple types of defects. The group used a DEM approach 

Fig. 82. Evolution of melt as illustrated by simulations published by Bayat. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [788].  

Table 4 
Modeling examples relating to the four major challenges of AM residual stress simulation.  

Modeling challenge Related limitation Likely consequence Material AM 
system 

Major 
features 

Ref. 

inclusion of relevant AM physical 
phenomenon 

simplifying near-surface thermal phenomenon Overpredicting surface residual 
stress 

SS 316L L-PBF Layer-scale, 
Analytical 

[873] 

neglecting gas convection Reducing overall accuracy Ti-6Al-4V L-DED Layer-scale, 
FEM 

[874] 

neglecting pre-placed powder Large deviation to experiment 
validation 

Alloy 718 L-PBF track-scale, 
FEM 

[875] 

neglecting metal vaporization Lacking reliability for high 
energy density condition 

SS 316L L-PBF track-scale, 
FEM 

[876] 

difference in spatial-time scale 
between local and global 
domain 

Insufficient mesh refinement Lacking reliability for small- 
beam process condition 

Ti-6Al-4V E-PBF track-scale, 
FEM 

[803] 

Reducing overall accuracy SS 316L L-PBF macro-scale, 
FEM 

[877] 

inappropriate or oversimplified macro scaling 
method 

Underestimating distortion Fe-based 
powder 

L-PBF macro-scale, 
FEM 

[878] 

Large deviation to experiment 
validation 

Alloy 718 L-PBF macro-scale, 
FEM 

[879] 

Inappropriate boundary condition for un- 
scanned domain 

mismatch to experiment 
validation 

Alloy 718 L-PBF macro-scale, 
FEM 

[873] 

non-linear thermal effects and 
temperature dependence of 
material properties 

neglecting solid-state phase transformation mismatch to experiment 
validation 

Alloy 718 / 
Ti-6Al-4V 

L-DED track-scale, 
FEM-CFD 

[880] 

adopting constant thermal properties mismatch to experiment 
validation 

Alloy 718 L-PBF macro-scale, 
FEM 

[873] 

adopting constant mechanical properties mismatch to experiment 
validation 

Alloy 625 L-PBF macro-scale, 
FEM 

[881] 

time-consuming experimental 
validation 

Part warpage leading to unreliable 
experimental data 

Model only qualitatively 
validated by part geometric 
feature 

Alloy 718 E-PBF macro-scale, 
FEM 

[167] 

Limited characterization volume of Hole- 
drilling measurement cannot represent the 
stress distri- bution on the 

insufficient model validation for 
bottom surface residual stress 

Ti-6Al-4V E-PBF Layer-scale, 
FEM 

[882]  
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[868] coupled with a modified version of the OpenFOAM CFD code 
[869] to study the melt pool behavior. They observed the formation of 
spherical porosity due to the collapse of the keyhole and the generation 
of irregularly shaped porosity due to the insufficient applied power 
density. Furthermore, Bayat et al. [788] used a high-fidelity numerical 
model to investigate porosity formation from keyholing during L-PBF 
AM processes. The model considered a significant amount of physical 
phenomena including recoil pressure, evaporation, capillary force, the 
Marangoni effect, multiple reflections of the laser via a ray-tracing 
approach, and Fresnel absorption of the laser at the keyhole walls. 
The modeling results showed good agreement with experimental 
porosity measurements. Simulation results from Bayat et al. are illus-
trated in Fig. 82. Finally, Martin et al. [327] studied keyhole porosity 
formation by coupling x-ray experiments with multi-physics simulations 
in the case of a turnaround/end of track case. Using the ALE3D multi- 
physics software tool [870], the keyhole collapse at turning points in 
the L-PBF process was both observed experimentally and captured in the 
model results. More details on turnaround and end of track in-
vestigations are detailed above in Section 4.5. Recently, Zhao et al. [24] 
found a well-defined boundary and a novel formation mechanism for the 
keyhole porosity. These discoveries should prompt more detailed 
experimental measurements of acoustic waves and more sophisticated 
multi-physics simulations. 

The ability to understand the phenomenon that produces keyhole 
porosity provides insights into how to mitigate this type of defects 
during L-PBF builds. The computationally expensive models provide a 
tremendous amount of understanding about the effect of parameter se-
lection that elucidates certain fields that are not otherwise feasible to 
measure experimentally, but the computational cost inhibits them from 
informing parameters for individual builds. The more pragmatic models 
being developed [788,871,872] offer a more practical approach for the 
mitigation of porosity during the process of designing builds and 
selecting parameters. 

Due to limited access to high energy synchrotron x-ray beamlines, in 
situ experiments are difficult to achieve and have been performed for a 
limited number of materials, mostly L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V [25,26,327,606]. 
Thus, predictive modeling of keyhole porosity via analytical or finite 
element methods must serve as a principal method for the mitigation of 
keyhole porosity in diverse metal AM materials. To verify finite element 
analysis (FEA) of keyhole porosity formation, in situ experimental ana-
lyses of keyhole porosity have been used for different combinations of 
processing variables and machine settings. In particular, studies such as 

Bayat et al. [788] compared a high-fidelity FEA model with in situ 
analysis techniques to mitigate keyhole porosity in L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V. 
Overall the FEA predictions for shape, size, and depth of the keyhole 
pores were in very good agreement with those found by either XCT or 
optical images. Comparatively, modeling analysis undertaken by Vast-
ola et al. [865], Panwisawas et al. [124], Qui et al. [672] also show the 
promise of using FEA as a predictive tool in the mitigation of keyhole 
porosity in powder bed metal AM processes. However, high-fidelity FEA 
analysis techniques typically require a substantial amount of computa-
tional resources and may not be particularly useful for rapid analysis of 
keyhole porosity prediction, on the fly, for a given material and machine 
selection in metal AM. Another potential challenge with using FEA an-
alyses for keyhole porosity prediction is parameter identification for the 
relevant material properties needed to inform the models. 

7.3. Residual stress, distortion, and cracking 

As highlighted in Section 4.7, a major concern during the building 
process of AM parts is the development of large residual stresses that can 
potentially lead to warping and cracking. Understanding the develop-
ment of residual stress throughout the build, as well as how to mitigate 
the development of the stresses to ensure buildability, is key to pro-
ducing high-quality parts. Efforts in the community have been focused 
on thermomechanical FE modeling approaches while investigating the 
effects of processing parameters and improving the efficiency of the 
simulations. 

With continuous efforts, substantial progress can be achieved on AM 
residual stress modeling, including the improvement of heat source 
simulation and the development of mesh refinement techniques. How-
ever, AM residual stress simulation, especially in macro-scale, is still not 
fully mature and the above four challenges were often the source of 
model inefficiency or inaccuracy. Table 4 summarizes some examples 
that report model limitations relating to one or more of the four chal-
lenges above and categorized accordingly. Further details about the 
resulting consequence, modeling subject (material and AM system) as 
well as major modeling features are also listed in Table 4. Future 
research will be needed to remove these barriers to predicting residual 
stress with improved accuracy and computational efficiency. This could 
help to develop a more reliable and comprehensive guide to AM process 
parameter selection and material design. It should be noted that the 
modeling limitations related to each category were not limited to the 
ones listed in Table 4, as well as the existing studies in each category. For 

Fig. 83. Computed residual stress distribution for part build with Waspaloy by laser direct metal deposition additive manufacturing. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [883]. 
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instance, the first category in Table 4 regarding AM physical phenomena 
also includes the limitations of simplifying phenomena such as key-
holing and Marangoni flow. These were not included since Table 4 is 
intended to provide modeling examples for the four major challenge 
categories, rather than enumerating all relevant previous studies. 
Further details on AM residual stress modeling are given in Section 7.3. 

The result of most AM models combined with their experimental 
validation present highly anisotropic residual stress distribution in AM 
parts. Generally, residual stress is higher in the scanning direction than 
in the perpendicular direction and is higher near the part surface than in 
the part center or bottom, as shown in Fig. 83 [883]. All the modeling 
and experimental work suggest that the key influencing factor for tem-
perature gradient have a considerable impact on the magnitude of re-
sidual stress in AM parts. Based on that, process variables including 
support structure placement, power input, scan speed, scan pattern, 
preheat temperature, hatch spacing, and layer thickness could all play 
an important role in AM residual stress evolution due to their capability 
of altering the temperature gradient in a part. The presence of porosity 
greatly decreases the local material strength. Hence, it should be noted 
that the presence of porosity in the AM parts could greatly decrease the 
threshold for residual stress to induce cracking. 

It should also be noted that residual stress evolution and the resulting 
residual stress profile could vary significantly for the same alloy with 
different AM processing. This is a combined result of different process 
characteristics for each AM techniques. E-PBF processed parts tend to 
present lower residual stress magnitude than their counterparts from 
laser-based AM, since E-PBF allows deeper beam penetration and in-
cludes a process step of powder preheating, resulting in a high chamber 
temperature in the range of 300–1000 ◦C and an even higher powder 
bed temperature at the level of 1000 ◦C [167]. Conversely, the laser- 
based AM process usually presents a chamber temperature and in the 
range of 50–400 ◦C and a similar powder bed temperature. Based on the 
TGM and three bar-frame model as presented above, this high chamber 
and powder bed temperature of E-PBF could efficiently lower the tem-
perature gradient, which in turn reduces residual stress. A typical 
example is provided by the study of Kolbus et al. [806], which shows 
much smaller residual stress in the E-PBF processed Alloy 718 compared 
to the L-PBF processed counterpart. 

Thermomechanical FE approaches have been very popular ap-
proaches for the prediction of residual stress and distortion in AM parts. 
Neugebauer et al. [884] used a multi-scale FE model to simulate the 
printing of cantilever specimens designed to warp when cut from the 
base plate. The heat flux used to calculate the residual stress build-up 
was simplified to a cube of constant size to maintain good computa-
tional efficiency. The simulations were done in parallel with an exper-
imental study in which the same cantilever design was printed. Two scan 
strategies were studied with the model, laser scans along the long di-
rection of the cantilever and perpendicular to the long direction of the 
cantilever. The build with laser scans along the long direction resulted in 
increased distortion. The model also found increased distortion in the 
lengthwise scan strategy build but overestimated the distortion. 
Furthermore, Ganeriwala et al. [885] compared the results of a ther-
momechanical FE model using a lumped layer approach against x-ray 
synchrotron residual stress measurements. The model showed decent 
agreement with the simulation approach but did not capture the scan 
strategy effects due to the layer agglomeration. 

The effects of the preheat of the build plate were also noted by many 
studies. Hodge et al. [886,887] used an in-house thermal model coupled 
with a solid-mechanics model to attempt to capture the residual stress 
and distortion build-up during L-PBF builds. The results showed good 
agreement with experimental samples, suggesting that the model is 
capturing important aspects involved in the development of residual 
stress. The effect of the selected agglomerated scan path is addressed as a 
potential source of error for the results. The effect of a heated vs un-
heated baseplate is also simulated to show the significant decrease in 
residual stress as a result of including a preheat. Vastola et al. [803] 

investigated the mitigation of residual stress development by looking at 
single beads in a FE model. It was found that preheat provided the 
largest quantitative effect on the residual stress development in the 
single bead passes. 

Processing parameters also play an important role in the develop-
ment of residual stress in AM parts. Fergani et al. [873] proposed the use 
of an analytical model to predict residual stress development during 
builds. The model couples a point heat source with a set of plain-strain 
Green’s functions to predict residual stress build up in parts. The authors 
observed that the residual stresses tended to be tensile along the scan 
direction and that a large heat affected zone was observed to dissipate 
residual stress. Mukherjee et al. [880] used a heat transfer and fluid flow 
model to calculate thermal field information produced by a laser pass in 
L-PBF and coupled the results with ABAQUS to investigate the devel-
opment of residual stress in simulated, tall single pass parts. It was 
observed that residual stress could be reduced by decreasing the layer 
thickness when building thin parts like those simulated. Additionally, 
material effects were investigated. A set of parts with both alloy 718 and 
Ti-6Al-4V material parameters were simulated. The Ti-6Al-4V parts 
were observed to develop more residual stress than the alloy 718 parts 
but also were observed to warp less than the alloy 718 parts. Chen et al. 
[888] investigated the effect of process parameters on residual stress 
development in thin wall builds using a thermomechanical FE model. 
The residual stress was found to increase with build height and the re-
sidual stress was found to increase with increasing laser power and 
decrease with an increase in scan speed. Similarly, Ramos et al. [36] 
used a thermomechanical FE model to develop advanced scan strategies 
to minimize residual stress and distortion. Ramos et al. found that re-
sidual stress was decreased by melting nonadjacent scan vectors and 
reducing laser scan length. 

With large bulk volume simulations required, the computational 
efficiency of numerical models is crucial. Williams et al. [890] presented 
a pragmatic approach to FE modeling of the residual stresses and de-
formations that arise during AM. Again, a thermomechanical FE model 
was used (ABAQUS) to simulate the residual stress build-up, but instead 
of considering the melt pool during rastering throughout the part, a 
simplification was made to deposit large blocks of material in an addi-
tive fashion. The large blocks significantly improve computational effi-
ciency and allow for the use of a coarser mesh while still capturing the 
residual stress and distortion shown by both experiments and modeling 
approaches that use smaller heat inputs closer to the length scale of melt 
pools. This work suggests that not every laser pass needs to be modeled 
to accurately capture the residual stress development in AM parts. More 
recently, Gouge et al. [889] used an adaptive voxel mesh to improve the 
computation efficiency of a thermomechanical FE model to simulate 
residual stress build-up in full parts. The full part simulations showed 
excellent agreement with measured experimental distortion while 
maintaining acceptable computational efficiency as shown in Fig. 84 
which illustrates a result from Gouge et al.’s simulation efforts. Chen 
et al. [891] developed an inherent strain-based model for part scale 
prediction of residual stress development during selective laser melting 
AM. The approach merges multiple layers to improve computation ef-
ficiency and drive down simulation runtime when predicting residual 
stress development but still demonstrates good agreement to experi-
ments, despite the simplification. Finally, Denlinger et al. [892] devel-
oped a FE model to predict thermal history and the resulting residual 
stress and in situ distortion in AM parts for a large bulk. They were able 
to simulate a 91 mm3 volume using an adaptive coarsening approach to 
their mesh such that the mesh was allowed to coarsen in the layers below 
the melt pool, significantly improving computational efficiency. Good 
agreement was found between the in situ distortion measurements and 
the FE model. The ability to understand the key features that instigate 
distortion and residual stress in parts produced via powder bed AM, 
either via L-PBF or E-PBF, allows for designs to be made such that the 
distortion of parts can be minimized. The modeling approaches 
currently in use show excellent ability in predicting the development of 
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residual stress as well as inform decision making when attempting to 
mitigate the distortion. 

Tran et al. [186] investigated the prediction of crack formation in a 

hybrid L-PBF alloy 718 part at the interface between substrate and lat-
tice support in parts manufactured using an EOS machine. The approach 
taken by Tran et al. combined experimental and residual stress simula-
tions to predict cracking, as shown in Fig. 85. The critical geometry for 
cracking susceptibility at the interface of the hybrid AM parts was first 
determined experimentally by printing a large number of hybrid struc-
tures of different heights. A modified inherent strain method [891,893] 
was then implemented to simulate the residual stress development in the 
hybrid parts. From the residual stress simulations, the critical J-integral 
at the interface between the solid region and lattice support could then 
be calculated. The ability of the modeling approach to predict cracking 
by calculation of the J-integral was validated using a separate experi-
mental build, where the model successfully predicted the geometries 
that would crack as shown in Fig. 85. The results confirm that the use of 
the J-integral, a nonlinear elastic–plastic fracture parameter, is well 
suited to the evaluation of crack-susceptibility in AM parts. Additionally, 
the development of a critical J-value, while validated for limited part 
geometry and process parameters, is an important step in the evolution 
of the design of crack-free solid/support interface and eventually AM 
components. These results also eliminate the uncertainty associated 
with stress relaxation by heat-treatment and machining after printing. 

7.4. Other defects and anomalies 

Similar to porosity and residual stress, other process defects may also 
act as potential sources of premature failure of metal AM parts. Powder 
spreading, spatter, and ball-up all have the potential to cause builds to 
fail or produce parts of low quality. Hence, understanding the origins of 
these defects and predicting their formation allows for minimization of 
the defect population throughout AM parts and improvement of overall 
part quality. 

Powder spreading. The spreading of each powder layer is a potential 
source of regularly spaced imperfections in parts. Simulation of powder 
spreading offers the opportunity to optimize build features to under-
stand and inhibit the formation of these defects. The powder spreading 
process is most commonly studied using the discrete element method 

Fig. 84. Comparison of experimental to simulated distortion for a full part. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [889]. 

Fig. 85. (A) The combination of experimental and simulation approach taken by Tran et al.. (B) Experimental builds performed to determine critical geometries for 
crack susceptibility at the hybrid (lattice and solid structures) interface for multiple specimen heights and (C) simulations performed to determine the critical J- 
integral that caused cracking in the printed parts. Prediction of crack susceptibility using (D) simulation of new part design and (E) validation of cracking predicted 
by the modeling approach observed in the printed part. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [186]. 
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(DEM). DEM is a numerical method to simulate the movement of 
granular materials through a series of calculations that trace the indi-
vidual particles constituting the powder material. In a typical powder 
spreading simulation, the rake or roller is simulated as a rigid body and 
individual powder particles are tracked as the rake deposits the powder 
bed. 

Recently, Wu et al. [894] proposed a new blade design of half-arc 
blade to maximize powder packing density and minimize surface 
roughness of the spread powder in each layer (see Fig. 86). The DEM 
simulation demonstrated that the particle deposition process was 

improved when the half arc-bottom part (at the front face of the blade) 
was introduced into the edge of the vertical-blade. It was shown that the 
dispensed powder particles could be compressed when facing the 
gradually decreased blade bottom height, leading to and enhanced 
packing fraction of deposited layer. Authors also demonstrated that the 
wall effect provided by the straight-bottom part in half-arc blade would 
maintain the compacted state of particles and gradually remove the 
contacted forces rather than release it into the particle motion. 

Using the numerical simulations, various researchers reported that 
the packing density of the powder bed increases with decreasing particle 

Fig. 86. Proposed mechanism comparing (a1), (b1) the intensity of force-arches in front of the vertical blade and the half-arc blade, respectively; and (a2), (b2) the 
particle motions induced by force-arch destruction in front of the tow blades, respectively. Evolution of (c) packing morphology, (d) packing fraction, and (e) surface 
roughness of dispensed/compacted powder using vertical and half-arc bladed. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [894]. 

Fig. 87. The deposited powder layer for different powder sizes. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [547].  
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size until the size reaches a critical value after which the density de-
creases with decreasing particle size [547,550]. Both the cohesion effect 
and the wall effect contributed to the observed trend. Bimodal or 
Gaussian particle size distributions were observed to have a weak effect 
on the packing density for thin powder layers [547,551]. More cohesive 
powder particles were observed to worsen the continuity and stability of 
the powder layer [547,557]. Typically, more spherical, unimodal par-
ticles were observed to have less internal friction, thus leading to higher 
layer densities [895]. The defects introduced in the powder bed with 
changing powder size are visualized in Fig. 87. The number of defects in 
powder bed tends to first decrease with decreasing powder particle size 
and then increase below a certain critical particle size. Gu et al. [562] 
and Xia et al. [541] showed that the powder size not only affects powder 
packing density and defect formation during powder spreading, surface 
finish and surface defects (balling, discontinuous tracks, and porosity) 
can result from L-PBF of fine or coarse powders. 

Ma et al. [896] studied the results of a set of FEA single track simu-
lations to understand the influence of a variety of process variables on 
the temperature profile of single bead passes. The packing density was 

observed to have a significant effect on the temperature profile in the 
simulations (>2%). Xiang et al. [897] simulated randomly packed 
powder beds with different size distributions to understand the effect of 
size distribution and deposition layer thickness on packing density and 
coordination number of each of the particles. Xiang et al. found that 
increasing the layer thickness improves packing density and coordina-
tion number. Parteli and Pöschel [553] simulated powder bed spreading 
using a DEM approach but included a simulated roller and investigated 
nonspherical powders as illustrated in the setup shown in Fig. 88. The 
authors found that the surface roughness of the spread powder layer was 
increased with increasing roller speed. Additionally, it was observed 
that the surface roughness of the powder bed was also increased when 
larger powder size distributions were used due to the agglomeration of 
smaller particles to the larger powder particles. Zhou et al. [898] used a 
sequential addition packing algorithm to simulate the spreading of a 
powder bed in powder-bed AM processes. They found that the optimal 
powder distribution is a bimodal distribution where the small particles 
outnumber the large particles. Haeri et al. [554] also found that 
increasing the spreader speed increased the surface roughness of the 
powder bed by using a DEM approach to simulate spreading. Addi-
tionally, the authors found that a roller type spreader performed better 
than a blade type spreader in avoiding spreading defects. 

Spattering. On the macroscopic scale, as described in Section 4.6, the 
spatters are mainly triggered by the vapor plume and the environment 
gas flow. To predict the gas-driven spatters, it is important to acquire 
and understand the quantitative information, including the tempera-
ture, pressure, and force, during the gas-particle interactions. Since it is 
rather difficult to experimentally characterize these quantities, multi- 
physics simulations can serve as an effective approach to study gas- 
particle interaction in LPBF. 

The key to effectively replicate the real physics in L-PBF by the 
computational models is to couple the physics between the low-speed, 
condensed, incompressible phases (liquid and solid metal) and the 
high-speed, gaseous, compressible phase (metallic vapor and 

Fig. 88. Powder spreading simulation using DEM powder simulation approach 
and a simulated roller as performed by Parteli and Pöschel. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [553]. 

Fig. 89. Multi-physics simulation showing the effect of environment pressure on powder spattering behavior. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [898].  
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environment gas). Li et al. [899,900] performed multi-physics modeling 
works for L-PBF using a unified algorithmic framework [901] to couple 
the compressible and incompressible flows, in a way that melt pool 
dynamics, gas flow, and powder motion were considered and simulated 
within one framework. The model predicted the powder behavior during 
single-pulse laser illuminations under various environment pressures 
(10 mbar–5 bar), and was validated by high-speed X-ray imaging ex-
periments under pressures between 10 mbar and 1 bar. The simulation 
results in Fig. 89(a) show that the metallic vapor velocity and the 
environment gas flow velocity can be significantly reduced under high 
environment pressure. As a result, the powder spattering is effectively 
suppressed during single-pulse laser illumination under high environ-
ment pressure (Fig. 89(c)), due to the reduced drag forces from the 
weakened gas flow (Fig. 89(b)). 

During the printing process, spatter possesses the potential to 
introduce defects into builds. Determining the genesis of the spatter 
during the build offers routes to minimizing the negative effects the 
spattering phenomenon has on AM parts as discussed in Section 4.6. Ly 
et al. [602] performed finite element calculations to study micro-droplet 
ejection and motion to understand the generation of spatter during the 
AM process. It was found that the generation of these droplets was 
primarily from the ejection of hot particles entrained in the gas flow, 
rather than molten material ejected due to recoil pressure. Ly et al. found 
that only 15% of ejected particles were due to recoil pressure. As shown 
in Fig. 56(a), experimental and simulated results were compared by Ly 
et al. where ejection of the liquid metal from the melt pool is observed in 
both sets of images. 

Balling. The balling phenomenon is one of the major inhibitions 
when attempting to print at high powers and speeds to improve the build 
time of projects. A discussion of the ball-up mechanism was presented in 
Section 4.2. In addition to the mitigation techniques described in Section 
6.2, understanding the physics of the balling phenomenon and how it 
develops throughout single laser passes and full builds provides insight 
into mitigation techniques and intelligent parameter selection. In 
stainless steel 316L, Khairallah et al. [564] observed balling attributed to 
the Plateau-Rayleigh instability in their 3D Multiphysics simulations as 
shown in Fig. 41. Similarly, Lee and Zhang [563] observed the balling 
phenomenon in their 3D numerical model solutions. The balling phe-
nomenon was observed to worsen with an increased melt pool length. 
However, a poorly packed powder bed was also observed to cause 

balling to occur at much shorter melt pool lengths. Khairallah et al. 
[564] included recoil pressure and ray tracing in their multi-physics 
simulations to comment on the possibility of minimizing the balling 
phenomenon by controlling the heat content in the melt pool track. 
Körner et al. [62] used a 2D lattice Boltzmann model to study the melting 
of randomly packed powder particles. Individual powder particles were 
considered, and each layer of powder was randomly laid down. The 
packing density was shown to significantly influence the melt pool 
characteristic. The balling phenomenon was also observed at greater 
laser scan speeds. Rausch et al. [902] expended this 2D lattice Boltzmann 
simulation technique to multiple layers. The authors noted that the 
balling effect is more frequently observed when the bulk powder density 
is low. This is attributed to the presence of regions where substantial 
gaps between powder particles existed. Li et al. [695] developed a 
thermodynamically consistent phase-field theoretical 2D configuration 
model and found that the degree of freedom of wetting and fast solidi-
fication counter-balance the balling effect, and the Rayleigh–Plateau 
flow instability plays an important role for cases with relatively low 
substrate wettability and high scanning rate. Fig. 90 illustrates the 
expanded 2D lattice Boltzmann method used by Rausch et al. to simulate 
powder bed AM processes. Lu et al. [903] used a phase-field model to 
simulate multiple features of the L-PBF process including the melt pool, 
powder bed packing effects, and grain structure. They observed the 
development of a balling void during a multilayer simulation due to the 
presence of an irregularly large powder particle. And, Liu et al. [904] 
noted the presence of balling defect when using a ray-tracing heat source 
as opposed to the Gaussian heat source in their CFD mesoscopic simu-
lations. This highlights how the use of more complex inputs and 
modeling approaches can capture more realistically the balling 
phenomenon. 

Surface roughness. Correlations between surface roughness and 
process parameters necessitate significant trial-and-error type analyses 
for diverse materials and metal AM systems. Therefore, analytical and 
numerical methods have been undertaken to investigate surface 
roughness characteristics and anticipated material behavior 
[181,672,850,851]. Notably, Strano [664] extended the classical “stair- 
step” models to metal powder bed AM since classic models for roughness 
prediction (based on purely geometrical consideration of the stair-step 
profile) failed to describe the observed trends of the experimental 
data. Overall, surface roughness was well-predicted by this model and 

Fig. 90. Temperature field in a 2D, multilayer lattice Boltzmann simulation illustrating porosity evolution over 30 layers. Each layer is randomly laid down and a 
simulated laser, seen in frames b and e, melt the powder. Note the presence of more pronounced melt track discontinuities in the preliminary layers (frames b and c). 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [902]. 
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showed good agreement with the experimentally observed roughness 
values. Additionally, Boschetto [851] developed a model able to predict 
the roughness as a function of the local part geometry in AlSi10Mg. The 
model enabled the investigation of the effects of the local stratification 
angle with a fine resolution. Thermal models have also been developed 
to investigate the effects of heat accumulation on surface roughness such 
as the work of Jamshidinia et al. [181]. Notably, it was found that the 
surface quality of E-PBF Ti-6Al-4V thin plates could be controlled not 
only by process parameters but also by the arrangement of components 
within the build chamber. Experimental analysis of surface roughness 
measurement revealed an inverse relationship between the spacing 
distance and surface roughness in accordance with the numerical re-
sults. High-fidelity modeling of as-built metal AM surfaces such as those 
by Michopoulos et al. [678] and Meier et al. [679] using DEM show great 
promise to correlating process variables and surface textures without 
costly trial and error analyses (Fig. 91). This way, the effect of key 
processing variables such as laser power, laser velocity, and hatch 
spacing along with non-steady-state melting effects can be captured for 
diverse geometries, starting materials, and processing conditions. In this 
way, optimized process parameter sets can be determined for specific 
structures and materials in metal powder bed AM. 

Simulation techniques elucidate many features of the powder bed 
AM process that is difficult to capture using experimental techniques. 
The discoveries made through simulation work offer an insight into the 
black box of powder bed AM machines. This understanding helps inform 
the mastery of the technique and set in place operation procedures that 
aim to ensure high-quality parts from build to build. 

8. Properties of defective parts 

8.1. Mechanical behavior 

The mechanical properties of AM parts are determined by their de-
fects and microstructure, which can be vastly different compared to their 
wrought counterparts as discussed in the previous sections. Such 
microstructure/defect variations in AM parts exist not only through the 
use of various AM systems but also when using the same AM process/ 
system with only slight changes in processing conditions or even part 
geometry/size [764,905-907]. This wide spectrum of possible micro-
structural properties may result in a significant scatter in reported me-
chanical properties of AM parts. In this section, we discuss the most 
widely reported mechanical properties of four popular AM metallic 

materials—including Ti-6Al-4V, 17–4 PH stainless steel (SS), alloy 718, 
and AlSixMg {x = 7–12}— available in the open literature. The me-
chanical properties discussed include yield/ultimate tensile strengths, 
ductility, high cycle fatigue strength, fracture toughness, and fatigue 
crack propagation rates. The mechanisms and factors that generally 
govern mechanical properties are first briefly reviewed, followed by a 
review of existing data that provides insight on the dependence of me-
chanical properties on the microscopic features (including both micro-
structure and defects) of AM alloys. Note that other mechanical 
properties such as those performed in the high-strain rate regime 
[231,852,908-911] are less commonly available in the literature and are 
therefore not the focus of this review. 

8.1.1. Tensile 
In general, the strength and ductility of all materials manufactured 

by AM exhibit wide scatter [172,215,432,433,772,912-934]. The AM 
techniques reviewed include the laser beam and electron beam powder 
bed fusion techniques (L-PBF and E-PBF, respectively) and the direct 
energy deposition methods (such as the laser beam direct energy 
deposition (L-DED)). In the case of Ti-6Al-4V, as shown in Fig. 92, sig-
nificant variations in data exist in the yield strength (YS), ultimate 
tensile strength (UTS), and ductility (measured by elongation to failure 
(EL)). Reference values of a wrought Ti-6Al-4V in these tensile proper-
ties, i.e. YS = 930 MPa, UTS = 995 MPa, and EL = 14%, obtained from 
Ref. [935] were illustrated in Fig. 92. The yield strength (YS, solid 
markers) and ultimate tensile strength using brown shades. Despite the 
scatter, the tensile mechanical performance of AM materials can achieve 
and even surpass that of the wrought material (as indicated by the 
brown blocks in Fig. 92). 

In addition, the scatter seems to be more related to the processing 
techniques (Fig. 92(c)) and post-processing treatments (Fig. 92(b)), and 
less related to build orientations (Fig. 92 (a)). Indeed, laser beam pow-
der bed fusion (L-PBF) fabricated specimens tend to have martensitic 
microstructure (Fig. 92(d)) with high residual stress as a result of faster 
cooling rates and lower substrate temperatures [919,936,937], leading 
to parts with higher YS and lower ductility compared to wrought 
[172,215,432,433,772,913-915,917,919-921] (blue markers in Fig. 92 
(c)). On the other hand, E-PBF, green markers in Fig. 92(c), tend to have 
higher substrate temperatures, which result in essentially stress-free, 
coarser α + β microstructure (Fig. 92(d)), which correspond to better 
ductility, and reduced strength relative to those made via L-PBF. On the 
other hand, the cooling rate of laser beam direct energy deposition (L- 

Fig. 91. Modeling techniques employing processing variables and raster + contour scan paths have great potential to verify XCT results of as-built metal AM 
surfaces. (left images) Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulation output at the 50th, 100th, 170th, and 178th layers, as well as the final output particle system. 
(right image) Comparison of DEM input model and output model (with roughness). Realistic surface modeling techniques can enable correlation between surface 
roughness via processing variables for various materials and processed to replace the trial-and-error type analysis currently employed. Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [678]. 
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DED) is typically between that of the L-PBF and E-PBF. The resulting 
microstructure is typically Widmanstätten α + β, which generally has a 
slightly lower strength than the martensitic microstructure produced by 
L-PBF (Fig. 92(c)) yet higher strength than the lamellar microstructure 
produced by E-DED. Besides, L-DED specimens appear to be more sen-
sitive to slight changes in processing conditions tend to produce a higher 
population of lack-of-fusion (LOF) defects embedded in a martensitic 
microstructure, which leads to inferior ductility compared to both 
wrought and E-PBF ones[773]. Heat treatments (HT), such as stress 
relieving, annealing, and solution treatment, regulate the part micro-
structures, which tend to reduce the scatter in strength. However, the 
ductility of HT samples is still noticeably lower than that of wrought 
counterparts. Hot isostatic pressing (HIP), on the other hand, reduces 
scatter in both ductility and strength (Fig. 92(b)). In comparison, the 
build orientations do not produce discernable effects in either strength 
or ductility (Fig. 92(a)). With HIP applied, the YS of the AM Ti-6Al-4V 
parts approaches the one reported for the wrought material (Fig. 92(b)). 

Yielding in metals is often characterized by the long-range motion 
(slip) of dislocations throughout grains [938,939] which is equivalent to 
the onset of irreversible deformation. Depending on the microstructure 
of a material, the obstacles to dislocation motion can be solute atoms, 
grain boundaries, phase boundaries, or hard/soft (impenetrable/pene-
trable) particles. In the context of Ti-6Al-4V alloys, due to the coexis-
tence of α and β phases, the relevant interfaces are the α-β interfaces. 
Plastic flow initiates within the α phase along the 〈1210〉 directions on 
the prismatic {1010} planes (prismatic slip) [919,940], or along 〈1210〉
directions on the basal {0001} planes (basal slip), where the critical 
resolved shear stress (CRSS) is the lowest. The CRSS for these slip sys-
tems were discovered to be 181 MPa and 209 MPa, respectively, sub-
stantially lower than the pyramidal slip mode (474 MPa) [940]. The slip 

induces dislocation pile-up at the phase interfaces, which upon the 
application of sufficient remote stress, transmits slips through the β 
phase and the rest of the alpha colony. The concomitant YS, as suggested 
by Xu et al. [919] using existing data in the literature, obeys the Hall- 
Petch relation reasonably well (Fig. 93) [941,942], i.e. 
σy = σo +k/

̅̅̅̅̅
hα

√
where hα is the thickness of the alpha laths, σ0 is the 

strength of an Ti-6Al-4V alloy with alpha laths that are infinitely thick, k 
is the Hall-Petch coefficient. However, debate exists in the recent liter-
ature on the dominant strengthening mechanisms in this alloy. For 
instance, Hayes et al. [943] suggested that the strength of electron beam 
directed energy deposited (E-DED) Ti-6Al-4V was controlled primarily 
by the solid solution strengthening, while the Hall-Petch effect of lath 
spacing was found to be a minor effect in their study. 

Depending on the cooling rate, the microstructure of AM Ti-6Al-4V 
may be dominated by martensite or fine (α + β) Widmanstätten struc-
ture [156]. While the former does not exhibit a well-defined mechanical 
size effect, a correlation between YS and alpha lath thickness exists in 
the latter (Fig. 93). Data for α-lath thickness and corresponding YS were 
obtained from the open literature [432,854,912,914,916,919, 
944,951,952]. Only data for laser beam-, electron beam-, plasma-based 
additive manufactured and wrought Ti-6Al-4V were collected. The 
feedstock for plasma-based additive manufacturing is alloy wire, the 
technique of which is referred to as plasma-based metal shaped depo-
sition (PB-MSD) in this work [952]. Some references do not specify the 
thickness; in such cases, an average thickness of α-lath was measured 
from the provided images of lamellar α-colonies in the same publication. 
It is seen that not only does the Hall-Petch relation hold for the (α + β) 
AMed Ti-6Al-4V but also that the data trends are similar to those of 
wrought alloys (i.e. the constants σ0 and k). The correlation between the 
α-lath thickness and the YS also suggests that the presence of porosity 
does not strongly impact the macroscopic yielding behavior of Ti-6Al- 

Fig. 92. The yield strength (YS, solid markers) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS, arrows) of Ti-6Al-4V fabricated at (a) different build orientations, (b) with/ 
without post-build treatment, and (c) various AM technologies [172,215,432,433,772,912-921] plotted against elongation. YS and UTS data points from the same 
specimen have been connected using vertical lines. The reference in YS, UTS and EL have been taken as 930 MPa, 995 MPa, and 14%, respectively, which correspond 
to those of wrought Ti-6Al-4V [935]. These reference values are visualized by brown shades. The light brown shades are bound by the reference YS and elongation to 
failure, whereas the dark brown shades extend vertically to the reference UTS. The width of the shades denotes the EL. Typical as-fabricated microstructures 
produced from L-DED, L-PBF, and E-PBF are shown in (d). Reprinted with permission from Refs. [429,432,913]. 
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4V. Xu et al. [919] established a similar relationship for AM Ti-6Al-4V, 
also found in Fig. 93, using references [920,935,945-950,952]. Note 
that [935] presents a model for yield strength in Ti-6Al-4V that is 
comprehensive in terms of the variable considered, e.g., composition. 

The room temperature strength versus ductility plot for AM alloy 718 
is given in Fig. 94(a, b). The work collected in this regard concerns with 
the laser beam and electron beam processed materials, including L-DED, 
L-PBF, and E-PBF [459,740,773,953-962]. Coincidentally, the tensile 
data collected for E-PBF are all HTed with double aging [740,954]. Due 

to this reason, a comparison of data between E-PBF specimens with L- 
PBF is not given to prevent bias. Scatter significantly larger than Ti-6Al- 
4V exists herein. Data points enclosed by the dashed circle correspond to 
specimens subjected to double aging treatments, which precipitate the 
strengthening phases of γ’ and γ” [963]. The rest of the data points 
correspond to the specimen in as-built, solution annealed, and HIPed 
conditions. As discussed in the previous sections, due to the rapid so-
lidification rate in the laser AM process, a dendritic, rather than a 
multiphase, is usually observed in L-PBF alloy 718 (Fig. 94(c)) [956]. 
Due to the lack of strengthening phases, the strength of the as-built 
material is usually rather low (Fig. 94(a)). Due to the significantly 
higher processing temperature of E-PBF (initial build plate temperature 
> 1000 ◦C [954]), the thermal condition during fabrication may 
resemble that during the solution + aging treatment. As a result, the 
corresponding as-fabricated microstructure may contain γ’/γ” and δ 
precipitates (Fig. 94(d)). If double-aging treatment is employed, the 
harmful δ phase can be dissolved and the strength can be significantly 
improved. The microstructure produced by the solution annealing and 
double aging is given in Fig. 94(e), showing the γ’/γ” precipitates. 
Fig. 94(a) exhibits an increase of yield strength from ~600 MPa to 
~1200 MPa—an improvement of a factor of two achieved by double- 
aging treatment. The data point for non-HTed conditions (including 
the HTed without aging) still exhibits extreme scatter in both strength 
and ductility, which is likely due to strong texture induced by directional 
solidification imposed by the AM process, combined with the presence 
of the sharp, LOF defects which are typically perpendicular to the build 
direction [156,773,785]. However, the double aging reduces the 
ductility in all specimens, while increasing their strengths, which dwarfs 
the effect of the build orientation (c.f. Fig. 94(a, b)). 

Another precipitation hardened alloy of great interest to the AM 

Fig. 93. Dependence of YS on α-lath thickness for lamellar (α + β) Ti-6Al-4V 
[432,854,912,914,916,919,920,935,944-952]. 

Fig. 94. (a)-(b) Room temperature YS and UTS versus elongation to failure plot for AM alloy 718 [459,773,953,955-962,964]. The brown blocks indicate the YS, 
UTS, and elongation to failure of a wrought reference material (1185 MPa, 1353 MPa, and 18%) given by Gribbin et al. [961], similar to Fig. 92. The solid markers 
denote the YS, while the arrows bars denote the UTS. YS and UTS data points from the same specimen have been connected using vertical lines. (c), (d), and (e) show 
the typical as-fabricated microstructure of L-PBF and E-PBF alloy 718 as well as the HTed microstructure of E-PBF alloy 718, respectively. Reprinted with permission 
from Refs. [740,956]. 
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community is the 17–4 PH SS. The strength versus ductility plot for this 
material fabricated by AM is given in Fig. 95. The data collected in this 
regard only concern with laser-based AM, including L-DED and L-PBF. A 
strong orientation effect on the ductility of these materials is visible from 
Fig. 94(a), although its effect on strength is not discernable. It should be 

however noted that the origin of the data may have influenced this 
observation. For instance, most of the data points come from the work by 
LeBrun et al. [965] and Nezhadfar et al. [966]. While LeBrun et al. 
exclusively reported the mechanical behavior of horizontally built 
specimens, Nezhadfar et al. exclusively reported that of the vertically 

Fig. 95. (a)-(b) YS and UTS versus elongation to failure plots of AM 17–4 PH SS [785,928,965-971]. The brown blocks indicate the yield and ultimate tensile 
strengths, similar to Fig. 92. The YS and UTS of the wrought material, according to ASTM A693, are 1170 MPa and 1310 MPa, respectively [972]. The ductility is 
unspecified. Typical microstructure of (c) as-fabricated, (d) directly aged (H900), and (e) Condition A + aged (CA-H900) L-PBF 17–4 PH SS. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [966]. 

Fig. 96. (a)-(b) YS and UTS versus elongation to failure plots of AM AlSixMg {x = 7–12}. Data shown in (a) only included the non-HT conditions to highlight the 
effect of build orientation [240,495,503,508,598,762,928,974,976-988], while the ones shown in (b) contained only HT conditions [598,762,977,979-981,989,990]. 
The brown blocks indicate the yield and ultimate tensile strengths of wrought material, similar to Fig. 92. The reference YS, UTS, and EL of the wrought material (Al 
alloy 6061T651) used are 275 MPa, 310 MPa, and 17%, respectively [975]. (c) A micrograph on the cross-section perpendicular to the fracture surface showing the 
melt pool boundary induced fracture. (d) Microstructure as a function of processing conditions. 
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built specimens. In this regard, the machine-to-machine (EOS M280 
used in Ref. [965] versus EOS M290 used in Ref. [966]) variability may 
have skewed the observation made in Fig. 95(a) to some extent. 
Importantly, in a work that has reported the mechanical properties in 
both orientations, the vertically built specimens were found to have 
significantly less ductility and lower strength than the horizontally build 
ones [785]. However, it should be noted that the process parameters 
used in [785] resulted in significant LOF defects in the material. 
Therefore, it can be expected that in the presence of excessive LOF de-
fects, not only ductility gets affected, but the strength also may be 
weakened specifically when the lack of fusion defects are perpendicular 
to the loading direction. 

On the other hand, observation regarding the effect of heat treatment 
on the tensile properties of 17–4 PH SS is much more conclusive (Fig. 95 
(b)). Without heat treatments, the microstructure of this alloy is a 
mixture of un-strengthened δ ferrite [973], with a yield strength of 
600–800 MPa. Because of the absence of strengthening phases or 
boundaries (Fig. 95(c)), however, the “hardenability” of these materials 
is generally high (note the large differences between YS and UTS for the 
as-built specimens in Fig. 95(b)), if aged, Cu-rich second phase particles 
precipitate within the martensite and significantly strengthen the ma-
terial. A typical microstructure of the directly aged (H900) microstruc-
ture is shown in Fig. 95(d), note that due to their small size, the 
precipitates are not visible under optical micrographs. After Condition A 
(CA) treatment, a fine lath martensitic microstructure is formed in 
addition to the precipitates (Fig. 95(e)), resulting in these specimens 
exhibiting much higher strength than the ones without Condition A 
treatment (i.e. specimens that are directly aged). It is noted that similar 
to the cases of the Ti-6Al-4V and Alloy 718, the tensile mechanical 
properties of the 17–4 PH SS can surpass those of the wrought coun-
terparts [972]. 

The effects of build orientation and heat treatment on the tensile 
properties of AlSixMg {x = 7–12} are illustrated in Fig. 96. It is seen from 

Fig. 96 (a) that the ranges of YS, UTS, and EL of the non-HTed specimens 
for both build orientations well overlap. However, it is discernable that 
the YS and EL values for horizontally built specimens are slightly higher 
on average. This relatively subtle overall trend was echoed in three 
studies that compared the effect of build orientation, where ~10% 
higher YS and ~30–60% higher EL were observed for vertically built 
specimens [508,598,974]. The anisotropy in the tensile properties has 
been ascribed to the presence of weak regions at the melt pool bound-
aries where HAZs—characterized by the lack of the dendritic cell 
structures—exist. It was shown that these weak regions, oriented mostly 
perpendicular to the build direction, were preferred locations for tensile 
fracture. Nevertheless, the tensile strengths of the non-HTed AlSixMg {x 
= 7–12} are generally inferior to wrought Al alloys (a comparison is 
made with the wrought Al alloy 6061 under T651 treatment [975]). 

Heat treatment also significantly affects the tensile properties of 
AlSixMg {x = 7–12} (Fig. 96(b)). The as-fabricated dendritic cellular 
structures, although afforded good strengths, are generally associated 
with poor ductility due to the strength contrast between the melt pool 
interiors and the melt pool boundaries [762,974]. This cellular network 
is metastable and may disintegrate at exposure to temperatures as low as 
250 ◦C [762]. Exposure to higher temperatures at 500 ◦C eliminates the 

Fig. 97. Plots of normalized (a) YS, (b) Elongation to Failure (EL), and (c) UTS of AM Ti-6Al-4V, Alloy 718, and AlSixMg (x = 10 and 12) vs. porosity. Data are 
collected from Refs. [176,215,984,987,991-996]. The normalization was performed based on the respective maximum values for each material, which are listed in 
Table 5. Data for both L-PBF and E-PBF processed Ti-6Al-4V are included, while those for only L-PBF Alloy 718 and AlSixMg are included. The dependence of tensile 
properties for AM 17–4 PH SS on porosity is still lacking in the literature to the authors’ best knowledge. 

Table 5 
Reference values used to normalize the data points in Fig. 97 for the four ma-
terial types considered.  

Material YS (MPa) EL (%) UTS (MPa) 

Ti-6Al-4V (L-PBF) 1333 12 1407 

Ti-6Al-4V (E-PBF) 962 16.4 1012 

Alloy 718 (L-PBF) 1329 17.5 1429 

AlSixMg, X = 10 and 12 (L-PBF)   228 7 412  
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cellular structure and yields a particulate structure akin to the annealed- 
aged condition [598,989]. Heat treatment substantially reduced the 
variation in the tensile data, revealing a clear strength-ductility tradeoff. 

Although AM defects (including volumetric ones such as porosity, 
keyhole, and LOF, as well as surface roughness) tend to induce localized 
plasticity due to the associated stress concentrations, they typically do 
not affect the overall yield strength of AM materials. Indeed, within the 
typical tolerable porosity range of AM materials (<1%), the stress- 
concentrated material volume fraction is vanishingly small and insuffi-
cient to induce the early onset of macroscopic plasticity. Indeed, data 
presented in Fig. 97(a) exhibited clear invariance of YS over a relatively 
wide porosity range (~0.0003%–3%). On the other hand, the AM de-
fects under tensile loading essentially act as surface/internal notches. 
The stress concentration is associated with strong stress triaxiality [997] 
which favors nucleation/growth of void and subsequent cavitation 
[998,999] leading to early onset of tensile fracture. As a result, the 
ductility of the AM materials may decrease with the increasing popu-
lation of defects. As shown in Fig. 97 (b), the EL of all three materials 
noticeably decreased with increasing porosity. Assuming a constant, 
positive strain hardening rate for a given material, higher EL generally 
leads to higher UTS (see data points for AlSixMg and Alloy 718 shown in 
Fig. 97 (c)). E-PBF and L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V are exceptions as these samples 
exhibited little to no strain hardening. Indeed, in the as-fabricated 
conditions, the fine lath and lamellar microstructures permitted very 
small dislocation mean free path, limiting the mutual interaction among 

dislocations and strain hardening potential. The limited strain harden-
ability of Ti-6Al-4V is also evident by comparing data presented in 
Fig. 94 and Fig. 95. Note that higher strain hardening rates can be 
achieved in E-PBF Ti-6Al-4V via appropriate thermal post-process 
resulting in a bimodal microstructure comprising lamellar α + β and 
martensite [1000]. A stronger dependence of UTS on porosity is there-
fore expected in this case. 

8.1.2. Fatigue 
The fatigue performance for most of the present AM metal parts is 

known to be inferior to that of their wrought counterparts, leading to 
growing concerns toward the applicability of AM parts in safety–critical, 
load-bearing applications [768,1001-1004]. It is argued that fatigue 
damage accounts for 50 to 90% of all engineering failures [1005,1006], 
most of which occurs in the high cycle fatigue (HCF, lives within 
105–107 cycles) or very high cycle fatigue (VHCF, lives longer than 107 

cycles) regime. Therefore, critical evaluation of the fatigue strength of 
AM materials in these regimes is vital to assure high levels of durability 
and to plan around operational life cycles. 

A fatigue failure process includes three stages, namely: crack initia-
tion, crack growth, and final fracture. The latter two stages are more 
relevant for materials under low cycle fatigue (LCF). The crack growth 
behavior of AM alloys, especially in the Paris regimes, does not exhibit 
significant difference to their wrought counterparts [1007-1013], 
although a small dependency on build orientation may exist. For 

Fig. 98. (a) Summary of plane strain fracture toughness 
(KIc) data reported for popular AM and wrought alloys, 
including Ti-6Al-4V [691,906,1014-1020], Alloy 718 
[1021-1023], and AlSi10Mg [762,1024]. Data for 17–4 
PH SS is lacking in the literature. Typical fracture sur-
faces of (b - c) non-HTed and HTed LB-PBF Ti-6Al-4V 
(reprinted with permission from Ref. [1025]), (d - e) 
non-HTed (reprinted with permission from Ref. [1022]) 
and HTed (reprinted with permission from Ref. [1023]) 
LB-PBF Alloy 718, (f - g) non-HTed an HTed LB-PBF 
AlSi10Mg (reprinted with permission from Ref. [762]).   
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instance, horizontally built Ti-6Al-4V specimens exhibited lower crack 
growth rates compared to the ones built in the vertical direction [1007]. 
Heat treatments tend to eliminate all orientation dependencies on both 
Ti-6Al-4V [1009] and 17–4 PH SS [1011,1012].In this case, the influ-
encing factors that set the crack growth life of AM materials apart from 
their wrought counterparts may be the initial and final crack sizes – the 
latter of which is governed by the plane strain fracture toughness (KIc) of 
the material. 

Several KIc data for AM materials, the majority of which being Ti- 
6Al-4V, are presented in Fig. 98. The significant dependency of KIc on 
build orientation, surface condition, and post-processing conditions 
exists [691]. The anisotropy of fracture toughness was found to partially 
originate from the presence of LOF defects [691,1014]. Residual 
stresses, however, are believed to be the most dominant factor con-
trolling the orientation-dependent fracture toughness values. It was 
shown that, after performing stress relief heat treatment, fracture 
toughness values under all the specimen orientations are within 
reasonable agreement [1014]. This also highlights the critical role of 

residual stresses and subsequent heat treatments in fracture toughness 
values. 

The data for wrought Ti-6Al-4V is already associated with significant 
scatter [1015,1016,1026]. The fracture toughness of the AM counter-
parts, while also vary significantly depending on the fabrication condi-
tion and post-fabrication heat treatment, appear to fall in the range of 
wrought data reasonably well [691,906,1014-1020]. The as-fabricated 
Ti-6Al-4V microstructure from L-PBF is typically martensitic due to 
the high cooling rates [156] and lead to more brittle fracture behavior 
(for instance, Fig. 98(b) shows a quasi-cleavage tensile fracture surface). 
The lamellar α + β resulted from post-build heat treatment, which can 
significantly improve the ductility (Fig. 98(c) for a dimpled fracture 
surface of a HT L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V). HT L-PBF Alloy 718 exhibited fracture 
toughness superior to the non-HTed condition. This can be ascribed to 
the removal of the detrimental Laves and δ phases (typical morphology 
shown in Fig. 94(c)) and the formation of γ“ and γ’ precipitates (shown 
in Fig. 94(e)). The difference in the fracture toughness in the as- 
fabricated and HT conditions is echoed by the morphological differ-
ences in the fracture surfaces. Fig. 98(d, e) show the typical fracture 
surfaces of non-HTed and HTed alloy 718 specimens, which shows a 
quasi-cleavage (more brittle) and dimpled features (more ductile), 
respectively. The KIc for Alloy 718 under HT conditions coincides well 
with their wrought counterparts. 

On the contrary, AlSi10Mg appears to have higher fracture toughness 
in the as-fabricated condition compared to the HT condition as well as 
similar cast/wrought aluminum alloys in HT conditions [762,1024]. 
Although the explanation for this anomaly is not readily available in the 
literature, it is suspected that the as-fabricated cellular structures offered 
additional toughening via the bridging mechanism noted by Ritchie 
[1027]. Indeed, the HT microstructure, as well as the HT cast/wrought 
structure, is essentially relatively large precipitates dispersed in a soft 
matrix (Fig. 96(d), which is also typical for annealed + aged conditions). 
Upon fracture, the voids nucleate from the precipitates and grow via 
rapid cavitation, leading to relatively low toughness. The remnants of 
these cavities (>5 μm) are visible from the fracture surface (Fig. 98(g)). 
On the other hand, the cell boundaries in the as-fabricated microstruc-
ture appear to have offered substantial resistance to void growth, pro-
moting further void nucleation which leads to toughening. Indeed, the 
fracture surface of the as-fabricated AlSi10Mg specimens shows very 
uniform and fine dimples whose length scale is comparable to that of the 
cells — rapid growth only occurred in very few voids (Fig. 98(f)). The 
beneficial effects offered by the cellular microstructure are sufficient to 
overcome any possible detrimental effects of AM defects including 
porosity. 

The abundance of KIc data for AM Ti-6Al-4V, including L-PBF and E- 
PBF specimens under both HT (including HIP) and non-HT conditions, 
permits the assessment of the underlying effect of AM induced defects if 
any. As presented in Fig. 99(a), KIc data reported by different sources for 

Fig. 99. (a) Plane strain fracture toughness (KIc) of three types of metals fabricated via L-PBF and E- PBF plotted vs. percent porosity 
[1014,1019,1020,1022,1024,1028]. (b) KIc of Ti-6Al-4V plotted as a function of YS. Wrought data are also included [1015,1016]. 

Fig. 100. Typical examples of (a) pores, can be keyholes or gas-entrapped 
pores, and (b & c) lack-of-fusion on fatigue-induced fracture surfaces. Reprin-
ted with permission from Refs. [783,785]. 
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Ti-6Al-4V (square marker types) appear to suggest that an influence by 
porosity exist. Among all data points, the reduction of a factor of 5 in 
fracture toughness can be seen when the porosity of the specimens in-
creases from 0.001% to 1%. This variation, as previously mentioned, 
appears to fall well within the range of the wrought data (the black 
horizontal line and the gray band represent the mean and standard de-
viation of wrought data). However, KIc is indicative of the energy 
absorbed per unit area of the fracture surface, related to the plastic strain 
energy dissipated in the plastic zone before separation, and conse-
quently affected by the strength-ductility characteristics of a material 
[1029]. Typically, metallic materials are subjected to the strength- 
ductility tradeoff, which also suggests the existence of a strength- 
toughness tradeoff [1027]. For instance, the KIc vs YS for Ti-6Al-4V is 
plotted in Fig. 99(b), where both wrought and AM data (ones already 
presented in Fig. 99(a)) are included. It is evident that the strength of 
wrought Ti-6Al-4V almost linearly decreases with increasing strength. It 
is also evident that the AM data agrees well with this decreasing trend. A 
linear fit of both the AM and wrought data yielded goodness of fit R2 =

0.88. Besides, the existence of porosity up to 1% does not appear to have 
affected the overall strength-toughness tradeoff behavior. 

In HCF or VHCF, the fatigue life is often dictated by the initiation and 
early propagation of microscopically small cracks [938,1030,1031]. 
Generally, these cracks are initiated by slip. In wrought alloys, stabili-
zation of cyclic stress is due to the collective formation and evolution of 
dislocation structures (e.g. persistent slip bands in the case of FCC ma-
terials, and dislocation cells in the case of BCC materials). Such dislo-
cation structures concentrate the macroscopically-applied deformation 
into finite deformation bands, which can carry relatively large shear 
deformation (~1% of shear strain). Such deformation bands form in-
trusions and extrusions on the surfaces or stress concentrations on the 
grain boundaries—both of which can then initiate fatigue cracks 
[1006,1032-1034]. 

AM materials, especially in HCF and VHCF regimes, contain stress 
concentrations at and near the volumetric (i.e., pores) or surface defects 
(surface roughness) may give rise to localized plastic deformation, even 
if the overall stress–strain response appears linear [907]. Localized 
plastic deformation then leads to accelerated initiation of fatigue cracks. 
Defect dominated fatigue crack initiation has been well-documented for 
AM materials as well as conventionally manufactured materials (such as 
the cast Ni-superalloys [1035]). Fig. 100(a) and Fig. 100(b) show typical 
examples of pores and LOF defects identified on fatigue-induced fracture 

surfaces, respectively. The pores in Fig. 100(a) can be either spherical 
gas-entrapped pores or keyholes. It is, however, difficult to differentiate 
between them as both appear circular on fracture surfaces, where the 
elongated feature of keyholes can be obscured. Nevertheless, the key-
holes are generally larger than the gas-entrapped pores [221]. With the 
presence of surface roughness, such as the one seen in the as-built 
specimens/parts, fatigue cracks typically initiate from the micro- 
notches on the rough surface—often surpassing the effect of the volu-
metric defects [783,966,1036,1037]. 

The extent of the plastic deformation near the defects depends on 
multiple factors including the shape, size, and location (i.e. nearest 
neighbor defect, distance to the free surface) of the defect. For instance, 
from the perspective of fracture mechanics, the stress intensity factor of 
a perimeter crack emanating from a flat, LOF defect is expected to be 
substantially larger than a spherical pore. Also, cracks emanating from a 
larger flaw would be associated with a higher stress intensity factor than 
those from a smaller one. For these reasons, the fatigue strength of AM 
materials is generally much inferior compared to their wrought coun-
terparts, specifically if the AM material contains some lack of fusion 
defects. 

The significant variability in the microstructure, as well as the de-
fects’ size and shape, lead to a large scatter in the fatigue data for AM 
materials. Such variability, which is illustrated in Fig. 101 for AM 
specimens in the machined surface conditions (i.e., only volumetric 
defects), maybe caused within a single build, from build to build, from 
machine to machine, and from AM method to method. Among the three 
popular alloys in the metal AM community, i.e., Ti-6Al-4V, 17–4 PH SS, 
Alloy 718, and AlSi10Mg, Ti-6Al-4V is the most extensively studied. All 
processing techniques produce substantially lower fatigue strengths in 
the materials in non-HT conditions with significant scatter. The scatter is 
not alleviated by HT, hinting at the porosity’s primary role. 

As seen from Fig. 101, HIP both increases the fatigue strength and 
reduces scatter by reducing the size of the pores and refining the 
microstructure near the defects [1049]. Although data for HIPed 17–4 
PH SS and AlSi10Mg are unavailable, the existing data on the other two 
materials suggests that HIP can lead to fatigue strengths comparable to 
wrought materials in machined specimens without surface roughness. 
AM specimens in as-built surface conditions are reported to have orders 
of magnitude shorter fatigue lives as compared to the wrought coun-
terparts [783,966,1036]. It has been shown for AM materials with a 
significant ductility, such as 304L SS and 316L SS, that the fatigue 

Fig. 101. Summary of fatigue limits of three popular AM alloys; Ti-6Al-4V, 17–4 PH SS, and Alloy 718 from machined specimens with no surface roughness. For 
practicality, the fatigue limits are acquired as fatigue strength at 106 cycles. The color-coded numbers at the base of each bar indicate the number of data points 
collected. Data are obtained from Refs. [215,280,431,432,509,689,762,772,928,944,976,987,1038-1048]. 
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resistance may not be significantly affected by the presence of defects 
[1036,1050]. The effect of defect size on the fatigue limit of the various 
AM alloys is shown in Fig. 102. The collected data includes the fatigue 
properties of Ti-6Al-4V, Alloy 718, 17–4 PH SS and AlSi10Mg specimens 
fabricated by all AM (i.e., laser beam, electron beam) techniques 
regardless of the stress ratios [215,280,431,432,509,689,762, 
772,928,944,976,987,1038-1048]. 

For practical identification of fatigue limits from S-N curves in the 
literature, an approach similar to one established by Beretta and 
Romano [781] and Molaei et al. [157], has been adopted here. The fa-
tigue limit, σFL, is represented by the fatigue strengths (maximum 
stresses) at the fatigue life of 106 cycles from the reported S-N curves 
with stress ratio R = -1. If no data points were available at exactly 106 

cycles, data points in the HCF regime were fitted to a power law function 
(σmax = ANf

− B) and the fatigue strength was estimated based on this fit. 
This same approach was used for S-N curves with data points not 
reaching 106 cycles. To compensate for different R, the obtained 
maximum stress was converted to effective stress (σeff) following the 
methods of Li et al. [1051]: 

σeff = σmax

(
1 − R

2

)n

(7)  

where σeff represents the effective stress, σmax represents the maximum 
stress during a load cycle at a given R, and n is a material-dependent 
exponent. n = 0.28 is adopted for Ti-6Al-4V [1051] and n = 0.5 is 
used for alloy 718 according to data presented in [953]. Conversion for 
the R value for 17–4 PH SS is not necessary as all experiments reported 
were done at R = –1. The effect of R on the fatigue limit of AlSi10Mg is 
not well known. Therefore, a modified Goodman relation is used to 
account for the effect of stress, i.e. 

σR
a

σeff
+

σm

σUTS
= 1 (8)  

where σR
a is the stress amplitude at the load ratio R, σm is the mean stress, 

and the σUTS is the UTS. The 
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
method developed by Murakami et al. 

[654,1052-1055] was utilized to determine the size of each crack initi-
ating defect. If the reported crack initiating defect was not easily iden-
tifiable, the data point was ignored. 

According to Murakami’s approach, the defects were all treated as an 
irregular crack, with a representative dimension derived from the root of 
the projected defect area on the loading plane. None of the papers 
collected in this study directly reported the defect size nor provided 
fractography of the specimen that failed at exactly 106 cycles. We 
therefore obtained the typical defect size from the corresponding spec-
imen batch. If there were multiple defects with various sizes reported 
from specimens within a given batch, the largest size was taken. If 
multiple defect types (namely LOF and spherical pores) were involved, 
then the size of the most detrimental defect was measured – noting that 
LOF defects have significantly higher stress concentration than spherical 
pores. 

The collected data of fatigue limit and 
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
of the fatigue critical 

defects for four alloys (Ti-6Al-4V, Alloy 718, 17–4 PH SS, and AlSi10Mg) 

Fig. 102. Kitagawa diagrams showing observed effective fatigue limit vs. 
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
of the fatigue crack initiating defects for various AM alloys (a) Ti-6Al-4V, (b) Alloy 

718, (c) 17–4 PH SS, and (d) AlSi10Mg. The color shades denote the data ranges for HIPed AM specimens in (a) [431,1061,1062] and (b) [953], and the wrought/cast 
alloys in (c) [785,928,966-968] and (d) [762,989,1038]. The reference data for the wrought/cast Al alloys are A357 and 6061 alloys. Data are obtained from Refs. 
[215,280,431,432,509,689,762,772,928,944,976,987,1038-1048]. 

Table 6 
Stress ranges corresponding to fatigue limit (Δσw0) and long crack threshold 
stress intensity factor range (ΔKth,L) used in Eq. (9).  

Material Δσw0 (MPa)  ΔKth,L (MPa∙√m)  R 

Ti-6Al-4V 1200 6 [1059] − 1 
AlSi10Mg 300 4.1 [1060] − 1 
Alloy 718 700 8 [1058] 0.1 
17–4 PH SS 1400 7.27 [783] − 1  
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are presented as Kitagawa diagrams in Fig. 102. The predictions of fa-
tigue limits by the El-Haddad model [1056] as well as linear elastic 
fracture mechanics (LEFM) assuming constant long crack threshold 
stress intensity factor ranges (ΔKth,L = YΔσw

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
π

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√√
) are also pro-

vided on the plots as solid and dashed lines, respectively. The El-Haddad 
model adopting the 

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
approach is given as: 

Δσw = Δσw0

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
0̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

area
√

0 +
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√

√

(9a)  

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
0 =

1
π

(
ΔKth,L
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where Δσw and Δσw0 are the stress ranges corresponding to the fatigue 
limits (σFL) with and without the presence of defects, i.e., Δσw = 2σFL, Y 
is a geometrical factor which in this work is assumed to be 0.65 
following Ref. [783]. The parameters associated with Eq. 9 for the four 
alloys are provided in Table 6. Among the data, the Δσw0 were taken 
from wrought data with same source as Fig. 101. Whenever possible, 
ΔKth,L at R = -1 was used. For Ti-6Al-4V, data at R = -1 appeared to be 
missing for AM parts, therefore, ΔKth,L for wrought Ti-6Al-4V was used 
[1057]. For Alloy 718, ΔKth,L appeared to be missing for R = -1, 
regardless of the fabrication technique; therefore, the data for R = 0.1 
was used instead [1058]. Due to the less pronounced crack closure ef-
fect, the ΔKth,L at R = 0.1 is expected to be lower than for R = -1. 

As presented in Fig. 102(b), the fatigue limit data for non-HIPed AM 
Alloy 718 (although quite limited) reside well within the data range for 
the same alloy under HIPed conditions (see brown shaded region). 
Indeed, the El-Haddad prediction appears to vary very gradually for 
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
<~ 100 μm. In addition, the fatigue limit of AM AlSi10Mg is not 

only relatively independent of the crack initiating defect size, but it is 
also comparable to that of the wrought/cast counterparts (Al alloy A357 
and 6061 [762,989,1038] see pink shaded region in Fig. 102(d)) when 
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
<~ 80 μm. This observation appears to be consistent with the 

prediction from the El-Haddad model, and suggests that the defects in 
the respective 

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
ranges of the Alloy 718 and AlSi10Mg (i.e., <~ 

100 μm for Alloy 718 and <~ 50 μm for AlSi10Mg) may be micro-
structurally small and the initiation of fatigue cracks are not substan-
tially accelerated by these defects. In Fig. 102 for all materials, the El- 
Haddad predictions falling above the lower limit of wrought/HIPed fa-
tigue limit range suggests that fatigue behaviors being roughly 

equivalent to defect-free conditions. In contrast, the fatigue limits of AM 
Ti-6Al-4V and 17–4 PH SS appears to be more sensitive to the size of the 
defects, which is again consistent with the predictions from El-Haddad 
model. The fatigue limits of AM Ti-6Al-4V and AM 17–4 PH SS for 
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
>~ 15 μm were seen to decrease noticeably with increasing 

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
and are inferior to the respective HIPed and wrought conditions. 

The observations made so far suggest that Ti-6Al-4V and 17–4 PH SS 
tend to be more defect-sensitive, while the Alloy 718 and AlSi10Mg are 
less so. 

As shown in Fig. 102, the El-Haddad predictions clearly deviated 
from the ones made by the LEFM at smaller defect sizes. This is due to 
the reduction of threshold stress intensity factor range (ΔKth) at smaller 
defects/crack sizes associated with the under-developed crack closure 
effect [1063,1064]. When defects/cracks are mechanically or physically 
short, the increasing trend of ΔKth with increasing defect/crack size are 
also captured by other defect sensitive fatigue (DSF) models. For 
instance, Murakami et al. observed that, in this regime, the ΔKth was 
proportional to 

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√ 1/3 [782]. Following this, they proposed a corre-
lations between fatigue limit (σFL) and 

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
[654,781-783], i.e., 

σFL = L(HV + 120)/(
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
)

1/6 (10)  

where σFL is the fatigue limit, L is a location-dependent pre-factor (L =
1.43 for surface/subsurface defects, and 1.56 for internal defects), HV is 
the Vickers hardness number, 

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
area

√
is the equivalent defect size, and 

the area in this equation is defined as the projected area of the defect on 
the loading plane. 

Detailed derivation and discussion of Eq. (10) are provided else-
where and are not repeated here [1055,1065,1066]. In what follows, 
fatigue limit data presented in Fig. 102 has been reorganized and pre-
sented in Fig. 103 to further illustrate the effect of defects using Mur-
akami’s DSF model. Although the literature abundantly reported the AM 
materials fatigue performance, the hardness data is not always available 
for each fatigue data point. To rectify this, a UTS – HV correlation is first 
obtained for each material based on the existing data, and the missing 
HV values are filled using the known strength data. When strength is not 
available either, an average HV for the materials under the specific build 
and HT conditions are assigned. 

Using the defect and fatigue limit data collected for all materials, the 
observed vs. the predicted fatigue limits are displayed in Fig. 103. The 
diagonal dashed line represents the perfect match between experimental 
observation and model prediction. The brown region encloses pre-
dictions within ± 25% accuracy of the observed fatigue limits. As 
shown, although many predictions (31 data points in green and brown 
regions out of 54 total) were made with acceptable accuracy or con-
servative, a significant portion of the predictions (23 data points in the 
red region out of 54 total) significantly underestimated the fatigue limit. 
It is noted that only 3 out of 14 fatigue limits regarding the spherical 
pores were significantly underpredicted, which indicates that the Mur-
akami model may be suited for materials containing spherical pores. In 
the data collected within this study, no LOF defects are noted in alloy 
718 specimens, and accordingly, the predictions are very close to 
experimentally observed endurance limits for this alloy. It is also noted 
that most of the underpredictions were made when LOF defects are 
involved, which indicates that the effect of the defects’ shape (i.e. 
spherical vs. flat), in addition to their size and locations may be severely 
influencing the fatigue limits. Indeed, as discussed earlier, the sharp, 
LOF defects may increase the higher stress intensity factors of the 
emanated cracks, and therefore, they can be more detrimental to the 
fatigue strength. At present, the Murakami model treats all defects as a 
virtual crack only accounting for the defect’s size and location (either 
internal or surface defects), and may benefit from the additional 
consideration of defects’ shape. Recent work by Sheridan [1067] elab-
orated a modified El-Haddad model for versatile defect tolerant design 
and enhanced the legacy model to include finite life behavior and stress 
ratio effects. 

Fig. 103. Observed fatigue limit of various AM alloys vs. the values predicted 
by the Murakami model. The green region encloses the over-conservative pre-
dictions, the brown region encloses the predictions with ± 25% accuracy, and 
the red region encloses under-predictions. Data are obtained from Refs. 
[215,280,431,432,509,689,762,772,928,944,976,987,1038-1048]. 
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8.2. Corrosion behavior 

The unique microstructures and macroscopic defect structures pro-
duced in powder bed fusion AM processes can have a strong impact on 
the degradation behavior of parts in service. This section reviews the 
literature on the aqueous corrosion and high-temperature oxidation 
behavior of structural materials (mainly iron-based, aluminum, tita-
nium, and nickel alloys) used in powder bed AM. Since the micro-
structure of AM parts is different from those produced by casting or 
metal forming, materials response to the corrosive environment is 
different. Three review articles containing additional detail on aqueous 
corrosion behavior have been recently published [1068,1069]. This 
section focuses on the effects of defect structures, microstructure 
refinement, and microstructure anisotropy on electrochemical response 
and high-temperature oxidation behavior of AM parts. 

Iron-based Alloys. Corrosion test results have, with a few exceptions, 
been limited to 17–4 PH and 316L stainless steels. These alloys are 
widely used in L-PBF AM. Stainless steels obtain their corrosion resis-
tance from a thin layer of chromium and iron oxides called the passive 
layer. A common corrosion concern for stainless steel is pitting corro-
sion, where the localized metal loss occurs at locations of passive film 
breakdown. Pitting is a phenomenon of concern especially when the 
environment contains chloride anions. Environments that contain 
chloride ions include seawater (approx. 3.5 wt% NaCl or 0.6 M NaCl) or 
simulated body fluid (SBF) used in biocompatibility studies. Most 
corrosion studies of L-PBF material focus on these types of environments 
and the comparisons of wrought and L-PBF alloys. 

Stainless steel 316L produced by L-PBF methods has been reported to 
have lower pitting resistance compared to wrought material in both 
FeCl3 [1070] (an aggressive environment used in ASTM standard tests 
for comparative pitting resistance) and in NaCl solutions [1071-1073]. 
The higher porosity of L-PBF samples is typically noted as a reason for 
decreasing corrosion resistance. This was quantified by Sun et al. for 
316L [1073]. The breakdown potential (Eb, the onset of pitting corro-
sion) was found to decrease with increasing porosity, indicating 
decreased resistance to pitting. The decreased repassivation potential 
(Er) with porosity shows that pits formed on samples with higher 
porosity were more difficult to repassivate. Finally, the frequency of 
metastable pitting was also found to be much higher on the printed 
samples. 

These results were similar to other studies of surface roughness and 
its effect on pitting corrosion [1074]. Kong et al. [1075] examined the 
effect of varying laser power (other process variables constant) on 
corrosion resistance of 316L in simulated body fluid (SBF). They found 
samples built with lower beam power had higher porosity and lower 
pitting potentials. Samples built with higher beam power performed 
better than wrought 316L. Recently, Chen et al. [686] used laser re- 
melting as a polishing step to reduce the surface roughness of the L- 
PBF processed 316 alloy. It was indicated that laser polishing could 
reduce the surface roughness of the as-build part by over 92% (from 
4.75 μm to 0.49 μm Sa). Further, microscopy observation close to the top 
surface showed that the as-build part had columnar grains (hardness of 
1.82 GPa) with fine cellular grains (hardness of 2.89 GPa) after laser 
polishing. Electrochemical studies in 0.4 M HCl with a Hg/Hg2SO4 
reference electrode confirmed that the laser polished sample had higher 
corrosion potential and lower corrosion current density (-0.557 V and 
0.007 μA/cm2) compared to the as-built 316 samples (-0.667 V and 
0.280 μA/cm2). This led to an increased pitting potential from − 0.375 V 
in the as-build part to − 0.258 V in the laser polished part. Enhanced 
corrosion resistance was associated with removed unmelted powder 
particles, reduced porosity, reduced surface roughness, and grain 
refinement. 

Sander et al. [1072] performed a similar study of pitting on 316L, but 
with varying porosity <1 vol%, much lower than [1073]. In this work, 
the pitting potential of the L-PBF samples was much higher than the 
wrought sample. This was attributed to the refinement of the MnS 

inclusions at the part surface due to rapid solidification. The frequency 
of metastable pitting was lower on the L-PBF samples compared to the 
wrought samples and this frequency was found to increase with 
porosity. Recently, Lodhi et al. [1076] compared the corrosion behavior 
of L-PBF 316L with wrought alloy in acidic conditions (pH < 3 with 
different Cl- content. The enhancement of corrosion resistance was 
related to the fine sub-granular structure, formation of a stable passive 
oxide film on the surface, and limited time for MnS inclusion nucleation 
during AM process [1077]. Another study by Cruz et al. [1078] showed 
that the L-PBF processed 316L had compressive residual stress of 250 
MPa and after stress relief treatment at 1100 ◦C for 5 min, it decreased to 
− 15 MPa. This stress relief treatment had minimal effect on the micro-
structure, but the corrosion resistance in NaCl was affected. A slight 
increase in the pitting potential was observed. Their results were 
analyzed in the context of the point defect model [1079,1080] which 
links pit initiation to transport of defects through the passive film. The 
hypothesis in this work was that higher residual stresses led to lower 
donor densities and point defect concentration in the passive film, which 
slowed the rate of passive film growth and slightly enhanced the pitting 
potential. 

A detailed study on the porosity of L-PBF parts and its influence on 
corrosion was conducted by Schaller et al. [1081] on 17–4 PH stainless 
steel, which is a precipitation-hardenable martensitic grade. Like 316L, 
a major corrosion concern is pitting in chloride-containing environ-
ments. The study employed microelectrochemical methods to expose 
small surface areas to the test solution, meaning they could test pore-free 
areas and compare them to areas containing pores. Tests were per-
formed in a 0.6 M NaCl solution. The L-PBF samples exhibited lower 
corrosion potentials, higher corrosion current densities, and lower 
pitting potentials compared to the wrought condition. An important 
finding from this study was that larger lack-of-fusion pores much worse 
for corrosion resistance compared to smaller gas porosity pores. This 
was illustrated by microelectrochemical testing at specific areas on the 
sample surface with and without pores. Results are shown in Fig. 104. 
The irregular shape of LOF pores was suggested to result in more 
occluded regions than the hemispherical gas pores. 

Similar effects of porosity have been observed in 304L stainless steel 
[1082]. 304L is a common stainless steel grade with a similar compo-
sition to 316L, except 316L contains Mo which improves resistance to 
pitting corrosion. In this study wrought 304L was compared to the L-PBF 
processed material in the as-built condition. Grit-blast and ground sur-
face finishes were compared. Corrosion resistance was evaluated by 
weight loss tests in acidic solutions and electrochemical tests in aerated 
solutions of varying NaCl concentration. In all acidic solutions, the grit- 
blasted L-PBF sample showed higher corrosion rates than the ground L- 
PBF or wrought samples. No passive region was evident in the grit- 
blasted samples anodically polarized in the NaCl solution – severe 
pitting was observed. Rougher surfaces were suggested to contain more 
crevice-like regions and the grit-blasted surface was particularly detri-
mental due to embedded particles. Microelectrochemical test results 
were similar to those reported above for 17–4 PH. LOF pores showed 
small passive regions and lower pitting potentials. The passive region 
was much wider when non-porous regions were tested. Porosity was 
attacked, with etch pits visible on pore walls. For ground surfaces, L-PBF 
processed samples were more resistant to corrosion than wrought sam-
ples. This attributed to a reduction in oxide inclusion size, as both 
wrought and AM samples had low S (50 ppm max for L-PBF, <10 ppm 
for wrought) and few MnS would be expected. 

The above-discussed study on 304L also observed no preferential 
corrosion due to segregation or other microstructural features besides 
porosity. The microstructure of L-PBF austenitic stainless steel consists 
of relatively large columnar austenite grains with a cellular substructure 
and often some δ-ferrite [1083]. Microsegregation of Cr and Mo has been 
observed in the intercellular regions and these regions also have high 
dislocation density [1084,1085]. The study from Chao et al. [1086] 
however, found dislocation structures but not evidence of 
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Fig. 104. Results from Schaller et al. on 17-4PH stainless steels showing the effects of pore size on polarization behavior. (a) shows the variation in open circuit 
potential with time, indicating more severe transients on surfaces with large pores. (b) shows potentiodynamic polarization curves that show a lack of a passive 
region and pitting at large pores. (c) and (d) show the surface areas. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [1081]. 

Fig. 105. (A) Optical micrographs after DL-EPR tests (0.5 M H2SO4 + 0.01 M KSCN solution at room temperature). (B) Focused ion beam cross-sections from the 
grain boundaries of specimens to measure the depth of attack. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [1093]. 
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microsegregation. Improved corrosion resistance compared to wrought 
material was attributed to refined inclusion size. In 17–4, the refinement 
in Cu precipitate size has been noted as beneficial [1087]. Barroux et al. 
[1088] evaluated pitting corrosion of solution treated (at 1040 ◦C for 30 
min) and aged (at 480 ◦C for 1 h) 17–4 PH in 0.5 M NaCl. The post-heat 
treatment resulted in the formation of recrystallized grains with fine 
martensite laths and NbCs precipitates, containing more austenite and 
Cu-rich precipitates. Compared to a wrought alloy, heat-treated L-PBF 
specimen showed a shift of Epit towards more positive values with very 
few metastable pits, in agreement with [1089]. Similarly, improved 
corrosion resistance of maraging steel was suggested to be the result of 
smaller precipitates [1090]. Trelewicz et al. [1091] showed evidence of 
microsegregation and also reported decreased corrosion resistance of 
316L in 0.1 M HCl. The dislocation structure produced by solidification 
could also influence sensitization behavior and intergranular corrosion 
with heat treatment times longer than 6 h at 650 ◦C sensitizing 316L 
according to double-loop electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation 
(DL-EPR) tests [1092]. Laleh et al. [1093] reported an unusual inter-
granular corrosion resistance of L-PBF processed 316L compared to 
commercial alloy. No Cr-rich precipitates were detected for L-PBF pro-
cessed 316L after a long-term sensitization heat-treatment (700 ◦C for 
60 h followed by water quenched). Microscopy observations after DL- 
EPR tests from commercial 316L alloy indicated a continuous network 
of ditched grain boundaries with grooves extending deeply into the bulk, 
while, it was less pronounced in the AM specimen. A possible hypothesis 
for this behavior could be a high frequency of twin boundaries and low- 
angle grain boundaries along with fine grains in L-PBF processed 316L 
(Fig. 105). Zhou et al. [1094] suggested that subcritical annealing of L- 
PBF processed 316L at 950 ◦C for 4 h dissolved melt pool boundary and 
eliminated high-density dislocation, while, the advantages of inclusion 
anticrystallization and weak grain boundary segregation during the L- 
PBF process were retained. This resulted in corrosion resistance 
enhancement. Laleh et al. [1095] also noted when the PBF-processed 
316L specimen was heat-treated above 1000 ◦C, the fine MnS inclu-
sion, which had pitting corrosion resistance improvement, could trans-
form manganese chromite. 

In addition to the effects of printed microstructure, the prior pro-
cessing of powder can also influence corrosion behavior. Pitting of 17–4 
was found to be reduced in L-PBF parts compared to wrought material 
[1089], but the nitrogen level of the powder was much higher than that 

of the wrought material, and nitrogen is known to improve the pitting 
resistance of stainless steels. As a result, the direct influence of L-PBF 
processing was not clear. The gas atomization process (nitrogen vs. 
argon) could therefore also influence the final material composition and 
corrosion behavior of printed stainless steels. 

L-PBF stainless steels are typically reported to exhibit lower corro-
sion resistance than wrought alloys of the same grade. However, this 
finding of lower corrosion resistance is not universal. Nonetheless, the 
susceptibility of PBF-processed stainless steel alloys to crack initiation 
and stress corrosion cracking needs more considerations. The corrosion 
performance of L-PBF-processed iron alloys has been attributed to the 
following:  

1. Increased porosity in L-PBF parts 
2. Smaller MnS inclusions (beneficial) and microsegregation (detri-

mental) due to rapid solidification 

Aluminum alloys. Corrosion studies of AM aluminum alloys have 
focused almost exclusively on AlSi10Mg, the most common Al alloy used 
in AM applications. The behavior of most interest is pitting corrosion in 
chloride solutions, typically aqueous NaCl or Harrison’s solution 
((NH4)2SO4 + NaCl). There are generally two classes of studies. The first 
class focuses on comparisons of L-PBF -processed material to wrought or 
cast alloys with similar compositions The second class studies AM- 
related process variables, most commonly surface condition (e.g. 
orientation, roughness) and post-build heat treatment. A major corro-
sion concern for aluminum alloys is pitting corrosion in solutions con-
taining chloride ions, consequently, all studies found employed 
environments of aqueous NaCl or Harrison’s solution ((NH4)2SO4 +

NaCl). 
L-PBF-processed material has generally been found to exhibit 

equivalent or better corrosion resistance compared to conventionally- 
processed material [1096-1100]. This is attributed to a fine micro-
structure length scale and the absence of intermetallic particles. The 
pitting resistance of aluminum alloys and the central role of cathodically 
active intermetallic precipitates have been well-studied and were 
reviewed recently [1101,1102]. In general, iron and copper impurities 
are the main causes of these intermetallics. There are three main in-
fluences of intermetallics [1101-1104]: (1) The intermetallics are much 
more efficient substrates for reduction of dissolved oxygen than the 

Fig. 106. Example melt pool boundaries (a) and coarsened microstructure at the boundaries (b), images (c-e) show preferential corrosion at melt pool boundaries in 
L-PBF-processed AlSi10Mg. Reprinted with permission from Refs. [1096,1098]. 
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oxide-covered aluminum metal surface. The resulting higher cathodic 
current drives faster pit growth. (2) Because of the high rate of oxygen 
reduction at the intermetallics, the pH locally increases (the solution 
becomes more alkaline). This leads to the faster dissolution of 
aluminum, since aluminum has poor corrosion resistance above a pH of 
approximately 10, and a trench or incipient pit forms around the 
intermetallic. (3) The composition of the aluminum matrix next to the 
intermetallic is different from the average, changing the anodic disso-
lution behavior. One limitation of the comparative studies mentioned 
above [1096-1098] is composition control. In all of these studies, the 
levels of impurities such as Fe, Cu, and Mg were higher in the conven-
tionally processed alloys. The effects of alloy composition, L-PBF pro-
cessing, and L-PBF post-processing on intermetallic distribution and 
corrosion resistance require further study. 

In addition to the effect on intermetallics, the alloy microstructure is 
significantly refined after L-PBF processing and this has also been sug-
gested to improve corrosion resistance. The microstructure of L-PBF- 
processed AlSi10Mg consists of α-aluminum cells with an intercellular 
network of silicon [605,1105]. The cellular network spacing at the 
boundaries of adjacent melt pool tracks is generally coarser than in the 

melt pools. Preferential corrosion at the boundary between melt pool 
tracks has been frequently observed [1096,1098], as shown in Fig. 106. 

As shown in Fig. 106, the aluminum matrix is preferentially attacked 
where the silicon network is coarser. Revilla et al. used scanning Kelvin 
probe microscopy (SKPM) and found a higher potential difference be-
tween Al and Si in the regions where the network was coarser. The 
galvanic coupling led to enhanced corrosion. A study by Cabrini et al. 
[1106] suggested similar effects and also noted observations of localized 
corrosion at pores on the surface. Another study from Revilla et al. 
[1107] studied material with 7, 10, and 12 wt% Si. In this work, 
different energy densities were used for each alloy. The corrosion 
behavior was similar to that discussed above, with more severe attack at 
melt pool boundaries. The lower Si samples were found to be more 
heavily attacked than the 12 wt% Si sample. 

The influence of surface condition has been found to affect the 
corrosion resistance of AlSi10Mg. Most studies have concluded rougher, 
as-built surfaces are detrimental to corrosion resistance [1108-1110]. 
The rougher, as-built surfaces have been argued to result in more 
irregular passive layers [1108] and to result in larger cathodic areas 
[1110]. Contradictory results were reported by Fathi et al. [1098], who 

Fig. 107. (A) Process parameters used to fabricate AlSi10Mg parts with different surface roughness. (B) SEM micrographs from the surface of the AM parts showing 
roughness as a function of the processing condition. (C) Cross-sectional optical micrographs showing melt pool size and morphology. (D) Anodic potentiodynamic 
polarization curves and cyclic polarization curves taken from the samples’ surface immersed in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution. (E) SEM images taken from the top surface 
(upskin layers) after anodic polarization test illustrating pitting and selective corrosion along with the melt pool boundaries on samples in order of Surface 1 <
Regular < Surface 2 samples. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [1111]. 
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suggested the partially melted and oxidized powder particles led to a 
more protective passive layer. Fathi et al. [1111] studied the effect of 
surface finish and morphology of the exposed surface to the saline so-
lution (Fig. 107). It was shown that regular processing condition resul-
ted in the surface finish of Ra = 5.1 ± 1.5 μm while reducing hatch 
spacing reduced roughness to Ra = 1.4 ± 0.5 μm. It was proposed that 
the faster cooling and solidification rate during AM process of part with 
smaller hatch spacing of 130 μm (sample labeled as Surafe 1) restricted 
coarsening of Al dendrites and Si precipitates in the melt pool, thus, a 
potential difference between silicon and aluminum was reduced leading 
resulting in a less susceptibility of L-PBF processed AlSi10Mg part to 
pitting and selective corrosion attack. A study by Cabrini et al. [1106] 
noted a slight effect of surface orientation relative to the build plane, but 
a later study from the same group concluded differences were not sta-
tistically significant [1112]. 

The effects of post-processing heat treatment have also been exam-
ined. A recent study by Cabrini et al. found decreasing pitting resistance 
as post-processing heat treatment temperature increased from 200 ◦C to 
400 ◦C [1112]. A previous study from the same group found a solution 
annealing heat treatment at 550 ◦C led to much lower corrosion resis-
tance compared to the as-built or stress relieved at 300 ◦C conditions 
[1108]. Another recent study of post-build heat treatments found that 
200–300 ◦C was an optimum temperature for improved corrosion 
resistance compared to an as-built case and a 350 ◦C heat treatment 
[1113]. Improved corrosion resistance was related to the uniform dis-
tribution of the fine Si particles in the microstructure of L-PBF processed 
AlSi10Mg, which prevented penetrating selective attack along the melt 
pool boundaries, even though localized corrosion was reported. Con-
tradictory results were presented by Rubben et al. [1114] in which 
stress-relieving treatment at 300 ◦C for 2 h had a detrimental impact on 
corrosion resistance. Corrosion attach was dependent on the 
morphology of the silicon in AM processed AlSi10Mg (Fig. 108). When 
networks of Si were present in the as-built part, superficial corrosion 
attack with the formation of microcracks in the heat-affected zone near 

melt pool borders was observed. However, Si particles in the stress- 
relieved specimen were broken up into separate coarse precipitates 
resulted in a more deeply penetrating corrosion attack. It was also re-
ported that the localized Mg-Si precipitates formed in the stress-relieved 
specimen leading to the reduction of corrosion resistance in aluminum 
alloys [1115,1116]. Electrochemical testing revealed a larger potential 
difference between Al and Si phases at the melt pool boundary than 
within the melt pool, meaning that the larger potential difference gave a 
larger driving force for galvanic corrosion. 

Most of the corrosion-related studies of L-PBF-processed AlSi10Mg 
have focused on electrochemical behavior and pitting corrosion. Studies 
from Leon et al. [1097,1110], found corrosion fatigue resistance of L- 
PBF processed specimens was greater than cast counterparts. Zakay et al. 
[1117] evaluated the effect of post-build heat treatment by slow strain 
rate stress corrosion cracking tests and corrosion fatigue tests. Both tests 
supported the selection of 200–300 ◦C as an optimum post-processing 
temperature. 

Titanium alloys. Studies of L-PBF-processed titanium almost exclu-
sively focus on Ti-6Al-4V. Because AM Ti-6Al-4V has many promising 
applications in biomaterials, common environments are simulated body 
fluids (SBF), e.g. Hank’s solution, Ringer’s solution, and phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS). In the studies, most emphasis is placed on 
corrosion potential (Ecorr), corrosion current density (icorr) and the po-
tential at which the passive layer is no longer stable (the breakdown 
potential, Eb). Lower values of Ecorr and icorr, along with higher values of 
Eb imply better corrosion resistance. The desirable state for Ti-6Al-4V in 
service, especially for biomaterial applications, is the formation of a 
stable and protective passive layer. Pitting corrosion is generally not 
observed in Ti-alloys unless they are subjected to very anodic polari-
zation. Generally, the corrosion resistance is dependent on the combined 
effects of microstructures including type, size, and morphology of con-
stituent phases in titanium alloys. 

The microstructure of L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V is mostly α’ martensite with 
small amounts of β due to the rapid solidification. Dai et al. [1118] 

Fig. 108. SEM micrographs from (A-left) as-built L-PBF AlSi10Mg alloy and (B-left) stress-relieved specimen at 300 ◦C for 2 h. SEM micrographs from samples 
immersed in a 0.1 M NaCl solution; (A-right) as-built L-PBF AlSi10Mg alloy and (B-right) stress relieved specimen at 300 ◦C for 2 h. (C) Proposed corrosion 
mechanism when (a-d) there is a connected silicon network and (e-h) silicon forms separate precipitates (black color represents Si phase). Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. [1114]. 
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observed that corrosion resistance of L-PBF material was worse 
compared to wrought Ti-6Al-4V. This conclusion was based on results 
shown in Fig. 109(a, b), a continuously increasing open circuit potential, 
higher passive current density, and lower breakdown potential. They 
attributed this to the more rapid dissolution of the metastable martensite 
phase and the limited presence of β, which may have a more stable TiO2 
passive layer. A separate study in the same environment [1119] found 
that heat treatments at 500 ◦C, 850 ◦C, and 1000 ◦C coarsened micro-
structure and led to decreased corrosion resistance. Sharma et al. [1120] 
evaluated the corrosion behavior of L-PBF and cast Ti-6Al-4V alloy. 
Regardless of the test solution, cast alloy showed higher corrosion 
resistance compared to the AM processed Ti-6Al-4V part due to the 
higher β phase fraction in the microstructure. The passivation current 
increased in the order of NaOH < SBF < NaCl < H2SO4, while the pitting 
potential decreased in those solutions. Hemmasian Ettefagh et al. [1121] 
showed that post heat treatment at 800 ◦C could enhance the corrosion 
resistance of L-PBF fabricated Ti-6Al-4V due to the formation of stable β 
phase in the microstructure. As reported, the as-built Ti-6Al-4V had a 
corrosion potential of − 0.494 VSCE, corrosion current density of 1.82 
μA/cm2, and pitting potential of 1.131 VSCE; with values of − 0.337 
VSCE, 0.151 μA/cm2, and 1.318 VSCE for the heat-treated part, sug-
gesting that corrosion resistance enhancement due to post-build heat 
treatment. Pazhanivel et al. [1122] observed corrosion resistance 
enhancement of L-PBF processed Ti-6Al-4V in NaCl and phosphate 
buffer electrolytes after heat treatment at 850 ◦C due to the formation of 
ultra-fine bimodal α + β microstructure. 

Somewhat contradictory comparisons were observed by Yang et al. 
[1123], they observed that corrosion resistance could be improved by 

heat-treating the L-PBF-processed samples at 750 ◦C. Such samples 
possessed fine lamellar α+β microstructures and their corrosion re-
sistances were better than the wrought material and the L-PBF samples 
with coarse lamellar microstructures heat-treated at 1020 ◦C. 

Dai et al. [1124] also studied orientation effects, with lower corro-
sion resistance on surfaces normal to the build direction. They attributed 
this to a β volume fraction effect, however the β volume fractions were 
very low and the amounts were only quantified from x-ray diffraction, 
with no discussion of uncertainties. Relatively few studies have exam-
ined effects of the L-PBF process variables. Chiu et al. suggested energy 
density modified the defect structure of the passive film, changing how it 
reacts with chlorides in the environment [190]. Mahamood et al. [1125] 
observed increasing laser power led to better corrosion resistance, 
however, this study was conducted for a laser metal deposition (LMD) 
process. However, E-PBF-processed Ti-6Al-4V showed slightly better 
corrosion resistance compared to wrought material [1126]. This was 
attributed to more β phase and a fine-grained α+β microstructure. E- 
PBF requires much higher preheating, consequently melt pool micro-
structures are very different compared to L-PBF. The increased amount 
of β was suggested to improve the stability of the passive film. 

More attention has been devoted to the effects of surfaces and heat 
treatment, however, there are a variety of findings. High-temperature 
heat treatment (850, 950, 1050 ◦C) was found to result in localized 
attack at the β phase in a PBS solution [1127]. Martensitic areas were 
not attached. These results were contradictory to those of Dai [1118]. 
Another study of heat treatment effects in different environments (1 M 
H2SO4, 1 M HCl, 3.5% NaCl) found the as-built condition exhibited the 
most severe corrosion compared to heat-treated samples in 1 M H2SO4 
but the effect of heat treatment was much smaller in the other 
environments. 

Surface modification methods that have been studied include shot 
peening and anodization. Shot peening could change surface roughness, 
but all samples exhibited satisfactory corrosion resistance [1128]. 
Anodized L-PBF Ti-6Al-4V scaffold structures were studied by de Dam-
borena et al. [1129]. The anodizing process led to a uniform, nanoporous 
surface. The L-PBF samples were more uniformly anodized, which was 
attributed to their fine length-scale microstructures. Anodization led to 
improved corrosion resistance. 

There have been just a few mentions of high-temperature corrosion 
phenomena related to Ti-alloys. L-PBF-processed Ti-6Al-4V oxidized 
between 500 and 600 ◦C was found to exhibit much greater mass gains 
compared to a rolled + annealed reference [1130]. The extra mass gain 
was attributed to the oxidation of powders stuck to the surface. It is well- 
known that titanium can dissolve significant levels of oxygen at high 
temperatures and this behavior did not seem to be affected by L-PBF 
processing. 

The high-temperature oxidation of a near-α alloy produced by L-PBF 

Fig. 109. Comparison of (a) open circuit potential variation and (b) potentiodynamic polarization curves in 3.5 wt% NaCl for L-PBF-processed Ti-6Al-4V and 
wrought material. The L-PBF-processed material exhibited lower corrosion resistance. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [1118]. 

Fig. 110. Parabolic rate constants reported from the oxidation of alloy 718. 
Green 2001 is from Ref. [1137]. Sadeghi 2019 is from Ref. [1141]. Sanviem-
vongsak 2018 is from Ref. [1140]. 
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has also been reported. For this material, the as-built samples exhibited 
much lower mass gains compared to as-cast counterparts [1131]. This 
was attributed to differences in microstructure length scale, but only a 
relatively brief discussion was made. Cui et al. [1132] suggested addi-
tional boron to Ti-based alloys could enhance the oxidation resistance of 
L-PBF processed Ti alloy due to the formation of refined TiB, resulted in 
reduced evaporation of B2O3, thus multiple compact oxidation layers of 
TiO2-Al2O3 formed on the substrate. 

Nickel alloys. There have been few published studies on aqueous 
corrosion of nickel alloy produced via AM processes. Those found focus 
on environmental cracking of alloy 625 in aqueous chloride environ-
ments [1133,1134]. L-PBF-processed alloy 625 was found to be resistant 
to environmental fracture under constant displacement tests and it was 
found to exhibit corrosion fatigue resistance slightly below that of the 
wrought counterpart material. L-PBF-processed alloy 718 proved that 
build orientation affected surface defect formation such that vertical 
printing had the highest corrosion resistance behavior in NaCl solution 
[1135]. In other words, surface defects (porosity and roughness) became 
preferential sites for localized corrosion. Recently, Karimi et al. [1136] 
found that build location affects the microstructure and resultant 
corrosion behavior of E-PBF processed alloy 718. When cubic samples 
were printed at the center of the build plate, higher Nb-rich phase 
(~30%), coarser primary dendrite arm spacing (~20–30%), and higher 
polarization resistance (~40 kΩ.cm2 compared to ~2 kΩ.cm2 for exte-
rior printed parts) were attained. 

Most of the corrosion studies of nickel alloys produced by powder 
bed fusion processes have focused on high-temperature phenomena, 
specifically in alloy 718. At high temperatures, alloy 718 forms a Cr2O3 
oxide scale that protects it from the surrounding environment 
[1137,1138]. Jia et al. [454] made samples at four P-V combinations and 
oxidized them in the air at 850 ◦C. The sample printed with the lowest 
energy density exhibited the highest mass gains, suggesting the oxide 
forming on the surface was not as protective. This was further explored 
in a follow on study by the same group [1139], in which they observed 
evidence of spalling and more severe internal oxidation in the sample 
produced with the lowest energy density. Samples processed by both L- 
PBF and E-PBF oxidized were also oxidized at 850 ◦C to compare the two 
processes [1140]. The measured oxidation rates from E-PBF samples 
were much higher than L-PBF or wrought materials. This was attributed 
to the sintering of particles on the sample surface and the increased 
surface roughness. After surface grinding, measured rates from E-PBF 
samples were much lower and consistent with rates of L-PBF and 
wrought alloy 718. Oxidation rates in this study were much lower than 
those found by Jia et al. [454], but no conclusive reason for this was 

identified. 
Effects of processing after E-PBF were studied by Sadeghi et al. 

[1141]. That work compared oxidation behavior at 650–850 ◦C for four 
conditions:  

1. As-built,  
2. HT = Solutionizing at 980 ◦C for 1 h, then water cooling, aging at 

720 ◦C for 8 hr with rapid cooling to 620 ◦C then holding 8 h and 
finally air cooling to room temperature  

3. HIP = 1185 ◦C/150 MPa, 4 hr  
4. HIP + HT 

The lowest oxidation rates for the HIP + HT condition, which formed 
a compact, adherent, Cr2O3 oxide at all temperatures. In the as-built 
case, the oxide was discontinuous at 850 ◦C and oxidation rates were 
much higher than other conditions. A comparison of parabolic rate 
constants evaluated from these studies (with reference values for the 
oxidation of wrought alloy 718 from [1137]) is shown in Fig. 110. 
Recently, Kang et al. [1142] showed that HIPed + aged condition had 
better high-temperature resistance compared to that of solution treated 
+ aged. The microstructure of the as-built specimen was evolved after 
HIP treatment and melt pool boundary and columnar structures were 
eliminated. Additionally, δ phase was found at the grain boundary of the 
solution treated + aged specimen, while, a Ti-rich MC phase was present 
at the grain boundary of the HIPed + aged specimen. As shown in 
Fig. 110, a single Cr2O3 passive layer was formed on the HIPed + aged 
sample with minimal internal oxidation, while, the solution treated +
aged specimen revealed two oxide layers including an external oxide 
layer composed of (Ni,Fe,Nb)Cr2O4 oxides on top of the Cr2O3 passive 
layer. The authors hypothesized that the presence of TiC at the grain 
boundary and within grains of the HIPed + aged sample acted as oxide 
nucleation sites in the early oxidation stage as well as suppression the 
inner diffusion of oxygen ions (see Fig. 111). 

Oxidation of E-PBF alloy 718 has also been studied in wet air envi-
ronments [1143]. The behavior of alloy 718 differs significantly in wet 
environments because H2O in the gas phase leads to the formation of 
volatile oxyhydroxide species that are rapidly removed into the gas 
phase. Consequently, the alloy experiences mass loss due to vaporization 
and mass gain due to oxidation [1144]. Measured overall mass changes 
are small, but the alloy is still degrading during exposure. E-PBF samples 
were tested as-built, after HIP (1200 ◦C, 2 hr) and HIP + HT (similar 
solutionizing and aging heat treatment described above). Processing 
differences had little effect on oxidation behavior at 650 ◦C and 700 ◦C, 
with a slight mass loss observed consistent with simultaneous oxidation 

Fig. 111. SEM micrographs taken from the top surface and cross-section of L-PBF alloy 718 followed by post-heat treatment of (A) solution treated + aged and (B) 
HIPed + aged. Elemental map analysis indicated the distribution of alloying elements after oxidation at 1000 ◦C in an artificial air atmosphere up to 24 h. Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. [1142]. 
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and vaporization. At 750 ◦C the E-PBF samples differed from wrought 
with thicker oxides containing more Fe-rich oxide nodules observed. 

There are still a limited number of studies of the high-temperature 
oxidation behavior of nickel-base alloys processed by L-PBF or E-PBF. 
Connections between build parameters, post-processing, underlying 
microstructure, and oxidation behavior (both external and internal) 
remain to be developed. 

9. Current challenges, gaps, and future trends 

Even though significant progress has been achieved in understanding 
and controlling defects in the PBF of metals, we are still far away from 
our ultimate goal of printing consistent, reliable, and high-performance 
metal components by rational design. We identify the following areas as 
examples of future research directions to close this gap: 

Formation and prediction of defects in part scale. Detrimental de-
fects are observed in parts fabricated using parameters optimized for 
maximizing part density. This poses great challenge for part/process 
qualification and certification. A deeper understanding of the defect 
formation on the part scale is critical. The variations of laser beam 
characteristics (power, beam profile, beam size, focal plane, etc.), 
thermal condition (temperature distribution, heat accumulation and 
dissipation on the part), and environmental gas flow (impurity level, 
flow speed, flow pattern, etc.) over the entire build area might play 
important roles on defect formation. Significant research efforts are 
needed to understand the effects of these variations and to incorporate 
them into predictive models for predicting defects in part scale. 

Formation and prediction of atomic/nano-scale defects. Atomic 
and nanoscale defects (e.g., dislocation, chemical segregation, nanoscale 
contamination) have been observed in additively manufactured metals. 
The details as to how these defects form and evolve during rapid cyclic 
heating and cooling remain unclear. A combination of in situ experi-
ments and multi-scale simulation is necessary to understand the for-
mation mechanisms and develop predictive capabilities. 

Spatial distribution of all types of defects in part scale. Current 
research results mainly show the defects in certain areas of a part/build 
or the distribution of a certain type of defect (e.g., pores) in a part. 
Significant variations of defect type, defect size and defect amount are 
expected in a part. Revealing the spatial distribution of all types of de-
fects in part scale is critical for developing more accurate models to 
predict the mechanical properties of the additively manufactured parts. 

Defect mitigation and elimination. Currently, the fatigue life of 
additively manufactured metals is only about half of their wrought 
counterparts and exhibits significant variations, which limits the appli-
cation of additively manufactured metals as load-bearing critical com-
ponents. Significant efforts are needed to develop novel approaches for 
mitigating and eliminating detrimental defects in additively manufac-
tured parts. It is expected that the improved understanding of the defect 
formation mechanisms and the development of novel in situ monitoring 
tools [1145] will accelerate the invention of new approaches to address 
detrimental defects in metal AM. 

Controlled generation of defects. Defects are not always detrimental. 
Additive manufacturing technology can introduce specific defects in a 
specific location, which enables the creation of patterned defects in a 
part. Novel properties may arise from a certain defect pattern in a part. 
Design, optimization, and controlled generation of defects in additively 
manufactured metals may lead to unexpected phenomena and novel 
applications. Little work has been done in this direction. Synergistic 
collaboration among manufacturing, materials, mechanics, and design 
communities has the potential to make breakthroughs in this area. 

Multi-scale, multi-modal in situ characterization of defect evolu-
tion. Individual in situ characterization technology (e.g., x-ray imaging/ 
diffraction, visible-light imaging, thermal imaging) has revealed 
important insights about defect formation and evolution in the past few 
years. The integration of different in situ technologies is critical for 
getting a wholistic view of defect formation and evolution in different 

scales, in different areas and under different conditions. Developing 
multi-scale and multi-modal in situ monitoring tools is an ongoing effort 
and will continue to grow in the future. The multi-scale and multi-modal 
in situ characterization research will make important contributions to 
reveal new defect formation mechanisms, identify key signals for defect 
monitoring in commercial machines and establish location-specific 
processing-microstructure relationships. 

Simulation, prediction, and mitigation of spatters. Spatter is a major 
cause of quality uncertainty in the PBF process. Significant progress has 
been made in revealing the mechanisms of spatter formation in recent 
years by advanced in situ characterization tools. However, it is still a 
challenge to predict its formation, size, and landing sites on the powder 
bed and to quantify its impact on the properties of the part. Great efforts 
are needed to develop simulation tools that can quantitatively predict 
spatters and to develop effective approaches to mitigate or even elimi-
nate the most detrimental spatters in the PBF process. Addressing 
spatter-induced defects is a critical step towards the development of 
reliable PBF technology. 

Probabilistic simulation of defects. Many uncertainties exist in 
defect formation and evolution in PBF. The deterministic simulations, 
widely used currently, cannot capture these uncertainties well. Proba-
bilistic simulation, which considers the probabilistic distribution of 
input parameters and random events, has the potential to address the 
uncertainty problem in the PBF process. Substantial effort is needed to 
develop probabilistic models to predict defects in the PBF process. 
Probabilistic models will provide important information and guidance 
for processing parameter design and property prediction. 

Property prediction. While many efforts have been devoted to 
developing models to predict the properties of additively manufactured 
metals, precise prediction of the properties of additively manufactured 
metals is still a big challenge. With gaining a deeper understanding of 
defect characteristics, their spatial distribution, and their effects on 
properties of additively manufactured metals, significant research ef-
forts are necessary to integrate these discoveries into property predic-
tion models to improve the prediction accuracy. The ability to predict 
the properties of additively manufactured metals is a prerequisite for 
designing mission-critical components. 

Mechanical property assessment. Most standards suggest using 
specimens with some minimum gage diameter and length to have 
adequate material at the gauge, thus, enough volume of material (e.g., 
enough number of grains) is being tested. There are some other con-
siderations for example avoiding buckling in fully reversed fatigue 
testing as well. However, in metal additive manufacturing, we are often 
interested in localized properties because of variations in thermal his-
tory within the part. Therefore, a lot of work can be found in the liter-
ature that have used subsized specimens to generate mechanical 
properties. The followings are the potential challenges: (1) If the spec-
imens are fabricated separately, they do not represent the properties of 
the point of interest in the part because of differences in thermal history 
affected by geometrical and design factors. Therefore, the best practice 
is to excise specimens from those points of interest. In this case, one part 
for each specimen is needed which increases the cost/time significantly. 
(2) The conventional load frames and grips are not suitable for testing 
these specimens, so specialized load frames and grips will be needed for 
testing. (3) Due to their small gauge sections, operator cannot connect 
extensometers and measure strain. Therefore, non-contact extensome-
ters (e.g., video extensometers) will be required to measure strain. 

Machine learning. The correlation among processing parameters, 
defect characteristics, and properties in PBF AM processes is very 
complex. A huge amount of data has been and is currently being 
collected. Advanced machine learning tools have great potential to 
derive the hidden rules from the big data. The application of machine 
learning in additive manufacturing is an interesting future research di-
rection. Machine learning, especially convolutional neural network, 
provides a remarkable opportunity for the AM domain to develop al-
gorithms and codes to process in situ data collected from real-time 
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monitoring [301] and obtain information that can be used for process 
analysis and optimization. However, there are a few challenges, 
including small datasets, lack of experience in labeling data, lack of 
knowledge in selecting good features, and the problem of overfitting and 
underfitting; these may be constraints from using machine learning in 
the AM industry [1135]. Also, developing algorithms to describe proc-
ess–structure–property–performance relationship for AM remains a 
challenge [1146]. 

Metal additive manufacturing is a very active research area. The 
topics listed above are just a few examples of future research directions. 
We expect that many novel research directions will emerge in the future. 
We anticipate that the collective efforts of the researchers in the com-
munity will overcome the challenges that PBF AM technology faces. 
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